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Introduction
The paradigms for in-vehicle navigation and route guidance systems developed in
Europe and North America have been primarily automobile stereo systems,
secondarily electronic game systems, and thirdly personal computer programs. The
systems are described in tenns of their human-machine interface, that is, how the
operator interacts with the system, either by touching the system's display screen,
pressing buttons surrounding the screen or on the instrument panel, or via a remote
control device. Some systems provide for voice interaction. The principal means used
by these systems to convey directions to a driver are voice instructions and diagrams of
manoeuvres to be taken at decision points.
The paper map has not served as a model for these systems. In most cases,
cartographic displays have been added during later stages in the systems' development
processes. Map displays were initially viewed by developers of navigation and route
guidance systems as distractions to the driver, taking the driver's attention away from
the road for too long a period of time. Some countries have attempted to forbid the use
of visual displays entirely while the vehicle is in motion, stating that they represent a
safety hazard. However, as a result of market pressures, system developers were
gradually forced to add maps to provide the driver with a way to verify that the
systems' voice or manoeuvre instructions had been correctly followed. The
developers' discomfort with the map paradigm, and their unfamiliarity with
cartographic presentation, has thus far resulted in relatively crude maps displayed in
the majority of these systems.
This paper, which is based on the author' s direct participation in the development of
an in-vehicle route guidance system for a Swedish automobile manufacturer, will
describe the technical factors that influence how geographic information can be
presented on in-vehicle digital map displays. The paper will describe how the limits of
the medium, including the small size of the display screen, its coarse resolution, and its
lirnited color range, combine to restrict the presentation of cartographic information.
The paper will also attempt to show how these limitations can be used to advantage in
creating a new map paradigm that is tailored to the medium.
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Definitions
Navigation and route guidance systems involving map display comprise a subset of
electronic devices that provide varying degrees of location-related information to their
users. There are three principal classes of systems:
1. Positioning - Position display shows the user's current location on a digital map.

2. Navigation - Position and destination display shows the user's current location and
the location of the destination.
3. Route Guidance - Position, destination and route to destination display shows the
user's current location, the location of the destination, and a calculated route to
reach the destination from the current location.
Positioning
Simple positioning devices require a method of relating the user's current position on
the earth to its relative position on a digital map. Available techniques for defming the
earth position are Global Position System (GPS) receivers, inertial navigation systems
with or without map matching, and radio-, radar-, or digitally transmitted signal
receivers. The digital map must be geographically precise, and the road features must
be an accurate representation of the real world features.
It is not necessary for the digital map data in a positioning system to have any
intelligence in the form of name attributes, functional or form of way classification, or
restricted access data. It is sufficient that the location signal received by the system
can be accurately translated to a position on the digital map, and that the map and the
location can be presented to the user in a readable marmer.
Navigation
Adding a destination calculation function to a device requires the addition of an
addressing capability to the database, and a user interface for identifying and searching
for place and street names. Searchable locations, such as specific building addresses,
streets, points of interest locations, or administrative areas, must be included in a
gazetteer, and each location must have associated with its entry in the gazetteer its
corresponding geographic reference that is the same as the geographic referencing
system used for the digital map.
Route Guidance
A route guidance device combines all of the functions of positioning and destination
identification and adds the requirement of manoeuvring on the actual street network in
order to reach the destination. A logical route is one that a user would take under
normal circumstances without the aid of a digital device. It would consider one-way
streets and turn restrictions at intersections, allowed speeds, the number of junctions
with other roads and necessary stops.

Constraints on Digital Map Displays
The utility of a map display for positioning, navigation or route guidance purposes is
dependent on four interdependent sets of constraints. These are:
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I . Technology - The components of the system and the functional and operational

characteristics of these components.
2. Database - The geographic database, consisting of geometry, topology and
associated attributes.
3. Human User - The ability of the user of the system to see and comprehend the
information presented, and to respond to the information in an appropriate manner.
4. Context - The environmental conditions in which the technology, database and
human user are operating (i .e., day or night, sunlight or overcast, moving vehicle).
The degree to which these constraints are addressed by the developer of the systems
employing digital map displays determines the degree to which the digital map
enhances and supports the functions of positioning, navigation or route guidance, or
distracts the user and detracts from the system' s usability.
Those implementations of digital map display systems that merely attempt to emulate
or reproduce a printed map are most often the least successful. A comparison with a
printed map can serve to highlight the differences. Printed maps, whether they are
large format sheet maps or small format atlas pages, are subject to similar human user
and contextual constraints as digital maps. Paper road and street maps used for
position identification and route finding must also contain text and features that are
readable and comprehensible in moving vehicles or while the user is walking.
However, the producer of a printed map has the following advantages over the digital
map producer. These advantages include the following:
• Finer resolution of the reproduction device (e.g. offset printing) allowing for much
finer detail, thinner lines and greater variation in line thickness to distinguish a
broader range of features, and a larger variation in typeface styles, fonts and point
SIzes.
• Larger variation in the color palette using the additive colors cyan, magenta and
yellow plus black in dot screen variations from 100% to 5%.
• Size of media, with a practical liInit of a folded sheet map of up to one meter.
• Portability of the media, e.g. it can travel anywhere with the user.
• Flexibility in the geographic precision of representation (aka cartographic license),
e.g. features can be generalized to improve readability or groups of features can be
warped to fit and area of interest within the borders of a defmed page or sheet.
• The ability to preprocess the information that is displayed on the media allows for
intelligent cartographic judgement to be exercised in the selection and generalizaton
of features, and in the proper placement of text and symbols.
• Simultaneous display of multiple images, including showing different maps at
varying scales, or combining the display of maps, photographic or lineart images,
and editorial text and indexes, provides the user with a comprehensive visual and
textual representation of the interest area.
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Compare these advantages to the technology constraints of map display systems:
Size of display - Four- and five-inch displays are the norm in in-vehicle systems. A
five-inch display has an active area of approximately 102 mm x 76 mm, about 11% of
the surface of an A4 sheet of paper.
Resolution - This is the measure of the smallest addressable set of data (called pixels)
on the display. It is the distance between the centers of adjacent pixels. A pixel is
consists of a set of three dots, one each for red, green and blue colors. The dots can be
arranged in a triad or in stripes. On map displays, each pixel is approximately
equivalent to a typesetting point, or 0,3 mm. Working with this resolution is similar to
drawing map lines, symbols, names or patterns with pens sized in multiples of 0,3 mm .
Typically, a road on a printed road atlas will be 0,25 mm in width with a 0, 15 center
line in one color, and 0,05 contours in a second color. Such fine resolutions are not
possible with common in-vehicle displays.
Available colors - Display colors are produced by the excitation of the red, green
and/or blue phosphors on the inner surface of the screen. Tones are created on the
screen by the additive mixing of RGB at varying intensities. At the highest intensity,
with all three dots in a pixel in "on mode", the pixel color produced is white. When all
three colors are in "off mode", the pixel is black. Varying the intensity and selectively
turning on or off one, two or three of the pixel's dots are what generates the display
tones. The limit on the number of variations is based on the number of bits available
per pixel. Typical in-vehicle displays are 12-bit (4 bits/pixel) allowing 4096 (212 ) t~tal
colors. Current manufacturing limitations and the sensitivity of display screens
variations in calibration means that screen colors are very difficult to control, even
when they are delivered by a single manufacturer. Lighting conditions and screen
display adjustments also affect the user' s ability to identify different colors. For these
reasons, the actual number of colors that can effectively be used is limited to under
ten .
Display position - In-vehicle displays are fixed in their position relative to the driver.
Those that are factory mounted are located on top of or in the instrument panel, usually
on the front, middle surface of the dash board. Some systems are mounted directly
forward of the driver, combined with the speedometer, fuel gauge, etc. The position of
the display relative to the driver's optimum line of vision on the road, its distance from
the driver, its location relative to sun entry at different times of day or direction of the
vehicle, all have a major impact on the display' s readability and on its safe use by the
dl;ver. Once installed, it cannot be moved to account for different environmental or
human user constraints.
In addition to the physical constraints of the map display technology, there are other
technology constraints. For example, the speed of updating from the map storage
media to the screen is highly dependent on the system developer's algorithms for
packing the map data and the speed at which this map data can be retrieved. The
speed of the moving vehicle has a significant effect on the performance of the system,
since the faster the vehicle moves, the more often the screen needs to be sent data from
the storage media. Refresh times of under one second are necessary to preserve the
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impression that the map and the vehicle are moving in unison, considered an important
feature in positioning and navigation systems, and absolutely essential in route
guidance systems that coordinate manoeuvre instructions with the vehicle's position on
the map.
The accuracy of the positioning mechanisms also affects the readability and usability
of the map displays. These mechanisms are in most cases a combination of map
matching software, digital gyroscopes, pulses from the odometer, and a GPS for
general vicinity positioning when starting up the vehicle after it has been turned off or
as a repositioning aid. Some systems use compasses and wheel sensors instead of the
simpler and less costly gyroscopes and odometer pulses because the developers claim
that they offer higher precision positioning so that they are able to provide manoeuvre
instructions timed more exactly to when the driver must make the manoeuvre. The
high precision requirements run counter to the cartographic principles of generalizing
curves to make the map more visually appealing to the reader.
The reliability of the route calculation software is more apparent to the driver using a
map display system than with those route guidance systems that provide only voice
instructions or diagrams. With a map display, the driver can see directly that the route
is following an illogical path compared to a route that the driver would have selected
based on distance or road class. In order to provide logical routes, the database must
have a sufficient level of right of way geometry and attributes, much higher than is
desirable on a printed map. It must contain lanes of travel at intersections and on
divided roadways, details that would in most cases cause a printed map to be
considered too cluttered.

Turning Constraints to Advantage
Given this rather extensive list of constraints and limitations imposed by the
technology, one might question why anyone would want to develop applications
involving the use of digital map displays. Justifying positioning, navigation and route
guidance systems that employ digital map displays is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, in the author's experience, it is possible to work with the technology,
database and contextual constraints to produce a highly usable substitute for a printed
map that can be used without the assistance of a human companion navigator.
Display Size
The small display size is countered by several advantages of computer technology:
• Multiple windows can be used to present an overview of the route along with a
higher level of detail around the actual position of the vehicle. The system may also
allow the user to switch between maps at different scales of presentation, and
between a map and a diagram of the next manoeuvre. Diagrams may vary from an
exact representation of the geometry of the intersection to a stylized diagram of the
intersecting roads at which the manoeuvre is performed.
• Windows placed on top of the map, or substituted for the map, provide the means
for a user to interact with the database to search for a particular street address, place
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of interest, such as a hotel, restaurant or airport. Some systems also offer the user
the opportunity to alter the settings of the system, for example from kilometers to
miles for drivers visiting Great Britain from other countries in Europe, or Canadian
visitors to the US.
• The continuous database allows the map to be continuously scrolled in any direction
at any display scale. A single CD-ROM can hold an area the size of Germany with
neighboring regions a few hundred kilometers inside the borders at detailed street
level. This data can be scaled from approximately 1: 10 000 to 1: 1 million for
variable views of the route. Paper maps to cover such a large geographic area at a
similar level of detail and range of scales would fill the entire boot of a vehicle.
Colors
A limited range of colors is not necessarily a disadvantage.
• Colors on maps are used to provide information to the user, including contextual
information to orient the user with his or her surroundings, and relative importance
information to offer the user guidance on selecting optional routes. Width and color
combinations are used to present functional classification (motorway, secondary,
connector, etc.) and form of way classification (dual carriageway, single lane
divided, etc.) . In route guidance systems in which the route is provided based on
stored attributes, the most important reasons for using color are driver orientation
with the surroundings and reinforcement of the selected route. The number of area
features needed for orientation is relatively small, and include parks or forested
areas, water bodies, built-up versus sparsely settled regions, large industrial and
commercial estates. The number of road classes that can practically be displayed is
four or five, and the coarseness of the screen resolution limits the use of fine
contour lines along road edges.
• One option with in-vehicle map displays that is not available with printed maps is
the ability to switch from a day to a night color palette. At night, the ability of the
driver to read the display is influenced by the portion of the road ahead covered by
the vehicle ' s own headlights and surrounding street lights, and the display's and
instrument's brightness. If the display is too bright, it can reduce the driver's ability
to see the road ahead. Therefore, night palettes can be used which have a minimum
of luminance sufficient for the driver to distinguish features and the vehicle ' s
position. With day usage, the external environment provides both illumination of
the display and, potentially, glare on the display's surface. Some systems provide
brightness control to change the display' s brightness to meet the changing daytime
illumination levels.
Screen Resolution
• The coarseness of the screen resolution forces the map design toward selection of
the most important features and their arrnotation for each scale of presentation. The
driver has up to three seconds to view the screen without completely losing contact
with the road. Safer viewing times are under two seconds. Any arrnotation must be
immediately readable within this time, and it must be important enough to cause the
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driver to divert his or her eyes from the road. Because it is possible to change scale,
and at the same time present different levels of feature and text detail, it is not
necessary that the map presents all information on a single image. It is this
necessity, to fit as many features and their names as possible on printed maps, that
creates the need for very small feature widths and text point sizes. In addition, it is
possible to substitute symbols for text or to eliminate both text and symbols.
Other Advantages
• Another option that is available on in-vehicle systems, which is achieved by the
printed map user only with difficulty, is the ability to orient the map either north up
or heading up. Heading up places the vehicle in a constant forward moving position
with the map turning at the same time as the vehicle progresses along the route.
North up keeps the map constantly in a northerly orientation with the vehicle
rotating as the map scrolls in the direction of movement. Some map users are more
comfortable with north up orientation, while others feel that they can more easily
negotiate a route if they turn the map to match their actual position and direction of
travel.
• Although it reduces the map image size, border ribbons surrounding the map can be
used to present useful and changing information to the driver, such as the current
street name, the next street name following the imminent manoeuvre, distance to the
next manoeuvre, distance to destination, direction to destination. This information
is dynamic and cannot be presented on a printed map.
• In-vehicle map displays have the potential to provide dynamically changing traffic
and travel information, and use this information to plan or re-plan routes. Some
systems already offer dynamic traffic information with symbols automatically
appearing on the map display to show traffic accidents, delays, road works, or
hazards, and then disappearing when these incidents no longer affect travel. The
potential also exists to provide the driver with parking availability at individual car
parks, bus or train schedule information for intermodal trips, as well as information
about current events taking place in the region and showing their locations.

Future Research
There are over one million on-board position, navigation and route guidance systems
employing map displays in use in Japan today. In 1997, the number of such systems in
use in Europe will be approximately 50,000, and in United States it could be up to
10,000. Relative to the number of vehicles on the roads in these three regions, this
represents less than one-tenth of one percent, an insignificant sample for obtaining
meaningful results from an analysis of the systems' utility. Nevertheless, the installed
base of on-board systems is projected to grow dramatically during the next five years.
More research is needed to determine the best method of aiding the driver with useful
information without reducing driver safety.
The automobile and electronics industry, who are the principal partners in the
development of in-vehicle navigation and route guidance systems, should be carefully
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tracking their buyers and recording how often they use their systems, how useful the
systems are judged to be, and whether their users have been involved in any accidents
as a direct result of their use. If any companies are currently conducting such research,
it is not common knowledge within the industry. Results should be published and
shared among all industry participants since improving performance and safety is in all
of the system developers' interests.
Important research topics include the following:
• Are map displays the most effective method to provide drivers with route guidance
information?
• Are the stylized diagrams and voice instructions a better and safer means to convey
information without distracting the driver' s eyes from the road?
• Is voice-only preferable, and can the databases and technology adequately support
systems without referencing graphics?
• Can hologram-like, heads-up displays with maps and/or diagrams floating
transparently between the driver and the road beyond provide sufficiently clear and
readable images?
• Is such a solution superior to the in-dash LCD's currently being delivered?
This emerging market also offers many topics for cartographic, geographic database
and standards research . For example, producing maps "on-the-fly" requires. a
combination of automatic generalization and automatic text placement. Although
some systems offer a crude version of simplification and text placement, there are
currently no systems that have a highly developed map display engine. A standard
structure of the data that is understood by the various systems is as important to
automatic generalization and text placement as the software which performs the
functions. Work is being done in international standards groups on a standard data
transfer format for in-vehicle applicatons, but more work is needed to relate the data
structure used for navigable maps to the structure required for visual display.
Research is also needed into the most appropriate projection of the data. One
developer of route guidance systems in Japan has introduced a so-called "bird's eye
view" map display. The field of vision for the driver is placed above the ground so
that the route is viewed in perspective. The developer claims that this improves the
driver's abililty to negotiate the route since the destination is in constant view.
Alternative map projections need to be tested to determine which ones afford the driver
the most easly understood route description with the minimum need for additional
visual and verbal instructions.
There is a great deal of room for improvement in presenting geographic information on
in-vehicle digital map displays. Cartographers should be working alongside system
developers and human-machine interface specialists to make positioning, navigation
and route guidance systems safe and effective driver assistance tools.
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LANDMINES ATLAS
Jasmine Deslaux-Salachas
cartographer
25, rue de la Py
75 020 PARIS - FRANCE
Tel: (33 1) 01 - 40 30 9161
Fax: (33 1) 01 - 42 037976
e-mail: 106130.311@compuserv.fr
Background :

Landmines are indiscriminate weapons that kill more
civilians than combatants. Today, the non-metallic matter used
in their manufacture has often rendered them undetectable,
and it is therefore difficult, if not impossible, to discover their
location. The very nature of landmines prevents control of their
use. Once buried in the ground or scattered from the sky, they
remain lethal for decades.
According to United-Nations estimates, the ground of
more than 70 countries throughout the world (see map) is stuffed with more than 1 10 million anti-personnel mines. The first
stage to map the affected territories will concentrate us to study
the human, economic, political and ecological consequences
for CAMBODIA, AFGHANISTAN and FORMER-YUGOSLAVIA.
A study took place in the "SOCIO-ECONOMIC REPORT global impact of the use of landmines n - for the United-Nations
and the International Committee of the Red Cross (lCRC), coordinated by the Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation (VVAF)
- 1995. This report gathered the data collected by local NonGouvernmental Organisations (NGO), United-Nations agencies,
and other organisations involved in landmin e related work.
My work is updated with the help of the National Demining
Centers.
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Since 1993, the CMAC has in charge to co-ordinate operations in
Cambodia. CMAC priorities are:
-to organize populations return
-to re-organize agriculture
-to re-b uilt infrastructures for developm ent.
The USAID project gives th e opportunity to constitute a mined zone
data base. For the first tim e, CMAC wi ll have the advantage of a real
data bank, gathering all informations from different sources.
The mined zone data base conversion from a graphic system to a GIS
system , gives an identity numb er to each min efield, and its location on
maps to 1/ 50000 - updated by the Department of Geography.

Th e use of mines in Cambodia:
Mines has been usecj extensively as defensive and offensive weapons by all forces fighting in Cambodia. The Cambodian
Mines Action Center (CMAC), c harge d by the Unite d-Nations to
take the lead in mine clearing in Cambodia, found landmines all
over the country - from th e capital Khnom Penh, to provinces of
Banteay Meanchey, Siem Reap, Battambang, Kampot. Pursat.
Preah Vihear, Kompong Chhnang, Kompong Speu, Taked, Koh
Kong, Kanda!, Kompong Cham, Kompong Thom, Kratie ,
Rattanakiri. There are esp ecially heavy concentrations of landmin es along the Thai-Cambodian border (K5) where major battl es
between guerilla and government forces took place.

Mines number buri ed in Cambodian territory is estimate to 8 to 10
million I.

1 Landmine Data Base - Department of Humanitarian Affairs,
Unite d-Nations and HIDDEN KILLERS : The Global Landmine Crisis,
United States Department of State.
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In no country in the world have uncleared landmines had
such an enormous adverse impact as in Cambodia. Difficulties
with demining slowed the rate of rapatriation of Cambodian refugees in 1992 from a planned 10,000 per week to slightly more
than 1,000 per week. Much of the farmland intented for use by
these refugees is unusable because of mines and may stay that
way for decades. Many of these refugees have no choice but to go
to Phnom Penh, where swelling populations contribute to political
instability2 .
Today, all areas involved in the conflict are considered
potential minefields.
Landmines are generally designed to be set off by the
pressure of a person's footfall. They are usually buried up to 4 cm
or camouflaged on the surface. Depending on the design, from as
little as 23 grammes to a few kilogrammes of pressure is enough
to detonate the mine. The blast created by the explosion often
causes traumatic amputation or such damage that the surgical
amputation of one or several limbs will be necessary, and secondary injuries to the face and to other parts of the body.
Whatsmore, the blast forces fragments of the mine, parts of the
victim's shoe, earth, gravel and vegetation high up into the leg
causing an extra risk of post-operative infection and often the
need for an amputation above the knee.
In Cambodia, Antipersonnel mines have killed or maimed
more people than in any form of conventional weaponry.
Consequences for the environment:
Cambodia has a natural environment of forests, an extraordinary hydrographic network, wild life reserves, farmlands
which have been seriously affected by the extensive use of landmines.

2 United States Department of State - HIDDEN KILLERS - The
Global Problem With Uncleared Landmines.
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Landmines, combined with continuing conflict in rural
areas, have caused many farmers to move to provincial urban
centres and Phnom Penh. This migration is having adverse impact
on the urban environment and led to overcrowded housing and
traffic, increased problems with sanitation .
Rapid deforestation and overuse of available land have
considerably changed the traditional landscape of Cambodia.

AFGHANISTAN

Afghanistan is one of the worst mine affected countries in the
world. Estimates indicate that there might be as many as 10 million mines scattered thoughout the country. During more than 10
years war, almost all s ides involved in the conflict used landmines. Most of the antipersonnel mines have been used by the
soviet troops and the regime forces for the protection of their military bases and for land denial purposes while majority of the antitank mines where laid by the Mujahideen in order to stop or disrupt the movement of the enemy tanks and personnel carriers.
Mines have been used indi scriminately all over the country - in
agricu ltural lands, irrigation canals, residential areas, roads and
grazing lands. The surveys indicate that about 507,823,839 sq uare metre mined areas have been reported in 28 provinces of
Afghanistan.
Different types of mines have been laid inc luding scatterable
butterfly (PFM 1)mines dropped on villages, mountain passes and
around Mujahideen bases. Other types of mines used in very large
numbers have been PMNj PMN2 mines laid in villages, agricultural
lands irrigation canals, passes and other areas mainly to disrupt
Mujahideen movement and to depopulate areas to derive the
Mujahideen of the support extended to them by the people.
During survey and mine c learance operations, it has been found
that Russian troops and former Kabul regime have used booby-
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trapped mines in some cases. In some areas, specially along
tracks thought to be used by the Mujahideen, mines with sound
activating devices, such as VP 12, have also been used .
Mine types found in Afghanistan 4 :
Antipersonnel mines
USSR

CZECHOSLOVAAIA
ITALY

PMN, PMN-2, PMD-6, MS-3, PFM-l, PFM-lS,
KPOM-2S, MON-50, MON-I 00, MON-200,
OZM-3 , OZM-4, OZM-72, POMZ-2, POMZ-2M,
V.P-12, V.P-4,5
PP-MI-SR
SB-33.

Antitank mines
USSR
ENGLAND
YUGOSLAVIA
U.S.A.
CHINA
PAKISTAN
ITALY

PGMDM, TMDB, TM-46,TM-62, TM-57, TM-4 l,
TMN-46, UAM-5, TM-44, TMK-2
MK-7
TMA-5
M-19
TYPE-69, TYPE-72
APP-2, P2-MK-I, P2-MK-2
SH-55, TC-6, TC-2,4, T-3,6, TC-50.

Landmines have had a very devastating impacts on
Afghanistan.
It is estimated that more than 400,000 people have been disabled
and an estimated number of 200,000 people have been killed as
a result of mine and unexploded ordnance incidents. Other
sources indicate the number of people killed around 400 ,000 persons. The National Survey of Mines Situation in Afghanistan, which
was conducted in late 1993 by Mine Clearance Planning Agency,
revelated that between 20 to 25 mine incidents take place everyday across the country. Annual medical costs of the treatment of
mine victims is believed to be around 20 million US dollar.

4 Mine Clearance Planning Agency, Landmines problem in
Afghanistan - 1996.
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Vast agricultural lands have remained unproductive due to
presence of mines either in the grounds or in the irrigation systems and in the surrounding areas denying the access to the farmers. This has caused a considerable drop in the agricultural production which in turn is a serious setback to the already shattered economy of the cuontry. Moreover, accord ing to MCPA survey,
about 360,000 farm animals are believed to be killed by mines.
About 10,000 vehicles are reported to be destroyed by landmines
throughout the country.
Also, mines had a very negative impact on the environment.
Although no figures are available, a large number of wild animals
have also been killed by mines.
Mines have proved to be one of the main obstacles to rehabilitation activities. Additionally, UNHCR believes that mines are a
major factor preventing the rapatriation of Afghan refugees from
the neighbouring countries.
The Mine Clearance Programme for Afghanistan was established in 1989 under the auspices of the United-Nations Office for
Coord ination of Humanitarian assistance to Afghanistan (UNOCHA). The programme started with the aim of training as many
Afghan refugees as possible in basic mine removal techniques. It
was felt essential that the training would ennable the communities to have some capability to deal with mines in their villages.
However the expected mass return of refugees did not start in
1989.
In early 1990 it was realized that mine clearance needed to
be carried out in an organized and disciplined manner, in order to
ensure safe and effective operations. Organized surveys and
demining teams were then formed operating under Afghan Non
Governmental Organizations (NGOs).
The aim of the programme is to safely destroy mines and other
explosive devices that endanger lives and prevent the rapatriation
of refugees and displaced people.
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The programme covers four aspects including:
-

Mine Awareness
Mine Clearance Training
Minefield Survey and Marking
Mine Clearance.

The MCPA is responsible for the implementation of the minefield survey and planning project which includes marking, production of minefield maps, planning and management of mine
clearance operations and computerized record keeping of mine
clearance activities throughout the country.
MCPA produced maps of th e minefields surveyed and copies
were distribued to the clearance teams on site and to the d emining agencies' headquarters as appropriate.
In general. two types of maps have been produced. The first one
is a scaled sketch map of eac h and individual minefield when surveyed and marked which indicates the boundaries of a minefield
and the status of the surrounding areas whether safe or not and
other necessary informations required for the clearance.
The second type of map is a ge neral map which indicates the location of minefields on a district or province level.
These maps have been prepared and regularly updated for all relevant districts and provinces.
Copies of them have been provided to all demining agencies,
local or provincial authorities in provinces and other aid organizations for their planning and safety purposes.
Also, MCPA is responsibl e of the implementation of the United
Nations Mine Clearance Training Proj ect in Afghanistan .
The Mine Clearance Programme for Afghanistan is completly
donor funded. The European Union is one of the major donors.

Jasmine DESCLAUX . SALACHAS
ca rtograph er

25, rue de la Py • 75020 PARIS· fRANCE
Tel: (33 I) 01· 40 30 9161

.

Fax: (33 I) 01 · 42 03 79 76

e ·mail: 106130.311 @compuserve.fr
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Introduction
Most of sc ientists dealing w ith time-spatia l data processing use or intend to in vo lve
geostat isti cal approac h. In th e last geostati sti cal congress more than a half of th e
reports re lated to so lving practica l prob lems in geology, eco logy and other fie lds [I).
The maj ori ty of the res ults was obtained by the authors using their own co mputer
codes. But non of th em a llowed one to present the results of geostatistical modeling on
a compl ete map. This clearly demonstrates that it would be more than desirable to
create the program j o ining together th e possibilities of data processing by means of
va ri ography ana lys is, most of kriging algorithms and v isua lizing th e results on the hi gh
quality map .
T he we ll-known Geographi cal In formati on Systems (GIS) a llow one to visua li ze
the users' data on the hi gh quality map, but they still either use the simplest
deterministic methods (in verse squ are weighted algorithm or tri angul ati on of th e area
of interest) or must turn to th e extern al statistical software fo r data interpolati on. In th e
las t case th e loose of in formation is inevitable, because the res ults of data interpolation
are stored in the fo rm o f the rectangular grid. so that the surfaces or isolines built after
the interpolati on w ill contain th e additi onal suppositions besides an ori g ina l
inform ati on inheren t to th e data sa mpl es. In some cases when quick deci sion maki ng is
required th e waste of time compli cates this work , for example, in the case o f mode ling
the conseq uences of acc idents. All these reasons make one put the following question:
is it possib le to join in one program the advantages of GIS and th e power of statistic al
methods?
We are sure th at in the nearest future such programs will appear.
In this report we introdu ce the GIS MapStudio as one of the first successful
attempts to combin e G IS and modern statisti cal approaches for processi ng time-spati a l
data [2]. In th e current report we use the GIS MapStudio for analyz ing data on
di stribution o f l37 es ove r th e Swiss territory in 1990 meas ured in 59 sampl e points.
The res ults of the ana lys is are visua lized on the map which di spl ays as we ll the
admini strati ve areas. a ltitude grid, large lakes and big citi es .
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Software

MapStudi o is 32- bit PC vector format system running under M icrosoft Windows
95 or Mi croso ti Wind ows NT.
MapStudi o represents a successful attempt to bring togeth er the advantages o f G IS
and th e powe rtLiI meth ods of stat isti cal analys is of spati al data. Among th em there are
methods based on Voro noi map, inverse di stance we ighted a lgorithms, polynomi a l
regression and cluster analys is (Gaussian clustering, the minimum spanning tree
algorithm and probabilisti c neural network) . Spatial data are being stati sti ca lly
processed directly on th e current map.
For in ves ti gating structure of spati al data a sound vari ogram modeling is
developed. T he fo ll owing geostati stical methods for data processing are access ible:
simple, ordin ary, uni versa l, indicator, probabili ty, di sjunctive cokrig ing and cokri gin g
for binomi a l data . A ll geostati sti ca l methods are reali zed both in one and two
dimensions and are prov ided w ith a set of regression al gorithm s for processing tim eseri es data.
MapStud io a llows one to make SQL-queri es to th e extern a l data bases and to
obtain hi gh-qu ality plane and 3-dimensional maps (including overl ay ing data on the
rea l e leva ti on reli e f or s imulating the oblique surface view).
MapStu d io stores ca rtographi cal data in its internal format as a multiway tree
corres pond ing to admini strati ve structure of the data .
MapStud io operates correctly in 8, 16, 24 and 32-bit color modes .

Ca rtograph y

Contem po rary meth ods of presenting cartographic inform ati on a llow one to
prepa re th e chart bas is for subsequent data modeling. In the task under considerati on it
was im port ant to in vesti ga te th e dependence of Swiss territory contamin ati on on the
va lue o f altitude. The way to do thi s is to use the advanced medi a for a ltitude
representati on. MapStudi o allows one to depict the altitude grid either by simple
co loring of ce ll s in accordance w ith the ir he ight va lue, or in the form of isolines and
iso pl eths . A ll these meth ods can be com bined w ith th e oblique sur face v iew techniqu e.
a ll ow ing th e simul ati on o f the li ght so urce fo r revealing the re lief features. The
simulated "sun " ca n be pos itioned in any point of the hemisphere covering th e territory
and th e user can select its brightn ess and contrasts.
2
A ltitude gri d fo r the Swiss map had a cell of I km , and the who le map conta ined
386 x24 1 such ce ll s.
Figure I prese nts an exa mpl e of th e altitude presentati on combining the oblique
sur face view and isopleth s . Elevati ons were class ified into 30 ranges conta ining equa l
num be r of he ight va lues. For di splay in g other cartographi c data we created the query
a ll owing us to fi lter th e country borders, several large lakes and big cities hav ing
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names beginning with letters A to L. As it is seen, the map around Swiss boundari es
was not c li pped.

Fig. I . An exampl e o f presentin g the map of Swiss with selected features of
altitudes, lakes and cities.
Figure 2a shows th e di alog intended for selecti o·n of th e des ired admini strati ve unit.
In fi gure 2b the cartographi c view of the correspondin g hi erarchi ca l part of the Sw iss
map is presented.
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Fig. 2. The di a log intend ed fo r selecti on of th e administrati ve area and the
cartographi c view of the correspondin g hi erarchi cal part of the Swiss map.
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In practi ca lly all fi elds of human activity there are many data averaged by territory.
While processing them it is reasonable to have easy access to the desirable
administrati ve level on the map. MapStudi o allows one to reach any branch of th e
hierarchical tree and to visualize the selected level with its subdivisions, if they ex ist. If
the user has prepared, for example, a probability map of the whole country, he can see
the results on any administrati ve subregion immedi ately. The advantage of such opti on
is that it also allows one to use informati on around the area under investigati on for
reducing boundary effects.
Geocoding
The users frequentl y deal with the cases when it is desirable to link the
cartographic and th e user's data bases not only by virtue of geographi cal coordinates,
but also by spec ific identifi cators, whi ch may be represented by the field s already
existing in th e user's data base, e.g. by the names of settlements.
On the oth er hand. processing of the attached data bases by GI S is often
complicated by th e number of obstac les like typing errors in the fi elds of the attached
data base. Such errors make it impossible to link the erroneous string of the user' s data
base and lead to the loss of information . For such events MapStudi o is equipped with a
useful opti on of geocoding.
In fi g ure 3 one can see the geocoding window of MapStudi o. In the upper part of
th e di alog a fragment of the user's data base is shown. The selected string contains th e
sample (g.Vetka) aga inst whi ch a search will be organi zed in the cartographic data
base. This example was taken from the data base on 137 es contamination of foo d over
the territory of Belarus.
EI

Geocode
User table

Mc!ltche.$:
Plobabilil,Y IntCode

4.82e-oOl
".82e -OOI
2,96e- 002
4.42e- 003
' .72e-003
7.2 10-004
6. 50e-005
3. 02e-005

.:!.?]~O

elk.a

__ ,___ ,____

jPodvetka

~2!D~ __ ._.__ ___ ~ __ ...---J~Kv~

1203025

121002t I;&4'@; ~_ -.~~--- -=~=~

Population

Name

1202041
1203014

_.___,____

1Gutka
iVdoclVta

____

--_

1110

----tI!l)
:O;=-- - -

----:10- - - --

______ l.!!Q _ __

~vka ______ ._.__ _ _ ~~ _ _ _ _ .
'!'~~4.Q?O ____________ E rushevka _____ . ______ ~ ~ _- _ _
3. 02e-0 05 1205018
!Guwvk.a
(200
2. 6ge-005 1220017 -- - - ------- 1G~denkd

-

.. - _._.-- ---------140-----_._-- -- -- - ---'--iJ

Fi g. 3. The di alog intended for geocodin g strings of the user's data base.
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Search for the complete equality of settlement names in strings of the cartographic
and the user' s data bases is widened in MapStudio by using probabilistic analysis of
the meas ure of strings similarity.
For this aim we define four kinds of elementary typing errors:
I. repl acement of one letter;
2. skip of one letter
3. insert of one letter
4. rearra ngement of adjacent letters.
Typing can lead to several elementary errors characterized by different incidence.
Probable versions of the word under search are considered to be those ones, whi ch
differ from th e typed sample by definite number of elementary typing errors .
The less number of distinctions, the higher probability of coincidence between a
word and a sample. It also depends on what kind of errors in what positions were
made.
The lower part o f th e geocoding window shows a list of probable versions of the
settlement names which were meant to be identica l to the sample. For each version of
the revea led word the probability va lue of similarity is given . The user is offered to
select the best fitted version manually.

Spatial Data Processing
The main parameters of the 137 CS data set (unit is Bq/kg) are: the number of
samp les - 59 , the minimum value is 9.0, the maximum va lue is 670, 25 percentile - 20,
the median - 39, 75 percentile - 64, the mean value - 107.5, standard deviation - 15l.7,
skewness - 1.95. kurtosis - 5.97.
Original samp le points are shown in the figure 4.
Cho rOlll elh Map

(D 9.ij-18.-' - 18.537.'
37.9 . 77.7

1

77.7 - 159.3

159.3 ·326.7
. ]26.7 ·610.0

Fig. 4. Distribution of 137 CS samp le points over the Swiss territory.
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Circles di spl ay th e sample points and the numbers indicate the ranges to whi ch the
data va lues are re lated. Cutoffs were selected in logarithmi c scale.
As it is well seen from th e fi gure 4, th e measurement points are distributed very
nonuniformly over th e Swiss territory and simple detenninisti c methods of data
interpolati on (the Voronoi map, as well as moving averages and trend surface
techniques) occ ur not to be suffi cient. One more di stinctive feature of the data under
in vesti gati on is a low number of data points. It seems that only geostatistics ca n he lp to
process such data sets reaso nably.
Figure 5 shows the result of representing th e same data set as the Voronoi map .
Thi s approach all ows one to investi gate th e territory contamination with I37 CS on th e
base of geo metri cal considerati on [3].

Voronoi

8

0

9.01 8.5
18 .5 . 37 .9

~J7 .9 _ 77.7
~ 77 .7 . 1 59.J

II) 159.3 . 326.7
tI) 326.1 · 670.0

Fig. 5.

1.1

7

Cs soil contamin ati on of the Swiss territory represented as Voronoi map.

Recentl y geostatisti cal approaches were used for in vest igati on of the Chern obyl
fallout on the territory of the former US SR [4, 5]. Here some kriging techniques are
used for mode ling soil contaminati on far from Chernobyl NPP. Figures 6 and 7 show
th e maps obta ined as a res ult of the data mode ling by kri ging.
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CoKr iyi ll9

0

9.0 . ' 8.5

0

16.5 .37.9

0 37.9 . 77.7

0

77 .7 . ' 59.3
159 .3. 326.7

Fig. 6. I37Cs so il contamination of th e Swiss ter~'ito ry estimated by di sjunctive
krig ing.
CoKrlglng

D
D
D
D

°.o ·Ool
°ol .0.4
o.•. o.6
°.6 ·o.8

Fig. 7. 137 CS so il contamin ati on of the Swiss territory. Conditi onal probabilities th at
th e thres ho ld of37 8q/kg was exceeded, calcul ated by probability kri ging.
For di splay ing maps and results o f data modeling in bl ac k and white co lor mode
MapStudi o o ffe rs one e ither to use a set of transparent and so lid pattern s or to empl oy
di fferent dot dens iti es. The first technique was used for mapping data in fig ure 5. The
automati cally ge nerated legend comments on th e correspondence between data va lues
and masks. The maps presented in fi gures 5 and 6, were comp osed by overl apping th e
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user's laye r ove r eleva ti on . T he user's layer was d isp layed in semi transparent mode
th rough th e use of either of two pi xe ls on the screen .
MapStudi o a ll ows one to refl ect data ranges by interp o latin g between two o r three
colors de fin ed by the use r. This technique was used fo r prepa rati o n of pictures shown
in fig ures 6. 7.
For mo re info rm ati on abo ut stati stical techniques impl em ented in G IS M apStudi o
see [5 ], where a great bo dy o f data concerning th e eco log ical state o f B elarus after the
Chern obyl acc ident has been processed.

Conclusion
Due to th e w id e set of utiliti es fo r stati sti cal process in g and di sp lay ing o f spati al
in fo rm ati on th e G IS MapStudi o all ows one to carry out a sound a na lys is o f ecological
and e pide mi o logica l info rm ati o n from start to fini sh . I f it is necessa ry to turn to
anoth er too l fo r stati sti ca l analys is, MapStudi o a ll ows o ne to a rrange the exc ha nge o f
in fo rm ati o n th ro ugh ex port-impo rt o f data o n the orthogonal g rid .
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Abstract
This study examines the way school children perceive the fundamental elements of reality
presented on maps, taking into account the spatial and cognitive developmental levels, the
fundamental cartographic functions and the analytical curriculum. The research is based on
a test addressed to elementary school children of Cyprus. The test material consists of different scale maps. The maps are specially designed to support basic cartographic functions,
such as: spatial orientation, topological relationships, sorting and measuring objects, etc.
The results reveal that the ability of children to perceive fundamental cartographic functions is gradually increasing.

1. Introduction
School maps are among the first perceptual images of the world for children, so that
their study demands special care and attention. The creation of school maps is a rather
difficult procedure since children cannot explicitly express their needs, so it has to be
the result of research and study of a team of scientists specialized in education, children's psychology and cartography.
Any spatial information transmitted through maps, can be faced as an expression
of portraying basic elements of reality. This idea is expressed by Robinson with the
following statement: "All maps are concerned with two fundamental elements of reality: locations and attributes at locations" (Robinson eta!., 1984). Starting from the same
idea, but focusing on a different aspect, the basic elements of reality portrayed on
maps are defined, after an analysis of the basic functions of map reading. Based on the
map information capacity and the limitations set by the clarity and legibility achievements, the maximum number of attributes presented at a location are determined and
t1uough them, the elementary functions of map reading are derived.
The way children react with maps has been the research topic of many cartographers in the last two decades. Many experimental studies with pre-school children
have concluded that children are able to: i) identify features on aerial photographs
(Blaut and Stea, 1971), ii) find a hidden toy indicated on a large scale map of a room
(Bluenstein and Acredolo, 1979), iii) locate the position of an object using a large
scale model of a room instead of a map (Blades and Spencer, 1986), iv) navigate on a
predetermined path outline on a large scale map (Blades and Spencer, 1986; Freunds-
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chuh, 1990), v) identify and locate point, line and area symbols on pictorial and
abstract maps (Anderson, 1994) and vi) understand many map and globe related
concepts if such concepts are presented in suitable manner (Atkins, 1981). It can be
concluded that children can be introduced to cartographic practice before going to
elementary school, at the stage of pre-operational level (Piaget and Inhelder, 1967).
Other studies working with children at the concrete operational level, 7+ 12 years old,
argue that: i) there is a sequence of development of children ' s competence in
cartographic language, which is more evident in their comprehension of cartographic
symbol than in their identification as the latter is acquired at an earlier stage (Gerber,
1983), ii) according to the same study the identification of quantitative line and qualitative area symbols and the comprehension of quantitative symbols, especially line
symbols, are the most difficult process, iii) the interpretation of features on maps
should follow the recognition of spatial relationships between real features; the maps
should not contain too much detail (Ottoson, 1988). It is not yet clear what should be a
«map» for elementary school children, should it differ from an adult map? That was a
point of interest for the present research.
So, in this study the way school children react to map reading procedures is
examined, taking into account the theory of spatial and cognitive developmental levels, the
cartographic fundamental functions and the aims of analytical curriculum. The research is
based on a test addressed to elementary s<;hool children of town of Lirnassol, Cyprus. The
test material consists of different scale (large and small) paper maps, both general and
thematic. The maps are specially designed (content and format) to test children 's ability in
reading adult maps and support basic cartographic functions, such as: spatial orientation,
measuring distances, topological relationships, identifying objects, sorting and meaSUI1ng
objects, etc.

2. Theoretical concepts
2.1 Psychological aspect (children spatial abilities)
The analysis of the stages of cognitive development with special concern on spatial
knowledge based on Piaget theory (Piaget and Inhelder, 1967) is well established in
cartographic literature related to children (Robinson and Petchenik, 1976; Winn,
1987). A briefreference to children's spatial knowledge and a selection of some skills
related to mapping activities that acquired by children until 12 years old according to
Piaget theory are cited (Phillips, 1969; Dimitriou, 1993). Children perceive the simple
topological relationships of proximity, separation, enclosure, order and continuity and
also develop the idea of permanence in objects during the sensory motor period (0+2
years).
The ability to manipulate symbols (words, images etc.) is the main feature that
differentiates the children of pre-operational period (2+7 years) from the children of
the sensOIY motor period. Later in pre-operational period children can classify or order
objects using only one attribute but do not truly comprehend concepts such as "some
and all" or "smaller and bigger". By the age of seven or eight they have already acquired most of the projective relations which involve straight lines and perspective and
some Euclidean relationships. Children of operational period (7+ 11 years) among others, accomplish classification or ordering of objects using more than one attribute at a
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time and acquire the concepts of unit of measurement, of co-ordinate system etc. By
the age of eleven or twelve, reaching at formal period, they develop the understanding
of Euclidean space and are able to relate locations to one another simultaneously.
2.2 Basic cartographic functions
General maps as well as thematic are specially designed to support basic cartographic
functions with the aim of transmitting spatial information that can be classified in
geometric information and thematic information. Geometric information is extracted
through: i) positioning of portrayed objects, ii) interpretation of their relative position,
iii) measuring of distances-angles-bearings. Thematic information is extracted through
interpretation of: i) qualitative and ii) quantitative characteristics of the geographical
phenomena portrayed on the map. After cartographic manipulation, all geographical
phenomena regardless of their dimensions (point-linear-area-volumetric), can be faced
and consequently symbolized as points, lines or areas . The geometric information extracted from a map is actually the result of point determination, since both lines and
areas in maps can be faced as sequences of points. Measurements of distances, angles
and bearings are derived from the positioning of points. So, in the process of reading
maps, point positioning (by means of plane co-ordinates) is the elementary function on
which any geometric relation is based. The portrayal of the relief and all thematic infOImation either qualitative or quantitative depicted on maps can be seen as attributes
occurring at points, lines or areas, since all of them are faced as data that have to be
symbolized and the recognition of attributes is the other elementary function in map
reading. Considering the limitations set by the available space in order to attain
through the graphical design the desirable clarity and legibility of the map, it comes
out that at a certain point a limited number of attributes can be presented. More specifically, at a certain point of a map, there can be a point, a line and an area symbol portrayed. Only in extreme cases of thematic mapping there can be more than one line
coinciding at a point and two area symbols covering the same area. Considering that
the information about the relief is read through the contours it is concluded that the
usual number of attributes portrayed at a point is three and the maximum is four. The
existence of more than four attributes portrayed at a location, would cause confusion in
the interpretation of the map.

3. Curriculum of Cyprus elementary schools
Formal study of maps begins at third grade eventhough pre-school children are capable
of accomplishing some mapping activities . Students of first and second grade acquire
geographical concepts for local and neighbouring envirorunent from social studies and
different skills like appreciate relative sizes, define topological relations, identify simple geometrical shapes, classify or order objects using one attribute and measure distances using mostly non conventional units, from mathematics.
Third grade students are supposed to face large scale maps of their envirorunent,
but such a material is not available, and small scale maps of Cyprus. Students are
mostly encouraged to identify point, line and area symbols which present nominally
scaled data, to interpret a legend and the conventional colour for area symbols. They
locate different phenomena and determine relationships among locations. Children de-
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fme topological relationships and orientation between places and compare the distance
of alternative routes.
Fourth grade students, start with large scale map of their community and work
progressively through medium scale regional maps, and small scale maps of Cyprus.
On the maps there is a variety of point, line and area symbols and some kind of nominal, ordinal and interval-ratio data are presented. The material permits students to derive qualitative and quantitative information. They locate features on a number-letter
grid, determine directions, define topological relationships, make limited use of scale
to measure the straight-line distance between two points . Students extract information
from thematic maps which portray the distribution pattern of an attribute.
The textbooks and atlases of fifth and sixth grade students are dominated by political and physical maps of the world, the continents and different countries which
serve mostly the purely lexical tasks of fmding and naming places and physical features. These are supplemented by climate, population and other thematic maps. Most
of the activities are revolved around locating a place on a map or a globe, determining
the longitude and latitude of a place and intermediate directions between places . Children describe different spatial distribution of one or two attributes. Furthermore, they
study relationships among qualitative and quantitative attributes at one location by
facing three thematic maps of the same area and scale depicted on the same page . In
addition, sixth grade students working with globe learn about the ellipsoid shape of the
earth and the results of its different movements. Furthermore, they are encouraged to
measure distances in scale between different countries without any reference to the
distortion of projections.
Generally, students of elementary school face small scale maps that they do not
differ from maps for adults. The atlases that they use from grade three do not help
them to develop any special skill as they contain almost the same maps as the textbooks and they do not include an index.

4.

The description of the study

4.1 Aims of the research
The main purpose of this research is to examine the way school children perceive the
fundamental elements of reality (position and attributes at a point) presented on maps.
For each class, the test was taken place at two different 40 minutes teaching periods
spaced few days apart. At the beginning of the first period, the purpose of the study
was explained and some directions were given of how to fill the questionnaires and to
keep the time. The maps with corresponding questionnaires were given sequentially to
each student at fixed time.
4.2 Design of maps
General and thematic maps of Cyprus scale 1: 1,000,000 and of a part of Limassol
scale I :4,000 were specially designed: i) to support basic cartographic functions like
spatial orientation, measuring of distance, classification and sorting of objects and also
ii) to be intended for both children and adults.
A brief reference to each map content is cited here:
i) Physical map of Cyprus (fig. I). Hypsometrical zones are portrayed by conventional
colours (green for plains, yellow for hilly areas, brown for mountains). Area symbols
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are used for towns, black dot point symbol for villages, double red line for highways,
single red line for secondary roads and black line for district boundaries. Rivers, lakes
and the sea are in blue colour.
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Figure 1. A small scale map used for the study.
ii) Political map of Cyprus. It includes all the information of the previous map except
for the hypsometrical zones.
iii) Population map of Cyprus. The population size of towns or villages is portrayed
by graded red circles. Hypsometrical zones are depicted by different values of yellow
and district boundaries by black line symbol.
iv) Mean annual temperature map of Cyprus. Different temperature zones are portrayed by different values of orange starting with dark value for high temperature.
Black point symbols of different size portray towns and villages.
v) Map of a part of Limassol (fig. 2). A colourful thematic map which includes, buildings, building blocks and plots, green area, sea, roads, pedestrianized streets, rivers,
fountains etc. Pictorial point symbols are used to present different buildings and places
like schools, tennis court etc.
vi) Land use map of a part of Limassol. On the background of the previous map different land uses like cultivation, building areas etc. are varying in hue.
Different features are labeled on each map. Numerical information is written in
the legend representing quantitative . data. Title, scale, north arrow, legend and the
source of data are given.
4.3 Questionnaires
Six questionnaires corresponding to the maps were composed taking into account
teachers ' advice and examples of Geography tests for their format and vocabulary. Examples of the 40 questions included to evaluate children's ability in extracting the
four kind of spatial relationships from a map, are cited here :
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Figure 2. A large scale map used for the study.
i) R 1: (P 1-P 2) relationships among points: which is the most distant town from Limassol; the court is located to the north, south, east or west of the museum.
ii) R2: P 1(A 1,A2,A3) relationships among attributes at a point: put a sign "X " at a hilly
place in Nicosia district where a river is passing through; put in a circle the part of a
pedestianized street which is located next to a fiver and afountain.
iii) Rf (P 1)AdP 2)A 1 spatial distribution of an attribute: write down the towns of Cyprus according to an ascending order of population; write down from which land uses
does the river pass through.
iv) ~ : PI(AI ,A2)-P2(AI ,A2) spatial distribution of two attributes: write down the name
of a mountainous village with population more than 500 inhabitants; put a sign "Z"
on a restaurant which is located in a green area.
4.4 Sample description
Four classes of each grade 376 were randomly selected from two elementary schools
one located in the center and the other at the periphery of Limassol. The population is
approximately 7500 students and the sample consists of 437 students (more than 5%),
106 attending at each third, fourth and sixth grade and 119 at fifth grade. The age of
the third grade students ranges from 7.878.7 years, of the fourth grade students from
8.879.7 etc.

5. Statistical analysis of the results
Statistical analysis was carried out using the statistical package SPSS for Windows.
For each grade, the frequency and the associated percentage of students with scores or
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correct answers in each of the class intervals are listed in table 1. The scores distribution has a mean (M) of 58% standard error (SE) of ±2% and standard deviation (SD)
of±20%.

Grade
91+100
81+90
71+80
61+70
51+60
41+50
31+40
21+30
11+20
0+10
Total

3
0(0%)
0(0%)
3 (3%)
9 (8%)
18 (17%)
36 (34%)
15 (14%)
18(17%)
6 (6%)
1 (1%)
106

Table 1. Grouped
4
0(0%)
9 (9%)
20 (19%)
16 (15%)
16 (15%)
20 (19%)
12(11%)
10 (9%)
2 (2%)
1 (1%)
106

frequency distribution.
5
6
5 (4%)
19 (18%)
11 (9%)
21 (20%)
30 (25%)
34 (32%)
24 (20%)
13 (12%)
16 (13%)
7 (6%)
22 (19%)
5 (5%)
7 (6%)
4 (4%)
3 (3%)
2 (2%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
0(0%)
0(0%)
119
106

Total
24 (5%)
41 (10%)
87 (20%)
62 (14%)
57 (13%)
83 (19%)
38 (9%)
33 (8%)
10 (2%)
2 (0%)
437

The percentages of correct responses for the 40 questions included
70
in the questionnaires were used to
calculate the mean number of scores
for each grade. A one-way analysis of
variance was performed which revealed a statistically significant effect
10
for group, F(3,433)=63.13, p<0.05
;;
(table 2). Sheffe'multiple comparison
Scores (%)
test was performed to detelmine
which of the groups ' differences are
Figure 3. Frequency of total scores distribu- significantly different. The results of
tlOn histogram.
this analysis indicated that groups
were significantly different from one another, (p<0.05). Group mean-scores significantly increased from grade three to six. Group means, standard errors and standard
deviations in parenthesis are presented in table 3.
~r-----------------~=----.

80

Source
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Table 2. Variance analysis for grade differences .
D.F.
Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
3
54250
18083
63.13
433
124025
286
436
178275

F Prob. (P)
0.00

Students mean scores on perceiving R 1, R 2, R3 and ~ relationships from maps are
represented by grade in table 3. The table indicates that: i) for all relationships the
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group means increase gradually from grade three to grade six, ii) the relationships have
different grade of difficulty.

Grade
3
4
5
6
Total

Table 3. Total results of the four
R,
R2
R3
52 ±2 (±15) 35 ±3 (±30) 26 ±2 (±22)
66 ±2 (±19) 40 ±3 (±29) 42 ±2 (±26)
69 ±2 (±17) 49 ±3 (±28) 50 ±2 (±22)
83 ±2 (±18) 57 ±3 (±30) 64 ±2 (±25)
68 ±2 (±20) 45 ±3 (±31) 46 ±3 (±27)

relationships.
~

36 ±2
45 ±3
53 ±2
67 ±2
50 ±3

(±22)
(±30)
(±28)
(±25)
(±29)

Total
43 ± 1 (±14)
55 ±2 (±18)
61 ±I (±16)
74+2(+17)
58 ±2 (±20)

Students mean scores on small scale (upper indication) and large scale (lower indication) maps for R" R2, R3 and ~ relationships are presented by grade on table 4.
For each grade, the mean scores of each relationship on small and large scales maps
were significantly different as indicated by paired t-tests at 0.05 level. The only exception refers to relationship R, of third grade. Generally, students performance is
better on small scale maps rather that on large scale maps and the difference is increasing gradually by grade. Specifically, scores for relationships: R" R2 and R3 are higher
on small scale maps and only score for relationship: ~ is higher at large scale maps.
Perceiving the spatial distribution of an attribute (R3) on small scale maps appears to
be simplest task whereas on large scale maps seems to be the most difficult task. In
contrary, perceiving spatial distribution of two attributes (~) is easier on large scale
maps . Extracting relationships among locations (R,) is the easiest task on both small
and large scale map.
Table 4. Total results of the four relationships
R,
R2
R3
52 ±2 (±16) 40 ±4 (±38) 42 ±4 (±38)
52 ±2 (±23) 30 ±4 (±36)
9 ±2 (±19)
4
68 ±2 (±2l) 49 ±4 (±36) 70 ±4 (±38)
62 ±2 (±24) 31 ±3 (±36) 14 ±3 (±28)
5
73±2(±19) 62 ±3 (±36) 80 ±3 (±30)
62 ±2 (±21) 36 ±3 (±38) 2 1 ±3 (±29)
6
84 ±2 (±17) 66 ±4 (±38) 87 ±3 (±28)
80 ±2 (±25) 48 ±4 (±4l) 41±3(±34)
Total
69 ± l (±22) 54 ±2 (±38) 70 ±2 (±37)
64 ± I (±25) 36 ±2 (±38) 21 ±I (±30)

Grade
3

in small/large scale maps .
Total
~
12 ±2 (±23)
44 ±I (±15)
59 ±3 (±35)
42 ±2 (±18)
36 ±3 (±35)
62 ±2 (±2l)
53 ±4 (±39)
46 ±2 (±20)
44 ±4 (±39)
69 ±2 (±19)
62 ±3 (±33)
50 ±2 (±18)
62 ±4 (±40)
80 ±2 (±18)
73 ±3 (±32)
66 ±2 (±21)
39 ±2 (±39)
64 ±1 (±22)
62 ±2 (±36)
51 ±I (±2l)

Table 5 reveals that students of each grade performed better in extracting relationships among locations (R,) on political map rather than on physical. For each
grade, paired t-tests indicated that the differences were statistically significant at 0.05
level. Generally, political maps include less information than the physical maps . This
result agrees with other researchers who argue that maps addressed to children should
not contain too much detail (Ottoson, 1988).

')40

Table 6 reveals that students of each grade scored better in extracting information
presented with symbols varying in ordinal scale rather than in numerical scale from the
same map. For each grade, paired t-tests indicated that the differences were statistically significant at 0.05 level. This result extends other similar cartographic research
about the ability of children to comprehend quantitative symbols from maps (Gerber,
1984).
Table 5.
cal maQ.
Grade
3
4
5
6

Results of physical vs. politiPHYSICAL
46 ±2 (±20)
62 ±2 (±24)
66 ±2 (±25)
80 +2 {+18}

POLITICAL
58±2 (±21)
73 ±2 (±26)
80 ±2 (±21)
89 +2 {+21}

Table 7. Mean scores of boys
Grade
BOYS
3
43 ±2 (±15) [55]
4
55 ±3 (±20) [60]
5
62 ±2 (±17) [67]
6
73 +2 {+17} [54]

Table 6. Results of symbols varying
with ordinal vs. numerical scale.
Grade
ORDINAL
NUMERICAL
3
37 ±3 (±33)
19 ±2 (±21)
4
57 ±3 (±35)
42 ±3 (±36)
5
73 ±3 (±30)
54 ±3 (±32)
6
76 +2 {±27}
64 +3 {+34}

vs. girls Qer grade.
GIRLS
42 ±2 (±14) [51]
55 ±2 (±17) [46]
62 ±2 (±16) [52]
74 ±2 {±18} [52]

Table 7 represents the mean
scores of boys and girls and the
group size in brackets for each
grade. An analysis of variance do
not provide evidence of significant differences among boys and
girls.

6. Conclusions
Allthough the answers to the questionnaires have been discussed following the tables
with the results, some general conclusions have to be mentioned here, that can be considered in further discussion or future research. As it was expected, the scores in answering the questions are gradually increasing from the third to the sixth grade. Boys '
and girls' reactions to the questionnaires are of the same level. An interesting point, is
that children can read maps and perceive the fundamental elements of reality, even
without having taught this procedure at school, as shown by the answers of the third
grade ' s students. That leads to the idea of introducing map reading at earlier stages in
school program. The recognition of quantitative thematic data is of impOitance, since
the results reveal that students understand easier the ordinal scale portrayal than the
numerical scale portrayal. InfOimation conseming locating positions, topological relationships, comparison of distances, can be easier extracted from a political rather than
a physical map . The last remarks can be taken in mind for designing maps of elementary school children.
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Abstract
The U.S . Geological Survey (USGS) has been aggressively pursuing Cooperative
Research and Development Agreements (CRADA) with the private sector. A CRADA
allows the Federal Government and its non-Federal paltners to pelfonn research more
effectively and economically by sharing their resources. The USGS adveltised for
partnerships with innovative companies that possess the technical expeltise and
resources to facilitate the USGS 's transition to on-demand publication technologies.
3M of St. Paul, Minnesota, responded to that advertisement and a CRADA was
signed in July of 1996 to jointly develop a commercial map-on~demand capability.
Currently, a low-cost, on-demand map printing system is not available. This CRADA
is aimed at developing a low-cost, low-maintenance, distributed map printing system
for retail sales, government agencies, private industIy, and other commercial
applications. The USGS will apply its extensive cartographic expeltise and 3M will
leverage its existing software, map-printing algorithms, and system hardware and
materials. As closely as possible, these on-demand maps will maintain the color
integrity, scale stability, and geometI'ic accuracy of the Oliginal lithographic map.
On-demand maps are not envisioned as a replacement for the current methods of
producing and distributing printed maps, but rather as a complement to the existing
market. The USGS has more than 74,000 map titles in stock and distributes more that 6
million maps annually to people around the world. It is believed that a user friendly
on-demand map printing system will significantly expand the purchase and use of
maps by commercial map users and the general public.
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Introduction
The advent of high quality, large fonnat print engines has enabled graphics of many
different fonnats to be printed by other than conventional lithographic means. Large
fonnat printers, integrated with today's workstations (or PC's), plus system and
application software, can be used to print a wide variety of graphics. These large
fonnat graphics can be seen at shopping malls, on billboards, sides of buses and
trucks, to name a few applications. This technology can also be extended to print
maps "on-demand" with sufficient quality to augment existing lithographic printing
methods.
A map-on-demand system has been designed by 3M and is currently being used by
the u.s. Government. The lessons learned fi-om designing and implementing this
system fonns the basis for the CRADA that has the goal of producing a low-cost, lowmaintenance, distributed map printing system.
This paper will examine the technology used to implement a map-on-demand system,
user feedback on the initial 3M map products supplied to USGS, and some of the
ergonomic considerations that are clUcial to implementing a successful system.

Technology
Computer technology, and the continuing il)dusny drive to lower cost while
increasing pelfonnance, has been the single largest driver in implementing systems
that can perfonn a variety of compute intensive applications. For map printing
systems, this technology has allowed designers the freedom to design and develop
low-cost systems that can produce high quality products on a variety of large fonnat
print engines.
Computer systems for editing and converting raster map products require substantial
memory and processing power. The family of map production systems, offered
commercially by 3M, utilize UNIX workstations to achieve the high perfOimance
required. These 64 bit computer systems are cunently running at 250 MHz, allow for
dual processors, and incorporate a velY high speed input/output architecture to allow
large data sets to be moved and processed efficiently. A topographic map with
dimensions of24 x 36 inches, scanned at 400 pixels per inch, contains approximately 395
Megabytes of raster data. The larger the map, the larger the file size. High productivity
map composition was the primalY reason for selecting a workstation based architechIre.
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One goal of the CRADA is to develop a low-cost map-on-demand printing system. The
existing system architecture can utilize a low performance UNIX workstation, plus an
inkjet printer, to lower overall system cost. It is the technical opinion of USGS and 3M
that a solution based on a Windows PC platfOlm offers the best alternative to achieve a
low-cost, low-maintenance map-on-demand printing system.
Memory requirements for map printing are a minimum of 64 Megabytes and for efficient
editing of raster map data over 300 Megabytes of RAM is recommended. To facilitate
the movement and storage of large raster data sets, high speed and capacity hard disks
are required. The 3M systems come with a minimum of 4 Gigabytes of disk storage and
can be complimented with a redundant disk aITay storage system to give higher speeds
and capacity. In the 3M high end map production system the work is spread out to two
workstations. This allows the scanning and editing to be perfOlmed on one workstation
while the other workstation perfOlms the conversion fi-om raster or vector fOlmats to
print native format. Connection between workstations is accomplished with 100
Megabits/second Ethernet, allowing large map files to be moved between the
workstations quickly.
CUlTently, drum scanners produce the highest quality scan of paper maps. These
scanners have resolutions from 400 to 1200 pixels per inch, and can handle veIY large
paper map products (up to 47 x 78 inches in size). For high volume map scanning
environments, a high quality mum scanner is recommended. For low to medium
environments, a sheet fed scanner gives acceptable quality. The majority of sheet fed
scanners scan at 400 pixels per inch and provide satisfactory input images for maps
when printing on either inkjet or electrostatic printers.
Import and expOlt of digital data fi-om the systems is accomplished using
telecommunications, networks, CD-ROM, or tape. Digital data can be input into the
systems and converted to many different fOlmats using file conversion software.
Editing of digital data is provided by many commercial software packages. Once a
digital map product is produced, it can be archived to tape using 3M archiving software
or saved to CD-Recordable (CD-R) media. A map product database system is utilized to
keep track of map products and where they are archived. 3M tape input and output
software provides the capability to send large data sets between map production
systems allowing for a large volume site to distribute map products to remote sites. For
data sets that are less that 650 Megabytes in size, a CD-R disc can be made and sent to
remote sites.
Conversion of map products to printer native fonnat is done using the 3M Scotchprint
Graphic Maker Software, which is the leading large fonnat graphic production software
package. Either Tagged Image File FOlmat (TIFF) or Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) fIle
formats may be convelted to print fOlmat. Printing of the converted data can be done on
3M's 9612 high speed (60, 24 x 34 inch maps per hour) electrostatic printer with integral
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cutter. Support is provided for many ink jet printers, providing high quality output at
lower cost with reduced speed (10 maps per hour). For maps wider than 36 inches,
support is included for 52 inch wide electrostatic and inkjet printers.
For the production of print-on-demand map products, two sources of digital map data
exist: scanned paper maps and vector data. Hybrid map products are produced by
combining vector data, scanned map data, photogrammetry, annotation, and other
digital sources in map editing software. Vector based map data provides the highest
quality printed output for print on demand maps, with sharp detail on text and line
features. While vector based map data is desired, there are many situations where
scanning paper maps may be required. For many older maps vector data may not be
available or in emergency situations there may not be time to acquire the original vector
data. Map data, scanned from hardcopy or read from CD-ROM, can be used to duplicate
maps or the digital data can be edited to include new features to update a map or create
a new map product.
Achieving high quality printed output from scanned map data requires specialized color
conversion, image enhancement, and new screening techniques. Over the last seven (7)
years, 3M has developed many proprietaIY algorithms for printing scanned map data.
The result of this continued research and development is a suite of map enhancement
features that provide high quality printing for scanned and vector map data.
High quality printed output fi-om scanned map data requires specialized color
conversion to achieve color matching to cOlTect for printer and scanning problems. The
3M print on demand map system has a closed loop color calibration system that uses
the scanner to create Red Green Blue (RGB) to Cyan Magenta Yellow Black (CMYK)
calibration tables. Calibration targets are printed on the target printer and scanned on
the map scanner. Scanned RGB pattern data is' used to create a calibration table for a
scanner/printer combination. In generating the calibration RGB to CMYK conversion
table, a high level of Gray Component Replacement (GCR) is used along with special
color gamut clipping techniques to provide color fidelity and stable printing on ink jet
and electrostatic printers. A problem that occurs when printing scanned map data
containing black text and lines is that the RGB black values are converted to a
combination of CMYK data. This conversion causes spurious CMY dots around the
black text and lines. Elimination of spurious CMY dots is achieved by mapping near
gray RGB values to use only the black (K) ink for printing.
When scanning many paper maps, the paper stock will be represented by a near white
RGB value that is printed as a dirty white while scanned black data may be replicated as
a lighter gray values. Both of these problems are due to most scanners calibrating their
dynamic range based on a velY white and dark black calibration target. To map scanned
white and black values to actual white and black, a special RGB to RGB adjustment is
performed. Users have two methods for adjusting the RGB dynamic range: automatic
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and user defmed area. Using automatic mode, the system scans the scarmed image data
to determine the adjustment parameters. In "User Defined" mode, the user selects an
image area that includes only white and black data which is used to calculate
adjustment parameters. The calculated parameters are used to provide better white and
black value printing without affecting the mid level color values. Both the near gray to
black ink mapping and the whitelblack level adjustment are used to modify the RGB to
CMYK conversion table, providing for no loss of speed while achieving higher quality
printed maps.
Image enhancement and new screening techniques are required when printing scanned
RGB data to provide high quality text and lines features. Traditional screening
techniques make scanned contour lines and text deteriorate, lowering map quality to the
point of being unusable . A new screening technique was developed by 3M to enhance
edge detail and produce printed map products liOln scanned maps with sharp text and
line detail. To further enhance line and text detail, edge enhancement is used to adjust
the printed ink at edge boundaries. User control of the degree of edge enhancement and
ink adjustment is provided to tailor the enhancement for different maps.
Vector map data is handled in the 3M map printing system through the use of EPS files,
which are converted to printer raster data using an embedded Adobe™ celtified
PostScript level 2 engine. For printing vector data maps, the edge enhancement, near
gray to black ink mapping, and the map screening algorithms are provided in the
PostScript conversion engine. The highest color fidelity when designing vector maps is
achieved by printing out color patch files and selecting CMYK colors that provide high
quality printed areas. Color rendering dictionaries are supported in the PostScript
engine and allow for design in the color independent CIE (Commission Internationale
d'Eclairage) color space. Future releases of the PostScript engine will support ICC
(International Color ConsOltium) profiles. By using PostScript as the vector language
for vector map products, users benefit by having a scaleable map product that can be
printed on many printers and can be separated for printing on printing presses when
high volume map production is required.
A critical issue in the production of maps is the speed of ftIe conversion to print
language and the time to print a map. All the map enhancement and color conversion
techniques used in the 3M map production system are highly optimized for speed and
to hold the data being convelted in computer memOly. For printing maps in a
production environment, the printer speed is impOltant when printing large volumes of
maps. Support for high speed (60 maps per hour) electrostatic and low speed (10 maps
per hour) ink jet printers is palt of the 3M map production system. The following table
shows the time to convert both a scanned and vector USGS 1:24,000 quad map on a
high performance UNIX workstation.
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Map Type
USGS scanned quad
USGS vector quad

Time (seconds)
126
145

The primary large format pnntmg devices used for map pnntmg are inkjet and
electrostatic printers. For high volume printing, electrostatic printers are used . 3M's
electrostatic printers have the capability to print all colors simultaneously in one
single pass. These printers have a printing resolution of 400 dots per inch (dpi) and
can print on water resistant papers. For applications requiring low volume printing,
inkjet printers are preferred. Today, inkjet printers print at 300 dpi. In the future, these
printers will be capable of 600 dpi. If cost is a driver for the total system, and the users
still needs many copies per hour, multiple inkjet printers can be used. The table on the
next page summarizes the differences in the two printing technologies.

Final product cost Imaging paper
Final product cost Wet Strength paper
Equipment Cost
Maintenance Cost
Environmental Conditions
Mobility
Time to print

Ink.iet
$ 0.61 / square foot

Electrostatic
$ 0.27 / square foot

$ 1.30 / square foot

$ 0.94/ square foot

Any humidity
Effective in mobile
environments
8 to 10 maps per hour

10-20 times more than inkjet
10-12 times more than inkiet
45-55%RH
Fixed environment required
60 maps per hour

User Feedback on Initial Map-On-Demand Product
A survey was conducted in conjunction with the Intemational Map Trade
Association (IMTA) Conference held in Denver on September 17-21, 1996. Visitors to
the joint 3MlUSGS booth and the Rocky Mountain Mapping Center tours were asked
to compare a standard I :24,000 scale topographic map with an experimental map of the
same area produced by inkjet technology on 3M's water resistant paper. After their
evaluation, respondents were asked to complete a short questionnaire. A total of 93
questionnaires were collected. Results are listed on the following page:
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• Approximately half were satisfied with the colors, text legibility, and contour
/ elevation clarity of the experimental map.
• 60% were very satisfied with the waterproof paper used on the experimental
map.
• 98% thought the experimental map was a good quality product.
• 94% viewed the experimental edition as an acceptable substitute if the
"standard" USGS topographic map were not immediately available.
• 58% were willing to pay the same price for the expelimental edition.
• 37% currently were USGS map dealers.

USGS also sent out 1000 questionnaires along with a standard 1:24,000 scale
topographic map and an experimental map of the same area produced using an
electrostatic printer on waterproof paper. Data from 271 questionnaires were analyzed
and the folIowing results are listed below:
• 68% thought the experimental map was a good quality product.
• 82% thought the experimental map would be an acceptable substitute if the
standard USGS map were not immediately available.
• 55% were willing to pay less; 39% willing to pay the same for the experimental
map.
• There was stronger satisfaction with the paper quality than with other
characteristics such as colors, text legibility and contour/e levation clarity .

Ergonomic Considerations
Acceptance of the map-on-demand systems will depend on the ease of system use.
3M and USGS will be working together to do market studies with users to detelmine
system requirements and usability features. This strategy parallels 3M's current
philosophy of providing a single intelface for integrated software products that are
easy to use.
Another important area to be considered with a map-on-demand system is the color
integrity, scale stability and geometric accuracy of the printed product versus the
original lithographic product. 3M color scientists and engineers are working with
experts within USGS to identify areas for improvement with the cUlTent scanning and
printing systems being used.
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Conclusion
Maps-on-demand is a reality today. Systems can be configured to meet a wide variety
of user needs and applications . The preliminary results of the surveys conducted by
USGS indicate that the products produced by such systems are good alternatives
versus the current lithographic map product. As printing technology and image
processing algorithms improve, along with materials and inks, the quality of the
finished product produced by a map-on-demand system will continue to improve. As
the distribution of digital map data becomes readily available, these map printing
systems will be used in many GIS applications and in the development of geospatial
products and services .
Additional user feedback is welcome and encouraged. Please stop by our booth
during ICC '97 and see maps-on-demand! YOlu' feedback will be used in continuing
the development of a map-on-demand system that meets your needs and applications.
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THE NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
CARTOGRAPHY
(PRINTED IN THE USSR 1959-1983)
Nikolay N. Komedchikov, Alexander A. Liouty,
Rimma S. Narskikh
Institute of Geography, Russian Academy of
Sciences, Staromonetny Pereulok 29, Moscow,
109017, Russia
Fax: +095 - 230 20 90

"The National Bibliography of Scientific and
Technological Literature on Cartography. 19591983" in 3 volumes prepared at the Institute of
Geography, Russian Academy of Sciences, will be
issued in 1996-97.
The publishing of the national bibliography
of scientific and technological literature on
cartography is undertaken in order to bring it
into a system based on scientological principles, to activate the process of use of knowledge contained in it, to fill a certain gap in
the picture of creative work in the field of
science and technology, and to carryon an old
tradition to compile indexes of national literature on cartography; the first such index was
issued as long ago as last century by A.N.
Veselovskiy, who had compiled bibliography of
literature on geodesy and drawing of atlases,
plans, and maps published in Russian from 1872
till 1890. (Veselovskiy A.N., Materials for an
index of literature in Russian from 1872 t i l l
1890. In: Works of Commission on Topography and
Geodesy.- Moscow, 1894.- Issue I . - (Appendix)
P.
1-47
lin
Russian).
"Index
of
Russian

Literature

on

Land-Surveying"

by

V.D.Nikolas
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was issued in Moscow in 1901; it includes
literature from 1700 till 1901 this time.
(Nikolas V., Index of Russian Literature on
Land-Surveying In:
Works of Commission
on
Topography and Geodesy. - MOscow, 1901. - Issue
XIII.- P. 79 - 115 lin Russian). These both indexes contain 1266 titles in total, of which
rather insignificant number falls to the share
of literature on cartography proper.
The
systematization
of
literature
on
cartography and publishing of its result went
on during the soviet time. New summaries on
cartographic literature of 18th century (it is
in
this
century
when
the
first
printed
publications on cartography appeared)
were
issued in "Works of Central Scientific Research
Insti tute on Geodesy, Aerial Photography and
Cartography" in 1955 (Ginzburg G.A., Karpov
N.S., Salmanova T.D. Mathematical Cartography
in the USSR.- Moscow: Geodezizdat, 1955.- Part
2.: Annota ted Index of Li tera ture on Ma thematical Cartography and Cartometry. - 64 p.(Works of Central Scientific Research Institute
on Geodesy, Aerial Photography and Cartography;
Issue 108) lin Russian), as well as in "Bulletin of Leningrad University" in 1958. (Shibanov
F.A. Review of Russian Cartographic Literature
of the 18th Century. In: vestnik Leningradskogo
universiteta. Geologiya. Geographiya.- 1958. Issue 3.- P. 158-163) lin Russian).
The bibliography of printed literature on
cartography issued during the next,
19th,
century and up to 1917 inclusive was collected,
systemized, and published also by F.A. Shibanov
. in 1961 (Shibanov F .A. Index of Cartographic
Literature Issued in Russia from 1800 till
1917.- Leningrad: Izdatel'stvo Leningradskogo
universiteta, 1961. - 224 p. lin Russian). The
index contains 2645 titles on applied field
astronomy, geodesy, topography, mathematical
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cartography, map compiling, and history of
these disciplines.
The cartographical publications of the soviet
period are presented in the indexes made by
employees
of
Central
Library
of
Moscow
Institute of Geodesy, Aerial Photography and
Cartography Engineers in 1938 (Bibliographical
Index of Literature on Geodesy and Cartography
for 20 Years (from 1917 to 1937) ICompiled by
R.Gal'per, Yeo Tutkevich; ed. by A.S.Chebotarev. - MOscow, 1938.- Issue 1: Books and pamphlets.- 126 p. lin Russian), and of Central
Scientific
Research
Institute
on
Geodesy,
Aerial Photography and Cartography in 1962
(Bibliographical
Index
of
Literature
on
Cartography Published in the USSR from 1938
till 1958) ICompiled by N.S.Karpov; ed. by
V.N.Lysyuk.- Moscow: Geodezizdat, 1962.- 208
p.(Works of Central Scientific Research
Insti tute on Geodesy, Aerial Photography and
Cartography; Issue 156) lin Russian). The first
index includes
1903 titles
of books
and
pamphlets on geodesy, field astronomy, and
cartography issued for 20 years from 1917 till
1937. The second index contains 2691 titles of
books and pamphlets on cartography exclusively
issued for the next 21 years from 1938 till
1958. The publication of systematized indexes
of
national
scientific
and
technological
literature on cartography interrupted after
these two editions.
This
gap was
filled
partially by lists of literature on geodesy and
cartography issued in the USSR; these lists
were
published
on
pages
of
the
journal
"Geodeziya i Kartografiya" under the heading
"Bibliography" from 1959 till 1970 and were
unfortunately far from being complete and
systematized. The next index was not published
until 1989 when the Library of the USSR Academy
of Sciences issued the bibliographical index of
literature on cartography for the decade from
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1978

till 1987 (Recent Literature on Cartography.
[from 1978 to 1987): Bibliographical
Index:
[In 2 parts.} ICompiled by G.N.utin,
N. G. Vershinina, O.A.Krasnikova wi th participation of L.K.Kil'dyushevskaya; managing editor
G.N.utin; scientific consultants: I.Yu.Levitskiy, L.E.Smirnov.- Leningrad, 1989.- P. 1.- 381
p.; P.
2. - 784 p. lin Russian). The index
contains 5471 bibliographical description of
monographs, miscellanies, abstracts of papers,
articles
in
periodicals
and
miscellanies,
manuals
and
textbooks,
dissertations
on
cartography. The next bibliographical index of
recent literature on cartography for the period
from 1988 till 1990 was issued in 1991 (Recent
Literature on Cartography. From 1988 to 1990:
Bibliographical Index: Icompiled by O.A.Krasnikova,
G. N. utin;
mahaging
edi tor
G. N. Utin;
bibliographical editor V.P.Alekseyeva; scientific
consultant
I.Yu.Levitskiy.Leningrad,
1991. - 332 p. lin Russian). It includes 2066

bibliographical descriptions of sources.
Thus, a nineteen years long period from 1959
to 1977, until publishing of this bibliography,
was remaining uncovered by the issued indexes
of literature on cartography printed in our
country. That is why it not only fills this gap
but also overlaps partly the contents of the
bibliographical index "Recent Literature on
Cartography. [from 1978 to 1987}" and complements it with a large amount of titles issued
from 1978 to 1983 but not included in it.
The National bibliography contains descriptions of books, pamphlets, articles, reviews,
inventions concerning all problems of cartography and published in the USSR in Russian and
other languages from 1959 till 1983.
This period will not remain unnoticed by
future historians. It is just a period when
many outstanding cartographical works have been
created which by right are the proud of science
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and culture in our country: these are Physical
Geographical Atlas of the World (1964), Atlas
of the World (2nd ed., 1967), Atlas of the
Oceans (1974-1980), Atlas of Antarctic Regions
(1966), complex regional atlases - Atlas of the
Azerbaijan SSR (1963), Atlas of the Armenian
SSR (1961), Atlas of the Georgian SSR (1964),
Atlas of the Lithuanian SSR (1981), Atlas of
the Moldavian SSR (1978), Atlas of the Uzbek
SSR (1982), Atlas of the Altai Kray (Territory)
(1978,
1980), Atlas of the Tyumen Oblast
(Region) (1971, 1976), Atlas of Transbaikalia
( 1967) ,- as well as many other atlases, maps
for high school institutions, and a system of
cartographical manuals for schools; decisive
successes in the sphere of large-scale topographic mapping of the country were achieved
and many branches of thematic mapping experienced a rapid development. The new theoretical
concepts
in
cartography
have
been
developed and won their right to live in vivid
debates during the same period: these are the
concept of metacartography, the communicative
concept, and the concept of map language.
The
sources
for
compilation
of
the
Bibliography were the follows: issues of "Geography Abstracts" (primarily their "Cartography"
sections)
published
by
All-Russian
Institute
of
Scientific
and
Technological
Information, Russian Academy of Sciences, in
1959-1984; "Annual lists of books in print",
"Lists
of
journal
articles",
"Lists
of
reviews", and "Lists of maps" all published by
Book Chamber; library catalogues of Central
Geodesy, Aerial Photography and Cartography
Research Institute, Moscow State Geodesy and
Cartography University, Institute of Geography
(Russian Academy of Sciences), V. V. Dokuchayev
Soil Institute, Geological Literature Department of Natural Sciences Library
(Russian
Academy of Sciences), Russian State Library;
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references in many books and articles; lists of
published scientific works especially provided
for the Bibliography by a number of scientists
in the field of cartography.
All the literature on cartography from 1959
till 1983 is thematically systemized.
The contents of the volumes.
VOLUME 1 .
History of cartography
Personalia
Theory of cartography
Design and editing of maps and atlases
Theory and technique of map use
General geographical mapping
Thematic mapping
Mapping of geographical position of areas
Mapping of natural phenomena
Landscape mappiRg
VOLUME 2 .
Geological mapping
Paleogeographical mapping
Earth surface relief mapping
Geomorphological mapping
Meteorological and climatological mapping
Phenological mapping
Oceanological mapping
Hydrological mapping
Glaciological mapping
Geocryological mapping
Soil mapping
Geobotanical mapping
Zoogeographical mapping
Biogeographical mapping
Ecological mapping
VOLUME 3.
Mapping of social phenomena
Population
Economical
Mapping of
division
Mapping of

mapping
geographical mapping
political and administrative
historical phenomena and events

Special mapping
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Mapping of the Moon, the planets, and the
starry sky
Map design
Map publishing
Automatization in cartography
Information spreading in cartography
Cartographical education
General issues of cartography
Economics, organization, management, planning
in cartography
Labour conditions and protection, industrial
safety provisions in cartography
Authorship in cartography.
Miscellanies with articles on cartography,
proceedings of scientific conferences,
abstracts of papers presented on them
Summaries of dissertations on cartography
defended from 1959 to 1983.
The above sections are divided in their turn
into more detailed subsections. The reviews of
published maps and atlases are listed at the
end of each thematic section. References to
reviews of books and comments on articles are
given just after bibliographical descriptions
of respective books and articles. There are
indexes of authors at the end of each volume
with reference to item numbers of works in
question included in the bibliography.
"The National Bibliography of Scientific and
Technological Literature on Cartography" is
intended for a wide range of users
cartographers, geographers, geologists, and other
Earth scientists, scholars, teachers, practical
workers, i.e. for all those who carry out
mapping of terrestrial and extraterrestrial
objects or use cartographic materials in their
work, are interested in history of cartography,
are concerned with its present, think about its
future. The Bibliography will be helpful for
students, post-graduate students, and those who
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work on their thesis for a scientific degree in
search for literature related to their work,
and also for high school teachers when they are
working out and preparing courses of studies.
The compilers hope that the presented bibliography will serve as a sort of compass in the
"sea" of scientific and technological literature on cartography, will become a necessary aid
in scientological researches, source studies,
and inquiry and information work, in working
out strategy and tactics of scientific researches, practical works, training of skilled
personnel, in analysis of history and development logic of scientific and technological
thought and its further evolution in our
country. The Bibliography will help to estimate
in an appropriate manner the contribution of
cartographers and other specialists who worked
in those years from 1959 to 1983 already
belonging to the history, who created new maps
and atlases, developed new methods of mapping;
fulfilled important state duties of the country
territory mapping, synthesized new theoretical
ideas in cartography and other sciences by
means of maps.
The publishing of the bibliography practically of all the literature on cartography
issued in the Russian Empire and in the USSR
during the three centuries from 1700 (in fact,
the year of the first publication on cartography in Russia) till 1990 is an important
event in the Russian and world cartography. The
published bibliographical indexes of scientific
and technological literature on cartography
together with published catalogues of maps and
atlases printed in Russia since the 16th century present a complete picture of evolution of
the Russian cartography, expose its successes
and achievements, serve as an important scientological source on Russian cartography.
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FINNISH TOPOGRAPIDC DATA PRODUCTION PLANNING
AND FOLLOW -UP SYSTEM
Ari Tella
National Land Survey of Finland
Geographic Data Centre
P.O.Box 84
FIN-00521 Helsinki, Finland
Fax: +3580204515595, e-mail: ari.tella@nls.fi

Summary
Topographic Data Production Planning and Follow-up System (TDPS) is designed to
assist in long-term decentralized production of maps. TDPS contain Finnish large scale
map production planning and following . Different department of National Land Survey
(NLS) involved in planning require continuous up-dated information on progress in
production.

In the past NLS didn't have a common system for aim planning and follow-up of
production. Latest information was diffucult to obtain and was scattered in different
departments and phases in production. This caused inconsistencies in interdepartmental
integration of information and consequently perhaps results some difficulties.

1. Background
1.l The needs of planning and follow-up system
Without a common system, most planning takes place indepently and all data is in paper
format. This leads to existance of non-compatible parallel systems with information often
accessible only to its producer.

In map-production we need to know four W's:
1. Where?
2. When?
3. What?
4. Who?
Map-production also needs:
- General method to make plans
- General method follow-up results
- Common system and database
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It is important that the latest informatation on production and products are available and
in use.
Daily up-dates are needed on progress specific areas of:
- Topographic Database (TDB) finishing or due to finish,
- printing of map sheets (due, in print, finished),
- areas in production,
- stage of production,
- offices producing etc ..
This information is vital to customer services as they must know the production situation
and estimated availability to provide good service (especially needed are TDB and
printing situation).
1.2 Plahning and follow-up currently
Large-scale (1 : 100(0) data compilation is done in NLS ' s eleven regional offices and in
Mapping Services unit in Geographic Data Centre in Helsinki. Some stages in the
commoncing and completion of map-production are done in Control Surveys, in
Photograrnmetric Services and in Product- and Development Services; all which are units
of Geographic Data Centre.
NLS has a long term plan constituting of three year plans. Central Administration and the
eleven regional offices jointly develop and carry out the three year plans. These plans are
depicted in annual:
- compilation of permanent control points (number of points)
- compilation of Topographic Database (indexmap and km2)
- data updating (km2) and
- printed maps 1:20000 and I :50000 (number of sheets) .
Also a unitprice target for every year is set. This long term plan is done in every spring.
In autumn regional offices submit proposals to Central Administration for projects for
the next year. Following this, regional offices and Central Administration decide together
on specific projects for different offices. This annual plan sets stringent target for
production such as: number of points, km2 and number of sheets . Production allocation
to areas (mapsheets) is also presented . One year targer for production are take in
Management Information System (MIS).
Regional offices submit monthly the MIS the net volume of production.
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2. First version description
2.1 Software and hardware
NLS has developed an application running under Windows 3.11, with Pentium 90
Mhz/16 MB RAM PC's . This was created with ArcView's development language
Avenue and Visual Basic, which are connected by DDE. Visual Basic shows forms
and handles the RDB-connection. Application is connected to OraclelRDB ' s in each
regional office and to central OraclelRDB in Helsinki. Parts of NLS ' s organisation
which don' t make plans, but need access to them and the production situation, have
applications without own RDB ' s. In these cases open Database Connection between
Visual Basic and RDB is used.
Arc View is used to define mapsheet areas of the production plans and project plans
and to create indexes and visualization. Shape-files for common mapsheets indexes are
in scales: 1: 10000, 1:20000 and 1: 100000. Background maps are: municipalities,
provinces, lakes and coastlines.
The system includes three parts:
-Production planning and follow-up
-Topographic Database situation
-Products.

Aim system has been used since beginning of 1996 in eleven district offices and in
four offices of Geographic Data Centre. However, it can be said that a similar system
could have been utilized earlier to improve customer service. Therefore we can draw
the conclusion that constant system development is needed according to the progress
of techonology.
2.2 Production plan
The first release has two levels for the user to make plans. First is the production plan.
This is based on all eleven regional offices making first the long-term plan (a.k.a
production plan), deciding which projects are executed. This includes specifications
for: level of data collection, aerial fotograrnmetry scale, project status (compilation or
updating) and mapsheets to be included.
Possible projects are:
-Triangulation points
-Elevation points
-Boundary marks
-Targeting
-Aerial photography
-Aerotriangulation
-Stereoplotting
-Data compilation in workstation
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-Publication 1:2()()()() and 1:5()()()()
-Printing of topographic maps to 1:20000 and 1:50000.
Project are designated to aim regional offices with specific timetables. ArcView
planmaker shows mapsheets included in the production plan. If some projects have two
producers each of them is considered a separate project.
2.3 Projectplan
In autumn regional offices (maker's of production plans) make their own projectplans
for the following year. They can take index from production plans by asking program:
show all projects for this office for the next year. Planners of the production plan can
see the required projects for the specified period. Responsible offices can copy
production plans to their own database and create their own sub-project plans. As
projectplans include timetables for regional offices they have the possibility to divide
each project to stages and to designate different variables such as producer, time and
area. Producer can be office, team or a person . Offices can make as assigned or
detailed plans as needed.
First projectplan is editable only in offi,c e's own database; plans are office secure
documents restricting access to outside use. Upon completion plans are desecurized
and copied to central-RDB for use for all parties. When Central Administration and
local office agree on aim projectplans they are marked confirmed for completion in set
timetable.
2.4 Follow-up
The application receives the following information either automatically or from users
trough application forms. Topographic Data System (TDS) is connected to planning
and follow-up system so that all stages in which users use TDS begin- and endtimes
are obtained automatically. Other project timetables and required data must be written
to forms . Therefore all information is first in local databases and central RDB is
updated nightly from local databases.
User input of information.
User can edit form input projects dates as every project has information about the
maker and the timetable. For example, project triangulation points are planned and
realized as number of points. Data updating is done at night time with local databases
and information is made available, updated and copied to central-database.
Information needed by the program
As said, each regional office has the TDS in use. They use it in stereoplotting, data
compilation in workstations and publication to 1:20000. In Topographic Data System
every visit to mapfile is registered to a historyfile. This information is automatically
fed into follow-up system without noticing the user. User can also choose among
stages of hislher' s completion of tasks. This can be visualized as an example of TDS-
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user's interactive session of mapfile TDS as: Has one completed the following tasks
such as; stereoplotting, digitising, etc .. Following this program requires the status of
the stage for the historyfile.
Night-time processing go through all history files and if there are events available
according to specs, these are updated to local-RDB . That is, system searches for
"completion marks" among stages to release data to rdb. This process checks if all
mapsheets concerning this project are ready and marks the project accordingly .
2.5 Topographic Database situation
Topographic Database situation is managed separately. When the system finds an
'inserted to TDB' line in the mapfile-history file of the TDS , a new table is created and
importing date, the executer, data compilation category (level Aflevel B), sort of
prosess (compilation/updating), updating date and the date when stored into the
archiving database, are loaded in it.

It is possible to store the number of features in the mapfile classified according to the
accuracy of the data. This information corresponds fairly exactly to the position
accuracy of the whole mapfile.
2.6 Printing situation
Nowadays the situation of the printed maps is stored from another system (orderingsystem) to TDPS , and using TDPS it is possible to create an indexmap showing this
situation. Furthermore the situation of published maps can be seen on our www-pages
and these data are got from the TDPS-database.
2.7 Various reports
Using TDPS different kind of mapindexes can be created. The user can choose the
time of interest and the type of the index using a special inquire-tool. Eg. using an
index-tool it is possible to ask:
- what projects are in the production plan in a special time
- what projects are in the project plan
- which projects have beginned or finished
The user can also ask about the completed area in the Topographic Database, about the
situation in the end of year or about the currently printed maps.
Each answer comes as an ArcView theme ready classified. User can still change the
classification and the index description thrue the ArcView-interface.
Finally it is possible to make an alphanumeric report into a file or a printer. The report
can contain eg oproduction plans so that the timetables of all the projects is printed.
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3. Problems in version 1.0 and plans for version 2.0
The fundamental idea of the system, to get the latest information of the plans and the
production situation is naturally right. But there are still some things, that lead us to begin
to plan an updated version of the system.
3.1 Environment and database
Arcview in PC with 16 MB random access memory (RAM) is rather slow and Arcview
under Windows 3.11 is a bit unstable. Thus we decided to move into Windows NT and
raise RAM up to 48 MB. In software development we use Visual Basic 4.0 and
ArcView 3.0. So we will get a 32-bit environment, which makes it possible to use
parallel processes ego when storing data into database.
Working with 16 Oracle/RDB databases is a hard, specially the updating task. Another
thing that has been difficult to control, is that all information has been same in every
database. The office makes plans in it's own database, the data is copied to the central
database and from there to the projectexecuter's own database. To minimize the data
traffic between the offices the next version will be based on only one central database.
3.2 Tools
3.2.1 Inquiry tool
In present, the inquire tool is too limited, when the user want's a special index . We are
developing a new, more flexible tool with more alternatives to choose. This means that
almost all information can be specified in a search clause and the classification of the
information will be defined through the map interface.
3.2.2 Identify tool
Totally new tools will be the identify tools, which shows information, when the user
points the mapsheet. One tool lists all production plans concerning the pointed
mapsheet. It tells the name of the production plan, it's compilation category, sort of
prosess and the office responsible of the map sheet. Another identify tool lists all
information about the chosen project-type from all production plans. It shows the name
of the production plan, the executer of the project and the year the project should be
finished. Next identify tool tells all information from a project. Next one is
Topographic Data Base-info, which shows all information from the RDB-table
corresponding the TDB mapsheet. The last tool is productinfo, which gives all
information from a chosen product concerning this mapsheet.
3.2.3 Output
Most of the users are familiar with Excel-program, and they want excel-consistent
output from TDPS. In version 2.0 excel-output will be possible and the user can
choose the information he wants to put in excel-consistent file.
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3.3 Connections to other systems
New system contains connections to separately updated mapsheet dependent excelfiles, which are used in planning and follow-up of the printing. They are separately
maintained, because planning and follow-up of the printings does not need a
mapdependent system. One map is one line in excel and the columns include all the
information needed. These excel files will get rough planning infornlation from TDPS.
And it gives TDPS an exact printing timetable, which can then be printed as an
indexmap.
Our management uses its own Management Information System (MIS), where they
store planning and follow-up data. This data is office dependent so that every office
tells how much, eq. points or TDB they are going to do and every month they store
how much is finished. New special tools will list planning information, ego number of
points in a triangulation point project or square kilometres in a data compilation
project.
To transfer information of finished production, we will make new file-basis system,
where all information needed to transfer to MIS is first put in a separate file. User can
check it before transfering it to MIS.
The TDPS connections to other systems is presented in figure 1.
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Common-rlisk
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TDPS
Oraclelrdb
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IDS
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NLS 's offices
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Figure 1. Connections to other systems
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3.4 Other things
3.4.1 Production plan time table
In the production plan the beginning and finishing moments of the project could be
freely loaded. In the new system only the finishing year will be given. That is because
the planning and follow-up timecycle is one year.
3.4.2 Mapsheet dependent following
The follow-up depends now on project follow-up (project is ready or not), but the
problem is that, when year changes, all the planned phases might not be finished. In
the new system, all completed information is stored (from stereoplotting to printing) in
a mapsheet dependent table. Thus we can see the ready mapsheets on the end of year.

It is a new demand to see, how much work is unfinished . Adding a project number to
TDPS's object of project (in TDPS we know the mapsheets of each project and which
ones are unfinished) and when the executer uses the same number in the working-timesystem, it can be calculated how much working time is done in each unfinished
mapsheet.
3.4.3 Usability
In the first release there was fairly much things the user to do; egoin the
productionplan phase, the user had to write all dates etc .. In the next version we let
much more things to user's own consideration. If this kind of system is too
complicated, the users feel it unpleasent in daily work.

4. Conclusion
Effective planning of works, in as early phase as possible, in a way that the important
information is easily available for everyone in the organisation concerned, is an
important thing. A common planning and follow-up system makes it possible to
realize the needs of cooperation . The most reliable and real-time information can be
got only, if the person, who produces the information, loads it in the system.
Nowadays the metadata of the products is very important for the customers and the
latest information is needed in the computer-aided data delivery systems.
TDPS is the solution fulfilling these requirements in the National Land Survey of
Finland.
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Since the 1930's, outstanding cartographic works and numerous articles have been
proposing solutions about the cartographic) representation of thematic variables2 .
Most of them use signs, codified, enriched, and gradually developed either by using
J. Bertin's (1967) graphic grammar, or, like most English-speaking authors 3,graphic
perception . These tendencies, which are not always complementary, are both
principally aiming to a better visualization of the phenomenon to be studied. Another
more mathematical tendency has been developed, flfstly due to the introduction of
statistics and modelling by geographers, cartographers, ... , secondly due to GIS and
to the possibilities of spatial combinations, of spatial intersections. The exponentially
increasing number of publications in this field underlines the importance of this new
direction.
Nevertheless, these two tendencies have brought about an evolution in the
disciplines necessary to map-production, as well as an increase in the number of
specialities tending to remain juxtaposed instead of being complementary to each
other. It becomes, therefore, absolutely · necessary to settle down to a conceptual
corpus, if what one seeks is the development of synergies, in order to improve
comprehension of spatial phenomena through the quality of the maps representing
them 4 .

1. A necessity: the search for a conceptual framework
The role of a map has indeed evolved 5 . The range of methods and techniques
available has considerably increased. Specialists, in ever growing numbers, give
themselves the name of cartographers, ... , all these facts lead to a heterogeneity of
vocabulary, to words with different meanings, to identical concepts described by
various words. Thus, two principal elements have led us to wonder about the
necessity of a conceptual reflection - leading further, we hope, to a theoretical one that we are proposing here.
On the one hand, thematic maps are very often conceived as a representation, as a
visualization of an observed phenomenon on a plane, i.e. as a transfer, an application
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of an attribute space [Z] on a location space Z -.!----'> [X, Y]. The represented
phenomena are then characterized by signs, symbols according to more and more
precise rules, the final result depending on and varying according to its author. If a
map is a mere representation of what is observable, observed, this position can be
sufficient. But if a map is considered as a mean of revealing, of showing hidden
structures, then these procedures, purely semiological, are not sufficient: they are not
constructions, reproducible in the same way by everybody, even if the principles and
choices have been defined. To obtain comparable maps, reproducible and easy to
interpret, it is necessary to produce, at least in a first stage, well-elaborated
constructions 6 following a precise protocoe. Graphic symbols can, then, make
reading easier. These symbols, very important in visualization, are not a reproducible8
solution by anybody, even if the principles and choices remain the same. There
should be two important steps for the elaboration of a map: the first proposing the
construction of a reproducible basis, the second allowing communication and using
semiology. It is nevertheless important to note that, in the field of constructions
(which is still to be explored), solutions are missing for a large number of thematic
phenomena sti ll to be studied .
On the other hand, if there are different steps for the elaboration of a map, transfers or
constructions, it is well known that most researchers study one or the other
thoroughly, without necessarily reconsidering the logical progress of the
construction of the map(s). Each step is related to the others. Not considering these
links can lead to non-satisfactory results, not obviously detectable. Therefore, the
elaboration of a map has to follow a minimum of very precise rules, if one wishes that
the outcome is a scientific construction and not only an illustration, depending on
the author and accompanying a text. These rules should not be limited to graphic
semiology. They should intervene in all the steps of the cartographic production. If
this idea has already been considered and partly explained, it becomes urgent, for
many reasons, to structure it as well as to generalize it:
- Firstly, it has not, so far, been completely and systematically developed according
to scientific principles. Therefore, a map is rarely reproducible and so cannot be
used as an object of experimentation and/or demonstration of a spatial
phenomenon.
- Secondly, this idea becomes more and more necessary with the multiplication of
cartography software and geographic information systems . This abundance makes
it easy for everybody to produce, no matter how, a map, by simply using the
operations indicated by the program, with no regard to the quality .
- Thirdly, it should allow the creation of interrelations among specialists involved in
the production of a map. We should not forget that the number of specialists is
increasing - we have already mentioned it - and this brings new terms, new
possibilities, which it is urgent to harmonize, to exploit thoroughly .
- Finally, it should be remembered that cartography has been recognized as a real
science at the Vienna congress in 1975 9 and it allows not only the visualization of
observable thematic phenomena, but also and especially the revelation of hidden
spatial structures which could contribute to the explanation of a phenomenon.
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Figure 1. Scientific experimental approach and cartography

Cartographic construction and geo-spatial analysis are inseparable, if one wishes
to understand these structures and highlight the related processes. The
"products" should therefore be set up according to a scientific rigorous method,
that we recall hereafter.

2. An absolutely necessary guide: the scientific experimental approach
This is why, considering what has already been said, we briefly recall the principles
of a scientific experimental approach, which underline the steps of the cartographic
reasoning that we are proposing here, the map being part and parcel of the reflection
and research engaged . The three terms mentioned above, in particular according to
the works of K. Popper, H. Reymond, and H. Beguin lO , are to be understood as
follows :
- "Approach" is the way to progress, to advance; the successive steps of the
engaged "activity".
- "Scientific" is used in the sense of the disciplinary logic and means that there is a
consensus on the subject to be studied; a consensus, time varying, considered
during a certain period of time.
- "Experimental" means that the approach is transparent, possible to be verified by
anybody, and reproducible.
'
The scientific experimental approach includes the entire research undertaken. It
makes possible, after having chosen a topic, to define the general problematics, the
related theories and hypotheses. Among the hypotheses, certain are related to tne
attributes, others only to the spatial component, still others to attributes and
locations, and we should not forget the time dimension. It is clear that, in the context
considered here, the spatial dimension is a predominating sub-set directed by the
same approach, which implies that more precise hypotheses on space are set forth.
Only then is the approach reaching the map level and underlying the reasoning.
Thus, the scientific experimental approach on which the proposed cartographic
reasoning depends, is aiming for the production of "satisfactory" maps Le., on the
one hand, maps which can be verified and reproduced by anybody having the
necessary knowledge, on the other hand, maps easily understood by the targeted
public, and adapted to this public. The map then becomes a reasoned construction
relying on a double logic: the logic of the studied theme - disciplinary logic - and the
logic of cartography - cartographic logic - these two fitting together (figure I).

3. Well-ordered steps: the cartographic reasoning
To this purpose, a protocol ll (in the scientific meaning of the word) has to be
elaborated underlying the principal steps of this reasoning. These steps, by followin g
each other in a logical way, but also including feedback effects, are five-fold: the
definition of the objective of the map, the data collection, the preliminary
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processings, the cartographic elaboration itself and the technical production. The
description of these steps follows hereafter, as shown in figure 2.
I. The definition of the objective of a map is related to the theme to be represented,
to the existing theories in the relevant field, to the target public. It should be given at
the very beginning, and should be the result of exchanges between the thematician
and the cartographer. It allows choices which can be justified throughout the
process, from the map construction aspects to the communication aspects, because a
map is, we repeat it, a means of communicating information in an efficient manner.
2. The collection of located data includes the raw data and their transformation into
data related to the given problem, and to the hypotheses set forth . Actually, the data
to be represented should be "made up" in a way so as to make possible the
verification of the hypotheses, i.e. one could say if these hypotheses are correct or
not, if they can be accepted, or if they should be rejected. The transformations of the
initial data are neither neutral nor interchangeable. They correspond to a precise
problem to be studied and they determine the validity of the map. They concern
thematic attributes (or contents Z) as well as location attributes (or containers XY),
and they lead to further processings, the representations and graphic choices. '
3. The processings aim to structure, organize and classify data in order to obtain
comprehensible representations. The preliminary processings include basic statistical
descriptions, multivariate analyses (inductive or deductive). They also concern the
location data and aim to propose a reference background elaborated according to the
problematics. These preliminary operations rely upwards on the type of data, and
downwards on the representation families .
4. The map elaboration is the fundamental step and consists, itself, of three stages:
the determination of the representation families, the choice relevant to the graphic
expression and the general organization of the map.
- The representation families are related to the components of the map [XY, Z]
(punctual, linear or areal, continuous or discontinuous phenomenon, ... ), to the
dimensional display (2 or 3 dimensions) of attributes [Z], to the correspondence
type between [XY/Z] (transfer system, surface system or anamorphosis system). In
order to make coherent choices, one should ask the following questions:
Who is the map intended for? With what intention has it been constructed?
The graphic expression concretizes the plottings, the representation of the
phenomena. The choice of symbols depends on the measurement level of [Z] and
on the geometrical nature of [XY] and thus essentially on the characteristics of
collected data. But in order to choose an "efficient" grammar, one should yet know
what the capacities of the reader are, and what is the way in which he perceives
these signs i.e., one should take into account the graphic perception. The
decisions depend then on the answers given to several questions:
What should be shown? How ? With what effects? For whom?
- Finally, the general organization of the map includes its external identification
through its title, its internal identification through its legend and elements
constituting its layout. The main question that one should always have in mind is:
"Who is this map intended for? "
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Figure 2 - Steps a/the cartographic reasoning

Thus, this fourth step can be brought to a successful conclusion only if a certain
number of questions are asked. Lasswell's communication diagram adapted to
cartography is a precious help at this stage 12 .
5. The technical production is the fmal step of the elaboration of a map. Gathering
together manual or automated drawings as well as the reproduction operations
(whenever necessary), this step is quite different than the previous ones because it
does not intervene in the logical context of the cartographic reasoning. Nevertheless,
without it, no map could be visualized on paper or on screen. It therefore belongs to
the whole reasoning, even if there is no feedback effect on the previous steps .
It then becomes obvious, that following this process for elaborating a map allows one

to present a document that any other person, competent on the matter, could
reproduce with exactly the same result, if this process has been clearly explained with
the use of a protocol. At this stage, it will be necessary to evaluate, before going
further, the "quality" of the result: is the map responding to its objective concerning
its reader? An indispensable first verification, a technical one, is related to visual
perception tests. The map can then be thematically interpreted and the verification of
the hypotheses set forth becomes possible; the map can be considered as a really
scientific document fully participating in the undertaken study; it is not merely an
annexed document.

Conclusion
Thus, we find again here what has been said in beginning. If one wishes to link
together the different functions of a map, to create a synergy between these two
essential roles which are characterized by different qualities, it becomes obvious that
a theoretical corpus has to be elaborated independently on the themes to be studied
in order to reach the objective, to build maps and communicate information; the
purpose is not to propose solutions to the cartography of populations or of
geomorphology or even of urban transports, for example; a set of methods should be
constituted explaining very precisely the constraints, hypotheses, interests, ... , a set
on which it will be possible to draw, in order to study different themes. The range of
methods of the cartographic construction has to be widened, eventually by using
models of other disciplines, such as Biology, Physics, . .. After finishing a
construction, communicating it to varying publics will be possible, by recalling and
studying thoroughly graphic semiology in linguistics, and graphic perception. This is
because going from visual thinking to visual communication is not as easy as one
would believe, but it is necessary as Dibiase 's scheme (1990) has demonstrated quite
clearly. It is certain that, in this field, a great deal of research has already been made;
they can be renewed by using new technologies. Nevertheless, the main effort
should be concentrated on the first aspect: construction. This effort, a rigorous one,
is absolutely necessary for the future of cartography, in order to use it plainly for the
development of spatial analysis.
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Raisz E. (1931), Robinson AH. (1951), for example.
We consider here the topographic map not as a thematic map, but as the basic map
for the realization of all kinds of thematic maps.
Olson 1. (1976), Board C. (1983), for example.
It should be clear that this article is dealing with the outcome of a research stillongoing. Therefore, some questions remain to be settled in accordance with
further development.
We are not going to dwell on the development of the role of a map here.
Construction means, for example, that [Z] can be location functions, as for
interpolations, trend surfaces, ... , or on the contrary, that [X, Y] depend on [Z], as
for the cartographic transformations.
The term is explained later on.
Let us stress that « reproducible » is used here, in a scientific meaning and not in a
technical meaning i.e. , for printing.
Kretschmer I. (1977).
Popper K. (1972), Reymond H. (1973), Beguin H. (1993)
Let us remind here that this term has appeared to be essential to the exchanges
among scientists concerning "the memory of water". The protocol is in the very
heart of the scientific validation of a hypothesis.
We have presented this diagram in Cartographica Monograph (to be published).
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Abstract
The construction of three-dimensional geometric models of urban environments is
studied. The main focus is on the acquisition of three-dimensional building data from
digital aerial imagery using softcopy photogrammetry. The paper describes the
construction of a city model of the centre of Turku. In this example, the roof of a
building was measured by spanning a net of triangles above it on images. The body of
the building was constructed by sweeping either a basement or a roof outline through
space to form a solid. Finally, the digital elevation model was used to intersect the
body of the building with the terrain. The city model formed g ives a good idea of the
distribution of building masses in the area. It also shows the essential characteristics
of buildings and takes into account the variation in topography. The data collection
and modelling paradigm developed for construction work is efficient. However, the
importance of closer integration of data collection and modelling is stressed.

1 Introduction
Nowadays there is a demand for spatial data that describe our surroundings in a
realistic, three-dimensional (3-D) way. 3-D geometric models of the environment are
of great interest in many professional fields. Architects and engineers need to combine
their designs and plans into a realistic environment before the realisation of a plan.
Builders of virtual worlds want 3-D models for realistic net and game cities. In
geometric analysis tasks, terrain forms and man-made structures are used to find
obstacles to visibility and to examine beam penetration. The design of a mobile
telecommunication network is an example of work requiring such an analysis.
Digital aerial images are a good information source for constructing a 3-D model of an
urban environment, i.e. a city model. They describe the reality in an easily
interpretable form. Digital photogrammetry, also known as softcopy photogrammetry,
enables accurate collection of 3-D data from digital aerial imagery. When the roles of
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producers and users of digital aerial imageries are separated (Sarjakoski, 1990), no
photogrammetric expertise is required from users. Producers of digital aerial imagery
handle the acquisition, digitisation and orientation of image data, while users
concentrate on interpretation and data collection. Digital photogrammetric systems can
offer automated data collection tools that make the data acquisition and modelling
more efficient (see e.g. Lang and Forstner, 1996; Lammi, 1996; Mason, 1996).
Construction of city models using photogrammetric data collection has been
demonstrated e.g. by Sinning-Meister et al. (1996).
The present paper studies the construction of city models using digital aerial imagery
and softcopy photogrammetry. The objective is to describe the construction steps used
in the construction of a city model of Turku. The main focus is on the acquisition and
modelling of3-D building data.

2 Experimental
2.1 Test material and preparations
A 3-D city model was constructed of the centre of Tutku. The test material contained a
digital basemap, a digital elevation model of the area and 3 aerial images (scale
1:5000) covering the area. The digital basemap included vector data describing the
basements of buildings. The basement data was used to verify a fit between the
existing data and the model constructed . It was also used to generate walls for some of
the buildings . Before the basement polylines of a building could be swept up, they
were manually parsed together to form a basement polygon.
The digital aerial images were from colour photographs commissioned specifically for
this purpose. The colour diapositives were scanned in full colour using a 15 ~m pixel
size. The resolution of the test images was computationall y reduced to 30 ~m. A single
30 ~m image required about 200 MB of disk space and about 30 MB after JPEG image
compression. No signalised points were placed in the ground for absolute orientation
of images. Six clearly visible ground details and their reserve details were selected
from the images. The ground coordinates for these points were then geodeticall y
measured. Orientation parameters for 3 images covering the test area were solved in a
digital aerial triangulation procedure. After this the images were ready for 3-D data
collection .
2.2 Methods used
Buildings were modelled from digital aerial images in several ways depending on the
complexity of the building under construction. The basic primitives collected from
images were planar face elements. A closed set of these faces formed a geometric
model of a roof. The resulting model differs from the group of boundary models in that
here a single data structure was not used to describe a model. The geometric model of
a roof was a set of independent face elements that were grouped together. No validity
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the ground, and combining two building parts together by computing their uni on.

criteria were used to ensure the topological or geometri c integrity of a model. On the
other hand, the geometric model describing the body of a building, i.e. the volume
bounded by walls, can be regarded as a solid .
Three procedures were regularly used in the construction work (Figure I): I) collecti on
of a closed set of faces describing a roof form, 2) sweeping (or extrudin g) a closed
polygon through space to form a solid, and 3) combining two solids together (or
computi ng their union) to form a new solid. Collection and group ing of face elements
fro m di gital aeri al imagery was performed using ESPACITY software. Sweeping and
combi nation procedures were carried out in AutoCAD, which was also used in
visualisation and rendering of the model.
A closed set of p lanar faces was measured fro m the images by spannin g a net of
triangles above a roof. Vertices of the net were placed at the corners and turnin g-points
of th e roof. This positioning was done either stereoscopicall y or image-wise. In imagewise measuring, the vertex was fi rst pos itioned on one image, then on the other that
conta ined the same target from an another viewpoint. The outer verti ces of the roof-net
were constrained to be on the same level.
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The body of the building was formed either by sweeping the outline of a roof-net into a
terrain level or by sweeping the basement outline from the di gital basemap into a roofnet level. Overlapping outlines of neighbouring buildings were manually edited in the
CAD program before sweeping. Initially the terrain level and the height of a basement
outline were both chosen to be at mean sea level, i.e. at 0 meters. This height was
under the real terrain elevation over the whole test area. The position of vertices on a
real basement outline can be computed as the intersection of the body of a building and
elevation model. In the test, this intersection was not computed, but the basement level
was automatically taken into account in rendering when both buildings and terrain
forms were used.
Some buildings were modelled as a combination of several solids. A typical building
requiring this type of approach was a large office building with several roof levels.
Modelling was started by measuring the roof on the lowest level and sweeping it into
the terrain . In the second phase, the roof on the second lowest level was measured and
swept into the terrain. Next, the combination of these parts was computed. The
procedure was continued for all roof levels of the building.
2.3 Results
Figures 2 and 3 show part of the city model of Turku as seen from different
viewpoints. In the figures, the building models constructed are rendered together with
the digital elevation model of the area. The resulting model gives a good idea of the
distribution of building masses, shows the essential characteristics of buildings, and
takes into account the variation in topography . The model gives a good description of
the nature of the test area, and is as such suitable for many urban planning tasks.
The methods used to construct the model are suitable for this kind of work. Data
collection from digital aerial imagery with both monoscopic and stereoscopic viewing
was quite efficient, and the use of automatic feature extraction is expected to make it
even more efficient. Of course, every detail needs reconsideration and adjustment to
make the construction work flow more sophisticated, and automatic parsing and
geometric modelling durin g measuring are expected to make this phase more efficient.

In a visual inspection, the constructed models of buildings fit well with the basement
outlines from the existing di gital basemap . Differences between these two sources of
data were explained by the fact that the data collected from di gital aerial imagery
depicts the roof outline, while the basemap data shows the outline of a basement. The
lifting of existing basement polygons to the level of a roof was also seen to be a good
modelling option. In this case, measuring and modelling of roof forms should either
take into account the size of the eaves, or it should be started from the vertices of the
li fted basement outline. Otherwise, the inevitable non-parallelity between walls and
eaves might impair the visual result.
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Figure 2. A 3-D city model ofTurku viewed from the west.

Figure 3. Detai l from the 3-D city model ofTurku viewed fro m the south .
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3 Discussion
Data collection was quite efficient in the test, although no automation was used. It was
the modelling and structuring of measured data that required most of the time. This can
be overcome by integrating data collection and modelling into the same procedure.
This concerns not only single objects, but also relationships between neighbouring
objects. It is time consuming to edit buildings again in the CAD program and to make
them fit together with the walls of another building. A two-way data flow between the
photogrammetric software and the CAD software also makes it possible to
superimpose or visualise plans on the digital aerial imagery.
The proper generalisation of3-D objects is another important factor in the efficient and
cost-effective construction of 3-D city models. The level of generalisation affects not
only the efficiency of data collection but also the quality of the resulting model. The
best model in the visual sense is achieved if the target does not contain many irrelevant
details: This statement applies to the geometric model of the target. In photorealistic
rendering, the number of details is typically huge, although the geometric information
under the photo surfaces may be quite simple (Gruber et aI., 1996). Eventually, it is the
application that decides the level of abstraction required.
Construction of a 3-D model of an urban environment is not necessarily a huge project.
Data collection from di gital aerial imagery is efficient and user-friendly, as is the use
of a CAD environment. This allows the planner collect and model by himself the items
he is interested in. This could be a very productive way of working from the planner's
point of view, because aerial images are rich in detail. Not all items seen in aerial
images can be modelled (nor is it reasonable to do so), but they might give useful hints
for planning when seen during the planning process.
A city model is often constructed for a single purpose and typically for a small group
of users. However, it is desirable for a three-dimensional city model to be included in
the city 's spatial database, or more correctly, a city model should be one representation
of a city 's spatial database content. This requires the use of full 3-D data structures, i.e.
geometric modelling, to describe geometry and relationships of spatial objects in a
database. The subject is discussed in papers by Rikkers et al. (1994) and Tempfli and
Pilouk (1996).

4 Conclusions
This paper studies the construction of city models using digital aerial imagery. The
main focus was on the acquisition and modelling of 3-D building data using
photogrammetric techniques . Methods were developed for this work, and their
applicability was tested in the construction of a city model of Turku. It turned out that
most of the buildings could be modelled using three steps: collecting a closed set of
faces describing the roof, sweeping a closed polygon through space to form a solid,
and combining two solids together to form a new solid. This data collection and
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modelling strategy was found to be quite efficient. It is expected to become even more
efficient when automation is added to the data acquisition and when the geometric
modelling is pushed more towards the data collection phase. However, it is the
generalisation of 3-D objects that determines the time required for both data collection
and modelling. Photorealistic rendering makes it possible to keep the underlying
geometric model simple but the visualisation detailed.
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1 Map projections optimization
The mathematical theory of map projections optimization (minimum-error
representation) was first established in (Young, 1920), and more recently in
(Snyder,1985), where de basic assumption is that of (Airy,1861) and (Close and
Clarke, 1911): the sum of the squares of deformations over the whole area must be a
IlliIllmum.
A map projection is merely a function which establishes a law of transformation of
curvilinear coordinates on the reference surface into plane coordinates. Since the
Gaussian curvatures of the surfaces involved differ, the process can not preserve
distances . Thus, mappings will result in various kinds of deformations. Selecting
special transformation functions, areas or angles may be preserved, but distances will
always be changed. Thus the deformation of distances will be the basic parameter for
the evaluation of map projections.

2 Map projections optimization criteria
2.1 Qualitative measure
The deformation of distances vat a point, may be defmed (Tchebitchev, 1905) as
v= Ink

(1)

where k is the scale factor, which is a function of the position an the direction.
2.2 Airy's criterion
(Airy, 1861) made the first attempt of evaluation of a map projection, using a
combination of deformations. His flISt quality measure is a kind of variance, using the
semiaxes of the Tissot's indicatrix
(2)
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which fmally leads to a mean quadratic defonnation

(3)

where va = a - I and Vb = b - 1 are the defonnations of the principal scale factors .
This locally defmed qualitative measure may be extended over a domain, defming the
mean quadratic defonnation globally
lJ2

A

= _1_

2A

f (v + v )dA
R

2

2

a

b

(4)

2. 3 Kavraiski's criterion
Kavraiski (Maling,1959-60) made a small modification of the mean quadratic
defonnation of Airy, using the logarithmic defmition of linear defonnation by
Tchebitchev,

(5)

It is possible to extend the defmition to a domain,
(6)

3 Optimization and least squares
Adopting Kravaiski's criterion as the basis for the optimization process

(7)

and writing the abbreviations

Ina = va
lnb =

(8)

Vb

the optimization criterion becomes

2 = 2A1 fR (Va2+Vb2)dA =mlmmum
..

(9)

lJ K
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In order to perfonn the integral in equation (9), it will be approximated by the fInite
summation

(10)

where M; is a small portion of the domain, n is the number of portions covering the
domain, and the parameters va and V b are evaluated at a point of each surface element
M ;. In order to introduce some regularity, the domain may be subdivided into a
number of spherical trapezoids, defmed by equally spaced meridians and parallels.
Evaluating the map projection this way leads to
(11)

where C{J ; is the latitude of the central point of the trapezoid A; , and K is a constant
which depends on the separation of meridians and parallels and the radius of the
sphere.
The distortion parameters va and V b must be expressed as functions of the unknown
parameters which defme the map projection.
Using this kind of strategy, once we know the region of the sphere we want to map,
we only need to know which kind of map projection we are going to use (depending of
the goal of the fmal map) and which are the parameters that will make the global
distortion to be a minimum (integration constants, modification constants, pole of the
graticule ).
Even in the most simple case, we are looking for the minimum of a function with two
variables and we will usually deal with a 4 or even 5-dimensional problem. Moreover,
the function will present in most cases a velY hilly landscape, and a least squares
approach which seems appropriate in front of equation (11) will probably fail. This
strategy and other numerical optimization techniques are successful at exploitation of
the parameter space, but if no attempi is made to explore the whole space, they can be
trapped in a local optimum.
In order to solve that problem, we can adopt a different approach, based on genetic
algorithms, a powerful search engine over the whole space of solutions .

4 Optimization and genetic algorithms
4.1 A basic genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithms (GA) are adaptive search systems based on the evolution principles
of natural populations (Holland, 1975) and (Goldberg, 1989). The components of a
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genetic algorithm are:
• a population of structures which represent solutions to the problem.
• a selection mechanism based on the "quality" of each individual.
• genetic operators which modify the selected individuals to create new ones.
There are two mechanisms to link genetic algorithms with the problem we are asking
them to solve:
• the technique for encoding solutions
• the evaluation function which returns a measure of each individual's
performance on the problem.
Given these initial components the structure of the algorithm is as follows .

Algorithm GA
Input: a function
Output: point in the space where the function reaches an optimum value
Notation:
generation counter
1
population at generation t
1(1)
/'(1) Individuals entering in reproduction process
maximum number of generations

l.algorithm GA
2.

1=0

3.
Initialize population 1(1)
4.
Evaluate 1(1)
5.
For 1=0 to llim do
6.
Selectl'(I) from 1(1)
7.
Modify /'(1) to obtain I(t+ 1)
8.
Evaluate 1(1+ 1)
9.
1=1+1
10.
endfor
ll.endalgorithm
Using this process of simulated evolution, an initial population of individuals without
special properties will improve as parents are replaced by better children.
4.2 Components of a genetic algorithm
There are many components of a genetic algorithm, and they may be collected into
three different modules.
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Evaluation module

The evaluation module contains an evaluation function, which using an individual as
input, returns a measure of the goodness of this individual against the problem. In our
GA, this function is the global deformation as expressed in equation (11).
Population module

The population module contains several teclmiques.
• Representation teclmique: Real number codification
Real number codification leads to a "simple" encoding: an individual is a list of
several real numbers (as many as the parameters of the map projection)
• Initialization teclmique: Random generate
This teclmique generates lists of real numbers that fall within the limits of the
parameters of the map projection
• Substitution teclmique: Steady-state reproduction without duplicates
Steady-state reproduction (Syswerda, 1989) replaces a.number of individuals at a time
rather than all the individuals of the population. Steady-state reproduction without
duplicates (Davis, 1991) discards children that are duplicates of current individuals.
With this teclmique, every member of the population will be different.
• Parent selection teclmique: Roulette-wheel
The purpose of roulette-wheel parent selection (Goldberg, 1989), is to give more
chances to those population members that are the most fit
• Fitness teclmique: Linear normalization
The purpose of the fitness teclmique is to convert the evaluations of individuals into
fitness values, in order to avoid the effect of the presence of superindividuals in the
population. Linear normalization (Baker, 1987) performs this conversion by ordering
the individuals by decreasing evaluation and creating fitnesses that begin with a
constant value an decrease linearly.
Reproduction module

The reproduction module contains the genetic operators used to create new
individuals. Because we employ real number codification, we may use some genetic
operators with numerical properties. Once the parents are selected, cross-over
operators are used to combine those parts of genetic code that perform well with the
problem, and mutation operators are used to assure that the whole search space may be
reached. We employ the following genetic operators:
• Uniform cross-over (Syswerda, 1989)
• Average cross-over (Davis, 1991)
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• Mutation (Goldberg, 1989)
• Creep mutation (Davis, 1991)

5 Implementation and first results
The implementation of this kind of genetic algorithm for solving the problem of global
distortion optimization has lead led to the following results, when simple problems
(few parameters) are treated:
• Numerical optimization techniques perform better results than genetic algorithms if
they are not trapped in a local optimum, and this is the main problem with this
strategy. Because numerical optimization is very sensitive to the seed point, we will
certainly be in a trouble if we do not know at all where to look for in the parameter
space .
• In this case, genetic algorithms provide us with a good solution because they proceed
in the search space without a knowledge of the problem they are solving.
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Figure 1.' Th e layout of the Internet Atlas of Switze rland with its different segments.

The frame of this layout is given by the internet-browser: The top contains the
netscape-header, where the name of the browser and the name of the active document
are indicated . The other part of the top border, the netscape menu bar, allows different
manipulations like print, copy/paste, quit, go back, find etc. The bottom contains the
browser-specific information- or statusbar, where also some important informations for
the user are shown.
The navigation 0 segment allows to pass through three hierarchical menu-layers. The
choosen steps are always a useful help for orientation and give the possibility to
change quickly to a different subject on any of the three layers.
In the interaction-segment 6 the chosen subject can be examined in more detailed
form. Links for adding informations like text or pictures and other maps are possible.
The largest segment is the map segment e. Maps and pictures are shown here. It has
the proportions of Switzerland to offer qualitative good overviews of the country.
In the information-segment 0 further informations as text, graphics, tables or pictures
can be shown. It is also possible to open new windows to place pictures as seen in
figure 2.
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Figure 2: A new window with a picture is opened and placed over th e layout of the atlas.

2.2

Attach to the Internet

An important point in the concept of the Internet Atlas of Switzerland is the attachment
to the Internet. Both browser-specific characteristics such as the menu-bar or the
information-bar as well as already existing ressources in the net, like homepages of
firms , private and public institutions can be used as additional information to the
offered maps. By connecting actual data and external links, a high degree of actuality
can be obtained. Unlike other existing «Internet atlases» or interactive map servers as
NAIS-Map (G-Map Internet Mapping Software, Geomatics Canada), Xerox PARe
Map-Viewer (Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, USA) or Map Maker (Charles Sturt
University, USA) not only self-designed maps but georeferenced data such as
statistics, maps, pictures and text will be presented in a uniform graphic user interface.
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Figure 3: Th e map of the public transport systems of th e canton Zurich is in the map section.
Th e interactive link to th e timetable of th e Swiss Federal Railway Company is in the
information segment.

An example (picture 3): The user of the Internet Atlas of Switzerland has the
possibility to display the map of the public transport systems in the canton Zurich. A
link to the homepage of the Swiss Federal Railway Company then allows to search in
the interactive timetable in the information segment.

3.

Techniques

3.l

The HTML-Language

The recent version of the prototype of the "Internet Atlas of Switzerland" is based on
the newest version 3.2 of the Hype11ext Markup Language (HTML). This language is
the standard language of the Internet and is supported by the most common Internetbrowsers such as Netscape Navigator, Microsoft Internet Explorer or Spry Mosaic.
A normal Internet page is approximately 10 to 20 cm wide and up to several A4 pages
long. For an atlas the whole page should displayed at once. Therefore the size of the
page has to be limited to the size of the screen. Several tests with atlas-layout have
been made and only a screen size of 1024 x 768 pixels was appropriate to show all the
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necessary elements. A placement of all elements on one page proved to be very
difficult because each part with a different background colour had to be made with
bitmap graphics and for that reason it was decided to use frames.
3.2

The frame technology

Usually only one html-page is seen on an Internet-browser but for the Internet Atlas
with its special layout it is necessary to display several pages on screen at the same
time. Since version 3.0 of HTML it is possible to have so-called frames. With this
technique one can load only one page in which the size of the frames and the choice of
pages which will be loaded into them is defined. So it is only necessary to write small
pages for the appropriate frame. Each coloured element on the above pictures is now a
separate frame. This has the great advantage that only these parts of the atlas which
change have to be reloaded while the other parts will remain the same. This technique
helps to load less data over the net and shortens the user's waiting time.
Actually the frames technology does not allow to exchange more than one other frame
at the same time on one mouseclick. Because it is often necessary to load several
frames at once, a new script language, called Java-script (not to be confounded with
Java) helps to do exactly this prefelTed action .
3.3

Data

There are two possibilities to show maps in the Internet, primarily as bitmap graphics
(mainly in the GIF or JPEG file-fOimat depending on the kind of graphics) or secondly
as vector graphics. Up to now this second point is only possible with so-called plug-ins
to the browser which are needed to show the special data format. Maps in bitmap
format are usually large. Therefore they need a long time to be loaded and the user has
to wait for the picture to appear. They can't be zoomed in nor can the data be
exchanged. Only vector files such as Freehand-files have these advantages when
displayed with the shockwave-plug-in. This plug-in allows to scroll a picture and one
can even zoom in and out. However, the data is still unchangeable . This feature is only
available with java-applets, small compiled programs which can be implemented in a
html-page. They are yet not available in the Internet Atlas. With the same plug-in as
needed for Freehand-files, Macromedia Director-files can also be shown. So, even
small movies can be part of such an atlas.
3.4

Interactivity

To obtain interactivity it is necessary to be able to click into a map and receive more
information about the chosen element. This is possible with metamaps or clickable
maps, a technique where a map file with coordinates is combined with a html-file. A
certain action can be done within a click on a so pre-defined area of a bitmap graphic.
Using Java-script it is possible to get information in the statusbar at the bottom of the
browser' s window when the user scrolls over a certain area as well. Nearly the same
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can be achieved using Freehand-files. Here the choice of the page to be loaded can be
decided by clicking on an element.
By means of the frames technology it is possible to display a map in the map-section
and to get furt her information just underneath it at the same time. This infOImation can
either be given by a page which has already been wIitten or the data can be stored in a
database such as MS Access and be filled into the requested space.
For fwther information it is possible to open a new window with additional
information, pictures or even other websites with more infOImation about a place or an
object as well. It is even possible to place fwther information from other websites just
inside the atlas. In picture 2, the time-table information of the Swiss Federal Railway
Organisation is available next to a map of public transport possibilities. This can be
done inside all available frames.

4. Outlook
Until now, the development has proceeded so far that a first version could be put on a
test-website in order to perform first tests over the internet. The inteIface and some
maps with their legend, text and additional pitures are implemented. Up to now most
maps are still based on bitmap graphics which slow the requests. Therefore fwther
tests with other and new technologies will be pelformed during the next few months to
display maps as vector-graphics. More themes will be implemented to improve the
internet atlas both thematically and technically. When the congress will take place we
will be able to show a first version to the public on the institute's homepage at:
http://www.geod.ethz.chJkarto/atlas/atlas.html.
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Abstract
This contribution will inform about th e produ ction of smaIl scale maps compiled from
large scale topographic maps by means of digital automati c generali zation algorithms.
The necessary steps of the map producti on process are shortly described. The applied
generalization algorithms for the single map element are mentio ned in detail. Main
emphasis is given to the benefits and shortcomings of automatic generali zation. Further research topics in the field of automatic generalizati on are outlined . In the future
in th e commercial producti on enviro nment powerful generalization tools are needed.

Introduction
Today a vast amount of geographi c information is collected and stored in Geographic
Informati on Systems (GIS ). This data is peri odically updated. It is therefore well suited
for deri ving other maps mostly in smaller scales. But nowadays in GIS only little
attention is given to the cartographi c visualization of the stored data. It is hoped that
a reducti on of the map prod ucti on time and costs can be gained by this way.
Furthermore the cycle of revision, the actuality of th e map and also th e multipurpose
use of the underl ying source map can be im proved. To test this idea the Institute for
Cartograph y of the Swiss Federal Institute of Tec hn ology has carried out a n
applicati on-ori e nted research project on the produ cti on of a smaIl scale to pogra phi c
map using a large scale map as so urcC' . T he tes t carried out and the necessary stages
of the whole map production process will be described in this contribution.

Data preparation
For th e tes t example, a generalization fro m a scale I : 25 000 to a scale 1 : 100 000, a
represe ntati ve secti on of the offi cial national topographic sheet Rapperswil at a scale
I : 25 000 has been chosen. The Federal Office of Topography in Wabern provided
th e following co lour separati on films: situati on, hydrography, lake areas, road mask,
wood areas, contour lines . In a first preliminary step the single positi ve films were copied on white pho tog raphic paper prov iding an optimal black and white contras t.
These analog ue ori ginals were scann ed in binary mode on the Intergraph Mapse tter
'WOO with a resolution of 50 microns. The scann ed linear data was vecto ri zed using
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lntergraph's IVECMS . IVECMS works in batch mode and allows a raw classification
of linear elements. GEOVEC, a semi automatic vec tori zati on program, was also at our
disposal. It allows a classification of the elements. The operator can control the vectori zation-process any time by choosing optimal parameters in on-line mode. Interactive editing of the vectorized elements is often necessary in order to obtain a correct
geometry and a suitable organisati on of layers. In this example the necessary postediting is relatively insignificant. However for a full map sheet, with a size of SOx 70
cm or a whole seriesthe effort co uld be enormous.

Generalization
Apart from vectorization of data generalization is a major bottleneck in digital cartography . Nevertheless it is a key element in the map prod uc tion process, especially
in GIS-based map production . Less attention is given to this. This leads to less perfect
graphic desi gn and presentation of paper maps. Therefore a better understandin g of
the generali za ti on process is important. Spiess [I] summarises the purposes and the
benefits of generali zati on as follows:
"I. Applying generali za tion, we are able to describe reality with different degrees of
abstraction, concentrating on the essenti al information for each group of users.
2. Generalization allows for modelling spati al databases.
3. In order to visualise spatial databases (geodata), some degree of generalization is
un avoidable; generali zatio n allows us to enh ance vi sualisation.
4 . Generalization is th e tool to render relevant inform ati on legible at a given scale.
5. General ization allows us to retain the optimal amount of the ori ginal inform ati on of
a spatial database in a given map scale or image forma t.
6. Generalization allows us to remove noise in an image and e nh ance the essential
parts, not o nly geometrical but also co nceptual noise or redundant informati on."

These topics mainly foc us on th e generalizati on of GIS -data. For large scale so urce
maps points 4. to 6. are still valid . Brassel and Weibel [2] dist ingui sh between two
types of map generali zation: model and cartographic generalization for modelling the
spati al communication. Buttenfield and Mark [3] divid e the cartographi c generali zation in the followin g sub-processes :
I. Simplification with three possible operati ons: point reduction , features selecti on
and repositioning,
2. Feature classification with the operations : aggregation, partitionin g and overl ay.
3. Enhanceme nt with th e in volved sub operati ons: smoothing and interpolation.
In our generali zation test we concentrated main ly on th e aspec t of cartographi c generali zation. In thi s working stage the sequence of generali za tion of the cartographic
elements is extremely important. The elements generali zed first ha ve an influ ence on
the features generali zed afterwards. A wrong sequence in this stage of th e map production process can lead to unacceptable generali zed maps.
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In this test the automatic generalization was carried out by using Intergraph's MapGeneralizer software.
Generalization of the road network, hydrography and contours
The road network was generalized in a rust step using th e operator "line simplification" . This command allows to simplify the elements by removing points which are
non-critical to the shape of the elements. Six different algorithms can be applied. The
algorithm after Forsen-Douglas-Peuker [4] was used for our test, because it deli vered
the best res ults.

Fig.l Left: A section of the original hydrography, Ri ght: the same situation after generalization using the Forsen-Dou glas-Peuker algorithm.
The generali zed river centrelines in fi gure 1 are still bent, needing to be smoothed. No
sati sfactory results can be obtained with the MapGeneralizer "smoothing" commands
because the smoothed lines normally do not pass throu gh the vertices of the
simplified lines (Fig. 2 left).
We used our own program solution for converting lines into bi-spline curves for
handling this problem (Fig.2 ri ght). It is a very special solution, only applicable in Intergraph's Microstation enviornment. In that way we go t a result, which fulfills the
needed r eq uirements. The hydrograph y features and the contour lines were treated in
the same manner. However, by the conversion to curves some crossing contours occurred. To avo id this we lI sed less simplified contours as source data. Still remaining
crossings were corrected interactively.
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Fig. 2 Left: Smoothed lines (solide) using the Brophy-algorithm (initial lines dashed) .
Right: A conversion of the simplified lines in curves (solide), which pass through vertices of the source line (dashed).
The desired constant interval of 50 meters for contours in the targe t map raised some
problems. In the offi cial topographic map I :25 000 the interval between the contours
is 20 meters. The contours with a constant interval of 50 meters could be ge nerated
as follows:
Generatin g a digital terrain model (DTM) on base of the existing contours or using
the existing official DHM25 from the Federal Office of Topography in Wabern . The
DHM25 is ge nerated on the contours of the national topographic map series I : 25
000. It has a grid resolution of 25 meters. Such a contour computation facility is integrated in most commercially available DTM programs. It is important, that for such
contours computations the land fOlm structure can be considered, a prerequi site for
graphically correct contour lines generation. This land foml structure is mostly not
known and must be manually compiled.
The related map elements are not considered in this generalization step. Therefore
numerous incorrect crossings of contours over the roads resul t. A lot of interac tive
and labour-intensive editing work must be carried out by the operator to fit all contours to the related fea tures (Fig. 3).
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Fig . 3 Generalization of contours in context to the road network. Left: A combination
of generali zed contours and newly symbolised roads before editing. Right: The same
situatio n after interactive editing phase.

Generalization of wood areas
After simplificat ion and smoothing of the contours an area aggregation was performed. It allows to merge two or more areas into one or more larger areas with an option of retaining area holes. For this process an editori al sheet was created, based o n
the related features. All important wood clearings could be re tained in this manner.
Generalisation of built-up areas
The built-up areas are represented by single buildings on the black separation . Unfortu nately thi s plate also co ntains other map elements. MapGenerali zer does not offer
adeq uate command for the generalizatio n of built-up areas. Therefore we had to look
for an oth er method. The vec tori zation of the bui ldings was carri ed o ut using the method described by Nebiker and Carosio [5] . The vectorized buildings combined w ith
the newly symbolised roads were used as backgro und information on the display
screen of the workstat ion. The newly generalized bui lt-up area was then digitized
manu all y considering the fo llowi ng generali zation rules: minimal building size, minimal distance between houses, build ing ori entati on, and the typical di stribution of th e
ori gi nal ho uses . So, the interaction with other map elements could be considered at
the same time.
T he interacti ve process of house placing is very time-consuming. Nearly ever building
must be placed according to the minimal size of vis ibility and to the minimal distance
betwee n ho uses. If the points me ntioned above are not considered, then uniformly
built-up areas are obtained like in the "Topographic map de Catalun ya 1 : 250 000",
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where many buildings have th e sa me size and a lot of th em are pl aced with the same
orientati on. It is di gitall y prod uced by th e Institute of Cartog rap hy de Catalun ya
(ICC).
Rules fo r the generali zation of topographi c maps and representa ti ve exa mples for th e
ge nerali za ti on of built-up area are give n in [6J.

Fig. 4 M anu al generali zati on of th e built-up areas in single house representati on for a
scale I : 100 000. The new generali zed buildings are pl aced interac tively in relation to
th e oth er map co nte nt (roads, wood land, hydrog raph y and the bui ldings of th e
source map). The relations with the other map elements are kept properl y, whi ch is a
prerequisite for an optimall y designed map .

Addition of missing elements
Many additi onal elements are located on th e black colour separatio n film. An a utomati c, full vectorizati on of this plate is diffic ult. The additi onal ca rtographic elements
were th erefore di gitized manually, like churches and castles, ad ministrati ve bo und aries, rock draw ings, roads of lower classes, rail way stati ons, spo t heights, mashes a nd
anno tatio ns. Today the use of automati c text recognition would be possible [7J. However, the result is ofte n di sappo inting and incorrect, especiall y whe n the tex t interferes with o ther cartographi c e lements. A lot of interac ti ve clearin gs need to be d o ne .
Usuall y a to tall y new placement of all ann otati ons is more effi cie nt and fas ter.
A cartographi c hill shading is not included in th is exa mple at the moment. It co uld be
generated from DTM data in co nn ecti on with appropri ate filter algorithms for its genera li za ti on [8J. Some road juncti ons needed special co nsiderati on.
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Data symbolisation
The symbolisation of the administrative boundaries and the automatic placement of
signatures for woodland borders was partly improper. These two elements were
symbolized with Microstation's "user defined line styles". For their correct graphical
representation an interactive reto uching was necessary. Special consideration was
given to all cases where woodland boundaries coincided with the road border. These
conflicts co uld be cleared by deleting all superfluous signatures (Fig.S).
The graphic specification of the map fea tures like thicknesses etc. was defined in a so
called pen-table .

Data output on film by a laser raster plotter
This process works in three steps:
1. Rasterisation of the vector data according to the specifications made in the pentable.
2. "Photolab" a part of Intergraph's MapPublisher software, an electronic lithographic
process to produce colour separation plot files.
3. Laseraster plotting
Plotting of the colour separation films with the laser raster plotter Mapsetter 4000.
The films are of hi gh graphic quality and can be used directly for producing the printing pl ates.
For more information on data output in an Intergraph environment see [9, 10).
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Conclusions
The test carried out showed that an automatic digital production of topographic maps
from large scale maps may be carried out using digital cartographic generali zation
functions. However, additional labour-intensive interacti ve work steps are still
necessary.
The benefits and shortcomings of the test carried out can be summarised as fo llows:
1. By using Intergraph's MapGeneralizer, the operator can control the generalization
process with its numerous parameters at any time. He is able to fine tune the appropriate algorithms until the generalized features are represented in the desired form .
2. MapGeneralizer can favourably be used for the generalization of single features, if
the relations between other map elements are of lower importance. This is mostly th e
case with large scale maps.
3. The operator needs a lot of ge nerali zation experience. He must have at any time
the new generalized map in his mind and must be well familiar with the manual generalization process, in order to produce well designed generalized maps.
4. At the moment Intergraph has no WYSIWYG tool at di sposal. For digital generalization this is a prerequisite. The user defin ed line styles can onl y partl y substitute the
WYSIWYG possibility.
5. A generali zation of urban areas for small scale maps can not be obtained by fun ctions of MapGeneralizer, because an appropriate algorithm is missing. Further developments should consider this shortcoming.
Most of the current automated generalization algorithms do not consider relations
between cartographic elements. For well generalized maps the algorithms must be
able to take the whole map content (e.g. built-up areas generalization, as also co ntours etc. ) into account.
Further cartographic research on generaliza tion should consider this very im portant
point. Without any progress in this domain an integrated automatic generalization
will be an illusion.
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ABSTRACT
Yellow River Delta is unique for its morpho dynamic process. The active delta (after 1976)
refers to the tenth deltaic lobe of the Yellow River Delta. The whole period of development of
this deltaic lobe synchronizes with the operational stage of the Landsat Program. The available
Landsat imagery make possible to monitor the entire period of the development of the subdelta.
Digital mapping (DM) from satellite imagery and GIS techniques have been utilized to identify
and analyze time-sequential morphodynamic change (1976 - 1994) on the delta. The main used
sources for data analysis are the Landsat - MSS and -TM images (sixty scenes or windows)
spanning the last nineteen years. This set of multi-temporal data has been rectified,
georeferenced, enhanced, and (digitally) interpreted under a GIS environment. Attentions have
been paid on two key elements for understanding deltaic morpho dynamics, i.e. the river channel
pattern change and the coastline change. This research demonstrates that digital mapping in
combination with GIS is practical and powerful for characterizing temporal morphologic change
and analyzing the contemporary processes involved.

1.

Introduction

Digital mapping is considered a valuable and powerful tool for describing and documenting
dynamic process. Remotely sensed data with high time resolution allow fast cartographic
updating of temporal dynamic change. Geographic information system (GIS) provides effective
and efficient storage and manipulation of remotely sensed data and other spatial! nonspatial data.
GIS can be used to facilitate measurement, mapping, monitoring, and modeling of a variety of
data types for wide-range applications. The integration of digital mapping from remotely sensed
data and GIS provides an optimal approach for characterization of temporal change.
Present-day deltas, such as the active Yellow River Delta, belong to the most dynamic
natural systems on earth. They are therefore ideal to apply remote sensing and GIS based
monitoring analysis. Using images with reasonable resolution, landform features, such as the
shifting-, geometry-, and pattern- of river channels can be distinguished and characterized.
Erosion and accretion features can be well detected and assessed under such favorable factors as
low (sea) water level, low river discharge, and calm weather condition (Yang, 1995). The fluvial
system and the intertidal area can be examined and mapped using the visible portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
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The Active Yellow River Delta is a unique delta in terms of its sedimentary and geomorphic
processes as well as the complicated interaction between human activities and geomorphic
process. Therefore, it has attracted a great deal of attentions from geoscientists. There is an
increasing need to understand the morphodynamic trends of this sub-delta in order to improve the
success of environmental management. Conventional geomorphic survey suffers from its
drawbacks such as high cost, low repeatability, less efficience and competence for this specific
problem in which both instantaneous and historical process mapping are required.
This work was performed during the past two years as a joint research project between
Institutes of the People's Republic of China and The Netherlands. It has the objectives of
understanding how the delta's fluvial-morphology was changing and how the contemporary
processes contributed to the change through methodology advancement.

2.

The Yellow River Delta

The Yellow River, well/
(
known as the cradle of the
Great Chinese Civilization, has
constructed a huge Holocene
deltaic complex, called the
Great Yellow River Delta,
with an area of 200,000 krn 2
Since 1855, the Yellow River
has shifted its main channel for
more
than
10
times.
Subsequently, an actual delta
consisting of at least ten subLEGEND
deltas or lobes has been
LAIZHOU GULF
formed In the north of
c...
.. ".... ~
Shan dong Province. The subsurface of the delta contains
Location map a/the study area.
the second largest oil filed in Figure 1.
China: The Sheng Ii Oilfield.
Statistically, the format ion ofa sub-delta (lobe) has taken 10 - 12 years (Yang, 1995). For other
large deltas, such as the Mississippi Delta, it generally has taken hundreds of years to develop a
subdelta. The active delta refers to the tenth deltaic lobe of the present Yellow River Delta
(Figure 1). An active fluvial-dominant (sub)delta, it has been developed since May 27, 1976
when the Yellow River course was artificially dammed near Xihekou and subsequently forced
to run through the Qinshuigou River into the Bohai Sea. It is an active flood plain environment
with point bars, alternating bars and swales, active shifting zones, large crevasse spays, infilled
channels, salt marsh, and rapidly prograding tidal flats.
~

P rofi.w Olh

3. Methodology and Materials
An integrated approach combining di gital mapping with geographic information system
(GIS) has been applied for data collection, processing, analysis, and presentation. Remotely
sensed images are the main data sources in this study. They are mainly Landsat -MSS and -TM
images spanning the last nineteen years. In total, about sixty scenes or windows of images, fifty
seven in hardcopies and three in digital forms, were used for data analysis. Other sources of data,
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such as tabular data of river water discharge and sediment load, topographic maps, ground control
point data, and channel profiles, were collected and used jointly with remotely sensed data for
data analysis. A two-month fieldwork was carried out to check the image interpretation and to
capture geographic point data through GPS measurements. A number of sample areas or profiles
were chosen for sediment profile, channel profile, and bank erosion observations. Three (1/4)
windows ofTM CCT data (April 2, 1992; May 23, 1993; and April 24, 1994), together with
seventeen digitally scanned images, have been carried out a standard procedure of di gital image
processing aiming to facilitate the subsequent interpretation work. GPS measurements from the
filed, combined with the information of the master map, The Situation Map 0/ Qinshuigou
Course, were used for the geometric rectification and registration. The strategy chosen here was
to rectify one image, i.e. the enhanced false color chosen image T9204 (April 2, 1992, Landsat
5 TM) as the master image. The root-mean-square-error (RMSE) was strictly controlled under
one pixel (±30 m). Then the rectified T9204 scene was used as the reference for image-to-image
registration for all the other images. The subsequently (digitally) systematic interpretation was
performed with the on-screen digitizer module under a GIS environment. With the module
Change Window, map scale can be enlarged up to I :3,500 for the image with a 30 m pi xel size.
It permits an adequate mapping accuracy.

4.

Interpretation and Analysis

The interpretation and analysis have been focu sed on two keys elements for understanding
deltaic development, i.e. channel pattern change and the coastline change.
4.1

Channel Pattern Change

Mapping a/Channel Pattern
When looking at a river in the field, the channel pattern is less obvious than other elements
of river geometry, such as cross-section, channel bars, etc. But channel patterns can be well
depicted on topographic maps, aerial photos, and satellite images, on small as well as large scale.
Change in the channel pattern can be recorded by comparison of (satellite) images through Map
overlaying technique. For the study of channel patterns and the analyzing of pattern changes, the
spatial scale of maps or images is particularly important. On small-scale maps, minor
morphological features of rivers are generally suppressed to such an extent that the (previouslydefined) braiding pattern at large-scale level shows the impression of a straight pattern or
meandering pattern. This problem should be carefully considered. Bankful discharge should also
be considered since a braiding channel pattern map gives an impression of a straight pattern
during a high-water (flooding) stage. Therefore, the images taken at relatively low-discharge
seasons should be preferably selected.
Channel pattern changing from braiding, straight, to sli ghtly meandering has been well
documented by the accompanying maps (Figures 2&3). As a whole, the channel bifurcation
index tends to decrease, while the channel sinuosity tends to increase. Two major stages can be
well defined. The second stage can be further subdivided, based on the degree of artificial
intervention.

Braiding Stage (1976 - 1980)
During this period, the river channel system was extremely unstable, showing the most
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significant change. The change of river channel (system) from disorderly braiding, wellorganizedly braiding, to generally straight can be well detected on the satellite images. The
channel system was relatively straight, as is illustrated in Figure 2(A-D). The channel sinuosity
ranged from I. 17 (06-02-76), 1.03 (12-17-76),1.01 (05-10-77), to 1.05 (10-05-78). The channel
bifurcation index tended to reduce and so for the longitudinal profile gradient.

Straight - Slightly Meandering Straight Stage J (1981 - 1987)
After the flooding season oflate 1980, the river channel has got a generally straight pattern
and remained straight (Figure 2&3 E-I). During this period, the river sinuosity tends to increase,
ranging from 1.08 (10-05-81),1.06 (11-21-81), 1.11 (10-0584), 1.14 (04-18-86),1.13 (11 -19-86),
to 1. 13 (06-08-87). While the portion between Xihekou and Q3 became more stable, the portion
between Q3 and Q7 tended to become less stable. During 1981 -1984, the channel as a whole
tended to become docile. This coincided with a scouring phase of channel development during
that period (Yang, 1995). After 1984, the channel tended to less stable. Due to the rapid vertical
progradation, the river longitudinal profile gradient became much more gentle. The capacity of
the flow to transport its suspended bedload diminished. This resulted in severe silting which
made the channel unstable and several (successive) flooding events (twice within 1987). The
situation in late 1986 - 1987 evidenced that the development of the channel entered the stage of
wither or decay under a natural condition.

Straight- Slightly Meandering Straight 11 (after 1987)
After 1987 the human intervention was highly successful especially during the first two years
(1988- 1989) in strengthening the mainstream by blocking the branching channels or grooves and
dredging tho:: mouth bars or islands. This ensures a prolonged running of the Qinshuigou Course.
As the channel sinuosity is increasing, the channel is gradually undergoing a change in its pattern,
from straight to (slightly) meandering straight. The channel as a whole tends to be more stable.
But different portions of channel show variable trends (Yang, 1995). The portion between
Xihekou and Q3 becomes more stable. The noticeable improvement of channel stability over the
portion between Q8 and Q I 0 largely depends on recent human intervention around the channel
mouth. Since the intervention is mainly limited to the mouth part, the development of the river
channel between Q3 and Q7 is in a (nearly) natural state. These parts should be paid special
attention. The increment in river length tends to decrease (Yang, 1995). Instead, the mouth
channel shows an escalatingly (laterally) migrating change (Yang, 1995), especially in the last
two years (1993 - 1994). These seem to manifest that the Qinshuigou Course is no longer
competent for the running of river water. Even though recent artificial intervention may maintain
the actual running state of the channel for several years, for the near future, an artificial diversion
has to be carefull y considered and probably to be carried out.
4.2

Coastline Dynamic Change

The coastline is carefully mapped from about 12 selected images, based on a number of rules
(Yang, 1995). The layouts are illustrated in Figure 4. The deltaic area and the coastline length
generally tend to increase. The deltaic area increased at average of22 km 2 per year for the period
of June 1976 - April 24, 1994. However, the increment of deltaic area tends to decrease. For the
stage of June 1976 - Nov., 1981 , the yearly increment averaged 36 km 2 It was the most important
delta-developing stage. During the stage of Nov. II , 1981 - Nov., 1988, the average increment
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amounted to 27 km2 per year. While after 1988 (till April 1994), the deltaic area increased at an
average of2 km 2 per year. The deltaic lobe showed an accelerating migration (Figure 3 III).

5. Discussions
This sector intends to provide a general di scussion on the factors controlling the deltaic
morphology and its changes. Since the marine processes, like tides and waves, are relatively
weak, the active delta can be classified as a fluvial-dominated delta. The change of position of
the river outlet determines the configuration of the delta. When the action of the fluvial process
declines, the prograding of the (front) sand bar and the coastline tends to slow down. Marine
actions, however, are becoming more important, particularly when the river discharge becomes
less and the channel runs dry. This tends to happen more and more frequently, because of the
diversion of river water upstream for multiple purposes. Human activities, in the form of building
of embankments, artificial diversion, channelization, dredging, and pumping of ground fluids ,
have posed a very important effect on the development of the delta. A canal of a length of 8.75
km, together with abC'ut 95 km embankments, has been constructed for the latest artificial
diversion project, and became effective in May 1976. These embankments have played a
significant role in limiting the channel shift as well as bankful flooding, and the guiding of the
prograding orientation of the delta. Since 1988, an intensified dredging programme has been
carried out around the river mouth. The development of the mouth channel has been effectively
controlled, especially during the first two years (1988 -1989). Because most of the oil fields are
located north of the actual channel, the embankments have been made stronger on the north than
on the southern bank. As a result, the northward shifting of the north bank is less than the
southward shifting, which may affect the overall shifting behavior of the channel thalweg.

6.

Conclusions

This study documents the morphodynamic evolution of the large and active Yellow River
Delta, by integrating GIS - digital mapping from multi temporal image data with field
observations. This delta, developed initiately since May 27, 1976, has displayed complicated
morphological changes. Since 1986, the tenth year of running, the present river channel has
entered a stage of wither under natural condition. Human intervention maintains the actual
running state of the river course. However, for the near future, an artificial diversion has to be
carefully considered and probably carried out. The results of this study demonstrate that digital
mapping from satellite imagery in the context of a GIS is very useful for documenting the timesequential morphodynamic changes and analyzing the contemporary processes involved.
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Abstract
A modul ar view of map generalizati on has led to the development of a toolbox of
generali zati o n operators w hi ch can be applied in vario us sy nergisti c mi xes and
degree to collections of geog raphic objects. The creati o n of a toolbox of operators
acknowledges a user ce ntered perspective - th at the process of design demands that
the user have centre stage. T hi s paper prese nts one such o pe ra tor. namely a n
algorithm for the generali zati o n of road junc ti ons. The capacity to collapse junctions
is considered to be an intrinsic component of the broader generalization of netwo rk s
(w hich also includes th e selective removal of road links between junctions). The
semanti cs of junctio ns a re identified using a combinatio n of Euclidean and
topological modelling. The chall e nge in applyin g such ge nera li zatio n operators is to
convey th e esse nce of rel ati onships and to conserve the topo logical relationships
inherent in the prese nce and a bse nce of map objects. The algorithm is imple mented in
an object ori e nted GIS. and the results of the algorithm a re prese nted. Mechanisms
for controlling degree of application are discussed. The focus is on road netwo rks
th ough ot her nat ural and anth ropogeni c ne two rk s are considered to be future
potential candidates for thi s algorithm .

Introduction
During the ge neralizatio n process in a utomated ma p design. a ma p will unde rgo
many c hanges. Objects will be represented in different ways. some inform ati on will
be add ed a nd o th er informati on taken away. The underl ying objec tiv e of the graphic
being to convey a mix of spati al and attribute information pertaining to a selecti on of
geogra phi c e ntities. A numbe r of design obj ectives govern how thi s informati o n is
presented. among them the idea that th e portrayal be as accurate as possi ble both
metricall y and topologicall y. Currentl y there is a growing interes t in the modeling of
the changing topological relationships th at occur as a res ult of red uc tion in map
content co mme nsurate with c hanges in scale (Egenhofer 1992). There is sy nergy
between gene rali za tion o pera to rs associated wi th netwo rk gene raliza tion. the end
design being influenced by the cho ice, order and degree of appli cati on. This paper
focuses o n the generalizat ion of road junc ti ons whi ch is compl ementa ry part of
network ge ne rali zation . Network gene rali zati on can be viewed as the sy nergisti c
applicati o n of two processes - o ne is the reduction in junction complexity a nd the
other is the reduction in connectivity between junctions. The goal of thi s work is to
be a ble to derive multi scale maps from a single detailed database.
T he paper begins with revi ew of literature and a brief rev iew of grap h theory as a
means of representing networks a nd goes on to illu strate the way in which the
integrated lise of cluster ana lysis and graph theory ca n be lIsed to ide ntify candidate
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juncti ons fo r ge nerali zati o n and to also show how graph theory is used to model and
gene ralize the juncti on to a single node (the locati on of whi c h is determined by
geometric analysis of the cl uster). T he algorithm has bee n impl emented in an object
ori ented e nvironm ent and mechani sms for controlling deg ree of applicati o n are also
di scussed . Exam ple o utput of generali zed road ne twork s are give n, before the paper
co ncl udes with sugges tions fo r f urth er work.

G r a ph T heory
Conside ra bl e research has a lready been und ertaken in me thods for simplifying
networks Mackaness and Beard ( 1993), Mackaness (1995) a nd T homson and
Richardson ( 1995), typicall y utili zing graph theoretic representa ti ons coupl ed with
geometri c analysis (such as adapti ve minimum spann ing tree (Reg naul d 1996), or
cluste r analys is). T he applicati on of graph th eory to geographical pro bl ems is vas t
(see Mackaness and Beard ( 1993) fo r rev iew). Whil e the la ng uage of cartog raph y
mi ght concern itself with real worl d objects suc h as roads and juncti o ns, in the
contex t of thi s paper it is mo re useful to thin k of a network in term s of edges a nd
nodes. A sec ti on of road can be re prese nted by a n 'edge ' , a nd a po int a t whi ch two
or more edges meet is defined as a node. The ' deg ree ' of a node is the numbe r of
edges co nnected at that node. Defin ed in thi s ma nne r, network ge ne ra li zati o n can be
described as the composite of two processes: edge simplifi cati o n (a process
conce rned with removin g edges from a gra ph (roads fro m a road network ) a nd node
simplificati on (a process concerned with remov ing nodes from a graph Uuncti o ns
fro m a road network). Whil e much of the research has focused on edge simplifi cati o n,
thi s paper focuses o n the complementary process of node sim plifi cati on. Fig ure I
illu strates the combined effect of these two ope rations.

Fig ure I: Netwo rk generali zati on: com bi nati o n of Edge and Juncti on Simplifi cati on
One mi ght a rgue tha t the di ffe re nce between a junc ti on and a network is one of
relati ve scale. A j unction is defi ned as a meeting point of roads, whereas a network is
the broader structure contai nin g junc ti o ns. Typi call y a junc ti on has a density of
edges that a re relati ve ly greater tha n its ne ighbourin g juncti o ns. The notion of
ne ighbo ur can be defin ed using a Eucl idea n model a nd the edges ca n be mode lled
us ing g raph theoretic represe nta ti o ns.

Me thodol ogy
T he simplifi cat ion of junctio ns req uires tha t we fi rst ide ntify the m, before colla psing
them . T hus th e stages of the process are:
I. junction Detection - identify ing th e location and exte nt of complex junctio ns
2. To pol og ica lly Compa l'tme nta lizing th e junction - ens uring th at th e junction
whi c h has bee n selected is topo logicall y conn ec ted. and ca n be safe ly coll apsed
witho ut alte ri ng the conn ectivit y of th e road ne twork.
3. j un ctio n S implifica tio n - iden ti fy ing the new node location to which the
nodes will be coll apsed to. and subseque nt coll a psing of th e juncti o n.
4. Eva lua tio n a nd Deg ree of Application
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Juncti o n Detec ti on
Determinin g th e locati on a nd extent of compl ex junc ti ons is achi eved th rough the
use of cluster analysis. Tec hniques for extractin g clusters from poi nt data are well
understood. a nd a number of methods ex ist. A common meth od of re prese ntin g th e
res ults of clustering is the dendrogram. The construction of suc h a struc ture is
employed in order to extract juncti on locati o ns fro m node data. In thi s initi al stage.
the topological structure is ignored in thi s process. with th e nodes bei ng trea ted as
simple points o n a 20 plane (Figure 2a). The dendrogram (Figure 2 b) consists of a
hi e rarchical tree re presentin g the proximity of points within the dataset. Essenti all y.
the further up the tree a connec ti on between two points is the further apa rt they are.
A
B

9
F

a)
b)
Figure 2: Dend rogram representation afte r clusterin g.

E

c)

Dendrogrammin g is useful in this context as it provides clustering info rm ati on at all
levels of granul a rity. By alte rin g the de pth at whi c h we c hoose to ' s nip' the
de ndrogram branc hes and create clusters. the gra nularit y of th e clustering is altered .

.....

...........

-........-----~---~

---~--

Figure 3: A section of OSCA R Asset Manager data show in g clu sters.
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By way of example Figure 3 is a secti on of map from the Ordnance Survey OSCAR
Asset Manager dataset and shows the nodes and centrelines of roads. Cui de sacs
and junctions of various characte r are di scernibl e from thi s image. Superimposed is
the hi erarchy of cluste rs derived from cluster analys is.
Topologicall y Compartmenta li zin g th e Junction
Given the purely spatial nature of the mechani sms for identifying clusters. it is
necessary to consider an additional step in the generali sation process to avoid
damaging th e topologi cal integrity of th e dataset. For example in Figure 2a we
would not want the coll apsed juncti o n to connect the ri ght and left ha lves that are
curre ntl y di sjo int. This is avoided by generatin g a graph th eoreti c model of the
conn ectivity of roads (Figure 2c).
Junction Simplification
Having obtained the locati o n a nd ex te nt of node clusters . the position of a new node
is derived to which edges will be attached . The new node to which edges will be
con nected is calc ulated by taking the med ia n value of those re moved nodes. Fig ure
4 shows the new centroid of a junction (as the mean position of the twelve nodes).

Key
:\ode

o
Inilial "sta te

o

:'\"cw juncti on centroid

Collapsed form

Figure 4: Jun cti o n centro id using the med ian of the collapsed nodes.
Alternat ive ly a we ighted average of the points within the junction cluster ca n be
used based o n the importa nce of the roads (edges) that are connected to th at node.
If th e new node is to be represe nta ti ve of the ori ginal junction its position shou ld be
weighted toward s the posi ti on of the mo re important nodes within the juncti o n.
By way of example let us cons ide r Figure 5. a nd illu strate how th e a lgorithm works.
For illustrati on (Figure Sa). the nodes o utside the cluster are lettered so that refe rence
can be made to nodes ou tside the cluster. Within the Euclidean cluster. o ne can
observe three subgraphs / J .8.9 /. /2.3.4.6.7. 101. 15 1. Those subgraphs with single edges
(suc h as IS/) are omitted from further generali zatio n. since by definition they are end
points of lines and are not reducible. For the remaining subgraphs. each node in the
subg ra ph is examin ed in turn . and th e nodes to which it is connected are iden tifi ed .
For 1.8.9. th e conn ections are III A.8.9. 18 IG.9. 1. and 19I F.8. 1. Any nodes connected
solely within th e subg raph a re re moved from the li st. In thi s particular insta nce none
of the nodes are internal to th e subgraph. Nex t. a ny re peated items are now removed
from th ese li sts. What remain s are 1.8.9. A.G .F. Lines are now drawn from each of th e
nodes (1 .8.9 ) to th e new centroid . X. whic h now becomes the nod e comm o n to the
edges (AX .GX .FX). The exerci se is repeated for each subgra ph identifi ed within the
cluster. Figure 5c li sts th e deg ree of each node. a nd the vertices to whi c h it has
co nnecti o n.
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The process is re peated for the ot he r graph. The nodes co nnected solely within the
subgraph are removed (Node 3 ,6, 10). Repeated item s are removed from the li st and
what remains are (2.4.7.B.E,C). Lines are now drawn from each of the nodes of the
subgra ph (2.4,7) to the new centroid. Y. which now becomes the node common to
edoes (BY ,CY. EY). The end result for both subora hs is shown in Figure 5b.
B

Node Deg ree Shared
nodes
2
3
7,3.8
3
3
2.4.4
4
4
6,3,3,C
6
3
7.4.10
7
3
2.6.E
10
1
6
~

~

~

Figure 5: Source (a) and targe t map (b), showing the centroids of the two subgraphs
and their coll apsed state. The degree and shared nodes of each node for the second
subg raph is shown in Figure 5c.
The final stage is to update the new node attributes accordingly and to commit the
changes to the data base once the user is sati sfied that the junctions have been
collapsed. In addition to the remov al of the loop between nodes 3 and 4. it should be
noted that the algorithm has remov ed the short cui de sac (defi ned by nodes 10 and
6). If it was a requirement that eve n short nodes be retained. th en it would be simpl e
to formulate a rule that prevented these from being remov ed from the li st. The
information that defines cui de sacs can be gathered by sea rching for nodes in the
subgraph with degree one (such as node 10).

Implementation
Platform
The system was imple mented as an extension to the LAMPS2 map production
system produced by Lase r-Scan using Laser-Scan's Gothic ADE (Appl ication
Development Environment). Gothic employs a fully object oriented database sys tem
and event driven GUI (Graphi cal User Intelface). The development language
employed was Lu ll. a block structured 3GL (Third Generation Programming
Language) crea ted by Laser-Scan. From the perspective of a LAMPS2
implementation it was noted th at the project was less prone to the problem s
encountered by Schl egi l and Weibel( 1995). Gothic AD E has bee n designed to form a
spatial app lication development e nvironm e nt. so particula r emphasi s has been placed
on freeing the third party developer from as man y res trictions as possible. The full y
object ori ented data model employed also allows for ve ry rich object datatypes to be
constructed.
Data
T he project used OSCAR Asset-manager data from the Ordnance Survey prov ided
under a University CHEST agreement. - a comprehen sive and detailed
representation of the public and private road network. It is the most detailed fu ll y
structured road dataset available for Great Britain. This data format was chosen as it
is sufficiently de ta iled to support thi s flexibility of ge nera li zation.
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Results a nd Suggested Developments
T he algorithm had been expected to deal only wi th features such as junctions,
ro und abouts a nd slip roads, it was fou nd to perform creditably in th e coll aps ing of
small villages a nd towns. The fo ll owing examples illustrate the algorithms successful
appl icatio n to different types of junctions (Figu re 6 and 7).

Figure 6: Generali sing complex Junction Interchanges

r-r-~---.--------~

Fig ure 7: Generali sing A Small Settleme nt
In each of the above examples, the algo rithm performs well. maintaining the
fund a mental characteristics of the road system prior to general isation. In particular,
the offset junc ti on is hand led well , with the resultant junction fo ll owin g a similar
skew (Figure 6).
Evaluati on And Deg ree Of App li cation
Whi le the coll apsing of clusters is o n the whole a success, a number of problem s can
be identified. T here are a number of situat io ns where the algorithm does not perform
as well as might be expected, althoug h these ma inl y occur when larger clusters are
coll a sed.

Fig ure 8: A 'Bad ly" Genera li sed Vi ll age
Figure 8 ex hibits one problem with using the algorithm for ge nerali sations whe n
tra nsiti o nin g between sca les - ak in to Mull e r's gene rali zation c usps (Mu ll e r 1989).
The cluster of junctions has man y links to nodes which a re outside the cluster. This
gives the 'coll apsing star' effect. In effect the region selected for collapsing is too
large. T he iss ue becomes how do we select an a ppropriate regional extent in order to
avoid thi s un sig htly solutio n?
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Va lency Infor mati o n
It is inte nded tha t the algo rithm be alte red so as to allow ' un suitabl e ' cluste rs to be
passed back to the clusterin g algorithm so that smaller regions of clusters can be
selec ted before a furth e r a ttempt at clu ste rin g is made. A possible rul e for determinin g
un sound cluste rs mi ght be to tes t th e va le ncy of the new medi an node. It is unlikely
th at we wo ul d wish to crea te nodes with va lency greater than five a nd we could use
thi s ' less than fi ve o nl y" rul e as a bas is fo r o ur acce pta nce crite ri a. The advantage of
mainta ining a de ndrogram re prese ntati o n of the clusterin g process can be utili sed
here (see Figure 3). as th e splitting of a cluster into two se nsibl e s ub-clusters is a
relati ve ly trivial task.
In additi o n. th e process of edge a nd node simplif icati on can ge nerate useful
inform ati on that ca n guid e the region selecti on process. For exampl e we can use
info rm ati o n crea ted du ring the node simplifica ti o n process as a basis for calcul ating
node impo rtance in ed ge simplification . The need for such info rm ati on is described
by (Tho mso n a nd Ri c ha rd son 1995) as a prec ursor for th e edge simplifi cati o n
process.
Cl uster Densit y Informati o n
In additi on to these two app roaches. it is apparent that the way in which we simplify
a ru ral area is different f rom how we simplify an urban regio n. It is therefore
importa nt to be a bl e to di stingui sh betwee n th e two (Mac ka ness and Bea rd 1993 ).
One way of ac hi ev ing thi s is to generate cluste r de nsity profil es by plo ttin g the
frequency of clu sters according to the mean di sta nce between cluster centroids. Thi s
techni q ue proved effecti ve in definin g rural a nd urba n regions (as show n in the
profil es in Figure 10 de ri ved f ro m ana lysis of Fig ure 9) a nd thi s info rm ati o n can be
used to furth e r refin e the deo ree of appl icati o n of the a lgorithm .
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Urban cl uster proril e
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Mean di stance betwee n cl uster centroids
Fig ure 10: Freque ncy of cluster sizes as a ' sig nature' of rural and urban netwo rks.

Conclu s ion
Thi s paper has presented a n algorithm fo r juncti o n simplificati o n. Junction
simplification is a n integral part of netwo rk ge nera li zati o n - that as the netwo rk
simplifi es. so does the compl ex ity a nd re presenta ti o n of juncti o ns. T hi s a pproach ha s
illustrated the combined use of to pol ogical and metri c info rmati o n in th e definiti o n
and subsequent coll a psin g of juncti o ns as pa rt of the broader a im of generali zin g
road infras tructure. T hi s is achi eved th rough the integrati o n of g ra ph theory and
clu ster ana lysis techniques. A di stin cti o n is made betwee n ne twork gene rali zati o n
and juncti o n ge nera li za ti o n. The focus of thi s pa per is in th e genera lization of road
netwo rks a nd juncti o ns th o ugh o the r a nth ro poge ni c a nd natural netwo rks wo uld
appea r po te nti a l candid ates fo r thi s wo rk. T he use of a n o bject o riented e nvironme nt
has proved ex trem ely effec ti ve in ra pid proto typing and the sto rage of diffe re nt
geometri es fo r the sa me o bject. A di stin cti o n is often drawn betwee n geometri c
soluti o ns to ma p ge nera li za ti o n and o nes th at acco unt fo r the se ma nti c na ture of the
o bjec t. S ince much meanin g is impli cit in the geometry of an o bject, thi s is a poor
di stincti o n to make . The soluti o n presented here a ttempts to build th e sema nti cs of
juncti o ns f ro m geometri c info rm ati o n a nd a na lys is. T he advantage of suc h a n
approach is that the algorithm is not de pe ndent o n attribute info rm ati o n a nd does
no t require the prese nce of a ' ri ch ' da ta base (o ne in w hi ch a g reat deal of attribute
and geometri c info rm ati o n is expli c itl y sto red w ith each o bjec t) .
Further Wo rk
Definit e refin e me nt s to the algori thm ca n be made, most o bvi o usly in the use of
attribute info rm ati o n. T he Kru skal algo rithm has been used to generali ze g raph
th eo re ti c re presentati o ns of ne two rk s (Mac ka ness a nd Bea rd 1993) . S uc h an
algo rithm could be modifi ed give n kn ow led ge of a n edge's attributes suc h as its
road class ifi cati o n o r its traffi c ca pacit y (T ho mson a nd Ri c ha rd son 1995). Mo re
specifi call y th e nex t phase of th e resea rch w ill look at th e influence of neig hbo urin g
obj ects a nd how th ey affec t th e ge nera li za ti o n of netwo rks and juncti o ns. For
exa mpl e a t junc ti o ns betwee n different modes of trans po rt (ra il to road) . o r in
instances w he re a n impo rta nt buildin g is at the e nd of a c ui de sac .
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Abstract
This paper outlines various methods (,0 extract automatically structured objects from
digital maps in raster format, then presents a specific new procedure that enables an
automatic vectorization of recognised objects (e.g. buildings). Both procedures were
developed at the Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry of the ETH Zurich and iQ1p1emented as prototype software. Current projects are outlined which show the capabilities of the presented methods of extraction and vectorization.

1. Introduction
Topographic maps contain various spatial and thematic information. The scanned map
provides an ideal basis for the transition to digital map-production, map-maintenance
and Cartographic Information Systems. Moreover, it can serve as a datasource for numerous applications of a Geographic Information System (GIS), which need a multitude of structured, spatial and topological information of an expanse. The topographic
map contains data which are accurate enough for several GIS applications such as environmental planning or spatial analysis of different themes. The use of maps for GIS
applications has several advantages such as
• high density of information
• immediate and cheap availability over the whole country
• rapid acquisition of digital data with scanner
• consistent reference system
Our approach to extract and structure the content of scanned official Swiss topographical maps (scale 1:25000, resolution 20pixeUmm or 40pixeUmm) is a raster based procedure that needs no previous vectorization of the map. All procedures are optimised
for the use of this great amount of raster data. This results in efficient algorithms which
are able to process and evaluate the digital map automatically .
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2. Rasterbased Image Interpretation
2.1. Knowledge-based Template Matching
The extraction of structured information is based on a Cartographic Pattern Recognition using Knowledge-based Template Matching, that aligns with some cartographic
particularities. The approach used does not need the whole template as a rectangular
matrix that is fully computed and compared with an expanse of the map. Instead, the
template is weighted and built hierarchically as a multicolour template (Fig. I). If we
compute the matching of a template with the map, the system first takes only the highly
significant pixels of the template to compare with the map . If these few pixels
correspond with the pixels in the map, the second step of the hierarchically computation algorithm is started and so on for all levels of the template. At each level of the
hierarchically built template, a correlation between the template and the map is computed. For each level exists a threshold that indicates whether the condition of correlation is complied or not. If the condition is not fulfilled, the matching is rejected at this
position and the search is resumed at another place of the map where the first hierarchical condition is complied. This procedure, which differs to a traditional Template
Matching that computes the whole template at once, leads to a large reduction of computation time.
• situation of high significance

•

background of high significance

•

situation of significance

•

situation of no significance

o background of significance
o background of no significance
Fig.l, hierarchical template [Stengele 1995]
The knowledge is stored within the flexible definition of the template in a pixel editor.
The original templates are generated from scanned font and symbology patterns. The
different significant parts are generated in a first step by digital filter functions to keep
the effort of manual editing to a minimum. The whole library of all templates can be
designated as a graphic knowledge basis. Thus the knowledge is not implemented
through a formal algorithm but it is generated with a simple pixel editor. One of the
great advantages of the Knowledge-based Template Matching is its robustness. Out of
it result high recognition rates, which lie between 95 to 98 %, particularly
• in regions of high information density,
• on elements touching or crossing each other (Fig.2),
• on little variation of linewidth, size and orientation of the pattern and
• on topological adulterated objects (due to graphical deficiencies)
[Stengele 1993].
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For arbitrarily oriented objects, an algorithm exists that enables the object to be extracted with the same approach of Template Matching. In this instance, it is necessary
to rotate the template and we use a bilinear interpolation to achieve best results for the
discrete pixel values. The adjustment of size is interpolated by the nearest neighbour
resampling. With the rotation of a template it is in principle possible to extract every
arbitrarily oriented cartographic symbol or character in a scanned map.
~ \ . ' ~ For faster computation we developed a
'/
•
Local Template Matching that allows
to match a template only in a small
predefined rectangle. This rectangle is

o
"
~
.?"

~~~
O_O

built around a known coordinate
where the desired pattern is presumed.
All computations for the correlation
take place only in the small rectangle
Fig.2, matching of symbols 'tree' and 'church' and the amount of computation time
can be reduced. As an example
[Frischknecht 1996]: in a part of a
map with size 3680x2800 pixel the
character (pattern) '5' is found 13 times . The local matching is 5 times
,,--,"-"''-''''L..L..LL...L...I..<-<......1..lJ "--....::>......=~~LLLL-L...l..u faster than the global matching.
Fig.3, matching of arbitrarily oriented patterns
2.2. Segmentation
To enhance the possibilities of extraction of structured information we are developing
the segmentation of the map as a run-length-encoded (RLC) raster image. This segmentation allows to extract every coherent area of the map as a single object with its
own code. The run-length-encoded file for a certain colour consists of line numbers
and chains, which contain the beginning and ending of the colour in a line. All chains
belong to a specific segment, but to encode a single segment it is necessary to isolate
the segments. This isolation can be done in two steps: first the file is computed
linewise and it is tested whether a chain in line n+ 1 is a neighbour of a chain in line n.
If this is true, the chain in line n+ 1 gets the code C from the chain in line n and they
belong to the segment S with the code C. There are several possibilities of neighbourhoods of chains: 0,1,2 or more chains in line n+ 1 can belong to one chain in line n or
vice versa. This results in the problem that in the first step it is not possible to distribute the right code for segments which are opened to the top. They begin with a minimum of two chains in line n and in line n+m they merge into one chain. With the first
step we get two codes for this single segment so the second step processes the file with
the partially false codes again. Now, it is tested whether the last chain of a segment S
with code C has as a neighbour another chain with a different segment S1 and code C1 .
If this is the case, all chains of the segment S get the code C1 of the segment S1 and the
segment S no longer exists. This results in a new RLC-file, that has all segments
isolated from each other and every segment has its own code [Haberacker 1995] . For
each isolated segment, different features can be processed and stored in a feature
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vector. The features can be the following : area, perimeter, compactness, orientation,
centre of gravity, different moments, max. dimensioning in X or Y and much more.
Out of these features predications can be made about the segment. Different values of
features give some specific information and with this it is possible to extend the
knowledge-basis of the Cartographic Pattern Recognition. Further it will lead to a
query language for raster elements that allows to get a graphical result through a query
about the values of the features of a segment in a raster image.
2.3. Preselection
Above we described the problem of Template Matching of arbitrarily oriented symbols
or characters. Principally we can handle this problem with the approach of the rotated
template. However, another problem here is that in order to get all characters '5', for
example, in all different orientations, we have to compute the matching for all angles
between -90 and 90 degrees. The result of our test indicates, that an increment of 2 degrees is accurate enough to get all possible orientations. Still it remains to compute the
matching 90 times over the whole map or part of the map to get all patterns in all orientations. This gives a very high computation time and is not an economical solution.
Therefore, we are developing a preselection with a rotation-invariant filter function to
detect arbitrarily oriented symbology and characters before we match them. This preselection gives a list of coordinates, where a specific pattern is presumed by the system. At these coordinates we can apply our Local Template Matching to match the
pattern and its orientation. Additionally, we obtain information for a preselection of a
raster image out of the segmentation. If we evaluate the features of all segments, it
should be possible to split the image in regions of high, low or no interest for a further
Template Matching of specific symbology.
2.4. Digital image processing
Our software package not only has the possibility of Template Matching and segmentation; more tools are implemented to do common digital image processing, such as
erosion, dilation and others. The combination of Template Matching, segmentation and
digital image processing gives more capabilities to extract different information from
the map. One of the applications is the extraction of areal objects directly from the
raster image. It is possible to separate buildings from road bor• •
ders and other symbology, which are all in the same colour.
•
The combination of Template Matching and digital image
•
•
processing leads to a very good result of 90 to 95% correctly
separated buildings (Fig.4). The buildings are still in raster
• __
format and can be treated with the automatic vectorization.

:1

Fig.4, extracted buildings (grey)
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3. Automatic Vectorization
The conversion raster-vector occurs through different steps:
3.1. Approximation of the object's contour
Firstly, the exterior and interior (when present) border pixels of extracted areal objects
are determined. Secondly, the object's contour line is determined by straight line segments and end points recorded by two orthogonal coordinates [Nebiker, Carosio 1994].
The bounding line (Fig.S) approximates the areal object but it is inappropriate for
further use. The number of points which comprise the contour line must be reduced to
form a realistic abstraction of the object's shape. The chosen procedure [Douglas,
Peucker 1973] begins by defining the first point (furthest point from the centre of gravity of the contour line) as an anchor and the last point (the furthest point from the first
one in the whole contour) as a floating point. These two points define a straight segment and separate the object's contour line in two polygons. For each polygon the perpendicular distance from the intervening points is calculated to establish the points
with the greatest distance. If this distance is less than the maximum tolerance distance
then the segment is the best line to represent our polygon, otherwise the furthest point
will be the new floating point. The cycle is repeated until no more floating points are
found. The anchor then takes the place of the floater and the last point of the polygon
becomes the new floating point. Upon completion of the final operation, the contour of
the polygon is established. Finally the approximated object's contour is obtained by
joining the anchor points found for the two polygons.

Fig.S, object's contour represented by
straight line segments and end points recorded by two orthogonal coordinates

Fig.6, approximated object's contour
line

3.2 Adjustment of the approximated object's contour
When an operator makes the vectorization of the areal object by digitizing, it is
obvious that the resulting line will pass through most of the pixels (leaving out the
outliers) and also maintain geometric constrains such as parallelism and
perpendicularity. The success of the automation of this process will rely therefore on
the ability to reproduce these geometric constrains.
The vectorization occurs by adjusting the comers of the approximated object's contour,
facilitated by robust estimation procedures which are resistant to falsely assigned parts
of areal objects and stable to the given distribution model. The process starts with a
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simple model (rectangle) and gradually uses more complicated
ones (right-angle polygon, simple polygon, etc.). The classical
adjustment model assumes a relation of the type:
Li = Fi (Xaj,Ya j )

Li
Fi
Li
Xa j , Ya j

estimated variable
equation which fits the observed variables Li
observed variables (coordinates X,Y of the whole
pixels of the contour line, right angles, etc.)
unknown parameters (real coordinates of object's

comers)
The observation equations (Fig.7) are:
• the distance between the approximated segments U,j+ I and Fig.7, observed variables
so on until j = number of object comers) and the interve- and unknown parameters
ning pixels
d.

,

=

XajYa j+,

+ YajX i + Xa j+,Yi I

....,(Xa j - Xa j+,)

2

XiYa j+, - XiXa j - YajXa j+,

+ (Ya j -

Ya j+,)

2

and

• the angles between the approximated segments U,j+ I and j+ I ,j+2 and so on until j
number of object comers) calculated from the scalar product of two vectors
_

cos (a j+l) -

I

(Xa j+1 - Xa)· (Xa j+2

....,(Xa j+1

2

-

-

Xa j+1 )
2

+ (Ya j+1 I

Xa j ) + (Ya j+1 - Ya j ) . ....,(Xa j+2

Ya j )· (Ya j+2

-

Ya j+1 )

2

-

=

Xa j+1 ) + (Ya j+2

2
-

Ya j+1 )

Other observed variables (e.g. coordinates of object comers) can be implemented in the
adjustment model if needed. The chosen technique to optimise the fit is a robust Mestimator of Schweppe-type [Wicki 1992] that limits the influence of the standard residuals . Comparison with the threshold value of the adjustment determine whether the
simplest model is adopted or whether a most complicated one should be considered.
This method has been tested in many topographical maps and found to be operationally
(batch mode processing) and qualitatively (success rate of vectorization 100% with
few errors) suitable for automatic processing.

Fig.8, adjusted object's contour
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4. Applications
The procedures presented above are implemented in the software KaMu (Pattern
Recognition) and AutoVec (Automatic Vectorization). The domain of applications is
very wide and illustrated by the following examples:
4.1. Applications in 2-D
a.) Regeneration of cartographic symbology
After several revision processes of maps, the graphical quality of the analogue map is
decreased. If a map of bad graphical quality is scanned, we achieve at most the same
quality as the analogue copy. With the Template Matching we can find all characters in
a map and then have the possibility to replace the object in the map with a graphically
better pattern out from the library of templates .
b.) Database of geographic names
After the Template Matching, it is possible to run a further tool that reassembles the
single characters to words. After this, we have a file containing all words, which were
extracted from the map with Y-,X-coordinates of the official Swiss projection system.
It would be possible to generate a database out of these files and we have the names of
a location related to the spatial coordinate. The database allows to query a special location and the related map can be selected.
c.) Field-tested use
At the Swiss Federal Office of Topography (L+ T) both software packages are in operational use for the vectorization of existing maps, project VECTOR25. The software
KaMu is used for the extraction of areal objects and tree-symbols and AutoVec for the
automatic vectorization of buildings. The tree-symbols are combined to tree-areas,
which are stored as vector-data (Software OBEX from L+T).
In the past, Swiss Telecom used the combination of KaMu and AutoVec for the
simulation of signal propagation and decision-aiding tool for selection of transmitter
locations (especially in urban areas) [Nebiker, Carosio 1994]

In combination with the software
package RaVis [Zanini 1996], that
allows to visualise the map in raster
format in 2D and 3D, it is possible
to generate automatically 3-dimen. sional views of the scenery. Automatically extracted buildings and
cartographic symbology are represented as 3-dimensional objects,
which are placed in the map, that
overlays the digital terrain model of
Switzerland.
Fig.9, 3D-Visualisation
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5. Final remarks
Future investigations will lead to the extraction of linear objects from the raster image.
The approach presented enhances and completes the automatic recognition and structuring of a map in raster format. The used procedures differ basically from previous
works in the field of Cartographic Pattern Recognition [e.g. Mayer, 1996] . The fieldtested use of the software packages emphasise the neccesity of such applications. They
fulfil the great demand of structured cartographic-geographic information and should
be further pursued.
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ANALYSIS OF THE PROCESS OF MAP DESIGN
Hua Yixin
Zhengzhou Institute of Surveying and Mapping
66 LongHai Road,Zhengzhou,Henan, China
ABSTRACT
Map design is the core of cartography which is one of the main component of
GIS.The process of map design is still non-intelligence, because the work of map design
is rather complex and should be completed by experienced experts .So the GIS users
who don't know map design still can't make maps of high quality, although GIS has
provided a plenty of functions for map design.In this paper,through the explication of
the work of map design, it is decomposed into some proper parts .Some relative
knowledge as well as the methods for complishing the task of map design

are

discussed so that the map design intelligence may be realised.

I .INTRODUCTION
GIS (geographic
collect,

store,

infOlmation system) is a computer technical system that can

manage,

analyse,

display spatial date and make map. With the

development of GIS,almost everyone is possible to use GIS to make map.(such as paper
map, electronic map etc.) In order to make map-making convenience for user,GIS
supplies some functoins such as colour decision,
Although

symbol design and name placement.

the map designed by GIS users is colorful, it possibly can't transmit

infOlmation effectively.Sometimes,it even can lead to misunderstanding.
This case doesn't mean that GIS can't make map. The reason is that GIS users don't
realise the product is map and map is used to transmit infOlmation effectively.In order
to transmit map infonnation effectively,it is necessruy to make map product accord
with foundamental principle of cattography.That is to say,if we want to use GIS to
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produce map which can transmit information effectively,the process of map design is
indispensable.
The work of map design should be completed by experienced experts .However, it is
impossible to improve map design's technical level of GIS users on a large
scale.So,map design intelligence should be realised and the process of map design
should be analysed in great detail.But little work has been done now.
II .DECOMPOSITION OF THE WORK OF MAP DESIGN

Analysing the work of map design and process ,we can fmd that much

work of

map design is only relative to the knowledge in different parts and the process of work
is always in a certain order. So the author decomposed

map design into different task

parts, each of which will complish specified task There is fixed

order among these

task parts.Only after accomplishing the former task part,can we enter the next.These
task parts are:
(1) Acquirition of basic conditions.
(2) Decision of mathematic basis.
(3) Decision of map contents.
(4) Decision of expression grade.
(5) Decision of symbol type .
(6) Design

of map symbol.

(7) Process of map data.
(8) Placement of name and map legend.
2.1 Acquirition of basic conditions.
The task of the part of acquilition of basic conditions is acqumng basic
infOlmatoin of the designed map,such as map area, map type,map theme, means of
output and means of map use etc.
Map area is geographic range of the designed map,for instance, world,Asia,a
country,a field . It can also be expressed by lantitude and longtitude.Map type means
the classification of the designed map,such as political map and communication
map .Map theme is the main content expressed on map,such as oil, coal and grain.Means
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of output is the form that map takes,such as electronic map ,paper map.Means of map
use tells us how the map be used, in instruction or in measuring.
2.2 Decision of mathematic basis
The main task of the part of decision of mathematic basis is to decide the scale and
projection of designed map.
Deciding scale has relation to the scope of map region and size of map
product.Deciding projection has relation to scope,shape of map region,map type and
map theme.Thus,to decide mathematic basis of the map,methods of inference, according
to these known conditions and methods of calculating scale and projection

must be

given. These methods have been introduced in many textbooks about map design,It is
not diffcult to express them with formal method.
2.3 Decision of map contents
The task of the part of decision of map contents is to decide which map elements
should be expressed on map.(river,road,population etc.)
Map elements can be divided into two parts:thematic elements and basic
elements.In the author's opinion, decision of thematic

elements can probably be

decided by combining map type with map theme.Basic elements will mainly be
affected by map type and has not much to do with map theme.Therefore,given the
knowledge about the relations of map type and map theme with thematic elements and
basic elements, we can probably decide elements we should express on map.
Map scale also has little influence on decision of map elements. For example, in
the same map region,the greater map scale is,the more contents are expressed and vice
verse. Thus, we can supply the knowledge of importance target of every map element in
advance and this target has relation to scale.Next, compose an importance target
through the scale of present map and the quantity of map theme.By now, once a
filtration about those chosing map elements is done and the goal
by space, detailed methods will not be described

is attained.Limited

here.

2.4 Decision of expression grade
Expression grade is an concept defined by the author. It is used to describe how
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detailed that a kind of map element should be expressed on map.

Expressiongrade can

be divided into five degrees :quality,class,oradinal,interval and ratio .Expression grade
of map elements will have great influence on design of map symbol. The main factors
that effect the decision of expression grade are:character of elements, quantity of map
elements, map type,map theme

and map scale etc.

Natural character of elements decides propable expression grades of its own .For
example ,lake only has two expression grades:quantity and class.In order to decide
expression grade of elements ,we can take propable expression grade of one element as
knowledge and stipulate a detail degree target for every

expression grade.Thus, once

the detail degree of one element attains some target ,the expression grade of this target
will be used as that of this element.
The detail degree that one element attains will be synthetically

decided by map

type, map theme,map scale and quantity of elements.We can take

derectly the

influence that map type and map theme exert on detail degree of some elements
knowledge. After

as

acquiring the detail degree of one element,it can be adjusted by

quantity and scale.For instance, we can set up an experiential fOlmula to solve this
problem.detailed contents about the problem will be introduced in other

papers.

After deciding expression grade of map elements, as for map elements of class,
oradinal, interval, it should be decided how to classify and grade.Usually,for some kind
of map,the method of its classification and grade has the relevant knowledge, or else
default values have to be taken.
2.5 Decision of symbol type
Map symbol can be divided into three kinds:point symbol, line symbol and area
symbol. These are types of symbol type.The task of the palt of decision of symbol type
is to decide which kind of symbol type should be used to express each element
displayed on map.
According to the state of map element's distribution,it can be divided into four
types:point element, line element, area element, volume element.The infOlmation about
which kind of type one element belongs to is the knowledge of map design .
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The type of map symbol is mainly decided by the type and expression grade of the
map element.For instance, classified area element can usually be expressed by area
symbol.With these knowledge,symbol type of most map elements can be decided. But
sometllnes,these knowledge is still insufficient for us to decide the symbol type of a
certain element.For example, area element of interval grade can be expressed by point
symbol or area symbol.Heuristic knowledge is needed now.
2.6 Design of map symbol
Some knowledge is used in design of map symbol,which is about how to choose
colour to constitute grade and classification, how to use pattern to express degree and
classification,how to use pattern to classify,which kind of shape of point symbols -::an
constitute grade and classification,which kind of shape of line symbols can constitute
grade and classification etc.
Design of map symbol can be divided into three paIis:design of point
symbol, design of line symbol and design of area symbol. The work of map symbol
design can be transformed into the work of deciding the concrete value of visual
variables of map symbol. To be suitble for map design intelligence, visual variables can
be limited to four kinds:shape,colour,size and pattem.Shape and pattern can be
expressed by number. Colour can be expressed by R,G,B.Size can be expressed by an
integer.When visual variables of one symbol are decided,the decision of this symbol is
fmished.Because the process of map symbol design is more complex,simple describtion
will be introduced below:
Design of area symbol: firstly,it should be decided whether colour or pattern can be
used

to

express

the

symbol.Secondly,which

colour

or

pattern

may

be

used. Usually, conventional method takes precedence over that of others.Finally,the
outline of area symbol has to be designed.
Design of line symbol::firstly,shape of line symbol should be decided.When the shape
of symbol is used to express grade,several shapes that express grade need choosing at
once time.Secondly,the colour of line symbol should be decided. Deciding colour of
most

line symbol

has

its

convention.Sometimes,co\our is

used to

express

grade.Finally, size of line symbol should be decided.While line symbols which have the
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same shape and colour are used to express grade,their sizes must express the sence of
defference among grades.
Design of point symbol:flIstiy,which method should be chosen to express this
element,statistical symbol or independent symbol.If we choose

map

statistical symbol,the

number of its sub elements should be decided and its size can also be decided by
statistical data.Else if we choose independent symbol,the only thing we should do is to
determine shape, colour and size.
Design of map symbol is more complex,it also includes the whole coordination among
map symbols,for instance,coordination among colours. But if designed map has had
relevant symbol standard,the work left for us to do is transforming standard into
relevant knowledge and at this time, symbol design appears quite simple.
2.7 Process of map data
The main task of the palt of process of map data is to accomplish
classification and grade of map elements.Mathematic

concrete

method is mainly used.There

are many documents on this aspect,it will not be described in detail

here.

2.8 Placement of name and map legend
Documents about automated name placement can be found

now.

Map legend is used to express the relationship between map element and its
symbols.After accomplishing above tasks, these information has been acquired, map
legend is only the expression of the result.Certainly, in order to put map legend on the
proper position ,the function of graphic edit can not be avoided.
Through the work of eight task parts above ,map design is finished .That is to
say ,map can be put out.After making slight adjustment,map of high quality can be
attained.

III .CONCLUSION
It can be found from above analysis , it's possible to realise

map design

intelligence . Only realising map design intelligence, can GIS user make map of high
qulity without experienced expelts in map design . But realization of map design
intelligence needs not only futther analysing the detail of the process of map design,but
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also sorting

out a great deal of knowledge in the field of map design. In a word ,the

auther believes that

map design intelligence can be realised.
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ABSTRACT
T here are now many ve hicl es th at are eq uipped w ith Globa l Pos ition Sys tem CG PS )
and elec tronic maps • whic~make s it possib le to provide a great dea l of positional in forma ti on and geographica l s urroundings information quickly for na vigation. Ho wever . a co mm on probl em w hich use rs might meet is the need

to

understand geographical

informatio n gradually in Spa tial Information Sys tem. So .Navigationa l GIS tasks also
req uire graphical rep rese nt a ti ons at different lelvels of deta il.ran ging from overv iew
sce nce to detai led view .spatial databases alw ays a re divided into seve ral le ve ls which
have different sca les . a spat ia l data base in o ne leve l is co mposed of many sheets. In
thi s paper .the a ttentio n is foc used in part icular o n th e manage ment of multi -scale
spatia l data and th e desig n of a multi - sca le spa ti al data st ructu re . The following
problems will be di ssc usse d in details:

1. A com pari son of severa l spa tia l data mode ls
2. T he des ign of th e co ncep tu a l mode l of mult i -scale s patial da ta.
3. The des ign of th e log ica l model of multi - sc ale s patial dat a .
4. The desig n of multi - sca le spat ial database fo r Naviga tional GIS .
5. The appli cat ion of mul ti - sca le spat ial dat a s tructur e in Nav iga tiona l G IS .

INTRODUCTION
Many sophis tica ted navigational systems for ve hicles have already bee n developed.
peo ple have accep ted and used them wides prea dl y[K ra ki ws ky .et a l. 1987]. Some applicat ions of nav igat ional systems include em erge nc y. fl eet management • delivery
tru cks. transit buses.

aviga ti ona l syste ms are clearly a n assem bl y of technologies.

T hese incl ude positioning sys tems . a co mput er. input dev ices . o utput devices. spa tia l
data s to rage devi ces. and ma nage ment and data processi ng sys tem [ Ed wa rd. et al.
1987]. So . the spatial data for nav iga tional sys t ems are required for nav igati on ass istance.
Because naviga tional sys t ems of en are used in different a reas (large area e. g. one
provi nce or s tate . s mall area e. g. one ci ty ) . and differe nt areas are compose d of maps
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w ith different sc ale s. So the s patia l fea tures s tored in naviga tional sys t ems have different sca les. On one hand. representing spatial features w ill change according their
import ances among th e va rying sca les . and different s patia l fea tures nee d differernt
dis pl ay ing ways . On the oth er hand. th e information dens ity s houl d remain the same
among the varying sca les . so th at use rs can unders tand geogra phica l information
grad ua ll y and cl ea rl y in spatial informa tion sys tem . In ord er to find som e informatio n
• it req uir es access a grea t dea l of different spa tial dat a ( different fea tures . different
sca les and different loc ations) as we ll as 'hi gh 's pee d. The ve hicle 's loca tion relati ve to
its s urroundings is co ntinously dis played on' scree n. so ve hicl e m ov ing ne eds retri eving neighbouring s patia l features . It a lso is necessa r y t o provide dri ve r~ with th e optimum roa d for a na viga tional sys tem. The mos t import ant of s pat ia l data for nav igational sys t ems are topolog ica l structure. pos itiona l acc uracy •identifying informati on.
and dat a class ifica tion [ Marvin .1 987. ].
A ll req uirements of naviga tional sys tems mentioned a bove show tha t s pa tial da ta
s houl'd be s tored and manage d by mea ns of GIS theor ies a nd approac hes . According
to differe nt working area • different spatial da tabases which have different levels
s hould be crea ted. Spatial data s hould be devid ed into different classes of fea tures.
eac h fea ture ha s own di s pla ying way and sca le. Spa tial fea tur es should be represe nt ed and stored in topolog ica l s tru c tur~.
In thi s pa per . we put for wa rd a multi - scal e spatia l da ta s tructure which ca n be use d
to represe nt different spati al obj ec ts . spatial fea tures . s patial shee ts . multi - sc al e
s pa tia l a reas and their relat ionshi ps , T he design of multi - sca le s patia l da ta bases for
Nav iga ti ona l GI S also be di sc ussed.

THE DESIGN OF A MULTI-SCALE SPATIAL DATA STRUCTURE
1. A SIMPLE COMP ARISION OF SEVERAL SPATIAL DATA MODELS
Spati al da ta model is the represe ntation of s patial data feature . It desc ribes the bas ic
st ru cture of s patial da ta . th e relations bet wee n th em. Once th e s pa tial da ta with differen t sca les are gathered and s tored . they have to be orga ni ze d and manage d a long
w ith their spa ti al relat ions in t he form of a data base sys tem. Differern me thods for
form all y rep rese nting rela ti onshi ps in a defin ed da ta struct ure give r ise to va rious data mode ls - mos t nota bl e are th e hierarchical. network. rela t io nal. and object - oriented data models . T he h ie rarchica l da ta mode l represe nt s orie - to - man y rela ti ons h ips . cer ta in types of spa tial data with hierarchica l relations hi ps may fit th e The h ierarchica l data model we ll. In th e netwo rk da ta model. many - to - ,many rel at ions hi ps can be represent ed. th e net work data model has, grea ter fl ex ibilit y than th e hierarchica l mode for handling co mplex s pa tial relationships . In contras t to these two
da ta models. th e rela tional da ta model is th e mos t popola r DBM S model for G IS . Th e
objec t - oriented data mode l full y ta kes adva nt age of the thought of object -oriented
and prov ides use rs with natural and rich data semantics. When we desig n a spati al
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structure. it is necessary to absorb advantages of different represe nting ways based
on different data models.
2. THE DESTGN OF A MUTT - SCALE SPATIAL DATA MODEL

2.1 SPATIAL DATA MODEL OF REALITY
Tn rea l world .one area can be co mposed of different serieses of ma ps .maps in a series of m aps join together and ha ve the sa me scale. there are many featur es on maps
including road. boundary. hydrography. railway. vegetation. town. terrian etc . Many
featur es are very us eful and importance for Nav igation. th ey can be dev ided into different classes of features. Here .each fe ature is com posed of many entities .it should
eventually be represented and s tored in a 'uniform way . and has the similar charac teristics. One s hee t include seve ral different featur es.
Provi nce

A series of 1 ,z00000 maps

Map 2

Nlap 1

A series of 1 '50000 maps

Nlap 3

Level

Sheet

/j~,
Railwag

Road

River

Enti ty
Figure 1. The hi erarchical reationships of spatia l information

Figure 1. s hows the hierarchica l relationships of spatial information
Th e spa tial area should gives so me basic information about the ar eas including the
number of leve ls sto red in th e area .descr ibing informati on of the area . and the relationships among leve ls • in order to provide different sca les Clevels) spatial information for different app licatio ns. O ne leve l is a series of maps. and is co mposed several
s hee ts which ha ve th e sa me sca le . map projection type. fea tures . at tribute tab les desc ribin g feat ures. disp layi ng ways of fea tures on sc reen and displaying sca les. Tn order to find neighborhood of one sheet. it is necessary to create con nec ting relations hips among s hee ts. One sheet can provides its positional information. th e number of
en tities belonging to different fea tures. sheet number. sheet name. relationships am ong different entities also are s tored in shee t.
Th ese spat ial entities ca n provide seve ral fundame nta l informat ion includin g th e location informationCthe area a nd s hee t they located on.and their distribution position on
the sheet) .the classification information Ce. g. road code) .the quantitative and qua litative charac terist ics Ce. g. road name. road grade and road wid th . road type etc. ). We
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ca n di sc ribe one feature in real world with pointCO - dimension ) or line (I-dimens ion ) or polygo n C2 - dimension ) according its dis tribution charac t er . a fea ture may
has different s pa tial dimens ion in different sca les.

2.2 SPATIAL DATA MODEL OF DATABASE AND REPRESENTA TIO N OF
SPATIAL DATA
The objects in s pa tial da ta base are represe nt ation of rea l - world entiti es . A poi nt is a
O- dimensional object .a lin e is I - dimens ion ob ject.a polygo n is 2 - dimension objec t.in ord er to de sc ribe the a nn otat ion information about spa tia l objects .we defin e a
ann ota tion obj ec t. th ey are basic spat ia l objec ts.
In spatial databases. the bas ic information of a objec t are represented sepa rate ly. the
class ificat ion information are represe nt ed with a unique identifier and classification
code. the charac ter istics are represented with va lues stor ed in exte nd ed att ribut es .
The loca ti on informati on o f a point and a ann otat ion is rep rese nt ed with th e coordinates o f eac h point. Th e loca tion informa tion of a line are represented wi th the coo rdinates of ordered points. The locat ion informati on o f a pol ygo n are co mposed of arc
or more arcs • t he coo rdinates of ord ered points represe nt ed loca tion information of
an arc . all of arcs shou ld ad join togetherCpositive or nega tiv e) to close a polygonCthe
las t point is the sa me as th e fir s t. ).
There are a vast numb er of rela tions hip s among spa tia l objec ts. all of re lati ons hips
which ca n be comput ed fr om the coordinates of the obj ec ts are not stored . The t wo
bas ic relationships shuld are represented: rela tions hips in networks and relat ions hip s
betwee n polygons. Th e relat ions hips in networks ca n be rep rese nt ed by stor ing from
- int ersec ti on and to - intersec tion . it is possible to find co nnect ing relat ions hip s by
matching intersection numb ers. The consta inin g relat ions hip s between polygons ca n
be represented by s toring with in - polygon Cisland ) numb ers and belongi ng to polygon Cfa th er) number. The ad jace nt rela tionships betwee n po lygo ns can be represe nted
by storing right - polyg on numb ers and left - pol ygo n numbe rs of ars w hich form
po lygo ns .
The bas ic information of a featu re. sh eet .level.and area are represented sep arately
with va lu es s tored in extended attri but es.

3. THE DESCRIPTION OF A MU LT I- SCALE SPAT IAL DATA STRUCTUR E
The de tai led multi - sca le spat ial data str ucture for representing different leve ls spatia l informa ti on ca n now be des cribed. T he st ructure cons is ts of the header of a area .
the le ve l table. the feature tabl e . th e disp lay ing ta bl e. th e attr ib ute table. and the
sheet table.
T he header of a area co nt ain the name of the area. th e number of leve ls stored in th e
area. the iden tifi er code of th e area . The leve l ta bl e co ntain identifier code o f the level. the name of the leve l • th e number of sheets belonging to the sca le of the leve l.
the projec tion type of th e leve l. the parameters of projection. the name of feature
tabl e . the positional index fi le. and the name of displaying ta ble. The featu re table
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co nta in identifier code of th e featu re . the name of th e fea ture • th e s tart - code and
end -code o f the fe a ture. th e t ype of distribution. the im porta nce of th e fea ture. the
disp lay ing sca le of the feature. and the name of the attribut e ta bl e. The disp lay ing
ta bl e cont ai n identifier code of t he sym bol.identifier code of the feat ure ,the parameters of sy mbol (e. g. co lor, sy mbol type etc. ). Th e attribute ta bl e co ntain identifier
code of t he attri bute. id entifier co de of th e leve l, identifi er code of th e fea ture. th e
name of the ex tend ed a ttribut e database, th e name of the dat a dictionar y a bout extend ed a ttribute. The shee t tabl e contain identifier code of th e sh ee t, th e name of the
s hee t, the graph fil e name ofth e shee t , th e range of the s hee t, th e post iona l index code
of the s heet, and the num ber of points .lines , polygons on the s h eet.
Figure 2. s hows th e basic st ructure of multi -scale spa tial data str uctur e
4. THE LOG ICA L MODEL OF MUTIL - SCALE SPATIAL DATA
It is necessary to defin e log ica l relat ions hips among different leve ls of s pa ti a l da ta , in
order to disp lay and inquire spa tial information at different lelve ls of deta il and different sca les . In thi s paper, we se t the area as the top of log ica l relations hip s tr ee. the
objec t as th e leaf of the tree , th e logica l relations hip s tree includes fi ve g rades. The
co nnec tion between the area and th e leve l is realized by matching the id ent ifi er code
of th e leve l. The differen t leve ls o f one area cove r th e sa me space and represe nt one
area w ith d iffere nt leve ls of detai l. so th ey ca n be con nec ted by sca li ng ( including
cha nge of sca le and detail) . The connec tion betwee n the leve l and th e s hee t is rea lized by ma tching the identifier code of the sheet . one leve l ca n be di vided int o some
sheets. T he different s hee ts of one leve l have bee n joi ned together, so th ey ca n be
co nn ected by moving (up ,dow n ,left .r ight ) at th e sa me sca le. But if we want to connec t differ ent s he ets of differe nt leve ls. it is necessa ry to move (fo r pos ition
ma tching ) and sca le (c hanging sca le and deta il) sh ee ts . Th e s hee t is co mp ose d o f features . Th e con nec ti on betwee n the featur e and the obj ec t ca n crea ted by abstract ion
and inh eritance, th e ident ifier code of t he fea ture is th eir co nn ect in g code.

THE DESIGN OF MULTI-SCALE SPATIAL DATABASE FOR
NAVIGATIONAL GIS
1. T H E DEFI NITIO

OF THE STORED FEATURES

T here are many featu res on maps, some fea tures are very import ance for navigation.
Be ing reason of time and cos t ,it is difficu lt to digitize and store all features at different sca les in spa tial database. So,first ly , we must serect the featur es wh ich s hould be
stored in spa ti a l database . Ge nerall y,t he se lec ted feat ur es s hou ld represe nt the bas ic
geographic s urroundings ,a nd ca n desc ribe the tra nsportation fu ll y. To mee t thi s demand , we se lec t politica l areas , ri ve rs , tow ns, ra il ways, lakes and annota ti ons as the
basic features for desc rib ing bas ic geographic s ur ro undin gs, we se lec t roads and
transportation fa citlties as ba sic na vigat ion features to describ ing bas ic transportation
informat io n ,additiona ll y , we need some th ema tic feat ur es accord ing th e aim of navi-
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Fi gure 2. The basic structure of mu lti - scale spatia l data structure

ga tiona l G IS to m ee t spe ica l purposes .they all are th e spat ia l fea tures s tored in spati al database. In mult i - sca le 3pat ial databa se. the spa tia l features with the large r
sca le are more t han the s mall er one. to rea li ze the sca le and co nt ent zoomim g.
T he rep rese nting ways o f th e s patia l fea tures ofen are de fin ed according th eir th e distrbution cha rac ter. but roads fea tures mu s t be defined in net wo rks for later op tima l
route det ermin ati on. T o displ ay and inquire s pat ial objec ts individually. it is essen ti al
to crea t e class ifica tion codi ng sys tem of feat ures. In china. a national sta ndard for
classification codes of fund am enta l geographic information has bee n published .so we
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se lec t it as class ifica tion and coding guide of fea t ures .
2. T H E DE FI NITIO N O F LEVELS
Different levels have different sca les . the leve l with th e s mall est sca le s hould describe
the ge nera l geog rap hic s urro undings. th e lowes t leve l should prov ide use rs w ith a ll
in forma t io n . Th e nu m ber of leve ls is dec ided by demands of sys tem app li cition. Differen t fea tures have different im po rtances . it is necessa r y to defin e different importances for them in orde r to disp lay th em at different sca les . Because eac h fea ture is
represe nt ed and s tored in a uniform way. and has th e similar charac t erist ics . so the
entiti es formin g th e fea ture have the sa me import ance. Some time . different features
diaplay at the sa me time for re prese nt ing geog ra phic surroundin gs at one sca le . so
they have th e sa me importa nce. We dev ide the importance in to several g rades. when
the fea ture has th e fir s t grade. th ey will dis pl ay at any sca les. when the fea ture has
th e las t grade . they w ill onl y d isp lay at defined larges t sca le . F inding va lues of importances and sca les also is difficul t. beca use th e informa tion dis pl ay in g on maps is s uit abl e a nd clea rl y . but the comp ut er sc reen size is not eq ua l t o th e map s ize .so we ca n
give the im porta nce and sca le by calc ulating th e times bet wee n the co mput sc ree n
s ize and the map s ize . by our ex perience. this work need repeat ex periment for ge ttin g
s uita bl e importances.
3. T HE DESIGN SPATI A L DATA BASES AND REL AT IONS HIPS AM ONG
DATA BASES

3.1 S TEP S OF T H E DES IGN SPATI AL DATABASES
a. T he des ign of dat abase for area
T o se lec t proper leve ls for a area . and to se lect the proper da ta format for the hea der
of a area.
b. The des ign of databases for leve ls
F irs tl y to defin e the storage st ructure and it ems of the level ta bl e for s toring th e basic in forma t of leve ls. Aft er th at . to de fin e the s torage s tru ctur e and items of the featu re t able. th e displayin g ta bl e • the at tr ibut e tabl e • and th e da ta dict io nary. to des ign t he post iona l index lis t s of s heets formin g the leve ls.
c. T he des ign o f data bases for shee ts
To de fine the s torage s t ruct ure of files storing basic spa tia l fea tu res and th eir bas ic
re lat ions hips .
d. T he defi nition of coordina te re ference sys tems
e. Th e de finiti on of names of di ffere nt fil es and ta bl es

3. 2 T H E DESIGN RELATIONS HI PS AMONG DIFFERENT FIEL S AND T ABL ES
The o bject ive is to create co nnection a mong different fil es and ta bl es . Th e key of this
work is de fi ne con nec ti ng code of different files and ta bles. and wha t fil es w ill connec t wi th one file.

TH E APPLICATION AN D CONCLUSIONS
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We manage spatial data of a area with the structure mentioned a bove to tes t if it is
s uita bl e for managing and storing multi - sca le spatial data . The tes t area is YU NNAN province.a prov ince south of china. The aim of devel opment a nd crea ti on of
Nav iga tional GIS is to help use r to control and manage deli ve ry vehicles which are equipped w ith rece ive r devices to receive GPS information and ins tru ctions fr om sa tellites.
T he da ta sources are 1: 4000000 transportion map (one s hee t ) and 1 : 250000 topograhic maps (42 sheets ) . Th e bas ic fea tures include road net. politica l areas and
their annota tions .settl ement s and their name s .h yd rol ogy .railways .mount ain pea ks.
The road net are represe nt ed with net work s and their network rela tionships need to
be crea t ed. The politica l areas are represe nted with polygons . it is necessa ry to create their topologica l re lati onship s. The lak es . rese rvo irs .settlements with area characte r are rep rese nt ed w ith polygo ns. Th e ri ve rs and rail ways are rep rese nt ed by
lin es. The se ttlement s are represe nt ed with point s. The annotat ions and na mes a bout
s pat ia l o bjec ts are re prese nt ed with annotations. the y are dis pl ayed acco rding th e display sca les of spa tial obj ects.
By digit izing . editing. building topol og ica l relation .and joining of adjacent s heets wit h
arc/info so ft wa re • a ll information have bee n exc hanged and s tored in the s pecial
gra phi c form ats for disp lay ing and inquiring objec ts at different le vel s.
By represe nti ng spa tia l information with area .leve l. s hee t. fea ture and object. we
not on ly ca n obt ain the classifiction information. the positiona l informa tion and tne
rela tio ns hi ps of spa ti al informat ion. but also ca n ge t th e qua ntit at ive a nd qualitative
characte ri s tics o f spa tia l information by connec ting with attribute tables. At th e sa me
ti me . the multi - sca le characte r of spat ial information is desc rib ed .different fea tur es
can be displayed and in quired at different sca les by defining va lu e o f im portance for
each feature and crea ting different s patia l data base w ith different sca les.
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Abstract
Starting 7 years ago, a modest effort to develop a basic mapping program to use
in the instruction of cartography resu lted in MicroCAM (Microcomputer Cartographic
Automated. Mapping). The program, originally intended to augment the CAM
mainframe mapping program, quickly grew into a completely independent program
particularly suited to teaching introductory undergraduate cartography. Featuring over
twenty map projections and a world database of cartographic features suitable for
mapping at small to medium scale, the program allows students to learn and explore the
basic principles of map projection and design. Since MicroCAMis in the public domain
and requires only modest microcomputer resources, it can be freely disseminated and has
been widely adopted in academia both in the U .S. and overseas .
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Responding to user requests, the program has been completely rewritten to bring
it into the Windows environment as MicroCAMfor Windows. Substantial improvements
include the abi lity to create and display up to four maps simultaneously. A new editor
with context-sensitive help simplifies the development of maps. A new feature, the
des ign wizard, allows less-experienced users to select basic map attributes and features
using menus to create maps without learning the MicroCAM command language.
Taking full advantage of the Windows environment, the program will print or plot color
maps on any Windows compatible device. Furthermore, the maps created by
MicroCAM can be exported in several industry-standard formats for inclusion in
documents and presentations. MicroCAMfor Windows also supports several highresolution databases produced by government and private agencies to allow large scale
mapping. The supported formats are fully documented and can be used to import and
project user data as well.
Both versions (DOS and Windows) of MicroCAM are available through the
software library of the Microcomputer Specialty Group of the AAG and from the World
Wide Web home page of the Department of Geography and Environmental Engineering
of the U.S. Military Academy (http ://www.dean .usma.edu/geo) .

Introduction
MicroCAM for Windows is a microcomputer-based program designed for use in
the instruction of computer-assisted cartography. With MicroCAM, a student can
experiment with more than twenty map projections and a wide variety of mapping
parameters, all on an easily accessible microcomputer. It is an ideal tool for the
cartography instructor, allowing for use both in a laboratory setting and in evaluation of
student work.
Originally modeled on the Cartographic Automatic Mapping (CAM) program,
MicroCAM retains the basic features of CAM, a mainframe-hosted program, but adapts
them for use on microcomputers. (The CAM program and its associated databases of
the world were developed by the Central Intelligence Agency). Both MicroCAM and
CAM are designed to generate reference maps of any region of the world to a user's
specifications. MicroCAM can project a variety of map data. The program comes
complete with a world-wide data set extracted from the World Data Bank II. Additional
US Census Bureau data provides county level data for the United States. Other sample
data derived from the full World Data Bank II and the Digital Chart ofthe World are
also provided. All data formats are documented and MicroCAM will project user
supplied data that conforms to one of its supported formats.
Unlike the CAM program, wh ich is batch-mode oriented and provides output
only to pen plotters, MicroCAM is interactive and its results are quickly displayed in
high resolution video graphics on the microcomputer's display. Under the Windows
environment, MicroCAM can create hardcopy output on any installed printer or plotter.
Maps can be exported as Windows bitmaps or in industry-standard exchange formats.
Using external programs such as commercial computer-aided drafting programs,
MicroCAM maps can be enhanced to create publication quality maps.
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The program can be installed on a local-area network with student files in a
separate directory or drive providing flexibility in laboratory use.
MicroCAM offers the computer-assisted cartography student and instructor the
opportunity to create maps with the flexibility and ease of use inherent in an interactive
microcomputer system.

Designing a Map with MicroCAM
Utilizing MicroCAM to its full potential presupposes that the user has a good
grounding in cartography. Familiari ty with CAM, though not required, should assist you
in using MicroCAM.
MicroCAM creates maps based on a file of mapping commands. The
MicroCAM command set can be divided into two categories: those that set program
mapping parameters (called data words in CAM) and those that draw some feature of the
map (called command words in CAM). Command files can be created and edited in
MicroCAM' s command edit window .
I!I~EJ
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REM Albers Conic Equal. Area proj eation using HicroCAM cOJTUT\ands .:.
REM that produce the same map as ALBERS . C AM i.n the CAl-I document.CEAGEN 6378388.6356912,,29. ,30. , ,45 . ,30.
XYLIM 4. 45 ,3. 5
CETPOT 40. ", - 95.,.
MAPBOUNO 10 ., " 70. ,, ,-140 . " ,-50. I'
MAPSAL 25 000000.
STEP 0.01
PEN .5
BOXXY O. ,0. ,4.45,3.5
TEXTXY - 4.45, - 3.9,.12,O,Albers Conic Equal Area
REM Lal.oticks
LALOTICK 10.,10.,720.,720.,10.",10 . " , - 140.", - 50.
REM Coasts, Islands, Lakes

PEn 1
FEATURE 1
FEATURE
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MicroCAM Command Edit Window
MicroCAM's commands give full control over the projection, scale, region to be
mapped and features to be mapped. Over 20 projections are avai lable allowing
experimentation with varying the basic properties of the map. Projections supported by
MicroCAM include : Albers Conic Equal Area, Azimuthal Equal Area, Azimuthal
Equidistant, Bonne Equal Area, Equirectangular, Gnomonic, Hammer Equal Area,
Kavraiskiy IV Conic, Lambert Conic, Mercator, Miller Cylindrical, Mollweide, Oblique
Mercator, Orthographic, Perspective, Polyconic, Ptolomy Conic, Robinson, Sinusoidal,
Stereograph ie, Transverse Mercator, and Van der Gri nten.
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As an aid to student cartographers, MicroCAM features a Design Wizard, a stepby-step dialog that guides the user through each design step and creates a basic map to
the specifications supplied.
EJ
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After all mapping commands have been input, MicroCAM draws the map onscreen for immediate review and modification, if necessary. The map may then be
printed to any printing device installed under Windows on the host computer, from page
size black and white copies on a laser printer to poster size color copies from a plotter.
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MicroCAM Database Formats
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World Data Bank II
The basic world database files provided with MicroCAM were derived from
World Data Bank II created by the Central Intelligence Agency. Each file contains a
category of features (i.e., coastlines) for the entire world. The original data were
generalized to a level consistent with mapping at scales of I :3 ,000,000 or smaller. The
state database files were derived from US Census Bureau (USCB) boundary files. The
USCB files define each state' s perimeter boundary and its internal county boundaries.
Both sets of database files were converted for microcomputer use and placed in the
public domain by Fred Pospeschil and Antonio Rivera. The original World Data Bank II
files are very large due both to the number of points and the lengthy record structure
employed. This verbose format is impractical for microcomputer use. The basic
database files used by MicroCAM have been reduced in size by generalizing the data
and by utilizing a 6 byte binary record for each point. Geographic resolution with the
basic database is one minute of latitude or longitude.
Since the initial release of MicroCAM for DOS, Fred Pospeschil has worked
further with the full resolution World Data Bank II to create a viable data set for use on
microcomputers. The result is the packed data format. The entire World Data Bank II is
available from the Microcomputer Specialty Group of the Association of American
Geographers in this format at modest cost. The World Data Bank 11 - PC files total
about 12 megabytes of data compared to the 122 megabytes of the normal WDBII files.
MicroCAM can process these files or any user created data files in the packed format.
The resolution of the packed database file fonnat is one second allowing much larger
mapping scales than the basic database file format.
Digital Line Graph Database File Format
The u.S. Geological Survey developed and publishes geographic databases in the
digital line graph (DLG) format. Large amounts of data are available at extremely low
cost. A CDROM of the entire DLG database used for the I :2,000,000 scale national
atlas is available from the USGS for $32. It may be ordered, toll-free, by calling (800)
USAMAPS. The DLG data are supported in several formats, one of which, the
"graphic" format, is supported by MicroCAM. This simple file fornlat may be used to
create user data files for processing by MicroCAM.
Digital Chart of the World (DCW) ASCII File Format
The Defense Mapping Agency created the Digital Chart of the World (DCW)
data files from the best available I: 1,000,000 scale maps of the world. The world was
divided into 5° by 5° units called "tiles" based on the latitude and longitude of the lower
left comer of each tile. The DMA format was designed to allow maximum flexibility by
subsequent users. It is difficult to process DCW files directly because of the complex
data structure. PhD Associates Inc. has reformatted the DCW data as ASCII-format files
that fit (in compressed form) on a single CDROM. This CDROM is available at a
special educational price through the Microcomputer Specialty Group of the Association
of American Geographers.
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MicroCAM Export File Formats
MicroCAM for Windows allows maps to be saved in four export file formats:
MicroCAM (MCF), AutoCADTM (DXF), Hewlett-Packard™ Graphics Language
(HPGL) and bitmap. Files saved in these formats may be readily imported into other
applications.
The MicroCAM export format is used to save a map in a precomputed form that
may be imported (using File I Import) to restore the map more quickly than running the
map 's command file. The files are relatively small and process quickly when imported
into MicroCAM.
The AutoCADTM data exchange format (DXF) is an industry-standard, ASCII
format that is accepted by most CAD and GIS programs. Because the format is verbose
ASCII text, the files can be ~ large (multi-megabyte). DXF files are comprised of
vectors and can therefore be rescaled without loss of resolution. MicroCAM places
different colors and line styles on different layers to aid subsequent editing of the map.
Hewlett-Packard™ Graphics Language or HPGL is another industry-standard
format consisting of plotter commands. The files are ASCII, but do not contain line
breaks and are therefore difficult to edit. Many appl ications will import HPGL. Files
can be large, though generally not as large as DXF. HPGL files are comprised of
vectors and can therefore be rescaled with'out loss of resolution.
Bitmaps are standard graphics files in the Windows™ environment. Since they
are created at the resolution ofthe original image, they do not rescale well. Bitmaps can
be imported into virtually all programs that support graphics .

Acquiring MicroCAM and End-User License
This program is placed in the public domain for non-commercial purposes. It is
neither endorsed nor supported by the Department of Defense. No warranty is expressed
or liability assumed for its operation . The program may be obtained on CDROM for a
nominal cost from the Association of American Geographers (AAG) Microcomputer
Specialty Group or downloaded from:
Department of Geography and Environnlental Engineering
United States Military Academy
West Point, New York
anonymous fip site: fip.usma.edu
files are found under IG&ENE/GSLIMICROCAMIWINDOWS
World Wide Web site: http://www.dean.usma.edu/geo
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E-mail: psanders@ilstu.edu
Home page: http://www/ilstu/edu/-psanders/
Keywords: Digital Cartography; Cartography Education (basic); International

Introduction:
"Project MicroCAM" is an effort to expand and apply the core capabilities of free
MicroCAM mapping software to a worldwide audience, especially in countries and
schools where financial resttictions are delaying the entty into digital cartography.
MicroCAM software exists as both an MS-DOS program (version 4.0; 1994)
which can run (slowly) on even basic 8088 " IBM" computers, and as a Windows
program (version 1.0; 1996) which utilizes the speed of fast microcomputers. Users
should operate the Windows version if they have appropriate computer hardware. The
powerful features and background of MicroCAM are presented in this same volume of
lCA Conference Proceedings in the paper by its creator, Dr. Scott A. Loomer.
As a supplement to Loomer's work, thjs current paper focuses on five expansions
and three broad applications of MicroCAM. This is a summary of the eff0I1s of
numerous contributors to the on-going "Project MicroCAM."
Five Expansions:
Expansion A. Multi-language documentation and iIltemational Outreach:
I.
[;nglish language malerials: The creator of MicroCAM , Loomer, has
provided (I) on-diskette documentation for the DOS version of MicroCAM and (2)
context-sensitive Help for the Windows version. Beginning in 1992 and revised in 1994,
the author resttuctured Dr. Loomer' s DOS documentation into a free-to-copy printed
volume of 113 pages, Ref erence Mantlalfor MicroCAM (Anderson, I 994b ). He added
an additional 46 pages in a less technical Guide jiir (l!;ers 0fMicroCAM (Anderson,
I 994a). These two books are available from the Microcomputer Specialty Group (MSG)
of the Association of American Geographers (see "Selected Bibliography and Sources"
for address) for US$7.00 and US$S .OO, respectively.
2.
()Iher langlwKe Jo cumenlalion: ConculTently, the author has promoted
the tt'anslation of the English MicroCAM documentation into other languages . The
most up-to-date version is in French (translation by Professors Dalton London and Gary
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Whiteford in New BlUnswick, Canada). The Portuguese and Spanish versions
(translated in Rio Claro, Brazil, an<;l La Serena, Chile) are very good but less refined in
appearance and lack some updates. A summary of the software commands in Korean
was translated by Lee Hee-Yeon and Kim Min. In all cases, the materials can be freely
copied. To obtain a copy of the non-English versions, contact the author at his above
address. Translators are sought for additional languages for Project MicroCAM.
3.
Additional writings in preparation: These printed materials, although
based on the DOS version, are also quite useful when learning to use the Windows
version. As of early March 1997 (when this manuscript had to be submitted), work on
a printed vohune specific to the Windows version was just beginning. Its status will be
announced at the lCA Conference in June, and information will be available also from
the author at his address given above. Also, work on tutorials has begun. (See below.)
Expansion B. Additional line files:
MicroCAM can draw lines using files from a variety of fonnats. The expansion
is toward larger and more detailed line files . From most general to most detailed, the
current selection includes the following six sources (see sample maps). Any line set that
can be converted into one of these six formats becomes MicroCAM compatible, with
mapping precision of seconds of a degree.
l.
MWDBII (Micro World Data Bank II, a subset of WDBIl, which is a US
government database in the public domain) at 1:3 million and smaller scales. These files
can be plotted very fast on even slow microcomputers and can be controlled for five
levels of generalization. They are distributed with each copy of MicroCAM, and occupy
1.5 megabytes (unless compressed). They were prepared by Fred Pospeschil and
Antonio Rivera, with a few modifications by Loomer for MicroCAM use. (Figure 1- I).
2.
WDRfI-POI>Y (closed polygon files of MWDBII). Using the same files
as above, complete and closed polygons were created for each areal unit (countries,
states, etc.). This requires the duplication of shared borders (one in wlit A, the same one
also in unit B), but the advantage is that each unit can be identified by the computer and
be manipulated separately from the others. This work is available from the following
address: ftp ://ftp.infi.netlpub/customer/norfolklpbander/ The work was done by Paul
B. Anderson (fIiend, but no relation to the author).
3.
WDBIl-PC (almost complete WDBII in a fOImat for personal computers).
These files occupy 12 megabytes of space on nine high-density diskettes (which can be
used separately). Prepared by Fred Pospeschil, the diskettes are available from him or
the MSG (see "Bibliography and Sources" for address) for US$15.00. (Figure 1-2). The
new WDBII Relational Database offers internal "provincial" political borders (and other
features), but MicroCAM cannot cUlTently read them directly. Intentions are to have
them compatible with MicroCAM before the ICA conference (visit author' s home page).
4.
USGS f)/i; (Digital Line Graph for USA only, at 1:2 million). This entire
DLG database is available from the US Geological Survey (tel: 1-800-USA-MAPS) for
US$32.00 for a single CD-ROM. (Figure 1-3).
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Figure I-I : MWDBII Data
Note: These lines are very
adequate for small scale maps.

10 miles or 16 km.

Figure 1-3: USGS DLG Data
Note: Third line in the large rivers
is the center line of the streams
(optional to be shown).

10 miles or 16 km.

Figure 1-2: WDBll-PC Data

10 miles or 16 km.

Figure 1-4 : DCW-ASCII Data
Note: Main roads shown as dotted lines
Outline of urban areas shown as hold lines.
Positioned place names also possible.

10 miles or 16 km.

Figure I: Examples of four files of lines for use with MicroCAM. The area shows the
mouth of the Missouri River where it flows into the Mississippi River north of the St.
Louis, Missouri, USA, metropolitan area.
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5.
DCW-ASCI! (Digital Chart of the World at 1.1 million and smaller). The
original DCW on four CD-ROMs is not compatible with MicroCAM. However, the fully
detailed DCW database (in 5 by 5 degree tiles in ASCII code and without the complex original
structure) is available on a single CD-ROM from the developer, PhD Associates in Canada, and
from the MSG for the recommended educational discount price of US$120.00 (site license
available). A review of this DCW-ASCII CD-ROM was written by Anderson (1996). Note.
This database can be accessed directly and easily by the Windows version of MicroCAM, but
the DOS version requires a conversion program that is provided free with the purchase of the
CD-ROM. (An additional program called DCWmanager selects, combines from tiles, extracts,
and converts the compressed DCW files into eight fOlmats : ASCII, MicroCAM for DOS,
TORlSl, ZMAP-Plus, AutoCAD, MapInfo, and ArcView shapefile; contact the MSG).
(Figure 1-4).
6.
Other line files: Any Latitude-Longitude-based vector files in compatible
DMS (degree-minute-second) or decimal-degree fonnat can be drawn with any of the
projections, scale, and line styles of MicroCAM. Such data can originate by digitizing,
by GPS readings, or by manual entry. This pennits locally obtained digital details to be
added to base maps prepared from any of the previously mentioned sources of line files .
This can be particularly imp0l1ant in specialty mapping that digitizes additional lines.
Also, universities and agencies in developing countries can build their own data sets .

Expansion C Export of Maps:
MicroCAM can export produced maps (from any of the above named sources of
li ne files) in the fonnats of AutoCAD DXF, Drafix ASCII, HPGL, the compact
MicroCAM Exchange Fonnat (MCX) for MS-DOS users, and bitmap for MS-Windows.
The expansion is in the use of those map files with drawing programs like COREL and
Freehand and as imports into GIS progranls. (Examples are below in Figmes 2 and 3).
Expansion D. Links to databases:
Existent databases can be used to produce files that are compatible with
MicroCAM for choropleth, graduated circles, and point-specifIc-symbols maps. This
can be of particular use in low-budget situations where national and state atlases can be
prepared, possibly by students. MicroCAM accepts CHAIN, INCLUDE, and LIBRARY
commands to access data and draw maps from files created outside of MicroCAM. (See
application discussion below.)
Expansion E. Distribution via Internet WWW ftp CD-ROM and diskette copying:
The explosion of low-cost digital communication has enhanced MicroCAM ' s
usefulness. Instead of distributing fixed-image graprucs in large files, the small
command files for MicroCAM maps can be more readily distributed to people who can
all have the free-to-copy MicroCAM engine. Each recipient can easily regenerate any
map, and, if desired, can edit or expand upon the map. This sharing and adding can lead
to accumulated map sets to create digital atlases that continually grow aIld improve.
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Applications:
The core MicroCAM software plus the above mentioned expansions yield
numerous and frequently overlapping applications in both cartographic education and
production.
Application Group 1 Cartography Education. especially in Technical and PostSecondary Schools"
Being "free-to-copy" and functional on any MS-DOS or Windows microcomputer
with 8088 to Pentium chips, most monetary and license restrictions to access are
removed. Having access, students can undertake more and better assignments at their
own pace and location.
MicroCAM is well suited for the instruction of at least twelve cartography
issues, including projections, scale, generalization, line styles and weights, point symbol
styles and sizes, lettering, shading, colors, and flap separations. (See Figure 2). These
applications for learning map making can filter down into secondary and even
elementary education. For example, three basic projections plus experimentation with
scale change are appropriate cartography topics to include in mathematics and geography
B
education for young children.
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Figure 2: Examples of maps by students using MicroCAM. (Only portions are shown;
all are about 5th generation, reduced copies.)
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Application Group 2 Geography Instruction. especially in Elementary and Secondary
Education '
Geography education is enhanced when appropriate maps are available. The
simple case is to make base maps for learning place names. However, MicroCAM can
also yield many types of thematic maps to raise questions and provide answers to
geography questions. Successful instructional efforts using MicroCAM with children
age 9-12 are reported by Rivera (1997), who provides reproducible classroom projects.
Application Group 3 Map Production with MjcroCAM'
As mentioned in Expansion C above, MicroCAM users have for years produced
base maps that were passed to other programs for refmements like titling and additional
data (e.g., Figure 3a below by Nielson, 1994). MicroCAM has attracted the attention of
biologists who map the distributions of plants and animals. Angelo (1994) describes his
methodology (see sample map in Figure 3b). Lapham, et. al. (see Hill, et. aI., 1997, and
Figure 3c) uses MicroCAM to create a digital botanical atlas of the State of Kentucky,
with over 3000 taxons of plants, and tens of thousands of recorded field observations.
This procedure has been generalized for use with other databases. David A. Smith (1997
personal communication) has been mapping the locations of land snails in Indiana.
Namibia's Boundaries

~ -N'~'b.'---:

"Caprivi Strip"

Figure 3a:
Nielson, 1994.

Zambia

Angola

-

Figure 3b:
Angelo. 1994

?ambul RNer

-" '1 "''''''"

Acorous Calamus var. Americanus
Made with MicfoC&m

Equlsetum arvense

Figure 3c:
Lapham, in
Hill et.a!.
1997

Figure 3: Examples of production cartography using MicroCAM.
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Further Development of "Project MicroCAM":
The future of "Project MicroCAM" is probably bright, but rather unclear.
Because the software foundation has no commercial backing, fwther expansions and
applications are entirely subject to continued volunteer efforts and contributions such
as additional data files. However, those involved have a vision of what could happen.
That vision includes a wide variety of students and teachers using MicroCAM to
learn the fundamentals of digital cartography. Tutorial materials will be directed
toward different learning objectives and audiences. Some students, at resource-rich
universities in industrialized nations, will compare MicroCAM with sophisticated
software and use it to create base maps that are imp0!1ed into other packages.
Where resources are increasingly limited, the utility of MicroCAM becomes
h'l·eater. Even in a "single-computer" classroom, the educational value of MicroCAM
for learning about microcomputers and about cartography is clearly evident. In some
universities in developing countries, MicroCAM can update Cartography production
education by a decade or two, completely skipping over some of the expensive
photographic techniques that were common between the pen era and the digital era.
The eff0!1s to produce multi-language documentation could well 'continue for
Arabic, Chinese, Gelman, Polish, Russian, and other languages. The international role
of MicroCAM is as bright as the vision of individuals and organizations in each country.
Distance education efforts (to reach the independent learner or to link dispersed
teachers and students) are already underway. The author is involved in the Virtual
Geography Department Project, and is in the process of placing materials on the
World Wide Web (see Home Page address above for updated information). Those
materials will also be available in printed form , most likely from the Microcomputer
Specialty Group.
Project MicroCAM has room for many more contributors, be they volunteers,
govel11menl agencies, universities, or commercial entities. The Project will lIy to
provide contacts and supply information, mostly via e-mail and the Internet. Both
pal1icipants and observers can contact the author bye-mail.
Conclusion:
MicroCAM software has the capabilities and qualities to have been a commercial
product, but it has been placed generously into the public domain. But lacking any
commercial backing, MicroCAM is dependent upon its users to show its applications and
to expand its capabilities. " Project MicroCAM" provides some unofficial coordination
and encouragement to help MicroCAM reach additional users and expand its
capabilities, especially for students, schools, and production cartographers with limited
financial resources.
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EDUCA TION AND TRAINING IN CARTOGRAPHY
L. VINCENfY MTARONI
MINISTRY OF LANDS
SURVEYS AND MAPPING DIVISION (SMD)
P.O. BOX 11189 DAR ES SALAAM
FAX; 255 51 43395 IRA or 23735 (SMD).

Abstract
'Generally, everybody can draw kind of a map. Drawing a desirable map that will
meet certain society's demand on time, quality and with the technology required,
needs a more creative mind and understanding of mapping aspect, plus acceptable
level of academics. ' (CA T April 1995, workshop on National population Mapping) .
Maps are needed for making planning and management decisions. Cartography as a
discipline, requires integrated skills and dexterity of an art. A pre-requisites and
necessary condition of modem Cartographer is to have ability to exploit and develop
technology in hand . Development in mapping requires a reliable structure of education
and training from the grassroots to the levels of professional. In Tanzania this system
is not very well developed. Cartographers were trained purposely for employment from
single existing Cartographic training Institute at Tabora since 1989. It is recorded by
the Institute that, over 600 Cartographers were trained since the Independence 1961.
Today, two years certificate or Ordinary Diploma in Cartography is offered locally.
Since 1992 employment for Cartographers ceased to almost zero, while training
increased arithmetically. There is no even a single PC till today at the sole Tabora
Institute.
Lack of conducive infrastructures for Technology innovation plus isolated systems of
education and training, created a kind of centralised mapping in Tanzania. No direct
connection to higher learning's for Cartographers. Low academic level and age limits
dominates Tanzanian Cartographers. Becoming future professionals, is almost
inevitable under the present system. Cartographers of this Country fall by 100% in the
technicians class, (ref. diag. 3). Mapping sector in Tanzania is fastly improving with
modern technology. CAT surveys 1996 has noted that, only 2.5% of the employed
Cartographers are accessed to di gital mapping at Surveys and Mapping Division
(SMD). Of all the Tanzania Cartographers, 35% are computer literates and only l.33%
are University graduates of the Cartographic related fields. Either, many Cartographers
in Tanzania are now changing there profession to other fields, which are thought to
have better future . One of the future problems of the mapping sector in Tanzania as
seen here is the lack of dynamic or intergrated manpower and training infrustractures.
Two agenda should be tabled now as suggested by CAT 1997. The review of present
structure of education and training of Cartographers in Tanzania, and formulation of
sustainable schemes of service that will lead to professionalism towards the year 2000.
·CA T...Cartographic Assoc iation of Tanzania.
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* SMD ... (Surveys and Mapping Division)

Introduction:
Background Cartography in Tanzania.
During the world war I in 1914, the British period in Tanganyika, maps became
important and the necessity to have skilled map makers arose. At the time of World
war II in 1945, maps importance accelerated, brought in the need to increase number
and skills of map makers. Alternative training, were on job programmes at the
' Casino ' building in Dar es Salaam Tanzania. Today, Casino building is still under the
use by Cartographers for maps design and construction work. Cartographers of
Tanzania were first led by British Man entitled as "Commissioner of mapping" . He
was followed by series of Tanzanian leaders, who were, and who are still entitled as
Chief Cartographer. Most of these 'Chiefs' were purely technicians and some of them
surveyors. No a defined structure under the existing scheme of service that can create
professional Cartographers from the existing cadre. In trying to create high level
manpower, SMD administration is recruiting some of its Land Surveyors in the
International Cartographic Istitutions, who will fill this gape. There are very few
Cartographers in Tanzania who can meet the entry requirements at the International
Cartographic Training Institutions for high l ev~l manpower.
Existing situation in Tanzania.
Until the year 1996, there was neither a single Personal Computer nor even a mini
laboratory at the local Cartographic Training In s~i tute Tabora in Tanzania. Students at
this local Institute learn more about Modem Mapping techniques, but it is very
difficult for them to practice on what learned because no practical equipments . This
form of training has basically weakened Tanzanian graduates. It has created a
separation between academic understanding and application capabilities. Tanzania
Cartographers are by 100% recognised as Technicians (ref.diag 3), mindless of how
old/experienced they are. (see diag. I). Employment of Cartographers in Tanzania
became very difficult since 1992 and today zero level of employment, (ref.diag.4).
Implementation of the Civil Service Reform Programme by the Government of the
United Republic of Tanzania, has created more critical situation to Cartographers.
Many Cartographers lost their job compulsorly, can hardly sustain there life, or be
absorbed outside the public sector of employment today. They have only certificates
and don ' t professional registration/recognition .

DISCUSSIONS:

General Overviews.
It is not very well described about when mapping started in Tanzania. There is no a
defined base which can fully sustain mapping requirements in Africa today. Some
countries in this continent are far much better of their mapping sectors than others but
many are still depending on foreign scholarships to get their Cartographers upgraded
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GRAPHICAL PRESENTATIONS OF THE TANZANIA CARTOGRAPHERS STA NDING.(1997)
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from the developed world. Nigeria and S. Africa as an example, are considered to
have much better mapping system than other African countries. (Isaac A. Adelemo and
Oleyinka Balogum 1986). In Tanzania, mapping system is not yet very well developed
as in these countries. It is now taking off due to the emergency of Remote Sensing
technology and Digital mapping. Very few 3rd World countries have well established
Institutions for Cartographic training to the University levels. In Tanzania the
University of Dar es Salaam for example, Cartography is offered as theoretical
introductory course for about two weeks only. (ref. University syllabus B.A Geography
Degree). Lack of Cartography lecturers/Instructors may be one of the main reasons for
this. Importancy of Cartography in Tanzania was not very clear until the time of the
war with U ganda-(Idd Amin Dada 1979-80). Maps became a necessary tool this time
for the defeating of the enemy. Many Cartographers in Tanzania know better on how
to do it but it is difficult for them to tell why to do it. Lack of sufficient academic
qualifications and poor professional backgrounds remained for long as Cartographers
bottlenecks.
Rationality of Cartographers in Tanzania
In 1997 where the population of Tanzania is estimated to be over 30 million people as
referred to Tanzania Bureau of statistics, 1988 - Census, there is no a pure graduate in
cartography. Over 92% of the employed Cartographers by the Ministry of Lands
qualifY as an Ordinary level graduates of secondary education with either, certificate or
some kind of Diploma in Cartography. (ref. Min. of Lands public employees census1996), and also ref. dig 2). With these kind of qualifications it has been very difficult
to break through for higher learning in Cartography or to pursue related degree studies
in this field (ref. Chart!). Research done by CAT member in form of questionnaires
between 1995-96 showed that, over 47% of all Tanzania Cartographers are employed
at the headquarter Dar es Salaam. (see dig). Cadastral works occupy over 80% of the
employed Cartographers in Tanzania. System of mapping in Tanzania is very
centralized. Recently, there has been a proposal to decentralize large scale, medium,
small, and specialised maps to Regional land District levels. There are over 300
professionals of other fields in the Public sector, doing Cartographic works while
employed as Foresters, Statisticians, Geologists, Surveyors, Photogrammetrists, etc.
(CAT Surveys 1996).
Why Qualified map makers are essential in Tanzania (A review).
Over 15 to 20 years past, lack of proper maps has lead this country to poor
infrastructures in almost all the Urban place in Tanzania. (SDP report 1995). Colonial
master plans of before and after the Independence 1961, are no longer valid today.
Environment changes and the impact of the social Economic activities on the land,
brought in a lot of negative and positive effects. Dar es Salaam City in Tanzania, is
potentially the main Engi ne of socio-economic growth in Tanzania.
With an
estimated popUlation of 2.5 to 3 million people and a growth rate of 8% per annum, is
not yet well mapped, (SDP 1996). Existing land cover and settlement distribution
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maps goes back to 1992 data only. It is only after the implementation of the FRMP
programme, since 1994, Tanzania is expecting to have first rated map this year from
1995/96 satellite imagery (TM data sources). Dar es Salaam, is one of the fastest
growing Cities in Sub-Saharan Africa, and this growth has great impact under the
Economic opportunities of urban population. Policy making and proper planning for
the settlement pattern, infrastructures, waste disposal management systems and
general environmental monitoring, are based on reliable maps of th e City. As there
are no mult-disciplinary map makers, it has been di fficult to implement National
resources Development plans. The squeezed Government funds, and the increased
bureaucracy in most 3rd Worlds, are the main bottlenecks of the training programmes.
There has been a quite good written text and speeches in Tanzania given concerning
the environmental strategies in the Urban and Rural areas, (Ref. NEMC 1995/6 and
WCST sept.J996, No.15). Very little is practically implemented compared to
theoretical pressures. Many projects done in most 3rd Worlds are not properly
evaluated at the end because, no analysis tool such as maps. what matter is not how
much successive the project has been but how much people gained at personal level.
The emergency of free market or trade liberalisation policy in Tanzania, since 1993,
has brought in a very low quality maps.(CA T 1995). Maps produced by local private
Organisations such as '(BP map of Tanzania) by Mshasha Enterprises,' Tanzania
Tourist map by (TIC Ltd. 1996), (Dar City Guide map) by Allied map makers, etc,
are typical example of the professional abasement. These maps are not properly
examined and even commented upon. They exist at individual level of decision right
from designing to the final outputs, and are purely business oriented. Apart from the
fact that maps are so potential, dangerous and usefitl , the awareness that they can sell
or soil the Country is negligible. Lack of competent and confident Cartographers to
express the observed shortages gave the room for preparation of more poor maps .
CAT believe that, things are changing and may be in not long time the system will
begin to solve this problem. Bringing together experts in the field of mapping at
Seminar and sharing informati on about the new mapping technology which w ill
ed ucate Tanzanians may be one of the immediate solutions . But without wi llingness of
Cartographers to change and go for quality professional in mapp ing, the present
situation will remain for long. What required is for the Cartographers to deve lop from
what they have by stepping up under the organised NGO-bodies such as CAT, which
are less attached to the existing systems. That's why it has been very dificult to write
this paper as there are very few or almost none of Cartographic reference texts
Cartographers of Tanzan ia believes that, the best way to develop is through sharing
ideas and be ready to learn.
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CONCLUSION:
It was not until nineteen years after Independence, that's when a confined Cartographic
training Institute in Tanzania was established. Draftsman of that time were trained
from abroad, and some in-house, with the objective of Labour or Manpower
production to take over colonial positions . About 41 % of the employed Cartographers
today as noted by (CAT Surveys 1996), got their training locally under this system.
This kind of training which is seen in many countries in the earlier stages, is what has
brought about the existing cadre of Cartographers in Tanzania and most of third
World countries. Cartography, as an old profession in Tanzania and world wide, is
paradoxically slow starter as an academic discipline. It is fast and dynamic
technologically but slow in the development of its professionals. In Tanzania and
many countries, nowadays academic qualifications matters great in securing jobs and
Most academic programmes leading to
gaining professional recogmtlOn.
diplomas/degrees in cartography world wide are not very well linked. Certificate and
some kind of Diploma levels of training, are the dominant professional qualifications
in the third world Cartographic Institutes. This trend, is what has resulted to
unstructured professionalism and locked academics for Cartographers. In Tanzania,
Cartographers have long experience with acceptable skills under traditional systems of
map production . Very good maps from the SMD archive can be found today with high
quality, although extra copies can hardly be made. Digital Cartography is taking over
the traditional Cartography greatly in this country. Technology transfer in mapping via
abroad training and involvement of local Cartographers in mapping projects, is one of
the very positive approaches of generating experts in this field. We believe that the
situation in Tanzania will change as the society becomes more literate.
As more maps are needed to sort things out and create order on the land in Tanzania,
it will require very integrated cartographers to take over the already installed
technology. The changing of ' draftsman or technicians ' to real Cartographers is what
should be done now. That's why a necessity to have a revised training modals for
Cartographers is essential in Tanzania. Specialised drafting skills are not sufficient for
the ' take off towards 2 1st century of Science and Technology. Development in
mapping sector wi ll lead to production of reliable and up to date maps . Meeting the
decision makers, planners and politicians demand of planing tool, is one of basic
tasks ahead . CAT as a Non Governmental Organisation (NGO), believes that, 'without
proper and reliable maps in the planning process, the Nation is as good as lost'.
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SUGGESTIONS

* Further research is required in the field of cartography. Finding out the relationship
between capabilities and possibilities to advance in this field.
* Revision to the basic needs of 3rd world Cartographers in the International
Institution is required. Generating High level-mcr.power for planning and decision
making in the mapping sector of the 3rd World.
* Formulation of teaching packages (soft and hard copies), by Developed Cartographic
Institutions/countries, to 3rd worlds which will enable teaching in form of seminar
and/or conferences at local stations. This is one of the low cost operations which
requires few training experts.
* Introduction of open scholarships/travel awards to 3rd World Cartographers, (using
the system like the one used by ICC97 Stockholm).
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EVALUATION OF LOGICAL CONSISTENCY IN SPATIAL
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Introduction
Nowadays many types of infonnation systems, such as: geographic infonnation systems,
navigation systems and CAD/CAM systems, are based on spatial databases. Since many
applications require data sets from different sources with different degrees of reliability,
users need to evaluate the quality of data sets in order to differentiate between data sets
produced by several suppliers and with different prices. Quality of geographic data sets
is described by several items called quality elements [Guptill and Morrison 95]. Users
demand indicators and methods to assess each one of the quality elements.
Consistencyl is considered as a major benefit of integrating data in databases and GISs.
Therefore, metrics for quantifying and methods to test and represent logical consistency
in a database are necessary. When a GIS application involves analyzing a collection of
data sets, the quality of each provided data set has to be considered. Logical consistency
of data sets used in applications should not only be checked on each single data set, it also
should be checked on the integration of data sets together.
Fonnerly, users of geographic data would focus on the price, positional accuracy or scale
of the data to assess the fitness of a data set. Nowadays, investigations on technical
specifications of geographic data sets as quality elements attract more attention. Different
organizations - such as: CENffC 287, lSOffC 211 and lCA Commission on Spatial Data
Quality - are giving attention to the specifications of methods to evaluate and represent
quality of geographic data.
Consistency in spatial databases has been treated mostly by reference to topological
relations or by referring to data models. Hadzilacos and Tryfona [Hadzilacos and Tryfona
92] propose a way of presenting topological consistency constraints in spatial data bases.
Egenhofer and Sharma [Egenhofer and Sharma 92] introduce a way to evaluate
consistency in topological relations between spatial objects by considering their
composition. Kufoniyi et at. [Kufoniyi et at. 94] denote a general set of constraints for the
cellular model with graph structure and actions to resolve violations. Kainz [Kainz 95]
gives a brief comprehensive collection of the concepts related to consistency in spatial
databases, by considering data models and spatial relations. Ubeda and Servigne [Ubeda
and Servigne 96] introduce two sets of constraints for spatial objects independent of the
data model. Then, they map these constraints to several data models.

I
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Consistency and integrity are considered to be the same in this text.

Measmement and presentation of logical consistency is another dimension of this issue.
The Federal Geographic Data Committee of United States considered the verbal
consistency report as a component of data quality meta data [FGDC 94). Smith et al.
[Smith et al. 95] offer guidelines to establish metrics to measme quality. The draft CEN
standard [CEN 96] on spatial data quality presents a model for consistency assessment
and it is based on counting violations of consistency constraints and expressing by
percentages.

Spatial Relations
As GISs are developing, their concern is no longer just visualization of spatial data.
Spatial relations between objects are suitable featmes to support new concerns of GISs.
Nowadays, GISs are supposed to handle spatial queries and deal with decision making
processes. Storing explicit data about spatial relationships between objects together with
positional data in a spatial database has several applications and advantages, such as:
• Making queries: GIS queries are mostly based on spatial relations to describe
constraints about spatial objects [Egenhofer and Franzosa 91).
• Optimizing queries: Processing spatial queries in such databases can be done more
efficiently by optimizing the queries [Clementini et al. 93, Egenhofer and Sharma 92).
• Detecting inconsistencies: Spatial relations can be applied to detect inconsistencies in
spatial data collections [Kufoniyi 94, Egenhofer and Sharma 92).
• Supporting qualitative data: Using spatial relations enables spatial databases to store
data about the objects independent of their geometry. It also allows spatial databases
to support partial and imprecise information [Sharma et at. 94).
Several publications assign spatial relations to three categories:
If1ii'M etric relations: referring to distance and direction. Metric relations are powerful
search constraints for making queries in spatial databases. Several studies have been done
on cardinal directions, qualitative distances and their applications and properties [Frank
91 , Hernandez 94, Peuquet and Xi-Xiang 87].
If1ii'Topological relations: invariant under topological transformations such as, scaling and
rotation. Examples of this type of relation include inside, disjoint and overlap. Several
investigations have been done in this area to determine a formal set of topological spatial
relations, in the continuous domain (vector data model) [Clementini et at. 93, Egenhofer
and Franzosa 91 , Egenhofer and Herring 91] and the discrete domain (raster data model)
[Egenhofer and Sharma 93, Winter 95].
If1ii'Order relations: concerning partial and total order of spatial objects such as, belonging
to, being part of, and in front of. The main consideration in this area was done by Kainz
[Kainz 88]. A formal descliption of spatial relations based on mathematical theory of
order is introduced by Kainz et al. [Kainz et at. 93].

Logical Consistency in Spatial Databases
Consistency in a data set refers to absence of the conflict in the data set, and it is usually
examined by consistency constraints.
A state constraint I' is a boolean function [Grefen 92]: I' : Uv - boolean.
Consistency constraints are the expressions of some semantic conditions that must be
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preserved in a database. A set of consistency constraints can be applied to a database
when it is in a stable state. A database is in consistent state if all the data objects stored
in the database, obey all the consistency constraints defined on the database [u-zsu 94].
Therefore, consistency of a data set refers to a set of consistency constraints, and it cannot
be defmed as independent of a set of constraints.
Consistency Constraints According to Geometric Data Model
Topological models used for representation of spatial objects contribute in defming
consistency constraints. Examples of this type of consistency constraint using cell
complexes [Cobert 85] with graph structure for two dimensional domain are such as
[Molenaar el al. 94, Kainz 95] :
-Every I-cell has two O-cells (every arc has two boundaries or nodes).
-Every I-cell has two 2-cells (every arc has two co-boundaries or areas).
-Every 2-cell is surrounded by a cycle of I-cells and O-cells (polygon chaining).
-Every O-cell is surrounded by a cycle of I-cells and 2-cells (node chaining).
-There is no intersection of I-cells that is not a O-cell (two arcs should not intersect but
in a node).
-Euler equality:
Number of 2-cells (faces)+ Number ~f O-cells (nodes) = Number of I-cells (arcs)+ E
(E is equal to 2 if the background region is counted as a face, otherwise E is equal to 1)
-A O-cell with degree 2 is an unnecessary node (violatable rule).
The simplicial approach has different sets of consistency constraints such as [Egenhofer
el al. 90] :

-The number offaces of dimension p for each k-sirnplex is: (:::)
-The Euler equality constraint should be satisfied in this mode, too
This type of consistency constraint may change from one data set to another according to
geometric data model.
Consistency Constraints According to Spatial Relations
In a spatial information system, storing explicit spatial relations not only helps in analysis
of spatial data, it is also an important feature to examine consistency in spatial data.
Properties of each type of spatial relation can help to establish a set of consistency
constraints. For instance: the converse of spatial relation rl(A,B) must be a particular
relation rl B,A). Examples of converse spatial relations are shown in Table 1.
Two binary spatial relations may be combined into a single relation or into a particular
set of relations. The composition of two known relations rl(A,B) and r2(B,C) conclude a
. relation r3(A,C):
r l(A,B)e rz(B,C)- r3(A,C)
If all three relations r l, r 2, r3 are explicitly stored in a database, composition ofr l and rz
should agree with the explicit value stored in the database. Composition of spatial
relations is not a total function . In other words, the composition of two relations is not a
unique relation and it may determine a set of relations or conclude no spatial relation.
The composition of cardinal direction relations is discussed by Frank [Frank 91]. He
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treated the composition of
Converse of each qual~ative
Each cardinal direction has a
both the triangular model
semantic converse (notdistance relation in an
symmetric) [Peuquet 87):
Euclidian
homogeneous
and the half-planes model.
space is the relation ~elf
North(A,B)=South(B,A)
The result of his work for
(symmetric):
granularity level eight is
Far(A,B)=Far(B,A)
shown in Tables 2 and 3.
Converse of an order relation
Some topological relations
Hernandez
et
at.
is defined by ~ dual (antiare symmetric and some are
[Hernandez et al. 95]
symmetric):
not:
presented composition of
Overlap(A,B)=Overlap(B,A)
In_front_of(A,B)=Behind(B,A)
Inside(A,B)=Contains(B,A)
qualitative distances for:
monotonically increasing
ranges, range restriction, Table I - Examples ofconverse spatial relations fo r each type.
and range restriction with
absorption rule. They also consider the orientation of distances for each of three cases i.e., the orientation of B with respect to A, either is the same or the opposite of, the
direction of C with respect to B. The composition of distances for range restriction
structure by considering absorption property with granularity level five is shown in Tables
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4 and 5 [Hernandez el at. 95]. Tables 2 to 5 illustrate that both composition of cardinal
directions and qualitative distances are transitive.
Egenhofer and Sharma [Egenhofer and Sharma 92] illustrate the composition of
topological relations between regions according to the 4-intersection approach (Table 6).
They concentrate on consistency in composition of topological relations.
Consistency Constraints According to Semantic.of Objects
Consistency constraints may be extracted from application enterprise or object properties.
As an example, a forest region cannot overlap a lake. These constraints are established
according to the semantic of objects not their spatial properties. Consequently, this
category of constraint not only deals with the spatial component of an object but also
deals with theme and time components of an object. These constraints should be extracted
during analysis of the system and specified by a formalism during the design process.
Consistency among the constraints extracted from the application is an important issue to
consider in this category of constraint.
Consistency Between Multiple Representations
In GISs a spatial object can be represented in several different ways according to the user
needs [Egenhofer et at. 94]. Generalization of maps in different scales is one example of
multiple representation of objects. Preserving the consistency between the redundant
representations of objects is a matter that can be taken care of, by using any of the abovementioned type of constraint.

Measuring Logical Consistency in Spatial Relations
There are models introduced to measure and represent some of the quality elements.
Measuring errors for representing the quality of spatial data is common. For instance,
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positional errors are categorized in tlrree types: gross errors, systematic errors and random
errors [Molenaar 91). Different models are used to deal with each type of positional error.
The random error is a quality measure for positional accuracy. As an example, a statistical
model based on the normal distribution is conventionally used to deal with random errors.
A standard model should allow both the user and the producer of a data set to
communicate in known terms [Smith et al. 95). The verbal report on logical consistency
of spatial data [FGDC 94] is not an efficient way of presenting or comparing logical
consistencies in spatial data sets. A quantitative standard model is required to compare
consistency in one spatial data set with another.
For standardization of measuring the quality of spatial data, two approaches are
mentioned by Smith el al. [Smith el al. 95]:
-a prescriptive model: all the details for the evaluation are specified by the standard
method,
-a flexible model: more parameters are defined to be set by the user according to the
appbcation.
Referring to a set of constraints is inevitable for evaluation of consistency. First, though,
the user has to define a set of constraints to assess consistency. The next parameter to be
considered is the number of violations of a particular constraint (vJ Counting the number
of violations for each constraint would be the first step for measurement of consistency.
To normabze this parameter, one may divide the number of violations by the total number
oftirnes (whether it was violated or not) that the constraint was checked (c,).
Another parameter to be looked at is the definiteness of a constraint. It can be considered
as a weight coefficient (11';), defined by the user, and applied to the normalized violation
parameter. This parameter represents the importance of the consistency constraint for the
user or application. The following formula gives a value by considering the
aforementioned parameters (1):
l: w;(v/c,)

c ,-1

(I)

l: w,
i-1

The importance of the objects checked by the constraint is also a criterion to consider. It
can be related to the type of object (i.e., object class or layer), or to the spatial position
of the object. Considering the importance of an object makes the problem more
complicated, as following :

c;

"

l: w,-N;
i- I

l:

W/ IJ

·-_1_ _
N; ,_

,

l: w;
j-l

"

(II)

,

l: w .
j-I

IJ: Boolean function for constraint i, OCCUITence j (1;;; {O if true; I if false} ).
w}: Weight for the particular OCCUITence of the constraint (this parameter can be evaluated
by a function, according to object class or object position or any other user interest). If
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one assigns equal values to W j in (II) the result is the same formula in (I).
When several constraints related to a particular object are violated, one may consider that
object as an erroneous object and reduce its importance. The way a constraint is violated
is another criterion in evaluation of consistency. One may consider a weight for violation
of a constraint depends on how critical it is violated. As an example, if the converse of a
disjoint relation is not disjoint in a spatial database, then consistency is violated.
Nevertheless, the converse relation can be recorded as meet or contained. The similarity
between disjoint and meet relations is more than similarity between disjoint and
contained.
Consistency is a value measured for a whole data set. Inserting or removing objects
to/from a data set influences the result of consistency measurement. A data set containing
a few objects may be 100 percent consistent but a more complete data set of the same area
may have some inconsistencies. Therefore, completeness is a quality element that has to
be considered along with consistency. These two elements of spatial data quality are
interrelated.
Another important factor is the type of consistency constraint. If a data set is not
consistent according to the data model constraints then it will not be consistent according
to the semantic constraints. Performing consistency checks for semantic constraints may
not even be possible. For instance, if the boundary of a region is not closed then the
relation between that object with another object will not make sense. Another example,
when the relations between spatial objects (independent of their semantics) are
inconsistent, then checks on semantic constraints will not necessarily show any
consistency.
Therefore, employing a policy to apply the constraints is required. This can be done by
preparing different sets of constraints according to their priority and then applying them
in sequence. If the measured consistency in one set is very low, then it means that
checking the next set of constraints does not make sense.

Summary and Conclusion
After development of earlier database systems (particularly relational databases),
consistency was considered as an important issue and some investigations have been done
in this field. Many commercial database management systems are offering features to deal
with consistency and it is done usually by programming. Since GISs deal with a collection
of data from different sources, consistency as an element of quality in spatial databases
has been taken into account. There is not yet any formalism for defmition of consistency
in different aspects of spatial databases.
A set of factors are discussed in this paper to evaluate static consistency in a spatial
database. The result of such an evaluation should be reported by indicating:
1- set of constraints (1' ),
2- definiteness value for each constraint (11',),
3- defmition of W function (if used),
4- completeness of the data set.
This set of factors provides the flexibility in assessment according to the user's
perspective and they require more elaboration.
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MORPHOTECTONIC MAPPING AND HYDROLOGICAL
APPLICATION IN WEST FRONT OF HELAN MOUNTAINS,
INNER MONGOLIA, CHINA
You li Li lingchun Yang
Department of Geography, Peking University, Beijing 100871 , P.R.China

Introduction
The Helan Mountains, trending N-S, is located in the middle of northern China. The
precipitation, decreased westward, is 400 mmlyr in the east part of the Helan Mountains, and
under 150 mm/yr in the Tenggeli Deserts. Water resource is a main limitation to human
activities in this area. Since early 1970s, groundwater has been used to irrigate opened up
lands in the west front of the Helan Mountain. At the beginning, two irrigation areas in this
area were called the "pearls on desert" because of the high harvest. But the quality of
groundwater and soils was getting worse, and the agriculture products decreased in early
1980s.
This research is a part of a project named Research on Hydrogeology and Groundwater
Management in Yaoba Irrigation Area. Based on interpretation of the aerophotographs, fie ld
works and drills analyses, we have studied the neotectonics, geomorphology,. Quaternary
sediments and their affects on .groundwater resource, and finished a geomorphologic map,
and provided fundamental data for the research on quality and quantity changes of
groundwater in this area.

Geological setting
Tectonically, this area is located in the southeast of the Alashan-lilantai faulted basin
which greatly fau lted down in the beginning of the Tertiary. Affected by movement of the
Pacific Plate and the uplift of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, a dextral extension developed in this
area(Ma, 1987). There are two trending E-W faults in the both north and south ends of this
area, and other three trending N-S faults between and vertical to them(Fig. 1).
The Bayanhaote fau lt, the middle one of the N-N trending faults, is a clear linear trace on
the aerbphotograph. The Chahaer and Guanlaoba basins are on the east and the Zhuoertao
uplifted tableland on the west of the Bayanhaote fault in north of this area. Along the south
part of the Bayanhaote fau lt, the east block is the uplifted tableland in front of the Helan
mountains, the west block is the Yaoba Quaternary basin. The fault formed a clear scarp in
the front of the tableland. Rivers spread and form small fans across the fault and are dextrally
offset.
Because the Bayanhaote fault is a right lateral slipping fault, and it is limited by two faults
in both ends, the different areas on both side of the fau lt have different stress and strain
condition. The area in the front of the block moving direction has been compressed and uplift,
while the areas in the back of the moving direction extended and depressed.
The Pre-Cenozo ic strata are mainly distributed in the Helan Mountains. The Pre-Sinian strata
are gneisses, quartzites, quartz schists and siliceous limestones. The Cambrian system is
composed of sandy shales and limestones. The Ordovician system is dolostones, limestones
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and sandstones. The Carboniferous system is quartzose sandstones, quartzites and shales
interbedded with seams. The Permian system is shales, quartzose sandstones interbedded with
shales and muldstones. The Triassic system and Jurassic system are quartzose sandstones and
conglomerates. The Cretaceous system is alluvial and lacustrine reddish conglomerates and
peli tic sil tstones. There are also Paleozo ic and Mesozoic granites distributed in the Helan
Mountains.
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The Cenozo ic deposition begun in the Eocene epoch. The Eocene series, over 700 m thick,
are reddish conglomerates interbedd ing with pelitic siltstones, containing thin gypsum layers .
They are alluvia l fan deposits and fan marginal lake sediments. The O ligocene series are
conglomerates, sandstones, pelitic sandstones and mudstones. The Pliocene series are
conglomerates, sandstones and mudstones. The grain sizes of the Tertiary sediments are
getting smaller fro m the east to the west. The Quaternary deposits are distributed in the
depression basins and on the surfaces of tableland in front of the Helan Mountains. They are
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mainly poorly sorted and subangular gravels, sands and sandy clays. The Late Pleistocene
eolian sediments, distributed in Chahaer basin and Yaoba basin, are acti ve, semi-fixed and
fixed dunes. There are some lakes in the basins and between dunes, filled with grey silt clay
and silt, interbedding with gypsums, mirabilites and salts.

Classification of landforms
Geomorphologic maps belong to the group of thematic maps, its aim is to investigate the
morphology, genesis and age of the relief. Geomorphologic classification is the foundat ion of
the mapping even though the principles of geomorpho logic classification are still not
generally agreed and much further work remains to be done(Demek,1972; Demek and
Embleton,1978; Yin et al. ,1992). We divided the landform into geomorphic units according
to the tectonic, and then divided the landform into different types according the external
agents and forms. These units and types are the main content of our geomorpho logic map.
Geomorphic units
According to tectonics, lithology and forms , the landforms in this area can be divided into
three units, faulted uplift bedrock mountains, arched and faulted uplift tablelands and
depression basins. These units can be divided further.

Falliled bedrock mounlains(1)
The Helan Mountain, elevated 1500-3500 m above sea level, is a faulted bedrock mountain
controlled by two normal fau lts trending nearl y N-S in both sides(Yan'g et aI. , 1985). It is
composed of the Sinsan, Can1brian, Ordovician and Triassic sedimentary beds and Pre-Sinian
metamorphic rocks. Accord ing to lithology, the Helan mountain can be divided into three
sub-units: clastic rock mountain area(I1) , crystall ine rock mountain area (12) and limestone
mountain area(I3).
The clastic rock mountain areas(I1), di stributed in the middle of the Helan mountain, are
mainly composed of the Corboniferous, Triassic and Jurassic sandstones, conglomerates and
shales. their elevations are 2000-3500 m above the sea level, relative heights are about 1500
m. Crystalline rock mountain areas(I2) are mainly distributed in the n0l1h of the Helan
mountains, their elevations are 1600-3200 m. The limestone mountain areas (13) are mainly
distributed in the south of the Helan mountain, and in the east of Taerling and Yikeer in the
north part of the Helan mountain. They are composed of the Sinian, Cambri an ,Ordovician
limeatones and dolostones. The elevations of them are 1500-2700 m. The processes of surface
water and groundwater formed Karst form s in this part of mountains during the long
geological hi story .
Uplifted lablelands(II)
The arch-faulted tableland is located in the northwest of this area, its elevation is 12301390 m above sea leve l. The basement of the tab leland is the Tertiary reddish sandstones and
mudstones which formed a anticline trending E-W. The Oligocene is out cropping in the ax ial
part of the anticline. Toward to the south, west and north , the Pliocene series and Pleistocene
series outcropped in order.
The faulted tableland is located in the southeast of this area. ' Three geomorpholog ic
surfaces with different height developed on this tableland. The highest surfaces, 50-80 m in
height, distributed near the Helan mountain, expresses as similar height bed rock hill s with
alluvial gravels on some of them. The middle surfaces, 20-30 m in height, down cut by west
flowing valleys, express as flat top ridges which are composed of the Cretaceous and Tertiary
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strata in the down part and the Quaternary alluvial gravels on top. The lowest surfaces, 7-10
m high, mainly distributed in the west part of the tableland and inset in the higher surfaces,
are surfaces of alluvial terraces which are composed of late Pleistocene and Holocene alluvial
gravels.

Qllalernmy sedimenlmy basins(III)
The Chahaer basin and the Yaoba basin are the two Quaternary sedimentary basin in this
area. The Chahaer basin, located in the north part in the front of the Helan mountain, is a
faults controlled depression. A horst trending nearly E- W divided the basin into two parts,
Chahaer basin and the Guanlaoba basin. The basement of the basins is Tertiary system which
was affected by faults trending S-N, formed steps down westward. The Quaternary deposits,
affected by the relief of the basement, are getting thicker westward with a thickness over 200
m in the de po center of the Chahaer basin, and over 100 m in the depocenter of the Guanlaoba
basin. The horst, between the Chahaer and Guanlaoba basins, controlled by two normal fault
in south and north, with thin (20 m) Quaternary deposits on it, is not only a division of
surface water, but also is the groundwater barrier between the two basins.
The Yaoba Quaternary sedimentary basin is located in the southwest of this area. Present
alluvial fans developed in the east part of this basin. The around side of the basin is sli ghtly
hi gher. The Taosu Lake in the southwest corner in the lowest part of thi s basin. The basement
of the basin is Tertiary systems. The Quaternary sediment is 226 m thick in the depocenter.
Geomorphic types

Alluvial landforms
The alluvial fans are the main type of the alluvial landforms in thi s area. They are relative
small because that the catclm1ent basins in the Helan mountain are mall and that the
precipitation is low(200-400 mm/ yr). Affected by the neotectonics, old alluvial fans were
uplift, formed alluvial surfaces in the tableland, and new alluvial fans mi grated westward
gradually and inset in the old fan s.
Paleao-channels are other special features in the south of the arch-faulted tableland. They
are trending to the northwest, 250-500 m in width, over lOin depth each, and have a total
width of 10 km. The alluvial sediments in the paleao-channels are tens meters in thickness.
These channels were the courses of river rose in the Helan mountain, became beheaded rivers
because of the activities of the Bayanhaote fault. and the uplift of the tableland.
Eolian landforms
The eolian landforms are we ll developed in this area. Semi-fixed large transverse dunes are
distributed in margin of alluvial fans in the southwest, where groundwater is shall ow and
there are grasses and brushes. They are developed from crescentic dunes and formed large
co mpl ex dunes vertical to the wind direction. Small longitudinal dunes are distributed in the
so utheast of the Zhuoertao-S umutu , and are parallel to the wind direction. Transverse
crescenti c dunes are distributed in the vicinity of Chahaer and Guanlaoba basins, and are
trending NE-SW, 10-15 m tall. Fuljes are developed among the dunes. Small lakes developed
in the center of the fuljes . The sandplains, di stributed in the west of Namazhaer and Majuan,
are formed by sands transported by wind and deposited in the grass plain. Usually there are
small sand dunes developed on the sand plains.
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Glacial landforms
The glacial landforms are distributed above 2500 m in the Helan Mountains. Cirques
around Beisikou are about 300 m long, 250 m wide, open to the west. There are riegels in the
mouth of the cirques with heights of 10-15 m.
Karst landforms
The Karst landforms are mainly karst caves in the soluble rock(limestones and dolostones).
They are mainly distributed in the Helan mountains. In the east of the Taerling there are three
layers of caves with different elevations.

Groundwater zoning
According to the Geomorphologic units and types, we divided this area into 5 groundwater
districts(Fig. 1).
Quaternary sedimentary basin pore water area
The basements of the basins are Tertiary mudstone and cemented sandstones which are
watertight strata. The Quaternary sediments are very thick in the Chahaer, Guablaoba and
Yaoba basins. They are alluvial gravels and sands, with large voids which are advantageous
to groundwater migration and concentration. The middle part of the early Pleistocene and
middle Pleistocene alluvial fans, and the head of the late Pleistocene fans are located in the
west of the Bayanhaote fault, so from down to up, the aquifer is very thick and coarse grained
with large pores.
The alluvial fans changed scales periodically during the middle Pleistocene, which caused
the sediments have rhythmic succession. The fine-grained layers are relative water proof
strata, between two fine-grained layers, groundwater can be confined in the middle part of the
Yaoba basin.
In the west part of the Yaoba basin, the groundwater level is shallow. Because it is near the
desert in the west, if the groundwater is overused, the high mineral content surface water and
groundwater will flow into these area because of the drawdown cones, and caused the quality
of grounder water getting worse.
The Chahaer basin is open to the north, its basement is stepping down from the east to the
west because a series faults ' activities. Because of the blocking of the uplifted tableland in the
west, the rivers rising in the Helan mountains turn to north, and the alluvial fan marginal
deposits are not well developed in this basin. Groundwater can infiltrate to the basement
easily because there are few fine-grained water proof strata in this basin. The standing water
level is very low, usually 50-65 m under ground surface. Guanlaoba basin is similar to
Chahaer basin both in sediments and groundwater resource.
Structural fissure water districts
Wide extensive fault zone are good place for groundwater transportation and concentration.
The fau lt trending N-S in this area are great shear-extensive fault. They not only control the
landform evolution, but also affect groundwater distribution and transportation. The most
important role the faults have is that they can be conductor of the deep groundwater to
surface.
The fault in the west front of Helan mountain developed wide fault zone in the Mesozoic
era. During neotectonic period, a great normal fau lt formed on basis of the old fault zone.
This fault can transport and concentrate groundwater.
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Along the south part of the Bayanhaote fault, the east block has uplifted, whi le the west
lock moved down. Water in the Quatemary sediments in the valleys in the uplifted tableland
flows to the west and emerges forms springs along the fault. This is the reason that many
vi ll ages, including the Bayabhaote city, are distributed on this line.
Paleao-channel pore water districts
There are many paleao-channel in the south of the Zhuoertao and thick soft sands and
grave ls in them which usually contain groundwater. Because of the make-up water is limited,
the grounder water is not rich here.
Karst fissure cave water districts
There are great area of limestone and dolostone in the Helan mountain, and there are small
limestone area in the west front tableland. These limestone and dolostones have been
karstlized during the Tertiary period, caves developed in them. Affected by the neotectonic
movements, some caves were fau lted down and covered with the Quaternary deposits. The
limestone hills in the front of the Helan mountains, affected by tectonic movement, have
many fissures in the limestone. These caves and fissures in the west front of the Helan
mountain are the good places for groundwater concentration.
Arch-faulted tableland fissure-pore water districts.
The tableland is located in the west of Chahaer basin, it is mainly composed of Tertiary
reddish sandstone and conglomerate system. Water from the Helan mountain can not reach
here, water resource is limited in thi s place. There might have some relict water in the
tab leland, or deep water from fissures feeders this area, and the N-S compressive stress cause
the confined groundwater in this area.
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Abstract
Geomorphy is the improtant objective studied for the cartographer. so far, a lots of
method has been studied to generalize landfonn on the gopographic map, but it cann' t
transmit still accurately geomorphologic infonnation. Author think that it must be
ocnsidered the act of rock, fold, fau ld, flow water, ect. in the produce and develope of
the geormorphy. Under the natural factors interacting, the valley system has the
differenet character and combination regular. We should st udy the mathematics
relation among the valley at all levels in a region, And provides the comprehensive
parameter of the directing mapping synthese of valley.

1 . Principle of the valley system
A valley is one of the basic morphological unit and geographic information on the ea rth'
s surface. The contour is one of the basic fonns of showing land form. So far a lots of
method has been studied to generalize landform on the topographic map, such as , by
the means of the terrain feature points and lines, river length, etc. The valleys, being
shorter than length or less than weadth between two valleys having been determined,
will be abandoned . But it has a fatal week ness , it don't consider the develop and
regular of distribute and compinat ion of the valleys. The new . map don't represent
overall the natural character of the morphology and the geomorphologic theory hidden.
According to the geomorphologic principle, a valley is divided to two classification:
river valley and gully (ravine). The fonner means always having flowing water in a
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year , and the letter means having no flowing water sometimes in a year.
All rivers in a basin make up a river network or a river system. the cartoghaphi c
generali zation is called the synthesis of a river network, The contours curved regularly
is used to show gull ys. On the map, the patter of the contour curved shows the length
of, form and d istribation of gullys . The distance between the neighbouring curved
indicates the the relationship of valleys. T he reserve or abandon of the g ully is
determined by the contour generalized, then t here is not the relation w it h river valley.
This is net correc t. In fact, the ri ver valley together w ith g ully consists of an
integrated system. W e must look them upon as a w hole or have the concept of viewing
the situation as a w hole.

2

Mathematic parameter of a valley

A valley system (or network) is that many valley of the different shape and length
compose of the one in a area .

2.1

digital parameter of the shap e of a valley

2.1.1

Length ( L )

The curve linear length (Lc) of a valley is represented by the length of the valley line
and the straithlinear length (Ls) is the straitthlinear distance between from a valley
source to its valley month .

2 .1.2

direction (d)

W e define that the position of a valley is the direction of the valley streching in the
right angle coordinate system. It is di vided to 8 direc tion: 265' - 275' (EW), 275'300'( NWW), 300 ' - 330' (NW), 330' - 355' (NNW) , 355' - 5' ( NS) , 5' - 30'
(NNE) ,30' - 60'(NE) ,60' - 85 ' (NEE) .

2 .1 . 3

Slope ratio of the vertical section

It is a ratio of the altitute (h) of a valley to Lc (curve line length). h is equal to the
difference of the two place altitute of the valley hottow.
T

=

hlLc,

h

=

hj- h;

j

>i

here, hj may is of the valley source; h; may of is the valley mouth.

2. 1. 4

W idth ( W)

It concludes the width of a valley bottom ( W b ), valley shoulder (W s ) and between the
pike of the two sides of a valley (W p)

2. 1.5

Morphology of a valley bottom

If the valley bottom is a gen tie and broad terrain slopes, the linear equation is
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y

= O,x = a

If the valley bottom is a paraboloid type terrain, The parabolic equation is used.
x 2 = 2py

If the valey bottom is a "V" type shape and incisive, the equation is
y

2 .1.6

=a

I x I

Slope (degree )
a= tg- 1 .b..

Ld

H ere, Ld is the level distance between two place on the base h.
These parameters must don't use only one of them in the ordinary or the computer
cartographic generalization of valleys . W e must utilize synthesitic\y them.
2.2

Morphologic parameter of valley n etwork

In a area, The valey line is considered as the model determining the analylic geometry
parameter of a valley in the two-dimensional space. If there is a river in the valley, the
ri ver symbol is thought of the valley line. When it is g ullys, the turning of the
strec hing contours expresses gullys, we call that the lowest points' of a valley at each
cross section is the topographic feature poi nts. The line that the feature points linked
producte is the valley line.
Defining 1: The valley line is the replacement of a valley .
Defining 2: The valleys source w ithout a branch is difined as the first grade valleys;
The confluence of two the first grade valleys becomes one the second grade valley, the
rest can be reduced by analogy . Acoording to the definition, the valleys of the earth
surface are divides as the branch valleys of the different grade. The branchs constitute
a valley system in the rigion. We try to measure the important character of the valley
network w ith

the

mathematic

principle,

example,

morphology as a

whole,

constructure, cause of formation, distributing, etc.

2.2. 1

Valley density in view of the length

That the sum of the all valleys lenght divides by the area in the region is the density for
length. formulate (1) is the average density; Formulate (2) is the density of per grade
length.
a = (~l;)/A

(1)

(~Ij)/A

(2)

aj

here, Ii is t he length everyone valley; Iji is the length of ith in the j th grade valley; A is
the area of the rigion .
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2 . 2 .2

Density for the quantity

W e difinite that ratio of the number of the valley to the area of the region is the density
on t he quantity (formatatio n (3) (4».
(J

=

(.6 n) I A

( 3)

(4)
here , nj is the number of the jth grade valley; (Jj is the density of the jth grade valley .
Following the above mentioned thinking, we can measure the number the same side of
the higher grade valley.
The density of valley contacts w ith the rock and matter, geologic structure,
precipitation, slope, etc. in the region . If the precipitation, climate and matter are
similar in the basin , the difference of the valley density delineates the discrepancy of
the geologic structure . Therefore , you cann' t depen on only the one parameter to
fini sh the cartographic generalization of the valley. If you had made or w ill be to do, It
is posible that you distorte the geomorphologic character in the region .
2 .3

Direction of valley

The valleys are winding in the natural wold, So the spread direction of the each
straight sec tion between the bend is not same w ith the other. A valley has a lots of the
bend. The extend direction of a valley means the direction of the w hole of the valley,
and the straight section direction between the w inding in the valley.
The direction of the valley is determined by the · direc tion of the straight line between
from the source to the mouth for a valley. and the direction of t he straight section
between the turning point is the direction of the part of a valley. It indicates the space
distribation and t he conbinative regular of a valley, and implys the dynamic fac tor of
the valley formming. In the cartographic generalization,

we should take the

morphologic complex into account, transmit accurately the spread direction of a valley,
different charactor, number , grade and the contrast of the distinct direction valleys,

So transmi t accuralely t he basic geographic imformation .

3

Theoratic base of the valleys generalization

The generali zation of valleys has two different road in the cartography .

CD

The valley

geomorphology is generali zed on the base of the quan titative conception, and the
Cartog rap her simulates the valley by means of the contour patter structure and the
control point on the fund ation of the conto ur special poin t. (2) In t he cartog haphical
generaliza tion of t he valley netwo rk, If it is ri ver valley network, on the fo undation
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that the density for the river network is the same w ith the one of the valley network,
and the valley densi ty on the new map is similar to the source map, If the lengt h of a
river is longer or equal to t he length standard of a river selected determined by the scale
or the map use purpose. or yourself, then the r iver w ill be choosed, or else will be
retained or draw it on the map. Q) When It is a g ully . It depends on the distance
between the g ull ys, the one be decided by the scale of t he new map. But the
generalization may misrepresent t he geomorphological features on a certain exten t, and
may lose a lots of the information of the important geographic sense.

3.1

geologic theory

The crustal movement makes crooked to the rock stratum, and deformed and changed
to t he position of the rock under the earth surface. The syncline shows the synclinal
valley on the earth surface. The rock had been broken by the crustal movements, the
fracture develops a valley by the denudation in a long time , the fault products directly
t he rift valley : there are t he throw of different direction and dimension compotes of the
rift network. They provide the good conditions for the production of a valley. So there
are the valley of the different direction, morphology and dimension. The distribution
and scale of the fault contral the development of valleys. Therefore the character of the
valley network reflects overall the geologic function in the reg ion .

3.2

Geomorphology gheory

The valley is the products of the interaction outer force with internal force in the crust.
and the landform is complicated and varied. The morphological complex of a valleys is
composed of the valley's bottom, valley's slope, plane patter, vertical section and
transverse sec tion. The valley system shows all-sidedly the occuring, developing,
dispersing and combining regular of the geomorphy in the area.
T he grade system of the valley network has the important mathematic relationship.

3 . 2 .1

Geometric series relationship between the branch number

When we go up a valley, a valley is seperated for lower g rade branch accord ing to a
certain branch ratio , and the branch number (ni) at all levels is all geometric
progression.

3.2.2

Geometric series relationship between the branch length

The branch increases its length from the first grade branch toward the lower reaches of
the valley in the light of a certain rate. If has been confirmed by the geomorphologist ,
T he hig hter grade branch is 4 times as leng th as lower grade no matter w hat length the
first grade branch is a few meters or several t housands meters. T he regular of the
branch numbers and lenghth are all correct, and it is no relation to the developed scale
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of the valley .
3.2.3

The ratio of the vertical section

The slope of the valley bottom at vertical section is broken down according to a certain
ratio toward the lower reaches
3.2.4

The breadth and d epth

The valley inreased its the breadth and depth toward the lower reaches in the mountain
region. the mathematic relation among the branch in all levels shows the systematic
character of the valley network .

3.3

Mathematic formula

3.3.1

Rate of the branch at different levels
j

>i

(i,j

=

1 ,2, "')

(5)

in the formula, ni, njis separately the branch number of ith and jth grade. This reflects
the space combinational relationship of the two neighbouring grade branch.
3.3 .2

Parameter of the branch meeting

The meeting of valley at the same lev~ls
Mi

=

(6)

I V I

The meeting of the valley at different levels

M

=

(7)

I VJ

formula (7) means that the lower grade branch meeting directly with the highter grade
one, examle, the first grade valley meet w ith the second or third, or ... .
3.3.3

3 .3. 4

Th e number and length of the different direction valley at all levels

Ld

=

Nd

= ,6 n;

,6l;

=

1, 2,"')

(8)

(i = 1, 2,"')

(9)

(i

Th e symmetry of the branch valley

(10)
here, e:j the ratio of ith grade branch at the different side of jth grade valley; naj is ith
grade branch number at a side.

4

Experiment and result analysis

Map B is selected from the valley patter of the computer generalizaton automatic\y by
means of the valley length, map A is the source map.
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Tab 1

classify and rate of branch
classify and number

rate of branch

1

2

3

112

213

map A

23

5

1

4.6

5

map B

0

6

1

0

6

Tab 2

mumber of each gnade at the different strech direction

265' - 275' 275' - 300' 300' - 330' 330' - 355' 355" - 50'

S" - 30'

30' - 60'

60' - 85'

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1 2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

map A

2

0

0

8

1 0

4

2

0

2

2

0

4

0

0

2

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

O.

map B

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1 0

0

1 0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

map A
4.1

map B

Showing o f the valley in the m ap B

The cartograp her chooses all the second and third grade branch from the source map
A, And shows them in the new map B, In addition , one the first grade branch selected
also and showed . The valley network has two levels in the map B, the ratio between
them is 6. It is obvious that the rate between all levels is not much correspondence
with source the map A.
4.2

Analysis o f the first b ranch selec ting

In the map A, The first branch at 275· - 300· have 8 valleys, it is the most for the
first valley in this direction at all direction . But the cartographer don't show one in the
map B. Oppositely, the first branch at 300· - 330 and 355" - 5·have dividely only four
valleys, the cartographer shows one valley at 300' - 330· in the map B. According to
reason, the cartograp her should draw one at 355· - 5" and two at 275' - 300' in the
map B , but he don't do thus. There are no any second branch at 355" - 5' in the map
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A, it is drown one second grade valley in the map B.
4.3

Synthetic analysis

In the map A, These are four branch the west- nouth side of the third grade valley,
There are one the first grade and two the second branch in them. And there are six
branch valey in them . But in the map B, the two branchs at the west- north side and
the three branch at the east-south side are drown out, it seems to be drown by scale to
the sourse map A, however, the confluence of the first and third grade branch is not
correspond to the source map A.

More, There ' are five the first grade branch

conflu ence to one the second grade branch in the west- north, and be the most branchs
in one the second grade branch in the source map A, but there is one the first grade
valley drown. The quali ty of the cartographic generalization is of inferior by means of
the synt hetical parameter of a valley network.

5

Conclusion

The cartographer have provided many techonical method on the morphologic
generalization for a long time. But we cann' t show still accuratly the landform feature,
the main problem is only by means of one or two parameter and is divorced from the
earth science theory.
The G IS technology has been used wide-ranging in more fi eld, the cartographic
generali zation of the valley must build up new model. it is the valley system, the basic
regular between all levels, the plane pattern of valley network, the mathematic
relationship of the vallys. So we must speed up and strengthen the research of the
foundational theory.
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THE THEORY AND SYSTEM FRAME-WORK OF GIS
Wang liayao & Wu Fang
Department of Cartography
Zhengzhou Institute of Surveying and Mapping
66 Longhai Road, Zhengzhou, Henan, CHINA

Introduction
Geography information system (GIS) has become an independent course after
the development through nearly 30 years. As an independent course, GIS must
has its own theory, technology and application systems. Especially the theory of
GIS , has an important affect for the development of GIS. We must pay more
attention to studying the elements which form the theory of GIS. Because there
are fewer people take into account of it , the authors study the crux of the theory
of GIS from the aspects of the geographic communication, spatial cognitive and
geographic system.
1. GIS and spatial geographic communication
All the activities of human beings happen in some spatial geographic
environment and keep in close contact with spatial geographic information. So it
is an important task in understanding geographic environment and making use
of geographic condition. The methods which people understand geographic
environment and make use of geographic condition are constant developing
duing the development of science and extension of understanding space As a
tool of spatial cognitive these developments are changing from map to map
database and GIS further more.
GIS is a modern tool of communication because GIS originate from cartography.
To communicate geographic information GIS has some characteristics
mentioned as below.
First, the data of GIS come from not only map, but also remote sensing and all
kinds of statistical information. So there is a huge amount of data in GIS. Based
on the soft ware of the data collecting, GIS can communicate a large number of
data for the users.
Second, geographic infornlation was managed in the form of geographic
database. So GIS can easily addition, delection, change and renew. Especially
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using the image data of remote sensing, the period of data renew is shorter than
conventional mapping.
Third, the inquiry and search operation is easy. The selection of infonnation
communication is quite convenient. Using the multimedia technology the GIS
communicated the same object with graph, image and audio at the same time.
Fourth, GIS is an effective tool for data analysis and calculation. It is very
difficult to analyse and calculate on traditional maps but it is very easy by using
GIS. More and more derive infonnation can be provided to the users by the tools
of analysis and calculation of GIS.
Fifth, the display methods of communicated geographic infonnation provided by
computer is superior then that of traditional map. In GIS users can glace over
anywhere (allover the whole area) with boundless roaming. They can find
details · in enlarged windows. The twinkled objects can be easy found on the
screen. The computers can also display dynamic infonnation.
From the five point listed above, we can conclude that the GIS supplied by
database include all the communication and feedback processes such as the
quick capture, storage, change, ' analysis and application of geographic
infonnation. GIS is an effective tool for human beings to procede spatial
cognition. In substance, GIS is a modem tool to communicate geographic
information.
2. GIS and spatial cognition
Spatial cognition is an important research field of cognitive science. It studied
the process of human perception and thinking of infonnation processing.
Proffesor D.A.Nonnan pointed out that cognitive science is a science of heart,
intelligence, thinking, knowledge and applications. The research goal of cognitive
science is to explain how human beings process infonnation in their activities.
2.1 Comparison between spatial cognitive system and GIS
Compared human spatial cognitive system with GIS we see that they are just the
same. Their working principle is the same and they are all the infonnation
processing system . In other words, both their processing are infonnation input,
coded, storage, decision-making and output. This is the reason why the cognitive
process in human brain is imitated by GIS. In fact the intelligent GIS is the
emulation mode of human cognitive ability and process. Of course there are
some difference between them.
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Figure 1. comparision between cognitive system and GIS
2.2 Thinking in imyes and pattern recognition
Thinking is the key element in cognitive process. In cognitive science the theory
of information processing is used to study cognitive process including
perception, memory, thinking etc. But thinking is the key point.
Thinking in images is mainly generalized by the methods of typify and thinking
with the image meteria!. Pattern recognition is a typical way of thinking in
images. It process pattern data such as images, characters and audio etc.
The analysis and comprehension of digital map images are the key elements in
the field of pattern recognition . In GIS they are relate to the automatic map data
collecting and geographic data renewing by using remote sensing images. As an
example of image comprehension the concept is shown as figure 2 .
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Figure 2 image recognition system
Image preprocessing includes image enhancement, restoration and encoding etc.
Image segmentation takes apart the different parts according to different grey
level of the images, and finds out characteristics for each part. On the basis of
feature extraction the classing is made and then the image structure analysis is
taken. After structure analysis the image description and interpretation for
important information in image are given. In the process of image recognition
each step has a feedback function for the preceding step. The knowledge base
and knowledge reasoning are also needed in the process of image analysis and
processing.
The analysis and comprehension of digital map image and digital image are the
complex problems of pattern recognition. There is no successful pattern
cognitive expert system for today because the expert system can not give the
correct answers as human brain. To resolve this problem thoroughly, thinking in
images must be studied.
2.3 Cognitive operation and supported decision
Cognition resolve problems, so cognitive operation is also called problem
solving. Coginitive operation often include conventional problem solving and
creative problem solving (new process ).
The supported decision in GIS is a problem solving process which belongs to the
field of cognitive operation in cognitive science. Problem solving is a very
complex process and its task area and problem space are the two key elements.
The same one problem is a task area for the persons who ask the problem and
at the same time it is a problem space for the persons who resolve the problems.
The persons who resolve the problems gain information from the persons who
ask the preblems and change task area into problem space in there brain. In
artificial intelligence the problem solving process was described as five sets.
They are state space, operation set, state transition function, beginning state and
target state. It is a problem of operation sequence when the process of problem
solving changes into a problem which finds the path from beginning state to
target state in state space.
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If this operation is expressed with production rule, it is called production system.
If this operation is expressed with heuristic, it is called heuristic search. No
matter what it is a production system or a heuristic search, they all shown as
knowledge processing which is formed by knowledge representation and
knoeledge reasoning.
Supported decision is the key problem of GIS. The process of supported
decision is the process of problem solving, as well as the process of cognitive
operation. According to the principle of cognitive science, it is important for the
realizing of supported decision in GIS. So the theory and methods of problem
solving must be studied deeply.
2.4 Object-oriented cOinitive methodology and object-oriented GIS
Object-oriented methodology is a key research field in cognitive science. It
object-oriented cognitive methodology and object-oriented
consists of
proceeding methodology.
It is considered by object-oriented cognitive methodology that the world is
composed of all kinds of object. Each kinds of object has its internal state and
motional regular. Each object belongs to a certain object type and is an element
of this object type. Complex objects are composed of some simple objects. The
com bination of all kinds of objects consist of the objective system. This sytem is
architecture or tree structure which is composed of "category", "father category",
"subcategory"and "suprecategory"divided by synectics. The attribution of next
structure in tree structure is inherited from the former structure. The function of
the objects is described by defining a group of "method". The connection
between objects is realized by transmiting "messages".
Object-oriented methodology imitate the method of human cognition
naturally,because object~oriented cognitive methodology has a strong conception
of category. This conception of category is not only describ the essential
attributes but also provide theory basis for objects shared mechanism.
This object-oriented methodology is realized by object-oriented proceeding
methodology. The most difference of object-oriented proceeding methodology
and structured programming methodology is that program design and system
architecture of the former is "object" and "data structure", and the latter is
"process" and "operation". Compared with them, the body structure of the
former is more stable than the latter.
The combination of object-oriented proceeding methodology can realized the
object-oriented GIS.
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So using the cognitive science can improve the design of GIS and enlarge its
functions. We say that the spatial cognitive theory is the basis theory of
geographic information system methodology.
3. Geographic system and geographic information system
The concept of geographic system(GS) was pointed out by professor Qian
Xuesen. He thinks this system is the key point of modem geographic theory. It
requires object of study, thinking method and technical system to match it.
3.1 The unity of geographic system and GIS in object of study
Geographic system studies all the natural environment and social economic
enviroment which human beings live. The system is a huge circulatory system
which is formed by a lot of branch systems and sub-systems. Each sub-system
move in internal circles with material moving, energy exchangeing and
information communicating and it also move in external circles with higher level
at the same time. Geographic system include some rings of earth's surface layer
in space such as lithosphere, atmosphere, biosphere and so on.
The key point of GIS is its geographic database. The component of geographic
information of GIS' geographic database is the object of study of geographic
system, or in other words,GIS is the computer simulation of geographic system
and its object of study is also the earth's surface . GIS supply a useful tool- for
geographic system to solve the problems such as data-capture, data treatment,
data analysis and data simulation. So the object of study of GIS and geographic
system is the same.
3.2 The unity of GIS and GS in thinking method
The thinking method is quite different between traditional mapping and GIS. In
old days it is a long time in data accumulation and processing. It is often behind
the times of natural changing. The thinking method of geographic system is on
the contrary. The super advantage of GIS is that GIS combine spatial data
collecting with storing, managing and analysing. So information generalization,
spatial analysis, forecast and assist policy-making can be made by using GIS .
Using the tools provided by GIS we not only can get the macro-conception of all ·
the field but also can find details of spatial area.
3.3 Relationship between geographic system and GIS
The relationship between geographic system (GS) and GIS is that GS is the
scientific basis of GIS and GIS is a scientific technological method for GS. We
can use the theory ofGS to guide the design, establish and application of GIS.
Still we can also use GIS to study GS . Figure 3 shows the relationship between
GS and GIS . In this meaning we say that the theory ofGS set up the cognitive
fundation for GIS.
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4. The system framework for the course of GIS
As an independent course GIS is set up with three parts: theory, technology and
application. It would be improve the development of the course to divided the
GIS into three parts. But the three parts are not isolated. They have close links
with each other.
The theory of geographic information communication, spatial cognition and
geographic system can be regard as the theoretical basis of GIS, because many
spatial theories of GIS come from its theoretial basis. These spatial theories
guide the technology of GIS directly.
The technology of GIS is the important technical fundation in setting up a spatial
GIS which meet the user's demands. It is of great important for the course
which have a strong technical characteristic like GIS .The advanced GIS
technology supports the research of GIS theory and the theory study of GIS
provide the technical fundation to the applications of extending GIS. So GIS
technology is the key point of the course study.
The applications of GIS is the fundation to improve the development of GIS .
Without the application requirement and extending application field there are no
developments of GIS technology.
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AUTOMA TIC GENERALIZATION SYSTEM BASED ON MAP
DATABASE
Wang Jiayao & Wu Fang & Wang Guangxia
Department of Cartography
Zhengzhou Institute of Surveying and Mapping
66 Longhai Road, Zhengzhou, Henan, CHINA

Introduction
Setting up the map database is the basic work for digital information engineering
of surveying and mapping. There are mang applications of map database. The
most basic one is automatic compilation. If we set up a map database and
without the function of automated compilation, it would be a huge waste for
database.
The key element of research of automatic map compilation system is automated
generalization. But in the digital context, the generalization functionality is still
severely lacking from today's GIS and digital cartographic systems. The research
of automatic generalization are all aimed at one feature and the resaults of it are
unsuccessful which can not be used in digital context. So it is a important task
in studying the components of automatic map compilation system based on map
database, especially in studying the principle, theory, method and soft ware of
the system for automatic generalization and displacement. The authors of this
paper have studied automatic generalization for five years. The research of
automatic compilation system based on map database has been finished.
1. The technological design thinking of the system
In any system the technological design thinking is very important to the study of
the system. The design thinking of automatic generalization system we set up is
based on some elements listed below.
(1) Using the map database as the basis of automatic compilation system there
are three functions . First, the feature coding is used to solve the problems which
can be batch processing in each feature's automatic generalization. Scond, the
needed data is provided for the system in the process of reasoning (such as the
data for the match of rules and knowledge ). Third, the system can be used as
the data basis of graph editing and map output.
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(2) The realizing of automatic compilation system are supported by the
generalization models, algorithms and knowledge-base. The knowledge of
cartographic generalization is the key point which include the knowledge
summary, knowledge representation and knowledge-based reasoning. Because
the models and algorithms of generalization are the summary of knowledge and
experience of cartographic generalization themselives, or in other words these
are the summary of cartographic experts in a long period. So there are lots of
models and algorithms were used in designing the automatic compilation
system.
(3) Using the methods of modular programming for each feature, the
knowledge-base was set up. In the contraling of turnkey module, every feature
was generalized by the method of "generalized--display---feedback and
modified ". Then they were put into generalized working database. In the end
they were processed by feature overlapping detection and displacement. Using
these methods the generalization of each feature is not only independent but also
have connections and fit the expert's habit for cartographic generalization. So it
is very easy to use. On the basis of "generalized working database " after each
feature's generalization, the displacement is processed. In the process of
displacement the traditional generalized methods are considered and at the same
time the automatic methods are also considered, because in traditional process
the generalization (include selection, simplification, displacement and etc.) is
done all at once but in automatic methods each process of generalization is
independent and is done step by step.
(4) The function of user interactive editing is used to realize "generalization--display--feedback and modified" between cartographer and computer. In today's
systems all the generalized works done by computer only is impossible. The
interactive editing make all features have correct relationship and no
overlapping.
2. System's structure and function of each module
On the basis ·of design thinking the automatic compilation system consists of
seven modules. They are data loaded, data processed, generalization of each
feature, overlapping detection and displacement, interactive editing, selection of
name's position and graph output (see Figure 1). The details are as follow.
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Figure 1 structure of the system
2.1 Module for data loaded
The number and scale of target map (smaller scale map) and originel map
(larger scale map) are decided in this module. In the other words, in this module
the digital map data are loaded from map darabase according to the number of
target map and the level of generalization are decided on the basis of the scale of
original map and target map.
2.2 Module of data process
The main job of this module is to change the data come from map database into
the data which fit the needs for generalization. This module consists of three
parts.The first one is to separate the attribute into point, lineal and areal data.
The second one changes the geocoordinate into rectangular coodinate. The third
part changes different projections.
2.3 Module of generalization for each feature
This module includes eight automatic generalization submodules. Each
submodule for each different feature . The basis functions of these submodules
are selection, simplification and mergence automatically. Automatic selection is
one of the main methods in generalization. It decide how many objects will be
selected and which object will be selected. In this process the standards and
rules (knowledge) of generalization will be matched with the data of map
database, then the automated generalization process be done. Automatic
simplification is to make the graph simple. This process is done by the Douglas-Peucker algorithm for lines and interactive editing for urban outlines. Mergence
reduce classes. this process is done by map standard.
In automatic compilation system the modules for each feature's generalization
are run on the contral of map standards and rules. These process are done
without interaction and at the same time the process are shown on the screen.
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When process ends, the system will ask the user if interactive editing is needed.
After interactive editing the generalized data will be put into generalized
working database which provided for overlapping detection and diaplacement.
2.4 Module for displacement
The basis function of this module is overlapping detection and displacement. AB
an example, this process for linear feature mainly divided three steps.
First, detect where overlapping exist. It can be realized by means of using the
center polyline of the two lines generate the left offset polyline and right offset
polyline to form a simple polygon, and check whether the two lines interfere
with each other. Detecting line interference by raster mode is easy. The grid size
should be chosen carefully. A reasonable compromise is a grid with cell height
and width equal to half the thickness of the two linear symbol and added the
minimum space between two lines on generalized map.
Second, preference of the overlapping features in overlapping areas is
detemined, and one feature is displaced, or the feature which has the lower rank
is break. In this step, the displaced direction and distance must be calculated.
Third, ensuring new overlapping never appear after one feature is displacement.
Usually after displacement, simplification and overlapping detection must be
done once again expecially where the features on the map are crowded.
2.5 Module for automatic name-placement
After all feature's generalization and displacement the name's position must be
changed.So this module placed the names for the features such as uaban areas,
larger rivers, etc. automatically.
This module supply two methods to place the names.
(1) automated name-placement
Accoarding to the rules of name-placement, the computer distinguish the
parameters such as the name's type, size, colour and position point etc. The
speed of name placement is very high. But because of the automated map name
placement is rather a complex problem and relate to mang factors, it is still a
difficaulty problem . So interactive name placement is necessary.
(2) interactive name-placement
If computer couldn't find a suitable position area for the name, then this name
will be placed with interactive editing. The parameters of the name are set lip by
opreator and the name are dragged on a suitbale point with mouse.
2.6 Module for graphic interactive editing
Because automated generalization is a very complex problem, it is difficulty in
. generalized a map from large scale to small scale automatically without the help
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of interactive editing. As an addition for automated generalization, this module
supply a useful tool of interactive editing. The module consists of six parts.
(1) data conversion
The decimal data will be converted into binary data.
(2) graph display
Find which area needs interactive editing.
(3) window operating
Enlarge the window so as to capture the object easily.
(4) object addition
Add the objects where is need. If in the process of selection the objects are
deleted too mang or somewhere need objects added, the attributes and
coordinate should be recorded and added into the generalized data.
(5) object deletion
Delete the objects where the objects is too crowded. The process is much like
objects addition, but the results are on the contrary.
(6) object displacement
If two or three objects are very near and some places touched together, one
object which ranked lower should be displaced. The object can be displaced "'{ith
mouse.
2.7 MQdule for graphic output
In this module the smaller scale digital map which generalized automatically
can be output in graphic model. There are two main functiQns in this module.
One is to symbolize digital map. The Qther is to plot Qr display the components
out of the inner sheet border.
The Qutput maps can be displayed Qn the screen, Qr plQtted by plotter. Further
more the maps can be output by published films.
3. Conclusion
The automatic compilation system had been tried out in map production. The
generalized small scale map had been plotted by DPX--3500 plotter (see figure
2). From figure 2 there are some conclusion can be made . .
(l) The system's design thinking is correct. Supported by models, algorithms,
knowledge reasoning and interactive editing, all the features can be generalized
automatically.
(2) The numbers of all the reatures are suitable and fit the standard of map
cQmpilation. The density CQntrast and distribution of objets are correct. The
relationship of all features is good and accuracy which fit the map standard.
(3) The system's automatic rate is above 80%. The time of map production is
shorten.
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(4) The system's operation is very easy. The user operate it prompted only by the
menu, the map can be generalized. Because the whole system is orgnized with
mang modules, it is very easy to use and modifY.
Because of the automatic generalization is a very complex problem and the type
of geographic envirenment in our country is also complex, the results of
generalization system that we set up sometimes is not very good. In the next
future the system function will be improved so as to generalize all kinds of
features and fit with the map standard further more.
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DESIGN AND PRODUCTION OF ATLAS
BASED ON DTP TECHNOLOGY
Tinghua Ai
School of Land Science,
Wuhan Technical University of Surveying and Mapping, Wuhan, China
39 Luoyu Road ,Wuhan,China,430070

Abstract Desktop publishing technology is providing cartographers with a new set of digital
tools for map or atlas production. Through integration, this paper develops an open DTP
mapping
system based on microcomputer. Coreldraw serves as the main graphics
processing software in the system. A technical method for large atlas production is
illustrated by flow chart in the paper. Map design on DTP mapping system env ironment is
discussed which involves data acquirement, layers organization,symbol design and consistent
principle retaining.
Keywords

DTP mapping;
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1. Introduction
Nowadays the whole digital mapping production is becoming an effective technology
as a substitute for traditional cartographing production. With high integration under
digital environment, Desktop Publishing(DTP) technology plays an important role in
the whole digital process. It not only offers a new set of tools for printing but an
alternative approach for map compilation and design(Mclachlan etc, 1992). DTP
technology enables a cartographer to electronically accomplish the tasks associated
with publishing such as creating map symbol, adjusting colors, editting text,
layouting map elements and pasting up picture, all these tasks are related to map
compilation.Using DTP method, map design, map compilation and map print could be
integrated to a sole process. This integration of three traditional processes shortens the
circle of total map production,also the cost is largely decreased and the quality of
output is enhanced. The graphic file of DTP mapping often serves as a page
description language. The typical POL is well known as Postscript or Encapsulated
Postscript(EPS) which describes graphic symbol and color perfectly and
completely(Goodstein, I 987). The EPS graphic file both represents the location of
geographic entity and explores the aesthetic or artistic display of map. Comparing the
visualization result on .the screen between the EPS and common GIS output, the
former is much more attractive(Mattson, 1989). GIS output software is often limited in
adjusting color, generating perspective graphics, simulating reality or creating other
special art simulation. As a visual product, map should be vivid and attractive.So DTP
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special art simu lation . As a visua l product,map should be viv id and attractive. So DTP
mapping procedure has its advantages.
Some of the famous digital mapping systems, for example, Intergraph system,
Mercator system, have app lied DTP technology to accomplish map publishing tasks .
These systems are often general and expens ive. They conta in more than map
production functions . For small map publishers,especially in developing co untri es,
they are not suitab le. On the other hand, DTP software implemented in PC
microcomputer or in Apple Macintosh develops rapidly. Freehand, Coreldraw,
Illustrator, Pagemake and other graphics image processing software covers wide
market. Through secondly developed, these graphics softwares could be app lied to
map design and production, and could be integrated to an open DTP mapping system.
In order to welcome Hongkong Return to China and to provide comparable materials
between Hongkong and Shenzheng which is neighbor to Hongkong and behaves the
window of reform and opening in china. To reflect the achi evements of this special
econo mic zone which deve lops most quickly, the allthor and hi s staff designed and
produced a large urban atlas---Shenzhen Atlas.This production is complete ly based on
di g ital process. The main software is Coreldraw. The production is finished on PC
microcomputer platform. It took e ight months to finish th e atlas whi ch would spend 23 years if use traditinal manua l method. In some degree, Shenzhen At las reflects the
computer ass isted mapping technology in China. Accord ing to the production
procedure, this paper illustrates DTP tec hno logy impl ementation in at las
design,compilation and printing. It co ncentrates on how to apply microcomputer and
Core ldraw software to produce atlas. T he 2nd section discusses DTP mapping system
components and technical method based on microcomputer environment. T he aspects
of map design on DTP platform is addressed in the third section, The 4th secti on
exp lores product output including paper-media map printing and e lectronic CD-ROM
atlas ge neration.At the efld of the paper,a conclusion is drawn th at an ope n DTP
mapping system has more advantages than spec ialized digita l mapping system.

2. DTP mapping system based on microcomputer
The DTP mapping system is composed of hardware,software and professional
cartographers. The general DTP system concentrates on such as advertisement design,
which is diffferent from mapping process. For hardware, not on ly scanner is required
to capture data, but digitizer is needed . Additionally, DTP mapping system has to
connect with GIS software(A rc/ Info) to receive GIS formatted spatial data. As far as
the working procedure is concerned, map design differs from other graphic
design, position accuracy and data co ns istency should be considered .
2. I Hardware and software
A large atlas req uires multitude materials w ith kinds of forms. The material data
includes geographic base map, statistic table ofsoc io-economic data, ASC II formatted
text, image formatted picture and digital coverage from spatia l data base. In order to
receive these diversified data, different hardware devices are demanded. In addition to
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computer, the hardware contains scanner, di gitizer, color plotter and printer. To
guarantee the data accuracy, the base map is captured through digitizer. Other crude
map material could be acquired by scanner. After scanning, the image formatted map
is converted to vector by auto or semi-auto tracing. Among the output devices of DTP
mapping production, the image recorder is of the most importance. This device can
finish the tasks that transforms vector or raster-based map graphics to bit-map and
records in the film. The tasks also contain color seperation. Other output device--plotter generates map samples for cartographer to check middle product quality during
the production.
In DTP mapping system, the software accomplishes data acquirement, graphics
editting, raster-to-vector convertion and other tasks associated with publishing. The
main graphics design software for Shenzhen Atlas is Core ldraw which developed
by Adobe company. The digitizing software is ArclInfo and the scanned image
processing software is Photoshop. Also cartographers developed some of the 110
program to deal with data format transformation. Coreldraw has functions of sheet
layout, statistic chart generation, graphics creation, symbol design and EPS formatted
file export. All of the above makes the map compilation and publishing easier and
more effective. Some of special artistic effect also could be utilized in map display
design. For example, rainbow simu lat ion, envelopped text placement, blended color
adjustment are all ab le to be used in representing map visulization.
For publishing software, RIP is a key component. It processes graphics or image to
bit-map and records dot in film through image recorder. Also,it separates color to
CMYK components and records in different film. The frequency or magtitude of dot
network corresponds to color separation value. We app ly Barco RlP software to finish
the publishing tasks in Shenzhen Atlas production.
2.2 Production flow chart
On how to use the above hardware and software in Shenzhen Atlas design and
it could be illustrated in the following flow chal1.The following
production,
production flow shows that the DTP mapping is a separation-combination-separation
procedure. At first, different kinds of original materials are integrated in Core ldraw
environment. Then to meet print requirements, total elements map EPS file is
separated into CMYK films. The former task finishes map design and map
compi lation and the second deals with publishing. In the first step, Coreldraw and
other softwares provide cartogrphers with an electronica lly working environment. Map
design is carried out by man-computer interacti ve method. Coreldraw's map design
tools make call0graphers free of arduous work and make them devote more time and
efforts to creating intelligent works. The second step is a batch procedure automated
by RIP subsystem.The end of co lor separation and films generating means the DTP
mapping procedure is finished. Next work is to print and bind maps to atlas.
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Figuer I.

DTP mapping fl ow based on Coreldraw and microcomputer environment.
CDR is the Coreldraw fonnatted graphic file.

3.Map design on DTP platform
The changes of technical tools and working envirorunent result in the applicati on of
new principles in map design. Tradition manual map des ign is an analytic process.The
map design based on electroni c technology is accomplished through digita l process.
3. 1 digital map data acquirement
Different sorts of materials have to be captured into DTP mapping system through
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di ffe rent methods. The base mape is dig itized through di gitizer with high prec iseness
and then serves as position contro l frame. Other ori g inal th ematical map is scanned and
processed. Through convertion, the scanned image becomes vector fo rm at. Arcll nfo
doesn't have 110 fun cti on to interlink Core ldraw directly. So the di g itized result
coverage demands additi ona l transformation before inputs in to Core ldraw. We make
use of DXF fil e as a bridge. When coverage in Arcll nfo is co nverted to C DR graphics
in Co reldraw th rough DXF, the coordin ate system becomes page based and th e unit
becomes page unit. In order to assure the pos ition accuracy of base map,affi n
transformati on has to be operated with more than 4 ti c po ints.
In DT P mappin g system, each source of data beco mes a layer. When mu ltitude layers
overl ap, match is an important step which includes scale transformati on, ti c po ints
match, map sheet rotati on and overl ap order adjustment. In Core ldraw, the offered
fun ctions of zoom in/o ut, rotati on and size transfOlm ati on can fini sh these tasks.
Co re ldraw has no functi on of processing map proj ecti on.The map layers with different
proj ecti on can be transformed to a so le proj ection in Arcll nfo.
The graph in Co re ldraw is vector based, so th e scanned image requires converti on. For
th e map materi al with hi gh qu ali ty, the des igner can operate auto-trac ing w ith
addi tional ed iting to generate vector grap hi cs. Otherwise, the cartographer just utili ze
manual trac ing. Core ldraw presents two kinds of trac ing, one is free method and
anoth er is Bezier cure trace meth od. For map vector trac ing, Bezier cure meth od is
more effecti ve.
3.2 Map laye r organi zati on
The graphi cs is organi zed by layers in DTP mapping system. The ori g inal input map
laye rs are based on source and e lement c lass . When combines, layers will be
developed aga in accordin g to new principles. Map layer orga ni zati on in DTP is a
key step for map des ign. Some of ru les wh ich point to easy design and to publishing
have to be co ns idered. The elements which represented by same sy mbo ls and same
color should be incorporated into the same layer. When the sy mbol requires change
a ll e lements in the same layer ca n be selected and replaced batchl y. To satisfy the
layout eas ily, graph e lements located in a group should be incorporated into a layer,
th en the gro uped e lements ca n be moved or rotated entire ly. A ll ann otations are put
into one layer, th en it makes it convenient to produce di ffe rent language vers ions map.
Shenzhen Atl as has Chin ese and Eng lish two ve rsions. Based on the same graphics
layers, we produ ce two laye rs of annotation. This kind of process enables the
publishing fl ex ible and eco nomi cal. DTP mapping di g ital data often serves as data
reso urce for G IS. To be conn ected with G IS, graphic e lements should be grouped
corres pondin g to G IS coverage . So obj ects retri eved from a layer can be imported to
G IS database to create a complete coverage without combin ation .On the other hand,
through extractin g and combinin g some of the inte restin g laye rs, the cartographer can
des ign and output vari ous maps wi th di ffe rent deta ils or fo r diffe rent purposes. To
meet thi s requirement, some of th e map genera li zation principles may be applied in
laye rs organization, such as se lecti on ru les according to entity importanc e. As for
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publishing, the order of overl apping graph has to be considered. Colors overl apping
has AND, OR, XOR, three logica l combinati ons which produce transparence,
opaqueness visual effects. In general , line graphics should be covered above area
graph. Annotation and point symbol layer have to be placed in the frontest order.
The above layer organi zation princip les are not constant. They need fl exi ble
processing according to concrete map des ign. Sometimes, some of rul es are
contradictory. In Coreld raw, powerful tools have been presented for map layer
organization. Each layer is config ured fo ur states :visible or not, operable or not,
locked or not and printable or not. A lso th e graphic elements can be moved or copied
across layers.
3.3 Symbol and layout design
In DTP mapping system,symbol des ign is easy and effecti ve. Map symbol des ign is
based on Bertin's symbol system. The system defined seven visual variables for map
symbol: size, co lor, shape, orientation, value, texture, and location in space
(Bertin, 198 1). Symbol des ign tools prov ided by Coreldraw have met the above needs.
For point symbol, the cartographer can either load an existed symbol to edit or create a
new one. According to its usage, point symbols can be incorporated into diffe rent
li braries. In symbol library, j ust the structure of symbol is stored. Color, size or other
variables are decided while symbol is being located. For area symbol design,
Coreldraw separates the tas k into classes which are color fillin g, texture fillin g, image
decorati on and ra inbow simulati on. Decorated symbol size, backgro und co lor, space
between symbols and texture structure can aH be adjusted. The designer can create
himself area symbol texture librari es, fo r map design pu rpose. Before symbol filled in
area , the area outline should be closed . Because Coreldraw is short of topology
automati on functi on, it can't assemble po lygon based on node-arc-polygan relati on. So
the designer has to create polygon manually. Spec ial process has to deal with for
public edge between two neighbor areas. For line map symbol design, Coreldraw is
limited. It just offers a description text fil e fo r users which describes dash line ty pe.
Complex line symbol, such as rail way symbo l, demands des igner to create in other
ways. In Shenzhen Atlas design work, we utili zed and combined parallel line
generation, symbol placement along path and other related functi on to accomplish line
symbol des ign.
In symbol creation, co lor design is a key component. Co lor is composed of hue,
saturation and brightness. Diffe rent co lor visual variable can be applied to represent
di ffere nt geographic mean in map symbol design. DTP mapping system provides
several color adjustment ways which are CMYK, RGB, HSB and other methods.
Co lor vari ab le changes with interval of I % or 1/256. In order to cOlTespond w ith fi lm
separation, the best way of map color adjustment is to adopt CMYK method.
Map layout des ign is a task of assembling elements' sheet structure. Page layout is the
first work. The designer selects page size and background co lor and then separates the
page into parts. After the map layers have created, the grouped graphics have to be
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assembled. The graphic group usually includes main map group, legend group,
statistic chart group and text description group. To assemble these groups, some of
operation such as moving, rotat ion, mirror, extruding and zoom in/out is need. A lso
overl apping order requires adj ustment. The layout should refl ect sheet layer relation
and outstand main content in map sheet.
3.4 Strategy for consistency retaining
Retaining consistency is an essential princip le in atlas design. Large atl as design and
producti on is a complex engineering. To produce a large atl as needs divers ified
materi als acqui rement and complicated tasks process. In order to integrate various
geographic inform ati on in an atl as effecti ve ly, consistency and completeness should
be retained in total atl as producti on. DTP mapping system provides efficient
envi ronment to keep this rul es. In DTP mapping system , some of the strategies can be
adopted. Firstl y, map designer can create consistency working envi ronment
electronically. The ini tial environment vari able is confi gured identically among
computer terminals. The co nfig uration includes co lor adjustment method, Bezier curve
vari ables, data resolution for curve tracing, page unit, and other related environment
variables. Map symbol librari es to every computer terminal should be unified. The text
font, size, placement structure and locati on method have to be decided identically.
Secondly, base map design should be uni fie d. Different scale base map has to obey the
same generalization rules. T he represented symbol and re lati on process ing should be
identical. Sometimes, base map infonn ation is from many sources with di ffe rent scale
and di fferent reso lution. When compiling, the cartographer has to process integrated
data carefull y in DTP mapping platform . At last, designer applies DTP mapping
comparing fun ction to check multitude tas ks. The cartographer creates two or more
windows to dis play maps. T he difference between maps can thell be fo und and
inconsistent prob lem can be ex posed. In another way, when related maps overlap in
the same window, the inconsistent relati on between map elements can also be found
easil y. For example, when so il map overl aps with vegetati on map, th e inconsistent
boundary between two geographic phenomena is easily discovered.

4. Product output
Map in DTP system is in digital fonn atted. It can either output to page-media produ ct
through co lor separati on or wri te into C D-RO M to produce electroni c map/atlas.
Vector based graphic is ex ported to EPS formatted fil e. Then RIP system receives EPS
fil e to fini sh publishin g tas ks. Through raster image process ing, map is separated and
recorded in film s according to color components. Us ually, C MYK fo ur films are
ge nerated. Co lor separation is carri ed out automatically and batchly.
Generall y, electroni c map is produced by GIS. GIS's output fun cti on can select
geographic objects and th en app ly symbol to decorate point, line or area. Obvious ly,
the deco rati on is not equal to map compi lati on. So the map produ ced by GIS directly
has no visual effects as same as manual product. As an alterati ve meth od, the DTP
mapping tec hn ology has presented a solution. As EPS fil e is written into electroni c
medi a with addi tional process, the electronic atl as becomes perfec t. For this purpose,
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the EPS code interpreter
developed.

IS

required and some of spatial query function has to be

5.Conclusion
This paper describes how to design and produce atlas based on none specialized
digital mapping system. Through Shenzhen Atlas production, the author puts forward
a simple method under the micocomputer supported platform . The applied software is
Coreldraw and the DTP mapping system is developed in an open envirnment. The
tools provided by Coreldraw make map design easy. Although some functions such
as topology creation can not realize, Coreldraw is successful in map production.
The drawback can be compensated by other tools combined indirectly. The open
mapping system makes users free and flexible and makes it possible to develop
functions secondly, especially for data I/O programme. Barco Mercato system or
Intergraph mapping system don't posess the advantage in some degree.
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LOCATION OF FIREWOOD SUPPLY SECTOR IN
TEMPERATE FORESTS OF SOUTHERN CHILE, SOUTH
AMERICA (LAT. 45 0 15' - 46 0 00' S.)
Nicolas Saez Villalobos Universidad de Los Lagos, Osorno - Chile
Avenida Fuchslocher sIn, Osorno. Fax: 56 - 64 - 239517.

1.- Introduction.
Natural forests in the Southern most part of Chile, South America, play an important
social role since they provide urban and rural homes with energy for food cooking, home
heating, clothes drying and hot water. The presence of the forestry resource, its seeming
abundance, and the cold temperature conditions during the long winter period are some of
the main determining factors which explain the anthropic pressure and the subsequent
deterioration or destruction of the template fore st, unique on the planet.
The region of Aisen, located in the Southern most part of Chile, to the south of parallel
45° , latitude south, has a population of 80,501 inhabitants and a surface of 109,442 km2. Its
area, covered with marketable forests ( 1,686,000 ha. ), represents 22,5 % of the country's
forestry surface and makes up a volume of 42,2 million cubic meters (m3), supplying 4,7 %
of the country's total volume. The preservation area, called Protected Wild Area, is as big as
5,2 million hectares. The actual forest area is, however, smaller due to the archipelago feature
of that part of the continent, and the existence of vast ice fields.
The main problems affecting the region regarding its marketable forestry resources are,
up to the present, difficult to solve. These problems have to do with the capacity to preserve
protecti ve natural forests, to reforest irrationally burnt or cut down fore st soils and to exploit
cultivable native forests in a sustainable way. In the region of Aisen, 22,8 % of the soils, over
one million hectares, show a serious to very serious erosion level.
As stated at the beginning, one of the most plundering forestry practices affecting
biomass is firewood extraction ( dendroenergy ) for domestic use. In addition, through time,
other important factors have been reducing the resource avai lability. Such is the case of the
selective cut down of the best trees in the forest, the change in the use of forestry soils into
agricultural or cattle breeding soils, the substitution for exotic species, and the action of
anthropically originated fires .
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2.- Objectives of the project.
The present work, supported by the Research Department of the Universidad de Los
Lagos, intends to contribute to the awareness of the impact that firewood extraction has on
the template forest. The fuel obtained is aimed at covering the demand of energy in the
homes of the cities ofCoihaique and Puerto Aisen.
Specifically, it is necessary to establish the location and space distribution of the forestry
areas used for firewood extraction purposes, the volumes cut down and the tree species used
or preferred.
The natural forest degradation requires Regional Environmental Management for Native
Forests, which demands an environment data base line. The environment information
provided by the present work intends to be a contribution towards that aim, since there is a
lack of studies deep enough to approach the topic with certainty.

3.- Methodology.
The main methodology was based on a sample survey applied to 5 % of the homes in the
two mayor cities in the region: Coihaique ( Lat. 45° 36 ' S. ), with a population of 36,376
inhabitants and Puerto Aisen (Lat. 45° 24 ' S. ), with 12,762 inhabitants ( See Fig. I).
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The number of homes surveyed in the former city was 483, whereas 201 homes were
surveyed in the latter. In ·addition to some other questions, the survey found out about the
annual firewood consumption per family, the trees species used, and the areas which the fuel
wood cam from.

4.- Results.
The city of Coihaique, located inland, in the Region of Aisen, in the Patagonian Andes,
has an annual consumption of 351 ,308 stere cubic meters of firewood, equivalent to
approximately 227,647 tons.. The exploitation areas of green and dry firewood, in some
cases resulting from old forest fires in the region, are concentrated in three areas.
A first area is concentrated in the north of the city and supplies 28 % of the firewood
volume.and two areas in the south provide the remaining volume (See Fig. 2). Coihaique is
located in a rather central position regarding those areas, thus establishing a north-south
central axe of aproximately 76 Ian. Wide in a straight line, and an east-west axe of
aproximately 50 Ian. , also in a straight line.
A total of 8,703 homes consume firewood ( 99 % of the urban total) of which 17 % use
only firewood as fuel. The remaining percentage alternates the use of firewood with other
fuels, mainly liquefied gas.
A significant percentage of the families (81 ,4 %) use dendroenergy for food cooking
and home heating simultaneously, in addition to clothes drying inside the house and hot water
supply.
During the long cold winter period, the monthly consumption increases up to an
average of 4,5 m3 of firewood per home, whereas in the summer that consumption decreases
to 2,2 m3.
The city of Puerto Aisen, on the other hand, located in the fiord and archipelago region,
and demographically smaller, annually bums an estimate volume of 132,092 m3 stere
firewood, equivalent to approximately 85,596 tons. a year.
Such demand is covered by three supply areas ( See Fig. 2 ) . The first area provides 20
% of the annual volume and is the closest to the city, thus establishing an east-west axe of 50
km and a north-south axe of 25 Ian.. The other exploitation areas, where the remaining
105,674 m3 of firewood come from ( 80 % ), overlap those areas supplying the city of

Coihaique and are organized according to the main road axe layouts.
A total of 3,131 homes consume firewood, representing 98 % of the urban total in
Puerto Aisen. From the total of consumer homes, 32,5 % consume just firewood as the only
kind of fuel. The remaining percentage of families alternate the use of firewood with other
fuels, mainly liquefied gas.
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A significant percentage of the homes (77,1 %) use dendroenergy for home heating and
food cooking simultaneously, obtaining, at the same time, hot water and the drying of clothes
inside the house.
During the long cold winter period, the monthly consumption reaches 4,7 m3 of fuel per
home, and consumption decreases in the summer to 2,2 m3 a month.

Dendroenergy consumption in both cities reaches 40 m3 per home per year and is
determined not only by the natural presence of this forestry resource, but also by the sevenmonth winter period, with temperatures below 10° C, and an average temperature of 8,2° C in
a normal year.

Table I stands out the importance of the regional biomass as a supply of firewood fuel
for the population living in the principal cities of that vast southern region of the country.
Similarly, a cause association between of decrease in temperature according to the latitude
and the firewood necessity in the seven cities studied can also be appreciated. Thus, the cities
of Puerto Aisen and Coihaique put greater pressure on the use of the forestry resources
available.

Table I
HIBERNAL TEMPERATURE AND CONSUMPTION FOR PRINCIPAL CITIES TN SOUTH
OFCHll.£
City

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Valdivia
Osorno
Puerto Montt
Ancud
Castro
Aisen
Coihaique

Volume log
consumption
m3/home/year

South
latitude

More cold month °C
( I)

15,1
15,1
18,5
28,6
21 ,6
41 ,4
42,9

39° 37'
40° 36'
41° 25 '
41° 51 '
42° 29 '
45° 24 '
45° 36 '

7,8 (July)
5,6 (July)
5,7 (July)
7,5 (July)
6,9 (August)
4,6 (July)
1,3 (June)

(1) Average temperature in centigrade degrees.
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In addition, there are, obviously, other factors which explain the firewood preference,
and they range from cultural aspects to ( apparently) comparatively lower costs compared to
the use of other fuels such as liquefied gas.

The wood used as firewood comes mainly from Lenga (Nothofagus Pumilio, Kasser.
Family: Fagaceas) representing 49,6 % of total 483,400 m3 of firewood required in both
cities; and Nirre (Nothofagus Anctartica ( G. Forster) Oerst. Family: Fagaceas) which covers
33,7 % of the demand. Both species belong to the fagaceous family, forming together with
various other species the Siempreverde (Evergreen) and Patagonic forests of this southern
region.

In general terms, the situation described in the present study responds to the peculiar
features of natural forests with poor silvicultural management, in which the production of
sawing wood is smaller if compared to 70 % or 80% of the wood used for the production of
pulp chips and/or firewood. In a silviculturally managed forest this ratio is inverse.
In the first case , the selective cut down of trees is a negative choice since it makes forest
regeneration and natural growth difficult. This causes tree quality degradation in the future
since the obtention of chips and firewood will be justified as the main exploitation reason.

5.- Conclusions.
The present work is a contribution to generating new data about environmental nature,
comparable to other results in order to focus the attention on the sustainable utilization of
native forests in the Region of Aisen.
The areas of exploited forests for dendroenergy purposes in the principal cities, in which
there is a
concentration of 61 % of the 80,501 inhabitants of the region, have been
referentially located for the first time.
In addition, the economic and social importance that de energy available represents for the
urban (and also rural) families in the nearby forests, for which they show a certain preference
or alternation in the use regarding other domestic fuels, is established. This determine the
urgent necessity to manage the native forestry resources as a contribution to human growth
since firewood allows to satisf'y important needs in the daily lives of families who, being
urban, live in isolated, faraway and desolate areas of our national territory.
Finally, these results lead to reallocate the complex links between man and his
environment in the search for environmental stability assumed as part of the local and regional
development.
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A bstract
The need for effective management and protection of agricultural land resources,
adequate information base, and the avai lability and access ibility of computerised
technolo gy, are contributed to a major initiative for co-ordinated and comprehensive
development of informati on systems. Serbian Ministry for Agriculture entitled the
Agency for Protection, Use and Improvement of Agricultural Land to assemble a plan
for the Agri cu ltural Information System of Serbi a (ALISS) .
The ideas proposed in the conceptual phase of the ALISS were tested in a pilot project.
This paper describes the process of making the thematic at las of agricultural land for
pilot proj ect for Agricultural Land Informati on System of Serbi a (ALISS). The project
was implemented for the commune ofBacki Petrovac in Vojvodina.
The pilot project was completed by th e end of the 1995 and evaluated by the
Comm ission fo r Oversight and Assessment, th e Agency fo r Use, Protection and
Improvement of Agricultural Land, and the Ministry of Agric ulture. ARCITNFO GIS
software was proposed for the entire proj ect.

Information system about agricuIturalland in the Republic of Serbia
The need fo r effective management and protection of agricultural land resources, the
lack of adequate informat ion base, and the availab ility and access ibility of
computerized technol ogy, have all contributed to a major initiative for coordinated and
comprehensive development of info rm ation systems. T he project of developing the
Agri cultural Land Information System of Serbi a (ALISS) was approached in several
phases, including establishment of project tasts, preliminary study, conceptual
plalming, pilot project, prototyping and executive programmin g and implementation.
An analysis of the real agroecosystems was the starting point of the proj ect, using the
substanti ve mu lti-disciplinary knowledge to guide the techn ological app li cation. The
main purpose of the ALISS is to aid land use planning and decision-making regarding
agricu ltural land .
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Serbian Ministry for Agriculture entitled the Agency for Protection, Use and
Improvement of Agricultural Land to assemble a plan for the Agricultural Information
System of Serbia (ALISS) . Structure of ALISS is given at figure I. [1]
Figure I. ALISS Environment: Imput, Contents and Users
Other IS
Water Economy IS

~

Forest IS

~

Environmenta l IS

~

Meteorological IS

~

Agricu ltura l IS

~

Geological IS

~

ALISS
Water
Soi l
B iocenosis
Settlements
Ecosystems
Population
Climate
Topography
Melioration
Infrastructure
L itology

~
~
~
~

~
~
~
~
~
~
~

Users
Farmers
Cooperatives
State farms
Income bureaus
Cadastre
Mi nistries
Research institutions
Statistical bureaus
Food industry
Material reserves
Plalmers ...... etc.

The ideas proposed in the conceptual phase of the ALISS were tested in a pilot project.
The project was implemented for the commune of Backi Petrovac in Vojvodina. The
project included a database system on soil , water, topo graphy, climate, agricultural
population, meliorati on systems, agricultural production, and land use, value a~d
pointing. The database consisted of eighty ana lyt ical maps di gitalized in AutoCAD and
a tabular database. Some of the soi l-related attributes were acquired from the
pedological research on 250 profi les, undertaken specially for the purpose of this pilot
project.
Agricu ltura l land is one of th e strategic resource of every country . Because of that it is
very important to estab lishe the information system which wi ll provide optimal
utili zation of agricultural land in every part of the Republic of Serb ia.
The informat ion system about agricultural land has five subsystems:
I. subsystem of general data about agricultural land
2. subsystem of agricultura l land organisation
3. subsystem of agricu ltural land protection
4. subsys tem of agricultural land utilization
5. subsystem of geodesis-sadastral-carto graphi c data.
Information subsystem of geodes ic-cadastral-cartograohic data is the esential one. It is
in category of subsystems which generates data and it does not much dependent from
data of other subsystems.
Information subsystem of geodesic-cadastral-cartographic data causes resolution of
general system, because it provides basic informations and conn ecti ons with other
subsystems. Reso lution of this subsystem is conditi onal for standardizati on of
communication processes throu gh geodesic, cadastral and cartographic data which are
existencial for other subsystems, as well as for other systems in enviroml1ent.
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Matrix of subsystems connections and interactions looks like this:
Subsystem
PSI
PSI
PS2
PS3
PS4
PS5

-

PS2
F

P
P
P
F

P
P
F

-

Preceded subsystems
PS3
F
-

PS4
F
P
F

P
F

-

PS5
P
P
P
P

F

-

P - Preceding
F - Feedback
Subsystem of geodesic-cadastral-cartographic data provides and organizes geodesiccadastral-cal10graphic works in vo lume which is necessary for realization of their role
in monitoring of agricultural land in the Republi c of Serbia. This subsystem unites
fo llowing processes:
• to provide geodesic-cadastral-carto graphic data;
• to make data classes:
a) geodesic data
b) cadastral data
c) cat10 graphi c data;
• to make connection with:
a) subsystem of general data about agr icultural land
b) pedologic and land classification characteristics
c) subsystem of agr icultural land utili zation
d) data about benefit of land utili zation.
Among all subsystems there are feed backs . That provides all plannin g processes and
controlin g the realization at different levels of plannin g and managing the agricultural
land in th e Republi c of Serbi a.
It was necessary to introduce two levels of programme and data independence : a level
of logical independence and a level of physical independence. It should be noted that
the physical independence is related to the fact that the changes of the database
physical structure have not cause the changes of the scheme, subscheme and
programme. The logical independence is related to the fact that the changes of the
scheme have not lead to the changes of scheme and programme.
Bas ic map for graphi c presentation of data about agri cultural land of conunune should
be a topographic map at scale 1:25 000.

Definition and characteristics of atlases
ICA definited call0graphy (1989) as "The organization and communication of
geographically re lated information in either graphi c or digital form. It can include all
stages fi'om data preparation to end use in the creation of maps and related spati al
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information products, acquisition to presentation and use". The map was not included
in the definition but it was defmed independently as "A holistic representation and
intellectual abstraction of geographical reality, intended to be communicated for a
purpose or purposes, trans felTing relevant geographical data into an end-product which
is visual, digital or tactile". [2]
The map is conditionall y mathematically reduced, generalized and designed picturesymbols model of the appropriate spatial entity on the mathematical surface (globe) or
on the mathematical plane (plan, map). The geographical map gives not only clear
picture of the geographical disposition of objects, phenomena and processes, but also
enables study of regularities of the disposition itself, their correlations and
interconnections which results in decision-making and gives the scientific base for
elaboration of a thesis about transformation of the geographical look of the telTitory
whi ch is observed.
Cartography is bein g more and more defined as the science on transfer of graphic
information, and the map as a specific information channel. The language of the map is
the langua ge of the graphics. The graphi cation term indicating the spatial-visual
symbols indispensable for composing the map contents is class ified in the same order
with alphabet, numbers and articulation i.e. capability of verbal communication. The
cartographic method uses the special system of symbols. In the process of ca110graphic
modelling, the role of symbols is given to cartographic symbol which represents the
appropri ate object or phenomenon . Adequacy between symbols and elements which it
represents is achieved by representation of its qualitative (shape, colour) or quantitative
(size) characteristics. Semiographing of the cat10graphic object is the cartographicconstructi ve process. Connotation (presentation of a group of attributes important for
meaning of a notion) is obtained in the process of ca110graphying throu gh the marking
process. Collocation (mutual disposition and distribution of objects and phenomena) is
obtained by location. Every sign representing a object or a phenomenon has the
appropriate meanin g, but only by its denomination and location the map is obtained.
Locating is the carto graphic threshold behind which the map originates.
Atlas is a modelled contexture of tb e treated subj ect matter of the space on an optimal
set of maps . The modelling of space contents is a very complex problem and it
necessary implements through the composing of different kinds, types and categories
of maps in a thematic atlas. Atlas is a compos ition of maps which di ffer in projection,
scale of a map, format, methods of contents mak ing, contents, purpose, etc. The atlas
map in its thematic contents, impo11ance and in its place in order of maps is essentiall y
determined by the themati c contents of an atlas as a whole.
Geographic atl ases are collections of maps which by their contents, intended purpose,
editorial designs and the means for their realisation make a unique whole. All atlas
maps as atlas secti ons must be conceptually compared, reciprocally supplemented and
coordinated. Atlas maps are unified by the general conception, sheet format, unique
cartographi c key, colours and uniform contemporariness of data.
Atl as map is defined as a " map which belongs to an atlas" . The essence of an atlas map
may be also defin ed as "the at las map which thematic contents, vo lume, imp0l1ance
and shap ing of contents, as well as the place in the sequence of maps are defined by the
treatment of the atlas entity". Atlases consists of a composition of different maps in
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accordance with their projection, scales, format, method, contents, intended purpose,
etc. Particularly thematic atlases, from identical to non-identical ones, are characterised
by different maps according to composing of the map contents structure. In the general
div ision of maps, individual map types are singled out such as a "group of maps with
mutual subject matter of the contents" and the map types such as a "group of maps tied
by a general characteristic such as for examp le, by scale, method of presentation, etc." .
The map category is a group of atlas maps with a common characteristics and relative
meaning of part of the contents it represents in the atlas. Categorization of maps is
graduating of evaluation of simi lar groups of maps in the at las. [3]
The thematic atlases, due to their complexity, must be the result of cooperation and
mutual work of cartographers and experts from various scientific fields (those from
which the thematic maps are produced). The structure of the thematicatlas as well as
the structure of a single thematic or atlas map depends on the spatial structure of the
mapped territory because it represents its reflection which is of the crucial importance
for cartographic modelling. Structures of individual maps in an atlas differ among
themselves because of different characteristics of elements of the area which are
represented on the appropriate map. During the modelling of the structure of thematic
maps of at las, attention should be paid to selection of mathematical-cartographic
elements which make the basis for thematic contents as well as to methods and means
of cartographic presentation of various themes. Choice of suppl ementary contents
elements of thematic maps which fi ll in data on concrete thin gs and phenomena which
cannot be obtained fi'OlTI the basic map contents is also important. The number of
suppl ementary elements on thematic map margins is to be defined in advance and
depends on the scale, themati c contents and the intended purpose of each map. At
cartographying of objects, phenomena, and processing of the appropriate area,
selection of the optimal scale is important because it depends on the size of the
mapped territory, format and degree of generalization of content of the appropriate
map. The intention shou ld be to apply the same projections for the maps of the same
type. Optimum cartograph ic design in modelling of thematic maps is obtained by
proper selection of the cartographying method and cartographic expressive means.

Electronic atlases
Atlases are generally considered a hi gher form of cartography, as in their production
there is both an extra plannin g and an extra structural dimension. It is not just one map
that has to be ready at a specific time, but perhaps a hundred. These maps all have to
relate to one another. Atlases are combinations of maps structured in such way that
given objectives are reached.
The analytical power of computer has given the atlas concept an extra dim ension.
If traditional at lases are considered intentional combinations of maps, than not all
electronic atlases might fit this definition , as there are several types of electronic
atlases to be discerned:
I. view-only electronic at lases
2. interact ive electronic atlases
3. analytical electronic atlases.
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View-only electronic atlases can be considered as electronic versions of paper atlases,
with no extra fun ctionality, but with the possibility to access the maps at random,
instead of the linear browsing,that occurs in paper atlases. There is already a distinct
advantage over paper atlases and that is the cost of production and distribution. They
are much cheaper to produce and - in form of diskette or CD-ROM - it is much easier
to distribute (and update) them than paper atlases .
Interacti ve electronic at lases are intended for a more computer-literate audience. They
will alow their users to manipulate the data sets. The principle here is that there are no
true maps: each map is a specific selection of data, processed in such a way as to come
as near as possible to the essence of the themes distribution but it will always be biased
by subjective elements. In an interactive their own linking. They can adjust the
classification method or extend the number of classes at will.
In analyti cal electronic atlases the fu ll potential of the electronic environment is used.
Data sets can be combined so th at the atlas user is no longer restri cted by the themes
selected by the cartographer for the atlas. Computations can be effectived on areas, on
themes or on themes within specificall y defined boundaries and much of the GIS
functi onality wou ld be available here. The major emphas is will be on assess ing the
spatial information and on th e visualization of the result.
Electronic atl ases have advantages over paper atlases. These advantages are followin g:
• Customized maps can be produced on computers.
• Geometrical information can be provided immedi ately: di stances between points,
lengths of routes, areas of regions, however defined, are provided upon request, as
are the geographical coordinates of the cursor position.
• Where as trad itional atlases isolate (they on ly show a particular area, at a particular
scale, pertaining to a specific date or period in time), electronic atlases have the
power to shed these restri ctions, and to move beyond map frames by pannun g,
zoomin g over time.
• Hi ghli ghting or clicking a name in the register or index will immediately provide a
map showing the named object on the largest scale avai lable.
• In more recent versions of electronic atlases the link with multimedia has been
forget. Icons will show the objects of which photographs or sound tracks have been
stored as we ll ; photographs are now already being replaced by videoclips.
Two aspects of electroni c atlases maintain the same overall importance as in traditional
atlases: one is access and nav igation ; the other is the ability to compare.
Accordin g to Van Elzakker (1 993): " An electronic at las is a computeri zed GIS, related
to a certain area or theme in connection with a given purpose, with an additional
narrati ve facu lty in which maps playa dominant role." [4]
Electronic atl ases and electronic mapp in g systems are being complemented and
supplemented by multi-medi a systems which utilize not only visuali zation techniques
but a vari ety of other approaches such as video and sound.
A new element of map use in electronic atlases is the aspect of nav igation throu gh the
atlas: thi s gives a new meanin g to th e "select map" task, as th e potential map titles wi ll
usua ll y be provided in a th ematic index. Each new level of presentation wou ld allow
one to di scover new spatial patterns. [4]
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Louise Guay said: "Maps used to be the primary instruments for navigation,
exploration and di scovery. Now they have become the tools for interactive computer
navigation. These models of the world have been transformed into worlds of models. A
map whose system incorporates the architecture of space includes not only its
organization but also our way of using the space and of representing and simulating it.
In other words, we will be navi gating through knowledge. Maps have given us a
superb and dynamic way of learning. The metaphors of travel and geographic
exploration pervade multi-media systems since we are setting out on new continents of
multi-sensory languages". [5]

Atlas of agricuIturalland of commune
For process of making (and establishing) the Information system about agricultural
land in the Republic of Serbia it was made the Information system of commune Backi
Petrovac, as example of plainical community. It Was made a suitable database and on
the base of that the thematic at las .
The maps are made at the scale I: 25 000 in AutoCAD and database in Excel. Their
connection and further processing of maps is realized in ARCIINFO.
The Atlas of commune Backi Petrovac make the fo llowing maps:
I. Administrative map
2. Geo logical map
3. Geomorphologic map
4. Map of to po climate (with exposition)
5. Map of hydrolo gic characteristics
6. Map of erosion, waterproof and flood able
7. Map of humus content
8. Pedologic map
9. Map of content of accessible K 2 0
10. Map of ealihen pH in cube meters of KCL
I I. Map of content Al of accessib le P 2 0 S
12. Map of land classification
13. Microbiologic map
14. Map ofland suitablation for ilTigation
15 . Map of endagerable and harmful substances
16. Map of structure of agricultural land
17. Map of land utilization
18. Synthetic (bonity) map
The synthetically bonity map was made on the base of set of analytical maps. It was
used quantitative method of pointin g by which is applied two procedures: elimination
and favorisation . Method of pointing (bonity = pointing) is the one of quantitative
method of evaluation the nature environment for the different aspects of planning,
especially for establishing of partial or general optimal land use. At the base method is
consisted of giving the numerical estimate for suitabl e characteristics of some natural
elements of geographical environn1ent. Absolute bonity (pointing) is applying on the
phenomenon which can be measured.
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The method of quantitative pointing is based on two fundamental accesses:
a) evaluation at the base of suitability (attributional evaluation);
b) evaluat ion at the base of possible benefit (econometrically pointing).
At the .end it was defying the rankin g of priorities. It was used the Valenti an 's scale.
For making this digital synthesical map of pointing it was made a new computer
program.

Conclusion
The pilot project was completed by the end of the 1995 and evalueted by the
Commission for Oversight and Assessment, the Agency for Use, Protection and
Improvement of Agricultural Land, and the Ministry of Agricu lture.
The Working Group proposed the use of ARCIINFO GIS software for the entire
project, suggested the project schedule and outlined the prospective staffing needs.
Implementation of the ALISS is a long-term endeavor. It includes the system and
database development, utilization and maintenance. The system is envisioned as
dynam ic and transparent, to allow for easy and non-disruptive incorporation of all
changes in the real agroecosystem, identification and correction of errors and input of
new data.
Finall y, ALISS will be part of an integrated Land Information System of Serbia which
is expected to aid planning decisions regarding future land use, infrastructural corridors
and objects, exploitation of mineral resources, melioration systems and location of
industry.
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A bs tract
Contemporary education, apart fro m other thin gs, means to acquire ability to use and
read maps. The map is an indispensabl e means of researchin g and representin g th e
exploring results. It has an advantage over natural langua ge because it is simpler and
more all encompass ing for a certain kind of information due to th e usage of signs
whi ch give it the universality. The language of the map is the language of graphi cs
which stand in the same order in alphabet, numbers and aliiculati on. That is way the
map can be understood in its basic shape and independent of the language.
The map content is very complex so that its understandin g takes a few steps. First of
all, you must perceive its outer content given by an adequate cartographi c method
concretely and visually with plasti city and signs. At the hi gher level of educati on, th e
inner content, structural and illustrative, the essence of which is to understand the
regul ariti es of distribution and intensity of phenomena and processes of geographic
envirOtUllent as well as their interrelati ons should be studied.
T he subj ect matter of carto graphy is linked, on the one side, with the general
phil osoph ic theory of know ledge, through categories of space and time, and on the
oth er hand, with correspondin g sciences or scientific disciplines, through cartographic
meth od and language. Language of map can be considered as second language of
geography. Cartographic language is much more complex than the language itself du e
to different ways of putting words into a sentence. In natural language that process is
li near and words have grammatical forms. The process of reading maps is spatial,
across the whole map, and depends onl y on the position of th e mapped phenomena,
obj ects and processes.
Education in cartography means complex knowledge of and dea lin g with the fo ll owin g
gnosti c probl ems: a) spat ial definiti on of obj ects, phenomena and processes in
math emati co-geodeti c systems; b) time correlati on of processes and phenomena and
their evoluti onary development by fixa ti on of certain time or locati on in certain time
system; c) essential definiti on of th e obj ects, phenomena and relati ons of the rea l world
by qu anti ficat ion and qualitati ve tra its.
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Introduction
Cartography is an old science, almost as old as the human consciousness. As soon as
the man observed spatial relationships of natural elements he felt a need to present
them and in that way a map was made in its original form. A primitive map was only
an empirical reflection of what was seen without any abstractions or symbols. It was
necessary to begin to think in symbols which can represent material elements,
phenomena, relationships and conditions to create writing. The history of civilized
society and extrapolation of its future development points to the fact that the map has
been an important feature and will be an indispensable means of progress of certain
society. [1]
For a long time there existed a dilemma if caliography was a science, a technical
discipline or just a method of presentation of geographic and other knowledge. The
subj ect matter of caJiography is a construction of a picture-symbol model of the
appropriate space entity or spatial component on the mathematical surface (globe) or
on the mathematical plane (map). A caliographic method is a very specific scientific
method which in gnoseological sense presents the basis of many scientific disciplines,
and is a basic method of research and presentation of results in cartography. Since
carto graphy has its subject matter and method of researching it can be considered a
science. It is on ly cartography that takes maps as its subj ect matter. The place and role
of cartography is impOliant in education, either fro m the point of view of its subj ect
matter, method of researchin g or means of presentation.
The name "geographic map" shows a close relation between cartography and
geography. N.V. Gogolj was interested in geography even in his youth. Pointing o~t
the importance of geography in general education he used to say: " Which other science
may be more attractive to children? Isn ' t it painful if we show them some lifeless dry
skeleton instead?". [2] MTV. Lomonosov, K. Riter, A. Humbolt and other geographers
pointed out edu cational significance of geography to teachers . Academician Milisav
Lutovac pointed out that studying geography one can learn best the nature and history
of a nation and that geography is essentially a direct insight into a real life of a nation.

The map as a universal Pleans of researching
The language of the map is a cartographic language, i.e. system of symbols by use of
whi ch the space, distribution of obj ects and phenomena in it and their changes in time
are presented. The map is the language of geography, but not geography alone; it is
also the language of some other spatial sciences (history, archeology, geology,
demography, etc.). The map can also present changes of phenomena, changes in their
distribution and their development in time.
In spatial sciences the map holds a significant role as a universal means of researching
of scientific problems. The caliographic method enables establishing con'ect spatial
structures in geographic environment, exact presentation of configuration of spatial
arrangement and rearrangement of elements and phenomena, their position, density,
dispersion, homogeneity and heterogeneity. The carto graphic method is characteristic
for all spatial sciences. Using this method in the process of researching we make a
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specific graphic model - a map. The application of cru10 graphic method in
investi gations and study of subj ect matter of geospace is in the form of carto graphy method algorithm. It makes a system of carto graphic methods.
The object of mapping may be real or abstract but even an imagined phenomenon has
its spatial and time aspects. The spatial aspect is expressed as a denotation and
connotation. Denotation represents an application of all graphic signs, fi'om diagrams
(cru"tographic coordinated system), grids (carto graphic grids) to complex carto graphic
signs. Connotation means mathematical proj ecting of elements from natme to the map.
The time aspect means time cross-section or cel1ain time interval.
The advantage of the cartographic method is in the fact that it can represent
phenomena spatiall y and over time in their coming into existence and development and
predi ct the regularity of their furth er development.
The map is usually considered as a two-dimensional picture of the three-dimensional
space. But, it has a fO Ul1h dimension as well - time. The map as a "model of real space,
obj ects and phenomena of objective reality" (3] has an important role in makin g th e
view of the world, which is one of the most imp0l1ant obj ectives of edu cation . The
geographi c method is most readily realized through the all encompass ing application
of call0graphi c method as an indispensable language of geographic science.
In recent years cartography has increasingly been defined as a science on transfer of
graphic informati on, and the map as a specific informati on channel. Carto graphy uses
the graphic method. The language of the map is the language of graphics. That is why
the term " graphication" has been proposed to express the spatial-visual symbols of the
map. It is even considered that graphicati on should be class ified in the same order as
alphabet, numbers and ru"ticulati on.
The whole life of the man, from the prehistori c times to the present day, has been
developing with the use of symbols. The symbol is every phenomenon that is not the
phenomenon itself. The relationship between the symbol and the phenomenon is one
sided relation of refl ection - the phenomenon is thus refl ected in a symbol. Plato
developed a theory of system of symbols accordin g to levels. The initial category is
idea as a direct creati on of human mind. The idea would be without meaning if it
stayed inside the mind and not told somebody. To express an idea it should be
presented by signs . The signs of the first order are words, while the signs of the second
order are graphic symbols. The signs are divided into groups. One group encompasses
cartographic signs (spatial-visual graphic elements) . A cartographi c sign and its
system, as a specific language of the map, complies with the general rul e of semiology,
a science of signs in general, their elements and systems, nature, forms and fun ctions.
The map language belongs to the ideographic languages, where instead of vocal
sounds images represent the idea of an obj ect. To thin k in the map language means to
think cartographically. Alphabet gets its own meaning onl y when it is used fo r writin g
om thoughts; and in the same way a system of cartographic signs when we present
something cartographically. Similar to the speech, the map language complies' with the
general linguistic rules . The signs are onl y graphic expressions until they become th e
elements of map content, i.e. connotative. From that moment they start to have
linguistic fun ction. The signs are communicati ve, they may be cOlU1ected in th e same
way as letters in words and words in sentences. The map has an advantage over th e
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speech as it is much simpler and more comprehensive for certain kind of information.
The application of signs gives the map universality, as it can be understood in its bas ic
shape devoid of the written lan guage.
Everybody is familiar with sketches and models of the settlements, relief geographic
maps, graphs. Every imitating of any obj ect, process or phenomenon as well as activity
and behav ior, is modelling. [4] The method of modelling developed as a general
scientific method. According to K. B. Batoroev the modelling is a research procedure
which creates a real or ideal-semiological system (model) capable of replacing the
studied obj ect and enables experimental researching by which we can get re liable
knowledge of the studied object. The modelling is a dialectic process from practice to
theory and fro m theory to practice.
The map as a model of real space, obj ects and phenomena of reality has a special
importance in realization and application of geographic knowledge. A cognitive role of
the map as a model is obvious in the fo llowing:
• it replaces the obj ect of researchi ng or its parts which are of special interest to us,
• it enables the checking of the current kn owledge,
• it has a sign ificant role in predicting, which is very important in scientific research,
• it has a speci al ro le in scientific explanation of the phenomena (what is not known
or unclear in the ori ginal phenomenon often becomes clear and explainable on the
model as it is more pronounced on the model). [4]
Geographi c space conta ins geographic obj ects, phenomena and processes which are
defi ned with their interrelations of qualitative and quantitative nature. It shows ' an
exceptional anisotropy as a consequence of differences (physical, chemical, biological,
etc.) of obj ects and phenomena.
No element of the space exists isolated fro m other elements. They are all connected
and interrelated. The development of one element influences the development of the
other and vice versa. The principle of fee dback rules. That complexity of their
relationships must be presented on the map too. The essential thing is to kn ow the
regu larity of disposition and intensity of phenomena and processes in the geographic
environment as well as the way of their interre lations. The arrangement of cartographic
symbols is a reflection of reality and can be observed in the following levels:
qualitati ve, sequential and quantitative. The qualitative level of the content structure of
the map is based on the assoc iation and selection. The association means grouping of
elements accordin g to similarity, while selection means reduction accordin g to
differences. The level of sequence may be observed spatially (upper, lower, under the
level, above the level, western, eastern) and temporally (earlier, now, in futurepredi ctin g). The quantitative or metric level means to observe sizes, compare them and
class ify obj ects accordin g to them.
The geographic map gives not only the clear image of geographic distribution of
obj ects, phenomena and processes, but also enables the study of regulari ty of the
distribution itself and their interrelations and interdependence. This enables to make
conclusions and gives a scientific base for creating a thes is about transformation of
cel1ain territory. That is why the modelling of real space, obj ects and phenomena of
reality is not only perceptive presentation and phys ical simulation but also every
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psychic representation and even imagining of objects and phenomena. The map is a
universal means ofresearching in all spatial sciences.
Due to the fact that the map is used as an information memory and at the same time
represents a model of geographic reality, the way of using and studying the contents of
the map may be observed in the following six basic forms:
• map reading - visual use of direct cartographic information, identification of
presented reality,
• map interpretation - visual use of cartographic pieces of information and their basic
connection and explanation,
• cartometric procedures - measuring procedures and evaluation of the obtained
values, measuring and calculating of quantitative features ,
• comparison method - comparison of maps with geographic reality, other maps and
information,
• transfonnation of the map - graphic ways of pointing things out, adding,
generalization and remaking of the original map,
• mathematical methods
application of mathematico-statistical analyses,
mathematical models and theory of information.
The modelling is a "reflective-theoretical activity" and a "specific researching" with
the fo llowing principles:
• every object of researching may be modelled (principle of universality),
• every object or system may be modelled in different ways, i.e. they may be
modelled in many other systems,
• every model may be both prototype and example.
An opposite way of modelling may be utilized by extrapolation. The method of
modelled extrapolation presupposes the creating of the reality on a model and its
checking on the ten·ain .[4]
The content of the map is very complex; it is a structure of objects, phenomena and
processes. Among special scientific methods and procedures is a method of
classification, i.e. specialization of a certain notion. This means a division of a notion
or assumption according to certain principle of division. The principle of dichotomy is
one of the most important ways of finding the real truth. Dichotomy enables acquiring
the knowledge of the deepest inner elements of all objects and phenomena as
developmental dialectic unities in diversity. In the caliographic-constructive process of
semiographing of the objects of cartographic study dichotomy is applied on the map
contents and on the surface of the figure of the given celestial body. The map content,
by application of dichotomy, divides into exponent and immanent ones.
The exponent content is expressed on the map by an adequate cartographic method,
concretely and visually, by use of plasticity and symbols. The inner feature of the
exponent content is an immanent content, i.e. dialectical unity in diversity, inten·elation
and discrepancy of elements in spatial development of mapped objects and
phenomena. It is essential and illustrative. The immanent content is divided into
eductive one and productive one. By analytico-synthetic method it can be selected the
following:
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•

eductive content, which deals with inner components, elements, sizes, values etc. of
mapped objects and phenomena, and
• productive content, which refers to relations, frequencies, intensities and structures,
enables zonation and regionalization etc., and observes regularities, characteristics
and tendencies.
The productive map content is a newly made content in specific caliographic process
of researching of spatial reality, as a spatial dynamic system. The immanent content,
and especially its productive pali, enables wide approach to the study of qualitative
features of mapped objects and phenomena and all-encompassing and active
acquirement of knowledge about them in educational process. [3]
By dyhotomous analysis of map content it can be shown its content as unity of
particular and general, as well as dyhotomous comprehensive of map content as way of
getting knowledge about general in particular through that paliicular. That treatment of
map content considers process of making and functioning a different forms of
caliographic information.
The dichotomous propeliy of the map content constitutes the base for the systematic
classification of its content. Dichotomous treatment of the unity of map content
conditions a special methodological approach to the map with gradual conclusions: on
the first degree by the interpretation method one leams the exposed content; on the
second degree by the exact methods one leams the eductive content; and on the third
degree by combining various methods one reaches the productive content.
The reflection of the real space studied and its temporal chan geability cartography
expresses as a spatial structure and regularities of complex spatial systems of
interrelated objects, phenomena and processes in their dynamics.

Conclusion
A dichotomy of denotati ve (or explicit) and connotative (or implicit) meanin g was
presented along with the contention that this dichotomy is not as discreate as often
implied. Tlu'ough repeated use, connotation can evolve toward denotation.
The map as a model of real space has a significant role in acquiring the scientific view
of the world which is one of the main goals of education and formation of personality.
Map has an advantage over the natural language, because for particular kind of
information it is considerable simpl e and much more perceptive. Application of signs
gives map universality, because it is comprehensible in its bas ic shape and it is not
dependent of written language.
The maps are mathematical and logical models, which are not just an illustration of the
contents of the real space, but also of their specific and relational traits which can't be
seen at first sight. The maps are the express ions of hi gher creative thinking which
advances the didactic process.
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The use of digital maps becomes ever more widespread and as a consequence the need
for checking di gitized map data against different registration standards increases.
TOP 1ODK is the current standard for topographic data registration at The National
Survey and Cadastre, Denmark. This registration standard describes various topologi:
cal and semantic rules. Rul es vary from simple tolerances for point snapping, through
length and area criterions for specific object types, to more complicated rules for
merging objects of different types depending on size criterions or nearby objects.

Benefits of automated checking
The production of the new di gital maps is done by subcontractors, and for that reason
we soon found ourselves in urgent need for automated checking procedures for the
data coming from the subcontractors. Consequentl y a computer program was made
and given to each subcontractor.
The two maj or benefits in using the program are as follows:
Fast learnin g
With the computer program the sub contractors were able to check their own work.
This immedi ate feedback saves us from what at times could seem a never-ending
process of rejecting data and receiving corrected data.
Hi gher Quality
The computer program checks the data structures to a level that cannot be achieved by
manual checking and the resulting data quality is therefore cons iderable improved.
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Rules as input to the computer cod e
In the fi rst versions of the computer program the rul es were written directly as code
li nes in the program, and could not be changed without changing and recomp iling the
code. This approach did limit the use of the program to the TOP 10DK standard, and
when the TOPlODK standard was changed (as it was often in the initial phases of the
produ cti on) a new version of the program was called for.
Instead of rules being an integral part of the computer program the rul es should be
input data to th e program. This would allow the end-user to make the description of the
rul es instead of the programmer, and thus allow the code to be used in di fferent
contexts.

Errors contra variations
When the program has detected some map data, which do not comply with the
specified rul es, it should mark the spot. However in many cases the code could safely
change the structure at hand to the desired structure. In order to accomplish this, each
rule is accompanied by an acti on, whereby the user can specifY how to correct the error
or specifY, that this error should just be marked not corrected.
Instead of seeing certain semantic structures in the map data as simply "wrong" the
present computer program tries to see the structures as a di ffe rent way to express the
same situation. Thus the goal of the system isn' t so much to find and correct errors as it
is to recognize semantic structures, that can be changed (or reduced) to a preferred
semantic structure, - much in the same way as one would prefer to write 10 instead of
20- 14+4 although the latter is not wrong.
Each rul e represents one such change or reducti on of data. Each rul e needs not initiate
the total change of the data structu re, but merely do a part of the change. The datastructure that results from one such change may then conflict w ith another rul e, which
then makes another change and so on.
The computer program does not check whether the specified set of ru les have inbuilt
conflicts, but it goes without saying, that the program should have a procedu re to
detect situations where confl ictin g rules are causing the program to perform endless
loops .
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Rules of TOPIODK
The semantic rules included in the TO P 1ODK registrati on-standard ( a book of about
120 pages) have been analyzed and reduced to about 150 signi fica nt rules, whi ch
theoreti cally could be computer checked.
The rules were subsequently set up in a context free grammar. The grammar gets
written in a computer readable data format, and a computer program to read that
format has been written.

Identifying elements of data
In TOPIODK all obj ects are described as points, lines or areas. A point object is
described by a single (x,y,z) -point, a line is described as a sequence of connected
points and an area is described as a sequence of connected points w ith the same
starting and ending point. Each object belongs to an "object type" that describes what
kind of phys ical stru cture in the landscape the object describes (building, road, forrest
etc).
One has to decide how to describe a data element so that the rules can easil y combine
di fferent data elements and describe the data stru cture to be recognized.
The obj ect identi fier of a data element in a rul e should po int to the object when the rul e
includes attributes ofth e whole object (such as the size of the object), but should
equall y well be able to point to a specific part of an obj ect, w hen the rule only includes
a local property of the object (such as the locati on of an end point).
We used the fo llowing a data element (called an " obj ectlocati on") as the basic data
element:
objectlocati on
{
object - reference to database
obj ecttype
vector I - a vector included in " obj ect" or empty
vector2 - a vector included in "object" or empty
point - a point inc luded in "obj ect"

If not-empty " vector!" and "vector2" should be sequenti al vectors.
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Context-free grammar for rules
The computer program is able to read the input format and check di fferent types of
rul es as described in the input data.
Figure I shows a small part ofthe actual input fil e syntax written in Bachus-Naur
notation .
It was found convenient to include both rul es and excepti ons to rules. This description
gives a more compact format and lends itself well to th e semantics found in typical
descriptions of map structures .

Relations to EXPRESS
The language EXPRESS could have been used to describe th e allowed data. It was
however considered too complicated at least in this first use of automated checkin g
structures and was thus not chosen. Furthermore the EXPRESS language does not
include a way of describing data transformation which then should have been hand led
by a separate language.

Exa mple of use
An example of an input fil e with rules is shown in fi gure 2. In figure 3 and 4 the
corressponding changes in the map data are indicated.
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:= <objectlocation>.object
<object>
<objectpoint> := <objectlocation>.point
<objecttype> := <object/ocation>.objecttype
<objectmeasure> := size( <object> )
<comparison> := { larger than I less than }
<single rul e> :=
{not}O, I<object> equal <object>
<objectmeasure> <comparison> <number>
{not }O, I <objecttype> is a member of <objectgroup>
{not }O, I <object/ocation> is endpoint of <object>
{not }O, I <objectlocation> shares an edge with <objectlocation>
{not}O,1 <objectpoint> equals <objectpoint>
<action> :=
mark error in {<object> I <obj ect/ocation> }
change objecttype <object> to <object group>
remove <object>
add <object> and <object>
split <object> in <objectlocation>
<ru le> :=
if <condition> {and <condition> }O,oo then <action> {and <acti on> }O,oo
<rule w ith exceptions> :=
<rule> exceptions <rule with exceptions> exceptions end
<collection of rules> := {rule <rul e with exceptions> } 1,00 end of rules

Figure 1. Syntax of rul es wr itten in Buchus-Naur notation. Only a small part of the
complete syntax is shown.
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rule

II rule I

if objectlocation I.objecttype is a member of PATH
and not objectlocation I is endpoint of objectlocation I.object
and objectlocation2.objecttype is a member of ROAD
and objectlocationl.point equals objectlocation2.point
then split objectlocation l.object in objectlocation I
rule

II rule 2

if objectlocationl.objecttype is a member of BUILTUP AREA
and objectlocation I shares an edge with objectlocation2
and objectlocation2.objecttype is a member of BUlLTUP AREA
then add objectlocation I.object and objectlo.cation2.object
rule

II rule 3

if objectlocationl.objecttype is a member of HIGHRISE AREA
and size(objectlocation2.object) less than 2500
then remove objectlocation I.object
exceptions
if objectlocationl.objecttype is a member of HIGHRISE AREA
and objectlocation2.objecttype is a member of BUlL TUP AREA
and size( objectlocation I.object ) less than 2500
and objectlocationl shares an edge with objectlocation2
then change objecttype objectlocation I.object to BUlL TUP AREA
exceptions end
end of rules

Figure 2. Example of computer readable rule specifictions. Possible consequences of
the rules are shown in figure 3 and 4.
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Before application
of rules

After application
of rule 1

Figure 3. Example of consequences of the rules in fi gure 2 applied to map data.

Before application
of rules

Hl GHRlSE

AREA
< 2500 m2

After application of
rule 3 with exception

BUlL1UP

AREA

After application
of rule 3 + 2

Figure 4. Example of consequences of the rules in fi gure 2 applied to map data.
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Abstract
Starting with a charac teri zation of Atlas Information Systems and the current
situ ation of the A tlas of Switzerland a concept fo r a Multimedia Version has
been wo rked out. O n this conceptual basis much of the required fun ctionality
was implemented in an atlas prototyp e. The functionality of this p ro totyp e
can be divid ed into five groups: general functi ons, thematic navigation, sp atial
navigation and orientation, cartographi c visu ali zation, and GI S-fun ctio ns.
Interactive techniques and tools for these functions are d escribed.
Introduction
Atlas Information Sys tems (AIS) can be charac te rized as systems for geo graphic analy sis and carto graphic visu alization in a multimedia environment.
The te rm multimedia implies - amon g others - not only the multi sensorical
comp onent and a non-sequ ential access to the atlas, but especially th e criteria
of interactivity (SCHULMEISTER 1996 ). Multimedia systems offer a good basis
to achieve a dy n amic cartogr aphy with interac ti ve manipulation of sp atial
informatio n and thu s come to the «h eart of cartograp hic visu ali zation"
(TAYLOR I994, p. 333) . In the past, quantitative advances mainly resulted in a
higher producti vity and a wid er range of products. Durin g the las t years ,
focus gradually shifted to qualitative asp ects of cartographic visualization and
multimedia (KRAAK and ORMELING 1996).
The potential of A IS lies in the integrati on of visu ali zation techniqu es ,
mu1.timedia and adapted G IS-functionality, offering better info rmation access
and a ve rsa tile p alette of presentation. D es pite, today 's multimedia atlases
p ersist in a stage, w here maps are considered just as a ki nd of pictures with
rather p oor functionality. The integrati on of graphics and data all ows for the
creation of a va riety of ma ps and other presentati ons fr o m the same da ta base.
U seful interaction with spatial information on diffe rent levels is achi eved by
an «intelligent map" concept. In addition, the integration of adapted G IS -techniques increases the flexibility and the possible use of AIS.
With these . guidelin es in mind, a fl exibl e co n cep t for the Atlas of
Sw itzerland - Multimedia Version h as been wo rked out. Relevant functions
h ave b een impl emented in a p ro to type usin g inte rac tive map and atl as
techniques. Finally, these efforts sh ould res ult in a commercially available
high-standard multimedia atlas .
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Background and Characterization of the Atlas
Since 196 1, the «A tlas of Switzerl and », a joint p roject of t he I nstitute of
Cartography and the Swiss Federal Office of T op ography, is presenting the
country w ith a great variety of typical aspects, structures and processes . Up to
now, this thematic national atlas covers twelve series of more than 5 00 maps.
I t is destined to convey a face ted view of the country and also to info rm
abo ut particular topics or regional issu es .
In fa ll 1994, a n ew du al co nc ept fo r the Atlas of Switzerland h as b een
worked ou t. Based on a human-related, socio-geographical approach, the concept integrates a Print Version and a Multimedia Version (SIEBER 199 4). T o
co mplement each o ther, the coordination of med ia and p resen tatio n fo rm
wi th resp ect to the thematic info rmation has been considered.
T he do m ain of the P r int Ve rsio n is to give an overview and backgr ound
informa ti o n abo ut map s and themes. T he Multim edia Vers io n additi on ally
all ows for map qu eries, analys is, symboli zati on, dyn amic and 3D applicatio ns
(SIEBER and B AR 1996). Accord in g to Ormeling's class ifi cati o n of AIS
(ORMELING 1995) this multim edi a atl as bel o ngs to th e inter ac tive-analy tic
typ e.
A proto typ e is in the develo pment stage. The main goals are to develop an
overall concept and to proof its feas ibility. Focus is mainly o n the implem entatio n of fun ctio ns that h ave rarel y been avail abl e in commo n multimedia
atlases so far.
Concept Multimedia Version
T h e concept mainly deals w ith the p oten tial user groups, the design of u s~ r
in terface and interactivity, the availability of infor mation and da ta sources, the
appropriate softwa re, and concluding test series .
First, the concept incorporates the definition of potential user groups. For
this multimed ia atl as u sers ranging fro m common p eople interes ted in m ap s
up to experts are thou ght of. The consid eratio n of natio nal p rop erties as well
as a prop agatio n beyond the country requires the ch o ice betwee n seve ral
languages such as G erman, French, Italian and English.
The graph ic user interf ace, an integral part of the system, has its influ ence
o n bo th, the cartographic d esign and the implementation. A stru ctured but
fl exible layout using a fu nctio nal screen segmentation was created to enable an
easy access to hy p erlinked info rmation (fig. 1). This overall d esign together
with its fl exible layo ut suppor ts the presentatio n of the w hole subj ect area in
an efficient user-oriented way.
I nteractivity enables the use r for an ac tive p articipation , th us aff ordin g an
adequa te imm ediate response p oss ibly on diffe rent levels of m ap u se. M ap
in teractions are guided by the mul timedia author in order to prevent the user
fro m unfavou ra bl e or w ro ng map presentations.
The proto ty p e relies stro ngly on a concept called intelligent maps. Intelli ge nt m ap s allow fo r a continu ous range of map scales, an adequ ate degree of
ge n eraliza ti o n , the crea ti on of maps fo r sp ecific needs, alternate symbolizatio n, and qu eri es of all map com ponents.
Criteria for the authoring software has been an effi cient high-level programmin g lan guage w ith w hich co mmo n multimedia tas ks can be m anaged easily .
Since no ne of tod ay's com m ercially availabl e autho ri ng sys tems directly
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support cartographic function, the possibility to communicate w ith external
program units has been of major importance. Finally, the prototype stage will
be conclud ed by a test series.

Functionality
To reveal the fu ll power of multimedia atlases a set of numerous useful
functions must be offered to the user. V AN LEEUWEN (1996) lists about 40
desira ble functions arranged into nine groups: gen eral functions, navigational
functions, map functions, database functions, atlas functions, educational
functions, cartograp hic functions, map usc and analysis functions, and
miscellaneous functions.
Consid ering the content of the Atlas of Switzerland and its functional
segmentation of the graphic user interface, a somewhat different weight and
more concise gro upin g seemed appropriate (SIEBER and BAR 1997). These
groups are:
•
•
•
•
•

General Functions
Thematic Navigation
Spatial Navigation and Orientation
Visualization Functions
GIS-Functions
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Fig. 1: Graphic user interface showing general functions.
2D thematic and spatial navigation (m ap of soil types 1:500 000).
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W h il e the first two groups can unive rsally be used throu ghout the atlas, the
latter three differ mu ch d ependin g o n the kind and dimensio nality of the d ata.
These fu nctio n gr ou ps toge ther with inte rface and implem entatio n details w ill
be discussed in the fo llowing.

General Functions
This gr oup encloses those tools that ty picall y ass ist the user in all permanent
available non -atlas sp ecific tasks .
Implem ented fun ctions (fig. r ) all ow fo r help, exit, or set ting bookm arks.
F or all maps w hen appropriate, askin g locatio ns and scale, measuring distances
o r areas and the ex po rt of m ap s fo r print o r fo r further editing is p o ssible.
Additio nally , w hen moving the cursor, all active menus and buttons are high lighted and /o r the cursor changes its shap e. The statu s of running background
processes such as sortin g, class ification or offscreen drawing is continuously
displ ayed. Also, runnin g processes can immediately be interr upted.
Functions of Thematic Navigation
T o facilitate them atic n aviga tio n and o ri entatio n a transparent info rmation
stru cture divided into different levels of skill is requ ired . All themes mu st be
availabl e immediat ely , related to pics accessible w ith out mo d al restrictio ns and
them atic chan ges p erformed w ithout loos ing the context (i. e. remaining in the
same area and scale).
F o r this purpose, a menu structu re divid ed into several hierarchical levels
was chosen (fig. r) . Al ternative access structures exist by m eans of a thematic
index o r hin ts to related topics . Future additi ons or splitting of them es is
made easy by this fl exible dy namically built menu .
Functions of Spatial Navigation and Orientation
Spatial n avigation and o rientati on encloses all fun ctions that supp ort selecting
an area of interest, ch oosing a scale, searching for names and places and qu ery
map o bj ects and prop erties. As with them atic naviga tion, sp atial referencing
w ill foster the concentratio n on the thematic contents of the atlas esp ecially
w hen o ffering well d esigned tools that beh ave as expected .
M ap s ar e displ ayed in a d edi cated screen segm ent. An o verview of the
map' s area is presented in a small -scale reference map (fig. I). B oth, map and
reference m ap are bidirec ti onally linked, thu s nav igati on can t ake place b y
means of direct manip ulatio n in each part. F or a p articular localiza tion, places
can be sea rched either by a nam e ind ex o r alphanu me ri c input (fi g. 2).
Co mp lementarily , qu eries and georefe renci ng are p erformed by p ointing o n
m ap o bjects.
Variable zoo mi ng and scroll ing, by fa r the most imp o rtant fun ctio ns in
atlases are realized w ithi n a single too l as shown in the refe rence map . Scr o ll ing is ac hi eved by mov ing the selected rec t an gul ar area, w her eas zoo ming
takes place by manipulatin g the size of this area. T o enable a closer look at a
particul ar place of th e map w it hout loos ing the spa ti al co ntext a variable
magnify ing glass is integrated (fig . 2).
Three-d ime nsio nal navigation and orientatio n fo r block diag rams and panoramic views use similar zoo min g and scro lling too ls. Addi t io n al functio ns
all ow fo r t he spec ification of p os ition , viewing d irectio n and fi eld of view
(fig. 3)·
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Visualization Functions
The core of the atlas consists of an intelligent maps concept that incorporates a
fl exible data management and versa tile mapping and visualization functions.
As previou sly m entioned, intelli ge nt maps allow for the display of a continuous ran ge of map scales, an adequate degree of gen erali za tion, a free
combination of m ap layers , alternate symboli zatio n, and queries of all m ap
components.
For r easons of ve rsatility and better use of resources, integrating original
data such as statistics, models and grap hics is preferred to using previously
prep ared map images . More tec hnically expressed, intelligent maps are built
up fr om a number of layers, each co ntainin g either ras ter graphics , vector
graphics , or geom etry and attribute data and optionally d escriptive data. Each
layer itself is associated with a table of rul es defining of how the data will be
visualized, w hat kind of symbolization will be applied, wh at range of scales is
all owed, w h at data needs to be reload, wh at laye rs are visible and how the
laye rs are graphically m erged to build the final map. Using offscreen drawin g,
anti-aliasing techniques can be applied to line graphics and text. This results in
an o bviou sly better overall m ap qu ality and overco m es som e of the wellknown screen display limitati ons (MERSEY I996, SPIESS I996).
Figure 2 shows a map of daily commuters, built up from laye rs containing
stati stica l data displayed as proportional p oint symbo ls, lak es and rivers as
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Fig. 2: Visualization and qHe ry of statistical data and intelligent zooming.
D aily commuters 1990.
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vector graphics, and combin ed w ith a se mi-transparent im age of the relief. To
better reveal th e effect of intelligent zoo ming using the looking glass tool, the
photomontage shows an ori ginal area and its magnifica tion simultaneously .
W orking with real data, symb oli zation, classification or color scales can easily
be chan ged.
The topographic part of the prototype foc uses on the visu alization of gridstructured terrain models. Arbitrary perspective views of the surface can be
generated, thu s supplementing the usual perpendicular view of maps (fi g. 3).
3D models will further be used as a bas is for the di spl ay of thematic infor mation that is closely rel ated to topography.
3 D visualiza tion cove rs th ree di stinct type of views accordin g to the
observe rs position with respect to the model. The perpendicular view leads to
analytically shaded map reliefs , but with the additional option to extract profile
lines along an arbitrary path and to qu ery all dimensions of a map location.
Block diagrams, often used by earth scientists, allow for a distant persp ective
view of a rectangular map area . Finally , p anoramas reveal a more humanrelated comp onent by depictin g the landscape as seen fr om the ground or
sli ghtly above. Ind ependently fr om the perspective view, shaded surfaces can
be combined with a se mi-transparent overlay of hypso metric tints . Further more, the visual impression can be enh anced by manipulating the li ght source,
surface and atmosphere properties .

Daten: DHM 25. Bundesaml fur

la ndes~aphie.

Wabem

Fig. 3: Vis ualization of digital terrain models.
Block diagram of th e Ce ntral Sw iss A lps.
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For the purpose of visualization, an efficient ray tracing algorithm specifically
designed for the visualization of natural surfaces has been imp lemented . On
powerful desktop computers, full-screen display of terrain models is a matter
of hardly much more than ten seconds.
Like 3 D views, animated maps can attract the user's interest for an
unknown topic or may reveal hidden structures. Figure 4 shows a frame of an
anim ated sequence of changes in population since 1850. T he different and
sometimes contrary growth of large cities and its surrounding suburbs give a
vivid impression of demographic processes and demonstrates the power of
this dynamic medium.

GIS-Functions
The futu re potential in the development of multimedia atlases can certainly be
located in the domain of adapted G IS-functions. T o be able to get beyond the
limited functional ity of an atlas consisting of a hyperlinked catalogue of previously prepared map images, a multimedia atl as needs to offer a set of tools
that allow the user to realize his or her own view on the subject.
However, to be successfu l, a multimedia atl as has to overcome some
peculiarities of common GIS . Unlike in G IS, functions in a multimedia atl as
must be centred around topics and not data. D ata conversion or file handling
cannot be consid ered as a matter of a multimedia atlas. Actions and settings
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Fig. 4: GIS-environment for intera ctive queries and animation.
Population change 1850-1990.
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have to be restricted to a certain degree in ord er to prevent a user from
creating useless or eve n w rong maps. In contras t to GIS, multimedi a atlases
must p erform all tasks within a reason able time. Las t bu t not least, output
medium is the screen; therefore, maps mu st primarily look goo d on the
screen and not only on pap er.
Althou gh far away fro m being a multimedi a- G IS, a set of G IS-related
fun ctions h as been implemented in the current proto typ e. Simple map qu eries
give an id ea of how GIS-functions can be realized in a multimedia atlas (fi g. 4).
The map gives an overview over the changes in population since I 850 . A dragand -drop techniqu e co mplements the map 's view by means of a number of
bar charts, each depicting the development of an individual co mmunity.
Further in ves tigati ons will mainly focus on analyti cal fun ctions. In the 2D
domain, ove rlay, buffer, and aggregati on functions w ill be consid ered . 3D
models will be used to extract derived data such as slope, asp ect, or duration
of sunshine.
With G IS -functions, the most critical p art is the design of the interface. A
fun cti on needs no t onl y to be ava ilabl e but must be un derstood p os sibly
without much further explicati on.
Conclusions
The Atlas of Sw itzerland incorpor;lJ:es a great variety of thematic asp ects. The
prototyp e of th e M ul timedia Version demonstrates the intended direction
towards a highly interac tive and cartographically well designed atlas .
While mos t fun ctions are not new to G IS-users, integration in a multimedia
environment has not been consid ered sufficiently so far. Unlike with GIS,
dealing w ith objects rather than dealing with data has been realized.
Future wo rk will mainly focu s on the graphic user interface, map des ign,
visu alization tools and techniqu es, and also on expanded G IS-functionality .
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DE- AND RE-SHADING FOR OPTIMAL RELIEF MAPPING
OF TIlE SURFACE OF MARS
Egon Dorrer and Xiuguang Zhou
Institute for Photogrammetry and Cartography
Munich Bundeswehr University
D-85577 Neubiberg, Germany

Abstract
For the generation of high quality cartographic products for parts of the planet Mars
derived from HRSC (High Resolution Stereo Camera) imagery, the results of first approaches towards optimal relief representation are described. It is considered important
for reaching best 3D-perception of the featureless Martian surface, viz. by artificial illumination originating from the upper-left, in order to eliminate undesired and disturbing effects yielding relief inversion and misinterpretation. The paper discusses a possible way and method for removing non-optimal shading caused by the actually occurring illumination and substituting it for by artificial shading. Some results emanating
from processed image data obtained from the VIKING Orbiter 1975 U.S. mission and
from the MOMS-2D 1993 mission on Earth &re shown.

Introduction
Within the framework of the Russian Mars '96 deep space project a photogrammetriccartographic science working group is responsible for the generation of high qualitiy
cartographic products derived from imagery acquired by the German-made High Resolution Three-Line Stereo Camera HRSC. Maximum ground resolution has been expected to be in the order of 30 m. One particular sub-task was defined to homogenize
and optimize relief-shading due to heterogenious illumination directions disturbing
proper depth perception. Unfortunately, the launch of the Russian spacecraft in November 1996 failed due to hitherto unknown reasons, and the entire project has been
cancelled for some time to come. This implies the theoretical and experimental investigations as well. Therefore, onJy part of our investigations could be brought to a somewhat satisfactory end. Nevertheless, we consider it important to publish preliminary results in order to stimulate further research work.
The interpretation of remote sensing images or topographic image maps and
subsequent analyses are seriously hampered if the direction of the terrain illumination
significantly deviates from the upper left. The reason for this well known physiological
and perhaps psychological phenomenon is that image shading may offer the observer
an inverse impression of the terrain relief, i.e. heights and depths may be perceived
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reversely, if the light source responsible for the shading is in the "wrong" direction.
This effect is shown in the lefthand Mars picture of Fig. 1 where light comes from
below. Contrary to that, the righthand picture - in this case simply the negative of the
lefthand picture simulating illumination from the top - yields a proper relief
lmpreSSlon.

inverse ("wrong") depth perception

correct depth perception

Figure 1. Inverse ("wrong") and correct relief impression
The paper first deals with some general ideas on de-shading, i.e. removal of the actual
shading situation, by describing the apparent difficulties inherent in the entire problem.
It can be shown that, under normal conditions, the general problem is only solvable
approximately because of spatially noninvariant albedo, variable surface' reflectance
and errors in the terrain model. Then an adaptive method for generating shaded relief
images is described. This task is required for re-shading the de-shaded images and may
be considered as relatively simple and straight forward.

De-Shading
The task of de-shading is the removal of shading effects caused by actual (natural) illumination. As both, an appropriate photometric model and the surface albedo, are virtually unknown due to varying physical surface properties, de-shading is a rather complex process and cannot be solved in a direct way. This fact is, in addition, aggravated
by occurrences of umbrae and cast shadows on steep slopes. The paper discusses the
complexity of the task by showing that, without proper knowledge of a high resolution
DEM, the problem principally is ill-posed and requires certain regularity or
smoothness conditions in order to guarantee reasonable solutions. In (Zhou et al. ,
1996) a solution is presented that may be considered a first viable attempt. A
simplified diagram shown in Fig. 2 will be discussed in the sequel.
By choosing a reasonable photometric model, e.g. Lambert or Lommel-Seeliger or a
combination of both, depending on some rough estimates of the reflectance properties,
the inputs to the system are a brightness image, the illumination direction and a digital
elevation model (DEM) or elevation image. In a region growing algorithm the surface
properties, i.e. the parameters of the photometric model are estimated at each point.
The parameters are obtained by minimizing the squared difference between the
original brightness image and the image irradiance corresponding to the photometric
model. This is relatively simple for the Lambert photometric model where only the
albedo parameter needs be determined.
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estimate albedo
(LSQ fitting and region growing)

improve p and q images
(SFS)

'----_ _ _ __+( error < T
?

Figure 2. Block diagram for experimental de-shading
In the subsequent step, the estimated reflect'Ulce parameters are used to improve the
elevation gradients according to a constrained optimization problem by minimizing the
sum of several squared terms. The method involved stems from a modified shapefrom-shading approach as is common to photoc1inometry (e.g. Kirk, 1987). One essential term is the difference between the brightness image and the reflectance map,
the other terms concern the intensity gradient constraint and the elevation gradient
constrain. The improved elevation gradient images are then used to improve the estimation of the reflectance property parameters. Obviously, this is an iteration strategy.
In each iteration a simple shading algorithm is employed to obtain the modelled shaded
image.
Fig. 3 shows a sequence of pictures used for and resulting from our de-shading
experiment with MOMS-D2 imagery. Assumed real illumination direction is 164.4°
horizontal and 38° vertical. From left to right, the first row shows the original
elevation image derived from a DEM that was obtained by digital image matching, the
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original real image and the final , improved DEM after de-shading. The other two rows
each exhibit a contour map with 20m height interval and the corresponding elevation
p- and q-gradient images, viz. for the original DEM in row two and from the improved
DEM as obtained by shape-from shading in row three. As can be seen, due to the
optimization process by minimizing several constraints, considerable smoothing takes
place.

original DEM

original image

contours of improved DEM

improved p-gradient

improved DEM

improved q-gradient

Figure 3. De-shading experiment
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Illumination direction
(horizontal/vertical)
Row I: 164.4 / 38.0 (deg)
Row 2: 344.4 / 38.0 (deg)
Row 3 74.4/38.0 (deg)
Row 4 135.0 / 45 .0 (deg)
Figure 4. Resulting image re-shaded with different illumination directions
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A few selected results of the re-shaded image of Fig. 3 by applying Lambert's photometric model are exhibited in Fig. 4. The result images in column one represent the reshaded image with estimated albedo, in column two without albedo and in column
three without albedo by using the original p- and q-gradients only. The first row shows
the results simulating the original illumination direction, viz. 164.4°horizontal and 38°
vertical ; the second row uses exactly the opposite direction, viz. 344.4°; the third row
uses a horizontally orthogonal illumination direction (74.4°) as worst case. Row four
shows the results utilizing a commonly employed illumination direction of 135° and
45°.
Far from proclaiming that the described solution is final or even sound, we
nevertheless maintain that this approach may give a first hint of how the complex task
should be persued further. Particular problem areas are an unsatisfactory DEM,
spatially variant reflectance properties, thus varying photometric model, and
elimination of the influence of shadows. It seems that the whole problem can only be
solved by a combination of shape-from-stereo and shape-from-shading.

OEM

shaded image (135, 20)

Figure 5. Ternary image maps for umbrae and cast shadows
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Shadow areas, both umbrae and cast shadows, have to be investigated separately. In
fact, these regions must be detected, removed for the de-shading process, and their
grey values optimally adapted to adjacent illuminated areas. Such a de-shadowing
process can only be carried out based on ray-tracing of a given DEM. Fig. 5 shows
examples for the recognition of shadow regions for an experimental DEM (courtesy of
University College London) of the Calydon Fossa area on Mars. The developed
perliminary ray-tracing program tool can be iteratively applied to indirectly determine
the illUlnination direction in images. Being capable of distinguishing between umbrae
(black areas), cast shadows (grey areas) and non-shadows, the routine produces ternary
images (Fig. 5). Adaptation of the grey levels between these three regions, particularly
yielding smooth transitions, is a still unsolved problem.

Shading
Computer-supported shading has only recently found increasing cartographic application for shaded relief mapping. As long as a DEM is given, shading can principally be
considered a relatively simple and straightforward task, as the nature of the
photometric model practically is immaterial. Therefore, the reflectance properties of
the surface are usually taken as of Lambert-type, i.e. complete diffuse reflection.
Normally, a single light source at infinity with inclination 45 0 and azimuth 135 0 is
used as artificial illumination to obtain shaded-relief maps. If ridges and valleys,
however, are approximately aligned to the azimuthal direction of the light source,
spatial perception will be disturbed. In these cases the azimuth of the light source must
be adapted to the general local (or regional) topography. Within the context of reshading a new shaded-relief method based on wavelet transforms has been developed
(Zhou et aI. , 1995). The wavelet transform is used to determine the regional
topography as a basis for variable light sources. Experimental results confirming the
validity of the method are shown in Fig. 6.
Unlike ordinary shaded-relief methods, in the proposed algorithm the surface normal is
calculated from the coefficients of an elevation image wavelet transform. Possible directions of ridges and valleys aligned to the common illumination direction are determined simultaneously. The regions thus detected will be additionally illuminated by a
second light source from an adapted direction. The result considerably improves the
3D-perception of the topography.
This is clearly shown in the first row of Fig. 6 for a synthetic object aligned towards
nOlth-west (elevation image in first column). While the shaded-relief image in column
two appears ambivalent, hence unsatisfactory (illumination from north-west), the 3Dimpression of the same object in column three (illumination from north) immediately is
correct. This is also true for the other three examples taken from a DEM (courtesy of
University College London) of Mars. The Calydon Fossa area shown on the second
row does not have significant areas aligned towards north-west, hence the surface
appears practically identical when illuminated by one or several light sources. This ist
different with the examples on row three (Tithonium Chasma) and row four (Louros
Valles) where the encircled areas clearly indicate relevant differences.
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Figure 6. Shaded-relief images by adaptive shading
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Conclusions
A first attempt has been undertaken to extract shading information of a topographic
surface from spacebome image data. While far from being final, the proposed solution
is supposed to stimulate further research work on a theoretically sound basis. Particular
emphasis must be placed on a rigorous combination of shape-from-shading with shapefrom-stereo methods in order to arrive at acceptable cartographic results.
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Abstract
This paper explores how visually impaired people might become involved in the design
of tactile maps. Contrasts are drawn with the world of visual map production, in order
to assess the potential of integrating map users into the process. Most work on visual
maps has been extensive in emphasis, relying upon questionnaires and focusing upon
symbol choice rather than complete map design. Very few studies have been carried
out to record individuals' reactions to complete pilot map designs in real world
contexts. In contrast there are good reasons for adopting a more intensive and
individual strategy with tactile map users. Results of empirical research into the design
of tactile maps show how visually impaired users might be included the design and
production of maps of a canal towpath, a golf course and a university campus. User's
reactions to symbols , map design and real world map use are explored, and case studies
illustrating different qualitative methods presented . It is concluded that there is a need
for greater involvement of individual map users in the design of tactile maps and that
multi-method qualitative techniques offer a useful approach. Observation of visually
impaired users during trials of pilot maps, coupled with structured and unstructured
interviews, can lead to a realistic appreciation of what is needed. An incremental,
iterative process of consultation, from initial surveys through to workable end
products, can result in tactile maps which are able to fuJfil users' needs.

1. Introduction
Most tactile maps are made by sighted people. They have used their sight in the design
and production of raised graphics for visually impaired users and have been influenced
by the availability of published visual maps to convert existing graphics into a tactile
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medium, rather than collecting original data relevant to the particular needs of a map
user. Prac tices established for visual maps have often been applied to the tactile
medium . Wiedel and Groves (1969) concluded their inves tigati on into tactile mapping
with the observation that there was an increasing number of people preparing tactile
maps, but the majority were "transliterations of visual maps into tactual form" which
presented "considerable interpretation difficulties to the congenitally blind" . A
preliminary inventory of available maps in th e UK reveals similarly poor
transliterations from visual counterparts, and similar interpretation diffic ulties despi te a
further 28 years of research. This paper reports on practi cal work towards solving these
problems and explores the potential of incorporating the ideas of visually impaired
people in to the des ign and produ ction process.
Research suggests that tactile maps need to be different fro m visual maps and that
many of these differences stem from the limitati ons of tactile percepti on (Jansson,
1997). Tactile map reading relies upon a seri al process rather than synoptic scanning of
the whole map image (Tath am, 199 1). The blind reader has to memorise information
and needs to start fro m a fixed reference point. A much smaller paper size limited to
one to two handspans is recommended (Edman, 1992), but other work sugges ts this
may not be the case for all types of map. Tactile discrimination is less accurate than
visual discrimination, but paradoxically for many purposes more environmental
information is needed by the visually impaired user. Tactile point, line and area
symbols must be clear and larger th an their visual equivalents, and so need more space;
symbols have to be more widely separated. Fewer tactile symbols than their visual
equi valents can be discriminated, and their size, spacing, shape and texture
significantl y affect reading. The role of braille on the tactile map differs profoundly
from text on visual maps, through orientation, its much greater point size and visual
clutter. A different series of tactile vari ables are available to communicate information,
with contras t possibly fulfilling a similar role to colour, and character sharpness and
arrangement of textures analogous to hue, value and saturation (Tatham, 199 1).
Thermoformed and microcapsule maps and symbol sets are likely to perform very
differently and be appropri ate for use in distinct contexts: contradictory results often
emerge from comparati ve studies of these technologies (Nagel and Coulson, 1990).
These limitations are associated with a variety of contexts in which the raised graphics
are used. First and foremost visually impaired map readers have widely differing
needs, which means that map design should perhaps be an individual process, unlike
the standard designs of visual maps. Factors to consider include the degree of visual
impairment and the amount and nature of mobility and rehabilitation training. Age and
'environmental bravery' also affect tactile map use. Secondly only a limited range of
environments have been mapped: large-scale tactile maps have mainly covered public
urban space such as shopping centres, uni versity campuses and public transport
interchanges . This emphasis is because of the role of many tac tile maps as mobility
aids. Other smaller scale reference use of tactile mapping has been confi ned to
edu cation (Hinton, 1988). Few attempts have been made to design thematic tactile
maps, or to explore the potential of the medium for enj oyment or recreation.
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Because of these differences caution is needed in drawing any comparisons wi th the
world of maps for those who can see. There is, however, almost no literature which
explicitly examines ways of involving the blind user in the design process, most work
on the design and production of tactile maps has involved experimentation with
different designs and production processes, rather than with being very concerned with
the use of these media or with "evaluating the outcome and effectiveness of such
presentations" (Golledge, 199 1). So a cautious investi gation of the literature relating to
visual maps might reap dividends.

2. Finding out what can be seen to work
Evidence from surveys of practitioners sugges ts that cartographers only rarely involve
the end user of the visual map in the design process (Wood and Gilhooly, 1996). The
plethora of user studies in the 1970s and 1980s usually had to simplify and isolate
aspects of visual symbology, in order to be able to measure meaningful responses,
since "the more complex the map-like stimuli the less predictable and more variable
were the observer responses" (Wood, 1993). As a consequence a substantial body of
academic research in cartographic design remains rather divorced from the practical
constraints of day- to-day map production (Belbin, 1996). Users have been asked to
comment about the details of symbology in the laboratory, rather than explore the
successes or failures of complete designs in the real world.
Nevertheless there is a limited literature on map design evaluation which might be of
relevance to tactile research. Many of these studies have been commissioned as market
research in order to pilot new specifications prior to taking a change to the market. For
example the Ordnance Survey has issued test maps to assess market response, most
recently with an upgraded Landranger specificat ion (Perkins and Parry, 1996) . Others
have investigated market preferences for new products e.g. Hocking and Keller (1992).
The preferred method of data collection in these market surveys has almost always
been the postal questionnaire, from which can be extracted a suffi ciently large number
of quantifiable reactions to aspects of the map's symbology or packaging.
Other studies have compared user reacti ons to different published designs of the same
place. For example Essex (1993) evaluated published tourist mapping of Plymouth in a
questionnaire, with the aim of defi ning the most appropriate designs for th e marketing
of tourist fac ilities and juxtaposing responses to functional and decorative approaches.
Clarke (1989) evaluated a wider variety of methods for comparing user reactions to
maps of a coun try park. She too chose a questionnaire survey, but she recognised the
potential of verbal tests such as the semantic differential for gaugi ng responses, and
also considered the potential of observational techniques. Her study suggests a need for
a behavioural approach to map evaluation, and her work sought to link preferences to
behavioural and personal characteristics of map users. Despite the lack of personal in
depth observation or intervi ewing she concluded that the study revealed that "an ideal
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map would be uniquely designedfor each individual". Crampton (1992) adopted a
much more individual approach to analysing wayfinding expertise in which he
considered in detail the sequence of map reading strategies adopted by novices and
experts. Though this study did not focu s upon map design it shows the potential of a
detailed analysis of individual responses to map designs, and the value of more
qualitative and in depth approaches. Detailed, individual and changing responses to
test dynamic maps were sought in focus group investigations by Monmonier and Gluck
(1994) . They concluded that "as a design improvement methodology focus groups
should prove to be useful in addressing a broad range of cartographic problems".
Probing questions from facilitators allowed a much more informed analysis of design
changes to be made than would have been possible in a remote or extensive
questionnaire survey.

However, few studies have yet compared or contrasted different approaches of
qualitative and quantitative data collection. The most promising framework appears in
a paper reporting ways of improving the design of environmental maps for nontechnical audiences in which researchers combined literature surveys, informed map
criticism, questionnaire evaluations of existing designs, and follow up directed
telephone and structured personal interviews (Monmonier and Johnson, 199 1). They
concluded that "map designers and cartographic researchers should consider carefully
the benefits of multiple, possibly redundant data-gathering strategies". It is our view
that such an approach is particularly useful for the design of tactile maps and that it
could be combined with behavioural and observational work to produce tactile
mapping which will be better liked and be more useful for blind adults and children in
a number of different contexts. The remainder of this paper shows how such a multimethod approach can work.

3. Multi method research in action: case studies
A necessary first step in the design of tactile maps has to be an appreciation of who the
map is for. A feel for what is wanted is much more important that with visual maps,
and there are many reasons why designing maps fo r visually impaired people should be
designing maps with visually impaired people. On practical grounds an active
involvement wi ll mean that maps will at least reflect what is needed. There are also
ethical reasons for involvement: why should blind people be excluded because of their
di sability, from a process which wi ll help to reduce the limitations imposed as a res ult
of their lack of sight? Don't they have the right to say "what 1 really, really want .. ."?
The problem is how to incorporate this personal knowledge. Differen t strategies have
been adopted in our research in Manchester according to who is mapping and what the
map user wants. Three case studies illustrate how we have sought to involve users in
different stages of the tactile production process.
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3.1 Teaching touch: children's environmental education
The first is reported in more detail in Gardiner and Perkins (1996c). This was a project
to design a map of a canal towpath with a partially sighted 7 year old girl Laura, to be
part of a package of educational materials to encourage sensory appreciation of the
environment. Here the problem was to include the needs of the teachers, with Laura's
skills and best design practice. The broad outline of what was required was fixed after
extensive discussion with these support teachers. Several versions of the design were
explored before a completed package was produced. For example the length of the
chosen route was reduced after survey detail had been recorded onto audio-tape, so as
to make the package as interesting as possible for Laura and to ensure a sufficient
variety of natural and artificial features. Symbols were tested by a totally blind adult,
prior to their inclusion in strip maps of the route, and only those which could be
discriminated were selected for trialling in the final product. A collage version of the
map was tested along the towpath by Laura, in conjunction with one of the researchers
who was very much part of the 'lesson' rather than being distanced from the process.
Further changes in specification were made in the light of this experience and a second
project in conjunction with Laura's teachers has built upon the work on the towpath
and extended tactile environmental education work to a country park elsewhere in
Cheshire (Gardiner, 1997).

3.2 Individual mobility: customising the campus
An exercise has just been completed at the University of Manchester in which sighted
students worked with totally blind members of staff to design route-based packages of
microcapsule-based maps and audio-taped instructions to help in planning journeys
between buildings on the campus (Perkins, forthcoming). The exercise constrained
design choice to routes, to make it easier to produce working maps. It concentrated
upon making maps to help plan new routes across the campus for real people, rather
than making a single 'standard' tactile campus map. In this work the aim was not only
to customise maps as much as possible, but also to produce differing maps of the same
site, and to use the exercise as a teaching tool by involving undergraduate students in
the map design and production process. The clients were all totally blind, one was a
guide dog user, with some knowledge of the site, two were long cane users, one had
worked on campus for many years and one was a younger new member of staff, with
little knowledge of the campus. Students were encouraged to follow a rigorous
procedure so as to begin to appreciate the nature of mobility constraints of their client.
They knew little of tactile mapping, but were approaching the end of a third year
undergraduate mapping course. First they read about the differences between sighted
and blind environmental perception and examined examples of tactile map designs.
Then they arranged an initial meeting with their client and ascertained the nature of the
mobility constraints and coping strategies, as well as the person's experience of using
tactile mapping. In small groups they then followed the requested route, taking it in
turns to be blindfolded so as to gain a personal appreciation of the difference that sight
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makes. Only after this preparation did they go to meet the blind map user, to discuss
mapping requirements, in semi-structured interviews lasting between half an hour and
an hour and a half. The routes varied greatly. Some involved navigation to rooms
inside buildings, others crossed busy roads, others negotiated open spaces with few
navigational cues. Pilot designs were then prepared, which reflected what the literature
suggested would work, and also what the map user knew would or would not work for
them . Despite the similar guidelines very different designs were produced . Some
students chose to rework their maps once they had tested production output from the
thermoform fuser. The users then commented upon these maps and in some cases
changes were made to designs, prior to completion of the finished products . Evaluation
of these tactile route finders is currently being carried out, by discussing maps with
each individual blind user, and by observing how they use the maps and tapes. Other
visually impaired people have been asked to evaluate the whole range of route maps in
order to compare designs.

3.3 Recreational representati ons: one need or many?
Until recently there has been almost no tactile mapping for recreation and no published
literature about what blind golfers might want in a tactile map (Gardiner and Perkins
1996 a and b). However, when they were approached by English Blind Golf to
research the potential of a tactile course planner for the 1996 Blind Golf Masters at
Patshull Park Shropshire, the researchers already had ideas of how to make maps th at
wou ld work, being already widely aware of the literature, having been in volved in the
design of tactile maps, and having played the game and used golf planners. Here the
emphasis was upon incorporating views at later stages of the desi gn process and upon
designing maps for a group of blind people engaged in similar activities, rather th an
upon customising completely individual maps. Initial interviews with both totally blind
and partially-sighted players established th at th ey wanted an overview of the whole
course as well as individual hole maps, and that these maps would be used before the
round to gain an appreciation of course and hole layout, and after the round to relive
past eagles and bogies! These maps should help them to distinguish fa irways from
rough and carry, to locate tees and greens, identify hazards, show drive lines and
indicate distances. Players sugges ted that a combi nation of colour and texture would be
helpful to partially sighted players. The colours chosen fo llowed their suggestions. A
pi lot collage design of the whole course map was shown to the same golfers and a
single hole map was thermoformed and evaluated. The golfers sugges ted a guide line
should be included to link fa irways to tees, and hole numbering was changed so as to
red uce confus ion. During the tournament other methods were used to evaluate the
success or fai lure of the map designs. Go lfers agreed to a researcher observing them
readin g the maps which were displayed in the clubhouse- the PVC fo il lacked
resi li ence and some symbols coll apsed under reading pressure. The majority succeeded
in tracing their way around the whole course map, but felt it was perhaps an
unnecessarily complex desi gn. Their reacti ons to both types of map were explored in
more detai l in a quest ionnaire, where opinions about the maps were recorded, and
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where possible these were followed up in in depth interviews. Changes in the
specification are already being made for this summer's tournament.

4. Conclusion
Transferring existing cartographic practice does not offer the best solution for the blind
map user and does not so far seem to have resulted in very well designed tactile maps .
Our case studies and continuing research are in vestigating how blind and visually
impaired people can become involved and have already shown that maps can be
produced wh ich are much more suited to what clients want. We have shown that a
mixture of data collection methods are needed, with a greater emphasis upon
individual and qualitative assessments than has often been the case in other
cartographic evaluations. The precise mix depends upon the nature of the potential
map and its users. The best of past practice needs to be incorporated into designs. It is
time for tactile map researchers to get out there and help to make the things that work,
rather than concentrating upon devising intellectually rigorous arguments or
technological fixes 1
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Abstract

Ten years ago a major survey investigated the state of the art of mapping carried out by
different official topographic, thematic and commercial producers across the world. The
results were published as World Mapping Today (Pany and Perkins, 1987). A completely
new and updated overview of the state of the art will be published late in 1997, a decade
on from the original work. This paper summarizes the key themes from this research
across a wide variety of organizations, map and data types. The last ten years have seen
major changes in data quality, resolution, spatial and thematic coverage and availability.
The relative impOltance of national and international factors is assessed, and the
contribution of local economic, social and legal conditions explored. The paper concludes
with speculations about the state of the art at the end of the next decade, and explores
trends likely to continue beyond the millennium.

1. Introduction
In 1987 World Mapping Today was published and presented a snapshot of the state of the
art of mapping across 219 different nations or mapping units (Pany and Perkins, 1987). It
listed current topographic and resource mapping, with evaluative thumbnail descriptions
for each country or unit, relating products to publishers and setting series in their
historical and technological context. Graphic indexes to map series, and several
interpretative essays introducing key themes in the book completed the package. In 1987
it was evident that the digital transition had started to affect production cartography, but
that the majority of published mapping continued to be issued as hard copy.
Since 1987 there have been profound political and socio-economic changes. An
additional 21 nations have been included in the new edition. The former command
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economies of eastern Europe are becoming integrated into the capitalist mainstream, and
world economies are increasingly interlinked. Meanwhile in many western economies
Keynsian economic orthodoxies have finally been abandoned, organizations are
downsizing and moving to flexible employment practices, and the boundaries between
public and private sectors are becoming increasingly blurred. Mapping agencies have
been included in these changes and are increasingly adapting to the profound
technological shifts of the digital transition. In 1997 the quantity and quality of mapping
data is very different from 1987: the last decade has seen significant (and probably
unprecedented) change, well justifying a new assessment.
The time is ripe to measure the impact of these changes on production cartography, but
how should change be measured? Most previous surveys of world mapping displayed
four characteristics:
they relied upon simple indices to quantify progress;
they had a nan-ow thematic focus concentrating upon topographic and
official mapping;
few had been based upon extensive and consistent data collection across the
whole world;
few placed the mapped output into any organizational or socio-economic
context.
No published survey has evaluated change since our work a decade ago. The United
Nations sponsored a series of investigations of the state of topographic and cadastral
mapping over the period 1968 to 1987. These concentrated upon the extent of spatial
coverage and resolution, rather than emphasizing availability or quality (Brandenburger
and Ghosh, 1991 and 1992). This work has not been repeated in the 1990s. Such
quantitative approaches allow easy comparison but project too naive a view, and a
broader mix of qualitative and quantitative work is needed to appreciate the health of
world mapping (Pany and Perkins, 1991). Such an approach ought to incorporate the
historical context to exp lain hall' mapping standards have evolved. The ICA sponsored
such a survey at about the time of the present authors ' original work, and this was
published as three volumes over a five-year period. (Bahme, 1989-93). Although
extremely useful, its remit was limited to official and topographic mapping, the emphasis
was historical and the descriptions were rarely more up to date than World Mapping
Today. No attempt was made to generalize from these data.
Other more recent reviews have looked at more general trends, but are not based upon
large comparative data collection exercises. For example Rhind's keynote address to the
Kaln ICA conference (Rhind, \993) and MOlTison's () 995) paper presented to the
Cambridge Conference.
Despite the large amount of literature relating to earth science, geological and
hydrographic charting, almost no specialist comparative work to evaluate progress at a
world-wide scale has been calTied out in the last decade. Wolf and Wingham (1992) is
one of the few surveys to focus in detail upon a nalTow subset of data, in their review of
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world-wide digital terrain data availability. Other studies have focused on Europe e.g.
Medioni (1989) on geological mapping; Hodgson (1991) on soils and Waters (1995) on
data sources for business. Evaluations offuture trends include Cook (1994) on earth
science maps.

In contrast to the paucity of detailed qualitative and quantitative evaluations of world
mapping, there have been several recent attempts to map out a more diverse and in-depth
study of change within countries. For example Perkins and Pany (1996) provides a
comprehensive description and evaluation of change in the mapping industries in the UK.
This paper proposes how the gap should be filled, to justify what sorts of information
might be needed to assess the state and health of a wide range of world mapping, and to
identify the key changes in the last decade.

2. Indices of quality and quantity
The new edition of World Mapping Today lists according to intemational availability
(not coverage) and uses written description to explain contextual complexities. In the
authors' 1991 paper a few indices were suggested which might be used to compare the
health of topographic mapping programmes (Parry and Perkins, 1991). These indices
were derived from an examination of published output. The research for the new survey
has come to place a greater importance upon local use, production and context, and has
sought to extend this work to a wider variety of types of map and to digital data. Table
1 is a summruy outline of indices of quality and quantity which can be used to evaluate
the state of world mapping.

3. Data sources
In order to collect these SOIts of data, rigorous attention must be paid to how to assemble
and evaluate information. Reliance upon a single source results in a skewed reading of
trends. For the current work, a number of different techniques were used. First a
questionnaire was despatched to 1 500 map publishers, requesting CUlTent catalogues,
annual repOIts, samples of innovative mapping and seeking to verify contact details. This
conventionally mailed survey was backed up bye-mail questions if more information was
needed. In addition published secondalY sources were used following exhaustive
literature reviews. The less accessible grey literature is a valuable addition to these data.
Regular country progress repOIts to Intemational Crutographic Association Conferences
are a useful source, and papers presented to United Nations Regional CaItographic
conferences supplement and back up these data. National atlases often provide good
descriptions of official mapping (and may include samples of map series not widely
distributed overseas). Often the most useful data about progress are provided in the
listings and on the websites of map wholesalers such as ILH Geocenter in Gelmany or
OMNI in the USA. Triangulation between these data sources improves the chances of a
valid generalization, and allows ambiguities to be explained .
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Table 1 Factors relevant to the state of world mapping
(sources: Pany and Perkins, 1987 and Pany and Perkins, 1991)
Spatial coverage
Spatial availability
Resolution of data
Basic scales policy
Timeframe
Chronological depth: how many resurveys of
different dates?
Date at which a current series was initiated
Revision cycles for sheets
Information content
Standardization
Data quality
projection
spheroid
accuracy standards
Org·anizational factors
number of map publishers
nature of organizations
ownership, centralization, customer
relations, military or civilian, spatial remit
functional responsibilities
Legal framework
copyright
intellectual property rights
privacy legislation
freedom of information
laws regulating commercial practice
laws of liability
Economic factors
annual turnover
assets
pricing policies
Market for the mapping
'graphicacy'
map skills teaching in cumcula
cartographic education
Technological factors
nature of production
data formats
mode of access to data
number of different media of publication
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4. Key results
The most intriguing result of this research has been that despite globalization huge local
variations still exist in the surveying and mapping industries. Both hard copy maps and
digital data are now more generally available than in 1987, but the nature of this
availability remains complex, and, despite substantial technological change, is mediated
by local custom and context. Internationalization is not yet having a serious impact on
product lines of most mapping agencies. Its impact so far lies in the out-sourcing of work
by western agencies to areas oflow labour costs, and the increasing use of international
and low resolution datasets, such as the Digital Chart of the World, in commercial
mapping. Moves towards Pan-European co-operation are increasing, common standards
of digital road data and digital administrative boundary datasets are already available.
Such continental standardization reflects political collaboration between states, and its
development in Europe can be contrasted with the lack of international standards for
almost all mapping in the civilian sphere. Exceptions to this generalization are the
common standards for thematic data concerned with global change, e.g. the GRID
datasets. International competition is beginning to affect formerly protected national
markets for the first time, with significant offshore databases starting to compete with
national product ranges, e.g. digital terrain data from EDX, and a variety of digital
orthophoto products.
There are more mapping organizations now than in 1987 - this probably reflects
increased investment in the mapping sector and is certainly associated with the increasing
role of the market and greater competition between agencies. Many new agencies have
been created in the post-communist eastern European states and the ex-Soviet republics.
Stability characterizes the organizational context of mapping in many developed
nations. Good examples of a progressive investment in modem mapping by the state, to
support a diversity of mapping needs, and of a strongly centralized system of production
are Japan and Mexico, which have both built upon well established mapping systems.
Several European states are continuing to build upon publicly funded mapping
programmes e.g. France and Belgium.
However, organizational change has taken place apace in many parts of the developed
world. Some changes reflect reorganization of state bureaucracies, for example renaming
and mergers characterize Australian state mapping practice over the last decade; several
Scandinavian countries have merged major government map making institutions, such as
those responsible for topographic, cadastral mapping and hydrographic charting. Other
organizational change has been more radical. A few major western national mapping
agencies, such as Ordnance Survey in Great Britain, have remade themselves over the last
decade, and have almost completely altered their product lines. This response has
emphasized the market as an enabling mechanism, and has involved the centralized
provision of new digital products to meet economic needs. Subsidy of production from
the public purse has almost disappeared, and the national mapping agency is moving
increasingly to digital production of simplified topographic data required by major
commercial and administrative customers. Elsewhere change has involved the splitting of
public sector organizations, in order to separate the producer and regulatory functions
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from commercial roles, e.g. in New Zealand where Terralink and Land Information New
Zealand have emerged from the former Department of Survey and Land Information.
There are significant spatial variations in availability. Much of Africa and the poorer
Third World has seen little mapping progress in the last decade. With the withdrawal of
colonial mapping agencies and minimal investment in mapping in aid projects the
cartographic base is becoming increasingly outmoded, and very little investment has
taken place in digital production. Map stocks from the original colonial surveys have
been severely depleted and are not being replaced. Isolated research projects, land reform
and primary resource exploitation are driving new mapping.
Such a situation is in apparently stark contrast to the huge advances in map and data
availability which have taken place with the release of previously classified military
mapping of the former Soviet Union on to the world market. These maps are, however,
also reflections of substantial past investment, rather than active current programmes and
little new mapping of the areas of the CIS is being carried out, with the exception of new
mapping of the Baltic republics. Meanwhile steady progress continues to be made in
much of Europe, particularly in the advance of thematic map series, with sometimes
spectacular achievements in the mapping of Asia, notably in the digital mapping of parts
of South East Asia, e.g. Singapore, Indonesia and Hong Kong.
Another interesting trend is an increasing availability of mapping published by regional
agencies e.g. in Eastern Germany and Spain, where major extensions to basic scale
provision of topographic surveys is taking place. Hoever the most significant
development of the last decade has been the huge extensions of digital map coverage.
Such digital developments have not yet encouraged convergence of the information
content of different national civilian topographic datasets: agencies continue to map
different features . The multiple levels of data in a topographic map are increasingly being
disassembled and simplified in their digital offspring, with products targeted towards
particular markets and themes. Datasets still mainly reflect their hard copy parents, but
we can expect the trend for multi-sourced data to increase and to see more packages of
varieties of digital map products disseminated on CD-ROM or over the Internet. The
digital transition has also encouraged the creation of entirely new and targeted digital
map products. Most western countries now enjoy the luxury of competing route-finding
packages, electronic city atlases, electronic census atlases or geodemographic packages
and many agencies sell raster scanned versions of mapping on CD-ROM. Few agencies
have yet explored the full potential of the Internet as a vehicle for the delivery of
datasets to customers. World Wide Web sites are mostly used as on-line versions of
catalogues and annual reports, though an increasing number of agencies are beginning to
make datasets available on the Web as interactive mapping systems, e.g. Guild on the
Web, the Tiger Mapping Service and the Canadian National Atlas Information System.
National and regional atlas publication increasingly involves parallel publication of
electronic versions. Countries with active publication programmes or advanced plans for
new national atlases in the last decade include Canada, Catalonia, Colombia, Croatia,
Cuba, France, French Polynesia, Gelmany, Italy, Iran, Japan, Mexico, Mongolia,
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Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Poland, Russia, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland, the
United Arab Emirates and the USA.
Socio-economic mapping continues to be carried out as a state function and digital
mapping of census data has proliferated in the last decade. Most western census mapping
agencies now offer either on-line access to mappable datasets, or release these data with
user friendly software on CD-ROM. Hard copy publication of census atlases and listing
of enumerated place names or census units shows few signs yet of decreasing.
The availability of place name data has changed profoundly over the last decade.
Toponyrns are now available in digital products available on the Internet or on CD-ROM,
and whilst printed lists continue to be published, the utility of an automated name search
procedure and the very cheap dissemination of digital data and interrogation software
mean that use of printed gazetteers is declining.
In the world of earth science mapping research is increasingly important, with the
geological map as one of the outcomes, rather than the end in itself. Mineral exploitation
continues to encourage research and a more diverse range of applied products continues
to be issued e.g. urban mapping and applied environmental maps. In house GIS use and
more market sensitive pricing are two imp0I1ant trends, but digital data sales have so far
lagged behind topographic data.
Soil, land cover and land capability mapping has benefited from the use of remotely
sensed imagery, and particularly its analysis in digital form. Hence, while there has been
a major decline in the production of traditional paper map products in this area, there has
been an enormous growth in the inventorying and monitoring of land resources within a
digital GIS environment, and undel1aken commercially by companies such as Spot Image.
Commercial mapmakers continue to re-badge each others products and to produce maps
aimed at targeted markets. Major combines market a wide variety of specialist products.
Smaller, more specialist companies offer turnkey services and are more vulnerable to
market forces.

5. Conclusion
Only velY recently have reductions in the availability of fixed fOimat paper mapping
begun to occur in a few western economies and only in the last five years have new
interactive map-based packages become widely available. The digital transition will take
much longer to work through than has been suggested by many commentators. The paper
map as a visualization of data will continue to play important roles even after its role as
storage device has long been supplanted by digital data, and commentators in the west
would do well to remember that diffusion of technological innovation depends upon
economic transition. After all, exactly how many of the world's five billion people enjoy
basic human rights, let alone an Internet connection!
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Introduction
Following a reorganisation in 1990, the scientific disciplines taught at the International
Institute for Aerospace Survey and Earth Sciences (ITC) are now grouped into three
main departments, each with about 50 staff: Geoinformatics, Land Resource and Urban
Sciences, Earth Resources Surveys. From being a separate small department,
Cartography now forms a division (with its own professor as head) of the Department
of Geoinformatics, together with three other specialist divisions: Spatial Information
Production from Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Spatial Information Theory
and Applied Computer Science, Geoinformatics Management and Infrastructure.
From the first courses in 1972, the Department (later Division) of Cartography has
awarded qualifications in cartography to over 800 students, mainly from developing
countries. These qualifications were at different levels: short course certificates,
Technician, Technologist and Postgraduate diplomas, MSc and PhD degrees. Students
in most other ITC programmes also received short courses in cartography from the
staff of the department.
Naturally, throughout the years, the courses were constantly revised to keep up with
technical developments and to meet the needs of the clients, i.e. the organisations
which send students to the ITC. The rapid rise of geographical information systems in
the 1980' s led to major changes to the cartography courses, with increasing emphasis
on maps as a form of GIS .output. In the ITC as a whole, this development led to the
establishment of three inter-departmental GIS courses, directed towards cadastral, rural
and urban applications.
In 1990, recognising the increasing integration among the mapping sciences, the
departments making up the present Geoinformatics Department introduced a
Postgraduate diploma course in Integrated Map and Geoinformation Production. In
that year also the Technologist diploma course in Aerial Photography and the
Technician diploma course in Cartography were given for the last time, mainly as a
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result of the general ITC policy to concentrate most effOit on " teaching the teachers"
and, therefore, on the Postgraduate diploma courses and the degrees. Also in 1990, the
Technologist diploma course in Cartography, beside the one in Forest Survey the only
course at that level continuing at the lTC, was completely overhauled, with a drastic
reduction in the amount of conventional cartography and reproduction techniques to
allow more time for work with computers.
The technological developments continued very rapidly, however, accompanied by a
mushrooming of growth in courses in GIS and related subjects worldwide, especially
in the universities. It became obvious in the early 1990's that a more drastic course
reorganisation was required if the ITC in general and the Geoinformatics Department
in particular were to continue to compete successfully in the international education
market, and to meet the needs of the customers, such as National Surveying and
Mapping Agencies (NMAs) (Groot, 1996).
In the mid 1990's, the Depattment of Geoinformatics underwent an internal
reorganisation, which resulted in the creation of the present four divisions already
mentioned. Partly as a result of the ongoing'digital revolution' taking place in the
geoinformation sciences and of the introduction of geoinformation technology in lTC's
client organisations, the need for very close integration among the divisions - also to be
expressed in the courses offered - was clearly felt. A consequence would be even more
emphasis on digital technology and minimal attention to analogue techniques. In fact,
when the ITC moved to its new building in the summer of 1996 (actually halfway
through the very last Postgraduate and Technologist courses in Cartography) all the
analogue cartography equipment, including the reproduction equipment and the
printing press, was disposed of.

New courses in Geoinformatics
In 1995 the Institute decided to introduce a new degree, the Professional Master 's
(PM) degree, in response to signals received from participants, employers and sponsors
which indicated that a Postgradu ate diploma was not always sufficient to further an
ITC graduate 'S career. Elsewhere in the English-speaking world, MSc degrees are
awarded after a 10 to 12 months course on a level comparable to the old ITC
Postgraduate diploma: it was hoped that this competitive disadvantage for ITC would
be resolved by the introduction of the one-year PM degree programme. At the same
time, however, it was decided to maintain the 18-month MSc degree for those with a
research career in mind .
Together, the external and internal developments mentioned led to a process of
strategic redirection in the Department of Geoin formatics, which in turn led to a
redesigning of its education programme to better respond to evolving needs of
professionals for knowledge and skills in the design and management of spatial
infOimati on systems, integrated production processes, and access to, sharing and use of
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geoinformation. It was also recognised that there is a growing need for continuous
training of professionals, in order to keep pace with technological innovations.
The new education programme of the Department which has been designed for
personnel working in organisations involved in the production and management of
geoinformation and for those who work in the research and education institutes that
SUppOlt those organisations, and that became operational in January 1997, includes five
levels of education:

GFM.l: PhD. degree in Geoinformatics (in cooperation with Dutch universities);
focused on original academic research;
GFM.2: Master of Science degree in Geoinformatics; focused on fundamental
concepts and research and development in Geoinformatics;
GFM.3: Professional Master degree in Geoinformatics; focused on design,
implementation and operational management of integrated production systems;
GFM.4: Diploma in Geoinformatics; focused on the use of geoinformatics technology
and implementation of production programmes;
GFM.5: ShOlt courses in various aspects in Geoinformatics; available according to
demand.
These courses replace the old IGP.2, IGP.3, CAR.3, PHM.3 and CARA courses, which
are no longer offered.
Application/problem-driven
The new education programme is very much application/problem-driven. It emphasises
integration of technology, offering however oppOltunities for specialisation. It focuses
on the design, implementation and operational management of spatial information
systems supporting decision making for sustainable development. In the 9 to 18
months duration of the courses we can only provide a snapshot of a very rapidly
changing technology. Hence, the leaming objectives are not just to achieve a celtain
competence in the use of hardware and software. Instead, the objectives include
mastery of concepts and principles in geoinformatics in view of their practical
implementation under rapidly changing technological and organisational
circumstances, so that graduates will be able to adapt continually to new developments
later.
The target groups together with the objectives established for each course were
discussed with executives of NMAs in the summer of 1995. Following their comments
the details of the course structure and contents were worked out and again discussed at
the Seminar for Executives of National Surveys held in September 1996 at the ITC.
The input of these executives has been crucial in the design of the courses. Tl'ey
expressed a strong need for staff trained in geoinformatics and they expect that the
match of target groups and related course objectives will produce the results they need
to SUppOlt the future effectiveness of their organisations (Groot, 1996).

li n

Professional Master's degree in Geoinformatics
The PM degree course in Geoinformatics is intended for those who will be involved in
the operational management of integrated geoinformation production systems in:
1. national survey and mapping organisations; or
2. application oriented organisations (e.g. cadastre, local authorities, utilities companies,
natural resources surveys); or
3. private geoinformation production organisations.

Table 1: Professional Master degree in Geoinformatics; structure and contents
Subject

Duration

Entrance week

1 week

Supporting and basic subjects

14 weeks

·
·
·
·

Supporting subjects (including linear algebra, statistics, georeferencing, error theory,
computer systems, and learning techniques);
Introduction to geoinformation production systems (geoinformation production
systems, information systems development, project management, geoinformation
infrastructure, and application oriented Case Studies);
Basics of geoinformation systems (database management systems, spatial data
structures and GIS);
Basics of geoinformation technology (data acquisition, information extraction and
presentation).

Specialisations

·
·
·

14 weeks

Photogrammetry/remote sensing and image processing for information extraction and
generation of terrain objects and surfaces (including sensor systems, image
processing and analysis, point determination systems, digital photogrammetry, DEM
generation, guided study topics, and a mono-disciplinary project);
Cartography and geoinformation visualisation (including map deSign, map production
from digital data, topographic and thematic cartography, static/dynamic visualisation
techniques, and a mono-disciplinary project);
Development and maintenance of geographic information systems (including
computer programming and networking, GIS operation, system development, data
sharing, guided study topics, and a mono-disciplinary project) .

Catch-up periods

2 weeks

Development and management of integrated production systems

7 weeks

Advances in operations management, quality management, optimisation of
geoinformation production systems, operationalisation of information technology,
economics of geoinformation production, study visit, and a multi-disciplinary project on the
development and management of an integrated geoinformation production systems for a
selected application (large and small scale topographic information; small scale thematic
information; municipal/ utilities information).

Final assignment

10 weeks

Final project and technical report.

Exit programme

1 week

Clearance week and degree award

1 week
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Aim
The aim of the course is to achieve competence in the use of integrated geoinformation
technology and the operational management of geoinformation production systems. It
is therefore expected that upon completion of the course, participants should be able to:
1.
2.

contribute to the design and implementation of geoinformation production
systems and quality systems;
manage geoinformation production systems:

The PM course is designed for a duration of one year, and is structured around four main
blocks of learning activities (Table 1). It concentrates on integrated geoinformation
technology in the context of the applications in which it is used and is therefore very
much problem-oriented. As such, the course design breaks with the tradition of offering
separate courses in photogrammetry, remote sensing, cartography and aspects of
computer science, recognising that in a digital production environment these disciplines
are increasingly integrated. The first course stru1ed in early Januru)' 1997 with 29
pru1icipants selected from more than 100 eligible applicants.
Different blocks
Block I of the course addresses geoinformation requirements from application fields and
the required response from geoinformation production organisations. It also provides the
participants with basic knowledge of, and skills in subjects supporting the course, and in
the basic concepts and technology of geoinformation production systems, as a common
approach to geoinformation problem solving.
Block II of the course offers options for specialisation, and provides the participants with
the needed knowledge and skills for one of:
• information extraction and generation of terrain objects and surfaces by means of
photogrammetrylremote sensing and image processing; or
• cartography and geoinformation visualisation; or
• the design and maintenance of geoinformation systems.
After a short break, Block III of the course provides the participants with advanced
knowledge and skills in the use of integrated geoinformation production technology (data
acquisition, information extraction, information presentation, databases and spatial
information systems) for the design, implementation and operational management of
geoinformation production systems (design, planning, execution and quality control) for
a selected application. This block includes a week of study visits to mapping
organisations outside The Netherlands.
Block IV provides the course participants with the possibility to apply knowledge' and
skills obtained in preceding blocks to (aspects) of a real situation involving
geoinformation problem solving, by means of an individual final assignment.
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Projects and case studies
As impOitant as theoretical knowledge is the ability to apply it to solve practical
problems. Therefore, parallel to lectures and practicals, participants work in small groups
on projects and case studies much more than in the old courses. At regular intervals
during Block I, short case studies illustrate the application context in which
geoinfOimation technology is used; for each specialisation in Block II, a selection of
individual and mono-disciplinary projects is offered to provide the participants with
advanced practice of knowledge and skills in the discipline; in Block III, an integrated
geoinformation production project is executed by interdisciplinary teams on a selected
geoinformation application field; finally an individual final project enables the
pruticipants to apply the technology leruned dUling the course to a real situation in a
familiru· context. An Exit Programme prepru·ing pruticipants to implement acquired
competence in their home organisations rounds off the course. To summru·ise, in the PM
degree course, as in the other new ITC Geoinformatics courses, there will be less
emphasis on the mere transfer of know ledge and more on the development of problemsolving ski lls.

Master of Science degreee in Geoinformatics
Previously, the students who wished to follow the MSc degree programme in the
Department of Geoinformatics first followed the first nine months of one of the
Postgraduate courses in Caltography, Photogrammetry or Integrated Map and
Geoinformation Production . The MSc candidates then went on to follow a fUither three
months of advanced course subjects, followed by six months of independent research
leading to a thesis.
The situation from J anuru·y 1997 is different: all admitted MSc applicants are now
placed immediately in the 18-month GFM.2 course, and follow from the beginning a
course of study which is much more directed to research and development than the PM
course, although the actual academic level of both courses is considered to be the
same. The MSc degree course is intended for those who will be involved in the design
and development of spatial information systems, supporting decision making for
sustainable development. 18 students alTived in January, 1997, to follow this course.
Apart from the different emphasis, which leads to a separate programme of lectures
and exercises with a different approach and different contents, the actual stmcture of
the MSc course is rather similar to that of the PM course. A common core of 6 months,
including 7 weeks spent on particular case studies, is followed by a specialisation
period of 3 months. Students may choose two modules from a set of four on topics of
general interest to geoinformatics (e.g. 3D GIS and temporal aspects) and another two
modules from a set of eight offered by the specialist Divisions in the Department.
Another period (3 months) of case studies follows, with emphasis on theoretically
advanced topics in geoinformation and with the possibility to spec ialise further. The
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study is less formal in nature than during the first parts of the course, with more
emphasis on research work, workshops and literature reviews. During this period the
students also prepare their thesis topics. The actual research and thesis writing occupy
the final 6 months of the course.

Diploma in Geoinformatics
This course replaces the Technologist Diploma in Cartography. Due to the anticipated
demand for supervisory and training staff in developing countries in all branches of
geoinformatics, it was decided to offer also at this level a general course with the
opportunity to specialise. At the same time it was decided to reduce the course to nine
months duration, considered to be appropriate for a course at this level. The successful
applicants to this course should have completed their secondary education with
university entrance level grades in mathematics, and to have at least three years'
relevant practical experience. 25 students started this course in late February, 1997.
The Diploma programme is appropriate for:
• staff responsible for the implementation of production tasks and for the supervision
of the various processes in map and geoinformation production in national and
regional agencies;
• staff responsible for technical in-service training in these agencies;
• practical teaching staff in technical institutes.
As for the other two courses mentioned, the Diploma course starts with a common core
of subjectS basic to the study of geoinformatics. This lasts 9 weeks, and is followed by
the specialisation period of 18 weeks. Students may follow one of:
• cartography;
• photogrammetry/remote sensing;
• spatial data base maintenance (from 1998 onwards).
After a short break and a study tour of one week to geoinformation production
organisations outside The Netherlands, the course is completed by a Final Project of 8
weeks.

The place of cartography in the new courses
All the new Geoinformatics courses are concel11ed with the design, production and
maintenance of digital geographic databases . In all of them, the cartography
specialisation is concel11ed with visualising the contents of these databases, i~lc!udin g
the production of paper maps. The now superseded cartography courses had already
gone some way in this direction, with rapidly decreasing attention being paid to
conventional map production technology. The result is that, at least as far as the
cartography specialisations are concel11ed, the changes brought about by the new
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course structure are somewhat less revolutionary than they might appear, with the
exception of the complete removal of subjects related to conventional map production.
Some other differences are more apparent than real, reflecting the fact that basic topics
in visualisation and cartography are well integrated into the core subjects. Of course,
as explained earlier, there has been a redefinition of course objectives for all the
courses, and changes in teaching methods. Considered to be very important is the
increased integration among students in the core periods of each course, during which
all the specialised groups learn more about each other's roles in the acquisition,
management and dissemination of geographic information. It is hoped that this
emphasis on integration will enable the students to play leading roles in the setting up
or further development of geographic databases in their home countries.

Conclusion
In the years to come, geoinformation production organisations all over the world, and
the research and educational institutes supporting them, will be in need of a critical
mass of well-trained staff with a good geoinformatics grounding. The cartographic
discipline may contribute a lot to this grounding, but now from a geoinformatics
perspective and not separately. Also, clearly there is a need for staff with a specialised
training in cartography and geoinformation visualisation. Therefore, in the new ITC
Geoinformatics courses the role of cartography is as prominent as before: it has only
taken on another shape.
At the same time, the lTC's idea of itself as a training institute is altering to that of a
leading international centre of expertise in geoinformatics and knowledge transfer in
this field. The design and quality mangement of the knowledge transfer process is
central, while the mechanisms of knowledge transfer will be varied and not necessarily
can-ied out at the ITC in The Netherlands. In addition to decentralisation of education
under ITC certification, for instance by supporting regional training centres and inservice training programmes, the ITC also plans to include its students and alumni in a
continuing education programme using a variety of distance learning techniques.
Note:
More details on the lTC, the courses it offers and their costs are available in lTC's
educational information brochure. This brochure and other information can be obtained
from: ITC Student Registration Office, attn. Mr. A. Klijnstra, P.O. Box 6, 7500AA
Enschede, The Netherlands. Tel. +31 534874207, fax: +31 534874238,
E-mail: klijnstra@itc.nl, WWW: http://www.itc.nJJhomepage.html.
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1. Preface
Spatial problems of agricu ltural production in the Lower Silesia can be treated in long
or in short time horizon. The general structure of land use expressed by percentage
share of forested ten·ain, arab le grounds and grasslands in each part of the studi ed
region mainly depends on natura l conditions confined to: geographi cal location, level
of orography differentiation, local cli mate conditions, types of soils and theirs indi vidual water absorbability.
The authors have decided to analyse the structure of agricu ltural land use in th e
L(ower) S(il esia) R( egion) in the long time hori zon. Such point of view allows to
di stinguish th e types of agri cultural structure as the function of natural co nditi ons.

2. Description of research area
The Upper Sil esia is situated in south- west part of Poland, occupying the mountain
chain Sudety and Silesian Lowland whi ch is the west part of large horizontal band of
Middle Polish Lowlands.
In th is study the research area consists of 165 conU11Unes located in 5 woiwodships . Differentiation of conditions connected with natural envi ronn1ent as we ll as land
development make it possible to obtain many interesting res ults in the field of relation
between climate, relief and water conditions and type of structure of agricultural land use.

3. Aim and range of research
Cognitive aim of th e study is the spatial ana lys is of distribution of main types of structure related to agr icu ltural land use in the Lower Sil esia. The commune has been
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chosen to represent a unit area. The group of distinctive features consists of percentage
share of arable land (XI) , grass land (X2), forest and afforestation areas (X3)' The base
("eated only from diagnostic features with primary meaning for the problem is the
necessary condition to obtain its right frame.
The analysis of frequency of structure types allows to distinguish dominant but
the best way to reach the results connected with spatial distribution is to study the map.
To define the level of dependence of an agricultural land use structure upon the precipitation, morphometric and water conditions: can be compared the content of two carts:
of the types of agricultural land use and - of the types of natural conditions. As the factors
indicating the type of natural conditions the authors have proposed to use: indicators of
relief conditions in terms of its usability for agriculture - (Y/), indicators of water conditions
(Y2) and characteristics of precipitation ()'j) such as : a) - mean class of precipitation intensity, b) - level of homogeneity of precipitation illtensity, in each of the communes.

4. Source data
In Poland the main so urce of data related to land use is the registry of grounds. Temporary changes are not legalised, so the evidency seems to be credible source for long- time analysis of stwcture connected with agr icultural land use.
In the study the res ults of punctual evaluation of morpho- and hydrological
agricu ltural usability in each of 165 communes in LSR published by Institute of Cult ivation, Fertilization and Pedology in Pu!awy (lUNG) [I] have been taken as the data
related to natural conditions. Precipitation conditions have been determined on the base
of original results connected with the new method of "most probably delimitation" of
precipitation regions [2].

5. Methodology
As the so lution of the problem the authors have proposed an original method of comparing the results of two taxo nomic procedures made separately: the first one has been
connected with factors related to agricultural land use, the second - to natural conditions.
A. Structure of agricultural land use
In spite of the fact that the forested areas are not formally included into Agricu ltural
Production Space (in the registry of ground) in this study the authors have decided to
treat the percentage share of forest and afforestation areas in whole area of commune
as the equivalent (Xj) factor of a structure of land use to two mentioned previously
factors, substantially connected with agricu lture: (XI) and (X2)' After the analysis of
range and distribution of the values of3 sets : {XI}, {X2}, {X3} in 165 communes the
division 'of "thematic scale" has been made. The results are shown in Table 1.
Next step has been devoted to the normalisation of the values XI, X], Xj according
to the rule:
-j

X I·

=

Xl I

(x i )min
..

'i
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(1)

where: ri = (XJlIIlL' - (XJlllill; i

= I, . .. , 3; j = I, ... , 165.
Table 1

Structure of land use in Lower Silesia Region
Percentage share (in total area of a commune) of:
X(

Xl :

X3:

arable land

grassland

70 .1 - 88.1
50.1 - 70
31.1 - 50
1.2 - 31

25 .1 - 38
14.1 - 25
10.1 - 14
2.6 - 10

forest and
afforestation areas
70.1 - 85.1
50.1 - 70
30.1 - 50
0.1 - 30

kind of level:
the hi ghest
hi gh
mean
low

To distinguish the characteristic kind (type) of land use structure in LSR the
authors have applied the numerical taxonomy procedure. As the taxonomy distance
between two elements (kinds of structure in two areas) the following formula according to Czekanowski's rule [3] has been proposed:

8 k= ~± lx( - x:1
3

J

1=1

(2)

'i

The suitable calculations formu la has been used:
Us:j /(

-- IO -5{383 1-J
xI

-;'1 + 943 1-;J
~'\: .2

- ~'\: 1

-;'1
- ~'
:2

+ 392 1-;J
X3

-

-'I }

X3

(3)

and as the result the matrix (165 x 165) of taxonomic distances has been foroled.
Finally authors have chosen the most characteristic of kinds, representing the
types ofland use structure in analysed region. Likeness Cik of structure (in two areas ,J"
and " k") has been defined according to the rule:

cik= I-0k

(4)

The fo llowing values of C
ik cOITespond to the proposed levels of the likeness probability:
the most credible: over than 0.94, credible - :0.82 - 0.93 and probable: 0.70 - 0.81.
The necessary condition to include a few elements into the group representing the
same kind of structure is to preserve the limited distance between each pair of elements
j , k (0* ::; 0.30). After joining the similar communes in numerous groups it has been
possible to distinguish the most characteristic ones . Finally each commune has been
included into one group only. The unit which has been chosen as the central element of
group determines the level of factors which allows to define the type of structure.
B. Natural conditions of agricultural land use
The method of definition the collection of types connected with natural condition of
agricultural production in LSR is the same as described in the previous part of the
paper. First of all the authors have analysed the range of indices and have constructed
the " thematic scale" of four features creating the base.
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The leve l of usability to agricu lture of such factors li ke: " relief' and " water
conditions" has been fixed suitabl e to arable grounds or grasslands, according to the
class of soil suitability . Now, sag and swell topography, a ten·ain of unvarying forms
with shallow wide valleys and with right water circulation is reckoned as th e best
telTain for agricultural production .
Table 2
Evaluation of morpho- and hydrological conditions of agriculture
in Lower Silesia Region
I
Y3: precipitation
y/ :
Y2 :
A. mean class I B. levels of I
relief usability hydr. usability
level
I
I
of intensity I homogeneity* I
value of index
value of index
I
8 - 10
5.0- 7.3
I
7.6 - 9.9
I
high
I
I
I
I
5.6-7.5
2. 0 - 4.9
2- 3
5 - 7.9
medium
I
I
I
2.0 - 5.5
3- 4.9
1.0 - 1.9
4 -6
low
----------------------,I
* (range of classes)
The va lues related to precipitation have been taken from th e map of precipitation
regions, where vari ously class ified sub- areas have been divided into zones of determined degree of ass ignment probability. As a res ult: environments of data points and
satellite bands have been disting uished within the pattern of separated classes.
As the main factors for delimitations of precipitation regions th e fol lowing va lues
have been chosen: mean level of intensity during th e periods: V + VI, VII + VIII and
IV - IX, higlmess above sea level (from 122 m = I class to 12 16 m - 8 class) and the
number of stations in each part of studi ed area.
After normali sing the whol e set of va lues th e auth ors have created the li st of
taxonomy di stances between each of 165 units. Calculation has been made accord ing
to the rul e:

or exp/icite:

o

Jk

= 10-

4
{

422 1w -

ytl + 538 1Yi - y;1 + 264 1Y{A - Y;AI + 333 1Y{B - Y;BI }

Fi nall y, th e types of conditions characteri sti c for studi ed region have been defin ed .

6. Results
The II types of land use stru ctures in LSR are di stinguished (Map I). The frequency
of types in LSR can be analysed using the data in Tabl e 3.
T he domin ant type of land use structure in the Lower Sil es ia Region is " IB ", next
one is ,,2A". Map 2 presents a spati al di stribution of areas belonging to type" 1B". Of
co urse, the number of unit areas (communes) represe nting the most fi·eq uent (in LSR)
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level:
rassland
low
mean
mean
2A
B

C
1111

3A
B

• AA

D

AA

E

A

C

mean
mean
mean
low
low
low
low
low

low
low
mean

88,1 - 2,6 - 0,6
57,1-13,3 - 11,1
50 ,4 - 12,1 - 31,0

high

mean
mean
low

37,1 - 11 ,9 - 34 ,0
32,4 - 29 ,5 - 31 ,6
31,4 - 24,3 - 14,8

low
the highest
high
high
low

high
mean
low
the highest
the highest

mean
- the highest

-

values of

01. character.

21,0 19,8 14,3 5,6 1,2 -

9,6 - 60 ,0
32 ,2 - 41 ,4
22,7 - 22,3
14,6 - 74,5
4,2-85,1

Map 1. The types of land use structure
in the Lower Silesia Region
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type of structure is over 49 (see: Tab. 3), numerous areas are alike to more than one
kind of type.

Table 3

I~
type:
IA

B
C

L>

Distribution of types related to la nd use structure in LSR
percentage
occurence
probability of affi liation
to the type level
share
0.7 - 1
0.94 - 1 0.82 - 0.93 0.7 - 0.81
11
7
3
3
5
II
49
30
dominant
5
33
2
13
8
5
6
73
45
13
44
16
dominant
5
2
1
8

15
8
7
30

5
1
6
12

25
11
14
50

15
7
8
30

I
2
1
1
2
7

9
9

2
3
7

3
1
22

1
13

12
14
8
4
4
42

7
8
5
2.5
2.5
25

L=

28

96

41

165

100

% share:

17

58

25

100

2A

B
C

L,=
3A

B
C
D
E

L,=

-

-

fi·equent

rare
isolated
isolated

J
I

Data in table 3 are th e result of the most probable the inclusion each of areas to
"proper" group. The highest level of percentage share (50.4% - 88.1 %) of arable land
in total area of commune occurs among the types in the ,, 1" group, the mean level
(3 1.4% - 37. 1%) in the ,,2" group, the low level (1.2% - 2 1.0%) in the ,,3" group total
area of commune. Polarisation of types in the groups can be expressed by comparison
of percentage share average: - 10%, and for 5 of the third - only 5%. Generally as
the measure of diversification of elements number (communes) in the whole set of
types the value of relative entropy can be used:
II

- Lro, logro i

h=

i= 1

(5)
Hmax

where roi is frequency, HmaJ< - the value of entropy for 165 elements into 11 groups. For
the types of land use structure in LRS th e relat ive entropy reaches the value - 0.5 18.
Finall y, it seems to be very interesting to characterise th e variation of structure
ex pressed by rati o v, = x/ x, in the studied region (Fig. 1).
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As the result of taxonomical procedure the authors have di stinguished 7 types of
natural conditi ons cormected w ith agriculture in LSR (Map 3).
The dominant type of natural condition in the LSR is " IB", the next one is ,,3B" . The
most frequent IE is characterised by high level of usability, for agricultural production, the relief type and the middle level of usability the water conditions. First class of
intensity and high level of homogeneity of precipitation conditions caused that the best
part in Lower Si lesia fo r agricu ltura l land use is situated along the valley of Odra river.
The comparison of the division of th e whole LSR into subareas, joining the number of
communes representing the same type of land use structure and the space distribution
of natural condi tions - type (Maps : No I and No 3) in LSR makes it possible to
di stinguish the parts w here the connection is distinct.

1 B - characteristic of type:
% share

Swiebodzice comm .
grassland
forested

arable
high
57.1

mean
13.3

low
11.1

level of probability
of affiliation to the type 1B:

II

III

0.94 - 1.00
0.82 - 0.93

Ii i 0.70 - 0.81
Map 2. Dominant type of land use structure
in Lower Silesia region
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3.5
dominance grass land
above arable land
6:2

3.

2.5

I
I
I

2.0

E~~'N:ro~

1.5

I
I

1.0

I
I

~rn!!"!!!!
B!'1l'!!li€~~':1

:

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
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Because th e forested terrains are an im portant factor of land use in LSR, th e authors
have proposed to stu dy th e connection between agri cultural land use and forest area
Onl y two ty pes : 2C and 3C appear to be situated far below the line on Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Forested terrain as th e background of agri cultura l land use in th e Lower Silesia
Compact areas of arable lands belonging to th e first ty pe of land use structure are
almost the same as the main part of terrain included to th e first type of conditions. The
di fferenti ati on of reli ef and climate conditions in the Sudety Mts. as well as individual
conditions in north- west part of LSR (the highest share of forested areas) has been in this
structural analys is distinctly refl ected.
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Introduction
The cartographic updating process has not followed the brazilian technological
development in last years. The interprises and organizations specialized in caJtography
elaborate new maps, giving little emphasis to updating tasks. Specially in Brazil, most
of the caJtographic documents available nowadays were elaborated between the 60 ' s
and 70 ' s, presenting incomplete data that does not show the reality of the areas which
they represent.
This paper shows an updating methodology based in a photograJnmetlic technic
applied to lineaJ' features of a topographic map from IBGE (Brazilian lnstitute of
Geography and Statistics), 1:50,000 scale of Rio Claro (SP) area, 1969 edition, using
aerial photographs and analogic HRV-SPOT images. It is followed by a qualitative and
quantitative analysis of the infonnative content obtained in the updated documents
through visual interpretation in the Zoom Transfer Scope.

Study Area
The study area conesponds to the topographic map's aJ'ea from IBGE, "Rio Claro", in
1:50,000 scale, which presents an area of about 721 km 2, located in the nOltheast PaJt
of Sao Paulo State - Brazil, between the geographic coordenates 22° 15 ' S - 22°30 ' S
and 47°30'W - 47°45 ' W (Figure 1).

21

Figure 1 - Localization of the study area in the Sao Paulo State - Brazi l
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Material and Method
Material
For this study the following material was used:
a) Topographic map "Rio Claro", 1:50,000 scale (SF 23-M-I-4) from Brazilian
Institute of Geographic and Statistics - IBGE, 1969 edition;
b) Aerial Photographs of 1988, 1:40,000 scale , from Tenafoto SA aerial
photogrammetric survey;
c) Analogical HRV-SPOT Panchromatic Images from 1990; 1:50,000 scale;
coordenated K1J : 714/395 AlC; 713/395 B/D; 713/394 D and processed by INPE
(National Space Research Institute);
d) Zoom Transfer Scope equipment (ZTS), from Bausch & Lomb;
e) Polyester-Terkron;
f) cUIvimeter and planimeter.
Updating Methodology
The linear features updating was developed tlu'ough visual interpretation of aerial
photographs and, after that, of HRV-SPOT images in the Zoom Transfer Scope (ZTS)
equipment. This analogical equipment is composed of an illumination system and
resources for ampliation/reduction and rotation/translation which permit the
simultaneous visualisation of the updated image features and the topographic map.
Besides, it pelfonns through optic system, the conections of the scale which makes
possible a direct transposition of the information.
The updating task involved three phases: the variation detection; the new features
location or elimination of those not detected and the register on the polyester fixed op.
the topographic map . The linear features considered in the updating were the roadways
and railways; the hydrographic elements (livers, streams, dams and lagoons); the urban
areas and energy transmission lines.
An adaptation was made in ZTS for making the scale relation 1: 1 possible, since the
available equipment for work was without the lenses which permit different scale
relations. Due to this limitation, the perfect overlay of updated images features (aerial
photographs and SPOT images) and the map was obtained by lifting the ZTS base four
centimetres. This procedure, although conecting the overlay problem of features,
resulted in the loss of perfect image clarity and problems with some details
interpretation.
The use of the satellite images demanded some adaptation too, consideling that the
ZTS's photo-board was planned for using aerial photographs.
TIu'ough visual preliminary interpretation in the ZTS an updated draft in 1:50,000
scale was producted to each remote sensing product utilised. In this updated drafts, the
new features ; old features of the topographic map which could be visualized and the
features not detected by visual interpretation were differentiated tlu'ough colours and
symbols.
After the updating phase in the ZTS, a detailed field obselvation was done to establish
a cOlTespondence between the results of the prelimimuy visual interpretation and the
telTestrial reality and for collecting information about the real situation of the roads
according to IBGE 's detelminations, which include paved roads; not paved ones with
pelmanent traffic and periodical traffic; ways and trails.
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As a result updated planimmetric maps were elaborated in 1:50,000 scale and the
information collected in the field was added according to the figures 2 and 3.

Results and Discussions
Oualitative Analysis of the Updated Drafts
- Updating with aerial photographs
a) In spite of the limitations of the ZTS used, the aerial photographs in the 1:40,000
scale generated a cartographic document in the 1:50,000 scale with maximum
tolerance of deviation between the updated features and the original map of
approximately 1 millimetre ( 50 meters on the ground).
b) The good defmition of the drainage basin in the aerial photographs pennitted a clear
identification of it, making the register of this theme easier.
c) The aerial photographs also allowed the identification of the traced railways
variation located in the south em region of the Rio Claro city and in the centre west
part of the topographic map, which appeared in the IBGE ' s map as an "approaching
aligrunent" .
d) Most of the railways could be detected through the ZTS.
e) The aelial photographs confilmed their efficiency for the detelmination of the urban
expansion in the ZTS . The limits of the urban areas were velY well defined, including
the urban centre, some lots, plants or isolated constructions located in the perimeter.
t) All the features registered in the IBGE' s map and still existent were observed in the
aerial photographs through the ZTS, except for the energy transmission lines. Just PaIt
of the energy transmission lines was visualised, the updating of this theme remaining
incomplete.
- Updating with HRV-SPOT Images
a) In qualitative telms, the good results offered by the image for the elaboration of a
cartographic document, 1:50,000 scale are highlighted, having presented a maximum
tolerance of deviation between similar features to that obtained by aerial photographs
(approximately 1 millimetre in the map).
b) The HRV-SPOT - P images made haI'd the interpretation of smaller details. It was
impossible to make the register of all the information that still exist in the original
map, as it was the case of some traffic route that were paItially represented in the draft.
Another factor that damaged the detection of some features was the pi'esence of clouds
in some palts of the images used.
c) The interpretation of the drainage basin and the lagoons and the dams of the HRVSPOT -P images was limited in the ZTS .
d) The HRV-SPOT images pennitted the tracing of the urban areas limits, which
appeared more generalised due to a smaller scale compared to the aerial photographs.
e) As with the aerial photographs, the energy transmission lines had their tracing
incomplete in the HRV -SPOT -P images because they did not present themselves
visible. This fact happened due to the limitation of the ZTS and of the image for
updating this theme.
t) The modifications of the railways tracing were also detected dUling the
interpretation of the images in ZTS, presenting the cOITection of the related features in
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this draft. However, due to the existence of clouds in some sectors of the images and to
the characteristics of the surroundings, some sections of railways in the original map
were not detected through these products.
Quantitative Analysis
The results of the quantitative analysis are showed in tables 1, 2,3 and 4.
The updated draft through aerial photos presented, in all categories, a higher number of
roadways and also higher values of the length measures of this features in relation to
the updated draft through HRV-SPOT images (Table 1).
It is possible to notice a significant expansion of the cities in the data concerning the
area and urban perimeter. The differential numbers of the urban measures on the drafts
are due to a better spatial resolution of the aerial photographs (Table 2).
A great number of new water courses of the all orders, was registered through remote
sensing products in ZTS. A smaller total number of the canals was detected by HRVSPOT images (Table 3).
The higher values of the total length drainage were obtained on the draft elaborated by
aerial photos (Table 4).
Table 1 - Quantitative data about the roads, railways and energy transmission lines.
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Table 2 - Quantitative data about the urban areas
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Table 3 - Quantitative data about the fluvial canal
FLUVIAL HIERARCHY ACCORDING TO STRAHLER
ORIGINAL MAP

AERIAL PHOTOS

SPOT IMAGES

CANAL ORDER

canal number

cana l number

canal Dumber
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Table 4 - Quantitative data about the total length of the rivers
TOTAL LENGTH OF THE RIVER)
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on the ground (Ian)
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Aerial Photos
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Final Considerations
The results acquired through updating of linear features from topographic map showed
that the ael;al photographs, due to better quality and resolution and, in this study, a
higher scale than the HRV-SPOT images, enabled a superior level of feature details,
although compared to the satellite images they demanded more time of work.
Although the HRV-SPOT-P images pelmitted the updating of a lesser number of
features, they turned out to be valuable tools for updating in the ZTS equipment,
because the added infonnation was significant compared to the original map's content.
The qualitative and quantitative analysis denoted the potential of the ZTS for
caltographic updating task for the 1:50,000 scale using aerial photographs or images
from SPOT satellite, in spite of the limitations of the equipment used in this work.
The field work proved indispensable for eliminating doubts and precision control of
the final products.
The updated planimrnetric maps offer more complete data about the drainage net and
they highlight the roads development and the expansion of the urban area in the region.
They show how important data source updated to several field of research; as regional
planning, geomorphology, hydrology, among others; need accurate and actual
infOlmation.
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INTEGRATED USE OF SPATIAL DATA IN VISUALISATION
OF LANDSCAPE CHANGES: A CASE STUDY FROM
RUISSALO ISLAND, SW FINLAND
Niina Vuorela, Risto Kalliola, Ilkka Suojanen
Department of Geography, University of Turku, FIN-20014 Turku, Finland

Abstract

In landscape studies, image interpretation, change detection and visualisation are
important needs which should be approached using appropriate methods. Remotely
sensed imageries and printed maps are natural source materials to use for these
purposes but studies especially on historical landscapes often suffer from incomplete
or only partially reliable information contents in historical documents. Fortunately the
modern computer technology seems to offer tools even for photorealistic change
detection and visualisation methodologies through an integrated use of versatile sets
of spatial data. However many types of compatibility problems due to use of originally
heterogeneous data sets should be overcome prior to actual visualisation practices.
Our research deals with these problems in an example area in SW Finland.
Some of the most critical characteristics in the use of versatile spatial data involve
spectral and spatial resolution of pictorial data, their areal and temporal coverage
and availability, and an enormous amount of details related to each data source and
its compatibility with other types of data. Satellite images are often strong in their
spectral information content, aerial photographs in spatial resolution, maps in their
thematic and historical presentations, wrillen records as explanatOlY texts to detect
landscap e changes and other data as providing basic understanding and additional
views over landscapes at difJerenttimes.

Introduction
Understanding spatial patterns and their changes in natural and man-dominated
landscapes is crucial for anyone dealing with issues of land management and planning.
Printed maps are natural tools to use and the modem information society has brought a
number of other spatial data for the use of landscape planning and research. While
some of these data are only available in printed form, others are readily digital.
Modem computer technology offers new tools to combine versatile spatial information
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sources and thus enhance information-effective land use plaru1ing. However, it is by no
means straightfOIward to compare information that disagree as much as, say, a fragile
19th century hand-drawn land use map and a digital Landsat TM image from the
1980 ' s.
We carry out research which aims to fmd ways to overcome some typical problems of
combining versatile spatial information sources. The island of Ruissalo, which is
situated in the SW archipelago of Finland by the city of Turku (Fig. 1), acts as the
main area for these experimentations. Ruissalo is a suitable example area for this study
because of great number of different data sources available from the island, dating
back to 16th century historical maps and including also modem digital materials such
as satellite imageries and video data mosaics. Also the nature and history of the
Ruissalo island make it a fascinating research area: the island harbours the largest oak
woods in Finland and the well documented history includes features like the King 's
hunting park in the 16th century and culturally significant villas from the 19th century.
Current land management by local authorities would undoubtedly benefit from an
effective integration of different data sources, since the island cUITently faces strong
pressures for both nature conservation and recreation .

Figure 1. The island oj Ruissalo (9km 2) is situated in SW Finland. Ruissalo is an excellent
example area j or landscape change study since its well documented history and nalure.

The use of a wide anay of spatial infOImation requi res all potential data sources and
their infOImation contents first to be evaluated. Thereafter variou s techni cal problems
such as incompatibility between different types of ori gin al data, or different hardware
and software environments has to be overcome. Indeed, it is a challenge to find tools
for exploring, improving and visualising versatile spatial data sources in a way which
makes it possible to enhance the quality of both research and infoI111ation handling
methodologies. In the following, we will give a few examples to illustrate these
questions in concrete situations.
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Sources of spatial data
Spatial data sources vary in many respects, one of them being their areal
representativeness (Fig. 2). Satellite images, vertical aerial photographs, maps and land
use records usuaily provide a thorough view on different landscape related phenomena
since their areal coverage is more or less complete. Other data sources may only cover
small areas of interest or illustrate spot-like features. For example oblique view aerial
photographs represent only small proportions of the landscape yet they may still be
valuable in visualising some details of interest.

DATA WITH COM PLETE
SPATIA L COVE RAGE

DATA WITH PARTIAL
SPATI AL COVERAGE

DATA WITH FRAGMENTED
SPATIAL COVERAGE

Figure 2. Data sources available from Ruissalo according 10 their spatial characteristics.

Our study material consists of heterogeneous data sources (Table 1). Material with
complete spatial coverage includes both printed maps and digital imageries and can be
used to obtain a thorough overview of the landscape. Multi-temporal data sources will
also make it possible to detect changes over time. Data with insufficient spatial
coverage include such sources as detailed thematic maps only existing from some paris
of the island. Oblique view aerial photographs are available in great quantities, and
additionally we have access to digital spectrometer data along a 400 m wide linear
sample line. The category "miscellaneous" includes landscape photographs, species
lists, notes, descriptions, poems and landscape paintings.

Table 1. Material used in this study comprise heterogeneous sets oj spatial data from satellite
images to landscape paintings.

Silatial
data
types

Data with
Time
complete spatial
coverage
Landsat TM
1986
IRS-Ie Pan
1996
vertical video material
1997
vertical aerial
1939-96
1600photographs
maps (historical etc.)
1500land use records
1900scientific studies (land
cover etc.)

Data with partial
sllatial coverage
digilal spectrometer
material
oblique aerial
photographs
thematic maps
(vegetation, housing,
recreation etc.)
scientific studies
(birds, oaks etc.)

Time

1997

19301800-

Data with
fragmented
s latial coverage
photographs
landscape paintings
poems
notes and descriptions
species inventories
land use plans

Time

189018001700160016001800-

1900-
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Evaluation of data sources
Veltical view digital data
These include digital data such as satellite images and video graphic material which
consist of raster values indicating the average brightness of the corresponding ground
areas (Lillesand & Kiefer 1994). Being local averages, pixel values within a raster
image typically distort edges of landscape elements and represent mixed characters. If
spatial resolution is low, landscape elements become blurred and undetectable
(Campbell 1987). In the same way the spectral resolution of digital imageries affects
the possibilities to determine spatial characteristics between different landscape
elements.
Satellite images usually cover relatively large areas. Through image processing
operations such as radiometric image restoration and image enhancement sensor
malfunctions and atmospheric degradation can be removed and visual appearance of an
image improved. However, digital i,mage analyses always requires considerable
understanding of the landscape features and skills to distinguish patterns of their
spectral reflectances in relation to the time of monitoring and sensor charactelistics.
Raw vertical videomaterial and spectrometer data cover rather small sUifaces and
require mosaicking if larger areas are to be studied . Approximately 60 % overlap in
video monitoring ensures sufficient amount of common tie-points for mosaicking
image. Mosaicking images can be canied out using GCP's (ground-control points) for
geomeuic cOlTections, rectification and resampling of an image and removing random
distortions (Lillesand & Kiefer 1994, Mather 1995). Finally, the product will be an
even raster image coverage which can be integrated with other data sources.
Aerial photographs
VeI1icai view aerial photographs with scale from 1: 10 000 to 1: 30 000 are ideal for
detailed landscape studies due to their spatial resolution and temporal and spatial
coverage. However, their visual interpretation requires extensive training and is always
subjected to human errors due to subjective interpretation. Since the spectral resolution
of these images is relatively poor, mainly limited to visible light wave lenghts,
interpretation is rather based on morphological and spatial characteristics of landscape
elements than their specu'al properties. Additionally u'aditional photogrammeu'ic
methods can be effectively us ed for detailed mapping purposes even in three
dimensions .
The quality of aerial photographs is closely tight to conditions during the flight as well
as th e equipment used. The repeating interval of aerial photographing has been less
frequent as compared to satellite monitoring today, and they may be registered at
different times of the year, Even though the Ruissalo island has been photographed at
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least 10 times since the year of 1939, the above mentioned problems cause difficulties
in situations such as interpreting vegetation changes over times.
Oblique view aerial photographs support infonnation gained from vertical data and
visualise landscapes in "more real" angle of perspective especially in tenns of human
perception of environment. On the other hand, oblique view pictures cannot be used
directly for mapping purposes unless monitoring angle is near vertical. Oblique
photographing is however quite flexible and easy to arrange from light aeroplane to
visualise for example seasonal differences in woodlands. Spatial and spectral
characteristics can be controlled by changing film and flight height and, even more
importantly, the angle of perspective can be altered during the flights.
Both vertical and oblique view aerial photographs need to be digitised prior to further
image processing and merging operations. Vertical data can be digitised to vector data
on the basis of subjective knowledge and the use of interpretation keys. Oblique view
photographs offer, among other things, raw materials for the creation of photorealistic
landscape elements which can be used in virtual landscape visualisations.

Printed maps vary considerably in their content of spatial, temporal and thematic
infOlmation. All maps have been produced for some use and their interpretation is a
somewhat subjective process where enors are likely to occur, especially when
interpretations extend beyond the purpose of the original mapping (MacEachren 1995).
Sometimes a map with detailed objects gives an idea of an accurate map even though
this may not be the case (Keates 1996).
Especially historical maps are problematic in tenns of interpretation and merging
operations. Being products of past cultures their areal reliability and classification
criteria may be different from our interpretation; some cartographic features may even
reflect the subjective person of the cartographer rather than objectively relevant
landscape features (Wood 1992). Old maps also characteristically have an inaccurate
scale and even date, and mapped objects are sometimes dist0l1ed; both relative and
absolute locations can be wrong (Dickinson 1979). Due to all these difficulties, old
maps have to be interpreted and rectified carefully to match other data. Rectification
requires semi-manual operations as often the scale varies also within a map.
Miscellaneous data sources
Written records are cIUcial in interpreting old maps and explaining the cultural
background and decisions concerning land use changes. Written records provide
valuable details and keys to interpretation of landscape changes. However, written
documents are often missing accurate location, infonnation can be subjectively altered
or too generalised. Altogether, historical written records fonn a velY distinctive and
detailed data source and are important tools especially when putting into perspective
the relationship between different sources of data.
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Other pictorial data such as landscape photographs and paintings are fragmented but
extend back in time more than many other data sources. The quality of landscape
photographs depend on time, angle and distance of exposure. Photographs are rarely
directly comparable to each other but on the other hand they represent a real view on
the landscape. Photographs also help to precise details such as changes occurring
around a single tree, though subjectively chosen sites for old pictures cause
considerable limitations for this kind of work.

Integrated use of spatial data
Conquering compatibility problems
By using modern computers it is in principle rather simple to integrate the above types
of data into the same database. The key steps to be overcome vary according to the
type of original data, with the final goal being to build up digital registers where
versatile data will be available for different computer programs in mutually compatible
form (Fig. 3). After this stage will be reached, the scene will open for innova tive
expelimentations in a way that is only available for the 1990s scientists.

Figure 3: Example images of foul' differellt data sources used in the study: old topographic
map and land use map, gray-scale aerial photograph and digital image with different vislla{
elemen/s. Visual and spatial characteristics of original data disturb objective analysis of
landscape change. What are the positive f actors and contribution of each data to landscape
change analysis? How can we extract relevant information and merge these data sources to
visualise landscape change with considerable perception of reality?
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Our main interest in the case of the Ruissalo island is to analyse and visualise
landscape changes over times. The fundamental idea of integrating different spatial
information is to highlight positive factors of each type of data and to eliminate as
much negative factors as possible. This is based on increasing our knowledge on
landscape changes, step by step, by introducing new data sources. Stable landscape
elements such as digital terrain model can be maintained even in visualisations of past
landscapes, and modern photographic materials can likewise be used to feed
photorealism into virtual historical sceneries.
Throughout this process each data source needs to be critically evaluated and
controlled. The most challenging goal is to develop such procedures that will enable
the user to choose a specific site from the landscape from which to see its past, present
and future appearances. The following examples will illustrate some aspects of how to
reach this goal.

Possibilities for visualisation
By integrating IRS-Ie panchromatic band with Landsat TM, both the spatial resolution
(5,8 m) ofIRS and the spectral resolution (sev.en spectral bands) of the Landsat can be
combined to improve the visual appearance of the image product. Additional spatial
infonnation can be obtained by using vertical aerial photographs . Multi-temporal
imageries also enable change detection and the information content of even past aerial
photographs will be improved through their integrated use. Further spatial and also
spectral enhancement can be achieved through integrating vertical ai.rborne video
matelial with its ca 0,5 metre spatial resolution .
The use of other information registers adds new dimensions to this game. Essential
details of original data will be preserved but their visual appearance will be altered
through extracting and merging information to other data. The mapped units in old
maps can be filled with raster patterns that are copied from current imageries or all the
extracted data can be merged to create an image where essential data have been used to
produce new units visualising past landscape. This will lead to the production of
pseudo aerial photographs representing past landscape. Digital terrain models will
enable sun angle shading over this landscape and scientific registers of land use and
biotopes further enhance the image's usefulness in not only visualisati.ons but also
landscape ecological research.
At this point, we still are looking at landscape changes from vertical perspective only
and using rather arbitrary visualisation techniques . Real photorealism can be obtained
by integrating into this process ground level and oblique view photographs. Simple
manipulation of photographs can be made using software such as Adobe Photoshop
(Tahvanainen at al. 1996), but it is also possible to in1port scanned textUres and
patterns into vi ltual landscapes in tluee dimensions. The more complete is the
photographic source material archive (land cover types, different seasons) the more
photorealistic visualisations can be obtained.
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Our experimentations on the island of Ruissalo are still rather in their initiation yet
most of the necessary information types have already been collected. The current
understanding we have of the island's landscape evolution is at this point based on
rather simple comparisons, but we hope to learn through the above type of
experimentations which are the most relevant factors that have contributed the
landscapes evolution to its present stage.
Generally, we expect that when integrated use of spatial data registers can be imported
in a multimedia like user interface, data users will be able to see, measure and evaluate
such landscape features that could not be analysed by any other means. Time will
show how much this possibility will contribute basic science (geography, biology,
archaeology) or applied research (land use planning, tourism industry etc.) but our
expectations are positive owing to the modem infOlmation society repeatedly coming
across new needs for computerised data handling.
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1. Introduction
In Russia th ere was begun the spade-works for th e compilati on of Russia
N ati onal A tlas.
The National A tlas of Russia (NA R) is a fund amental comprehensive
cartographi cal product. The main NAR obj ect is to give the most compl ete
graphi cal representation of the features as follo ws: n ature, p opulation, econ omy
developm ent, eco logy, history and culture of Russia - th ose informati on that
present th e national overview of sci entifi c processed sp atial - temp orary
inform ati on which could be used in all branches of economy, management,
science, education as well as for defense purpos e of the country. The atlas
intents to present and carry out th e culture of Russia in abro ad as well as to
facilitate the developm ent of economi c and cultural links and relati ons
fr amework with for eign countri es is one more obj ect of this A tl as [l ; 2].
This ational Atlas is a specifical kind of cartographi cal product, wh ere
th e state itself is the object of mapping in all asp ects of entities and sph eres of
its existence and developm ent. The A tlas containing the wide range of difference
informati on of whole co untry domain as well as of it's separate p arts, represents
this inform ati on in sys tematized , organized, comp arable and well foreseeabl e
form , providing important functions of a databank as a too l for th e researches
developm ent, n ew kn owledge, creativity, practical studies, management, transfer
of th e info rm ation and knowledge to new generati ons of the p eopl e, so urce of
form ati on of n ational consciousness of the citizens.
This National A tlas of Russia will meet th e requirements to such k in d of
cartographi cal products developed by a Co mmiss ion of th e Nation al A tl ases of
th e Internati onal Geographi cal Union . Th e all advan ced achi evements in
cartograph y and oth er branches of scien ce and engineering will be refl ected by
th e means of this A tl as . The originality, vo lum e, detalisation and means of
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representation will more exceed all earlier developed and published in USSR and
Russia comprehensive atlases.
The development of the National Atlas of Russia requires the special
attention and support from the Goverment level, due to the large volume of the
cartographical works (around 10 years).
The Atlas Project and conception being developed by the leading mapmakers and experts is the background document, prescribing the basic Atlas
aims and objects, domain and area of application, it's structure, contents and
organizational matter and issuses of Atlas development and publishing. At the
same time for this proj ect implementation the proposals for Federal Program
called "National Atlas of Russia" have been prepared. The Special Federal
Program for this Atlas development and printing should be accomplished as the
further step and special Resolution by Government of Russian Federation
should be addopted as the official start point stage for all works commence.

2. Aims, objects and application demain of the National Atlas of Russia
The main Atlas aim - to provide the comprehensive cartographic date and
information about natural resources , population, economy, ecology, history and
culture of Russia for purpose of using in development of a national economy,
science, education and cu lture.
The objectives of Atlas:
- to provide the encyclopaedic base of the up-date information of Russia,
it's condition and level of development of the country on a threshold of it third
thousands anniversary;
- to present an inform ational material for development of the Russian as
whole and regional 's economic, cultural , historical , ecological , educational
and others programs ;
- to ensure the bodies of state authority and management establishments ,
scientific, research institutes and industrial companies, public organizations and
also individuals with an authentic spatial information on a nature, resources,
population, econom y, eco logy, history, culture, traditions and social life of the
co untry, and also factors effected on.
Atlas being as an important compond of information system of Russ ia is
called to ensure the scientific, methodical and information support for the
following:
In the economic field:
- econom ic, ecological , social, cultural , educational and others nati onal
and regional development programs and also - the various projects design and
examination on a wide range of aspects;
In the field of legislative activity:
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the development and examination of both federal as well as regional
legislative and normative statements, and also - the large scale national and
regional economic, social, geotechnical, ecological and other actions;
In the field of a science:
- the development of a wide range of sciences (earth -science - first of all)
and the new scientific researches, identification and definition of the" white
spots" in knowledge and unsolved problems ;
- perspective scientific researches and applied development;
- Global and Euroasian researches, and contribution of Russia to th e
regional international projects (for example " Global changes ", Arctic GIS ,
etc.);
- statement of a priority of Russia in research and development of both
various land and water areas;
- the development of the thematic mapping in the country, multipurposes
(universal) and apply oriented databases and geoinformation systems design;
- activity on identification, evaluation, mapping of the natural and socio ph enomena and it's monitoring ;
In the field of education, knowledge improvement and culture:
- th e development of cultural and it's infrastructure, features heritage
identifi cati on;
- staff - training of various skill levels, knowledge improvement among the
population and self-edu cation programs development;
- education of national prideness and patriotism;
In the field of external policy and international relations:
- ensure the prestige of Russia in world community as the state having
signifi cant achievement in various areas of a science and practice, support of the
external economic and political interests of Russia;
- acquaintance with and stud y of Russia by foreign state structures,
busin ess sp heres and individuals;
- the development of cooperation of Russia with the foreign states in th e
field of cultural , business and other contacts.
The main (but not overall) direction of Atlas use could be as follows:
- th e development of the prediction, experts evaluating and national
programs of socio economic development of Russian Federation;
- th e Russia 's economy and social management as at national level as well
as at th e levels of different branches of industry, agriculture, transport,
construction etc. including the territories development;
- national reso urces base extension and protection;
- strategy of sustaintable development of Russian Federation, support th e
eco logical balance of the national territory as a whole and regions in all it' s
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en vironmen ts (lith osph ere, atmosphere, water, soils, conditio n of life and acti vity
of th e peop le), ecological monitori ng impl ementation ;
- G IS developm ent and use for national, regional and local authori ties
levels, incl uding dat abases and databanks design and supp ort;
nati onal p olicy,
strategy of regional and local
management
development and impl ementati on;
- scientific resear ches, development of education of a ll levels;
- th e developm ent of mapp ing and remote sensin g in Russia, - maps and
atl ases , including in di gital form
of different types - referen ce, schoo l,
edu ca ti onal, p opular and oth ers for cartographi cal supp ort of econo mic p racti ce
to meet th e requirements of all ki nd of the popul ati on .
T he consum ers of A tl as will be as foll ows:
- federal and local a uthoriti es, establishments, dep artm ents, p ersons
directl y invo lved to th e man agement, state planning, economy, p oli cy, legislative
activity, science, history, culture, edu cati on, defense, whi ch will be using th e
A tl as in it daily acti vity;
- state and private comp ani es and individuals, which will use th e A tlas
incidentall y as a reference backgr ound ;
- potenti a l consumers - organizati on and indiv idua ls who are hav ing not
yet eno ugh experi ence of wo rk ing with th e cartographi cal date( In this case - th e
proced ures of th e A tl as distri butio n shoul d be acco mpan ied with th e special
act ivity of advertisement and wo rks hops arr angenment for it using) .

3. General Specifications of the National Atlas of Russia
Based on th e ana lisis of domes ti c and intern ati ona l expiri ence on A tl ases
deve lopm ent , p ay ing attenti on to recent conditi ons of Russ ia's economy and
map ping developm ent th e ma in conclusions on th e A tl as program, as a
co mprehensive mulipurp oses editi on have been done.
Nati onal A tl as will contain th e multifuncti on al inform ati on and date
abo ut th e geagraphi cal features , ph enomena and processes, and a lso facto rs
effected on th eir conditi on and develop ment, that will ensure th e rep resent ati on
of th e th emati c compl eteness of th e items as foll ows lit hosp here, at mosp here,
hyd rosp here, ped osph ere, biosph ere, sociosphere, technosp here, history of th e
develop ment.
info rm ati on , suitable for cart ographi cal
T he a ll ki nds of so urce
a cco mp lishm ent procedures:
rep resentati o n will be used durin g th e A tl as
ca rt ographi ca l and graphi c docum ents; remo te sensing d ocuments in ana logo us
(ph o toim ages) and di gital forms; statisti ca l (digital) ma teri a ls; text materi als;
d igit al mo dels and databanks
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It supp osed, that the A tlas will be consisted of several volum es. Every
vo lume will be contain the foll owing items: nature and res oures, p opulati on and
social events, economy, ecology, history, culture and n ational heritage, space
researches .
Th e General volum e of geographical maps wiil be commence the all
editi on .
Each volume, being as a component of the N ation al A tlas of Russia, at th e
sa me time will be represented as indep endented cartographi cal product having
it 's own informative and kno wledge value. The contents of each vo lum e will be
co mp os ed from sep arate sections and plots of maps, whi ch can be published
wheth er togeth er, or in separate sections and sheets , th at will fa cilitate th e right
combinati on of the information for the various purposes. F rom oth er side it will
red uce th e time for each volum e developm ent and printing. Such A tlas design
will facilitate the up-date and up-grade procedures providing - new pl ots and
pages des ign and compilati on and it's furth er repl as ment instead of out-of dated
ones .

4. Atlas body framework arrangement
It is supposed, th at the A tl as body will be accomplish ed at 5 levels:
- a global and Euroasian level - Russ ia within the world , C IS, based on
global and subglob al problems as a background ;
- fede ral-Russia 's level- bas ic level of national mapping;
- regional - level for sep arate regions of Russia and subj ects of Federati on ;
- local - level for separate cities, urban aggl omerations, industrial nodes
whi ch are of th e mos t interest fr om the natural, demographi ca l, economi c area
pointS of view;
- delailed - maps, city pl ans and sch eems of sep arate cites etc.
Th e technology of A tl as devel opm ent and design will provid e th e
registration and combination of nation al -Russian level with global, Euroas ian
and regional and th erefore will meet th e requirements of world technology
and achi evements of Russ ia's
and continue the
traditions
stand ard
co mprehensive atl ases developm ent;
The main approaches in arrangement of mapping meth ods used for A tl as
entit y depi cti on are as foll ows:
- invenlory-resources approach, with th e emph as ize on maximum
co mp leten ess of the features representati on, it's descripti ve va lu es and
meas ures , and furth er it using as a raw materi al for publi c mass producti on ;
- regional approach, according to whi ch territori al units are described based
on topologica l, th emati c, tip ologica l, chronologica l and oth er class ificati on
attributes (natural, economi c etc. entiti es) are all ocated;
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- historical approach, according to which the natural and socio economic
features and events of the past are depicted (paleogeographic, paleotectonic,
paleo climatic feat ures, historical events, archeo logica l monuments etc.);
- predicted
approach whi ch used for presentation of a predicted
ph eno mena , for depiction of the phenomena directl y inaccessible for it's stud y
in time and space (evaluating of glob al changes of natural environment,
dangerous natural processes and phenomena, minerals deposits etc.);
- evaluated-recommendational approach, describing a significance of the
features to solve th e required tasks as well as the required territory estimating
fo r eco nomi c development, living standard of the population etc., or showing an
recommended measure on use, transformation, development of t he features of a
nature, facilities, economy (projects of natural resources rational use and
protection);
- geotechnical ( civil engineering) approach, acco rding to whi ch the natural
and antropogeneous features and environm ent are characterized from th e point
of view of creation, functioning and development of geo technical , technical and
other sys tem s or structures (geo logical-engineering, geograp hi cal-engineering,
land reclametical etc.);
- ecology-geographical approach , in wh ich th e main features for mapping
are th e obj ects of direct and non direct relatioships in sys tem "society - nat ural
environment" (po lluti on, exhaustion of reso urces, sick rate etc.).
With regards of this approaches im p lementation the geograph ical features ,
it's measures and linkage among th em th e objects should be arranged within
Atlas at three levels of generali zation:
- analytical, supposing a ll oca tion of separate "elementary " features and
their prop erti es in unitary joint system of parameters; complex, ensuring th e joint
presentation of correlated or interoperated feat ures and ph enomena , everyone
in it 's own sys tem of parameters;
- synthetic, at which th e a ll ocation of the genera li zed and integrated
features with integral unitary va lu e characteristics is segrega ted.
Th e Atlas as a whole body and it's separate vo lum es will includ e maps,
texts, reference materi a ls, ind exes of th e geographical nam es etc. Each vo lum e
will in clude th e air- and sattelite im ages with th e exp lanati on s umm ari es to
prov ide the deta ili sation for th e maps and A tl as contents.
The A tlas being as a scientific editi on - in tents the rat her large sca les
maps to be included into hi s body (i. e. the scales I: 15 000 000 and I: I a 000 000
for Russ ia's territory as a whole) as well as detailed information and date based
on the aut henti c scientifi c concepts, know ledge and researches will be invo lved.
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5. Atlas final product
Th e will be three forms of this A tlas final product:
conventional
polygraphic-printed on a paper by a polygraphic means; CD -ROM version for
multimedia PC; GIS version giving an opportunity to use this A tlas maps and
information incorporated for multipurp oses needs.
Electronic (multimedia) version of the A tlas will represent complete or
partial adequate analogue of the pap er version. Its use is limited to the various
consum ers by viewing ("browsing") digital analogue of the traditional version
and elementary operations providing with them: n ew elementary marks
entering and destruction of available old marks, change of a background tone,
final plot output on the plotter.
The GIS -version of the Atlas ass umes that advanced software environment
will be developed together with a databas e providing the new opportunities in
use and processing of cartograp hi cal and oth er inform ation. The electroni c
version of General geograp hical volum e will be produced first of all, further all
digital maps included into the first vo lum e should be us ed as backgro und for
foll owing th ematic maps development of the subsequent volumes.
The technology of the National A tI;:ts of Russia developm ent provides
simultaneo us work above three versions of the Atlas: traditi onal , electroni c and
G IS-versions. In detail , please, refer to arti cle [3].

6. Organization of works on creation of the National Atlas of Russia
The evaluation of vo lume and character of works on creation of the
Na ti onal Atlas of Russia sho ws, th at more th an 100 organizations both
es tab lishm ents of various ministries and dep artments should participate in them ,
and it, in turn, will require precise arrangement and coordination of all works
run.
The Nati onal status of the A tlas of Russia assumes its primary fin an cing
from means of the fed eral budget. With this pUlpose it is n ecessary to develop
and adop t th e Federal Program " N ational A tlas of Russia ".
Th e Federal Service of a Geo desy and Cartograph y of Russia
(Roskartographia) on behalf of the State should act as the customer to this A tlas
(including electronics versions).
Main Editorial Bo ard should be responsible for providing of the scientific
and meth odical management of the Atlas, and Editorial Council for an operative
management of wo rks.
Fo r th e time of th e N ational A tl as of Russia development and publishing
th e special reference and informational service should be arranged to ens ure the
procedure of th e most dynami cal maps elements control and up date. F urther
thi s service wi ll become like a core of national inform ation sys tem "A tlas" .
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The basic edition of the Atlas will be carried out in Russian. T he edition of
a part of circulation in English is possible. For more wide circulation in Russia
and abroad basic edition will be complemented by the appendixes containing
translation of headings of maps , legends and references on the most widespread
languages of the Russian Federation and foreign.
7. Conclusion
The significant experience in Atlas design and mapping has been co ll ected
in USSR and Russia, both as in scientific studi es, as well as thematic and
comprehensive atlases have been published. It all ows, to put and solve the task
of own National Atlas development and publishing
using as well
the
int ernational experience of creation of the national atlases.
The National Atlas of Russia wi ll be as a component of State Information
System.
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